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Preface 

On May 20-24. 1968, a Conference on Functional Analysis and 
Related Fields was held at the Center for Continuing Education of the 
University cl Chicago in honor of ProfessoLMARSHALL HARVEY STONE 
on the occasion of his retirement from active service at the University. 
The Conference received support from the Air Force Office of Scientific 
Research under the Grant AFOSR 68-1497. The Organizing committee 
for this Conference consisted of ALBERTO P. CALDERON, SAUNDERS 
MACLANE, ROBERT G. POHRER, and FELIX E. BROWDER (Chairman). 

The present volume contains some of the papers presented at the 
Conference. nther talks which were presented at the Conference for 
which papers are noLinduded hereare: 

K. CHANDRASEKHARAN, "Zeta functions of quadratic fields"; 

J. L. DooB, "An application of prob ability theory to the Choquet 
boundary" ; 

P. HALMOS, "Irreducible operators"; 

R. KADISON, "Strong continuity of operator functions"; 
L. NIRENBERG, "Intrinsic norms on complex manifolds"; 

D. SCOTT, "Some problems and recent results in Boolean algebras"; 

1. M. SINGER, "A conjecture relating the Reidemeister torsion and 
the zeta function of the Laplacian". 

A banquet in honor of Professor STONE was held during the Con
ference, with brief talks by S. S. CHERN, A. A. ALBERT, S. MACLANE, 
E. HEWITT, K. CHANDRASEKHARAN, and F. E. BROWDER (as Toast
master), as weH as a response by Professor STONE. 

F. E. BROWDER 
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Nonlinear Eigenvalue Problems 
and Group Invariance 

By FELIX E. BROWDER 

Department of Mathematics, The University of Chicago 

Introduction 

In the transition from linear to nonlinear functional analysis, a very 
special position is occupied by the spectral theory of self-adjoint operators 
in Hilbert space. Hs most important nonlinear generalization occurs in 
the framework of the tQPological theory of variation al problems. the 
Morse theDIY and the theory of LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANN. two of the 
many topics that have been gathered together in recent literature 
under the general title of globoJ analysis cr analysis on manifolds. 
Although the Mors_e theoryhas played an exceptionally important role 
in tha development of topology and geometry in the past two decades, 
from the point of view of analytical problems and particularly problems 
on the existence of solutions of nonlinear partial differential equations, 
it seems dear that the Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory must playamore 
impDIiant role. The decisive reason for this is that the Lusternik
Schnirelmann theory yields existence results for critical points of given 
variation al problems while in most analytic contexts, the Morse theory 
yields such results only for generic problems; and while in the context of 
differential topology, the usual problem is one of a dass of essentially 
equivalent ones, for the proof of existence of eigenfunctions of a given 
partial differential operator it is not satisfactory to obtain results for 
similar or nearby problems. 

Ii is our p_urposein the present discussion to present a complete 
development oi the_Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory and of its application 
to nonlinear eigenvalue problems in a form which yields a generalized 
Sturm-Liouville theory for eigenfunctions of nonlinear elliptic boundary 
value problems of the form 

I Functional Analysis 
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where k<m, and the two operators are Euler-Lagrange operators of two 
multiple integral functionals: 

A,,= :~ ,g(u) = f G(x, u, ... , Dm u) dx, 

8Kß f k Bß = 8~ß' k(u) = K(x, u, ... , D u) dx. 

Our discussion differs in a number of respects from earlier treatments 
both of the abstract Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory and of its application 
to eigenvalue problems. The first and most important respect is our 
emphasis in the applications upon the role of group invariance of the 
given problems as the feature which makes non-trivial results possible 
from the theory. The conventional applications in the past have been 
to even functionals and the writer has been aware for several years that 
the use of this hypothesis was only a special case of the application of 
the invariance of the problem under a group of transformations n having 
at least one element of finite order. We develop the theory in detail from 
this point of view, both because it makes the theory in its usual form 
more transparent and because of its significance as part of a general 
program of relating significant results in nonlinear functional analysis 
to hypotheses of group invariance (whose importance was emphasized 
to the writer by V. BARGMANN). 

In the second place, we place a great emphasis in the general theory 
upon obtaining results under the weakest possible regularity assumptions 
upon the functionals and manifolds involved. There is a very strong 
motive behind this emphasis, namely the character of the applications. 
In the nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problems of the form A(u) =AB(u) 
of the form which we have written above, hypotheses of differentiability 
upon the functionals involved beyond the Cl framework involve burden
some hypotheses in terms of differentiability and growth conditions on 
the derivatives of the functions A" and Bß. Ideally, however, the gen
eralized eigenfunction theory for the nonlinear case ought to be valid 
under hypotheses of the same type as the existence theory of solutions 
under elliptic boundary conditions of the equation A(u) =1. That is in 
fact possible as shown below (and was shown earlier in the writer's 
previouspapers [3J, [4J) on the basis oftwo somewhat different techniques, 
transplantation and Galerkin approximations. The results of the first 
technique in its most general form is embodied in Theorem 9 of Section 6, 
while the study of the convergence of finite-dimensional Galerkin or 
Rayleigh-Ritz approximations to the higher order eigenfunctions for 
the nonlinear case is carried through in detail in Section 8. 

In presenting the proof of the abstract Lusternik-Schnirelmann 
theorems for a (1 function h on a C2- Finsler manifold X (or on a Cl 
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Finsler manifold X which has a Cl diffeomorphism with a C2- manifold), 
we have followed a variant of the previous arguments whose purpose 
should be made dear. There are three basic elements to the construction 
of a LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANN theory. The first of these elements 
is of a strictly topological character, relating the structure of a topo
logical space X with a given continuous function h from X to the reals, 
a given set K of points playing the role of generalized "critical points" 
of the function h, and adeformation F of the space X over itself which 
eventually lowers the value of h except in neighborhoods of K. The 
results of the theory on this level (developed in detail in Sections 1 and 2 
below) consist of the Lusternik generalized minimax principle for deforma
tion invariant farnilies S of subsets of X, i.e. the existence of a point Xo 
such that Xo lies in K, and 

h(xo) = inf sup h(x), 
AES xEA 

as weIl as of properties of K and of K n h-l(r) in terms of the category 
of X and minimax values of h over the families Sk of subsets of X having 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category ~ k in X. The theory on this level 
is of an elementary topological character. 

In the second step of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann argument, one 
specializes X to be a manifold of dass Cl and h to be a Cl function on X 
with K being the set of actual critical points of h on X (i.e. points x in X 
such that dhx = 0). The problem at this level of the argument is to 
construct the appropriate deformations F to which the topological 
theory can be applied. The problem has two principal facets: First, to 
obtain a group of transformations Tt of X into itself for t ~ 0 obtained 
from a flow in X along the trajectories of a vector field related to the 
gradient field dhx and second to apply a condition which guarantees that 
the transformation semigroup {Tt : t~O} moves X in a such a way as to 
make sure that h decreases substantially except near the critical points 
of h. In the treatment of the abstract Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory 
on C2- manifolds (and originally for smoother manifolds) Palais [12] 
constructed a pseudo-gradient vector field for h on X, i.e. a locally Lip
schitzian vector field P such that for each x in X -K, 

in terms of a given Finsler structure on the tangent bundle of X. The 
vector field P can be integrated in the neighborhood of each point Xo 
of X -K, and the study of flows on vector fields of this forms was 
combined with the assumption of the condition (C) of PALAIS and SMALE 
[16] which essentially asserts that K nh-l([a, b]) is compact for each 
finite interval [a, b] and that Ildhxll is bounded from below on h-l([a, b]) 

\* 
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on the complement of each neighborhood of K. Such a construction is 
only possible on C2- manifolds for which an invariant concept of a 
locally Lipschitz vector field is possible, and its does not yield aglobai 
deformation even on X - K since the trajectories are only defined up 
to the point that they enter K. In addition, the flows generated in this 
fashion are not continuous, in general, at the points of K. 

To simplify this treatment (and thereby to make it possible to use 
the simple formulation of the topological part of the Lusternik-Schnirel
mann theory), we have constructed global deformations by constructing 
a quasi-gradient vector field for h, i.e. a locally integrable vector field P 
on X - K such that 

where 
Ild~11 ~ 2q(x)11 dhxllx; dhx(~) ~ -q(x) Ildhx l12 , 

q(x) =inf{d(x, z) +Ih(x) -h(z)I}. 
zEK 

Such fields always generate a continuous one-parameter semigroup of 
mappings Tt of X into X, a fact which is proved in Section 4, and the 
resulting deformation is of the appropriate type for the topological 
results if the functional h satisfies condition (C). The derivation of the 
abstract Lusternik-Schnirelmann theorems on FINSLER manifolds is 
given in Section 5 for Cl functions h satisfying condition (C) on C2-
manifolds X, and then extended to manifolds X which are Cl but dif
feomorphic in the Cl sense to C2- manifolds. We remark that the con
dition (C) essentially pertains to the case of infinite dimensional mani
folds and is trivially satisfied if the manifold Xis compact. 

To apply the abstract thery to the proof of existence of solutions of 
eigenvalue problems, we apply the method of Lagrange multipliers to 
the pair of Cl functions hand g on the infinite dimensional Banach 
space B. The critical points of the restriction he of h to the level surface 
Me of g on which g(x) =c yield solutions of the eigenvalue problem 
h'(u) =~g'(u) with real ~. The existence of such eigenfunctions in in
finite number is established in Section 6 under appropriate hypotheses 
on the functionals hand gunder the crucial hypotheses that there exists 
a diffeomorphism rp of the level surface Me on itself such that rp is 
periodic of prime period q and rpi for all j with 1 ~ j ~ q -1 is fixed-point 
free on Me' while h(rp(x)) =h(x). Such a transformation rp exists, 
obviously, whenever there exists a group of transformations n acting 
without fixed points (except for the identity) on Me such that n includes 
an element of finite order and h is invariant under n. The crucial topo
logical fact in this proof is based upon the results given in Section 3 
that for an infinite dimensional Banach space B, 51 (B)jZp has infinite 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category. 
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In Section 7, these results are applied to the case of the nonlinear 
elliptic eigenvalue problem A(u) =J..B(u) in the variational sense under 
appropriate hypotheses on the coefficient functions A", and Bß. The 
hypotheses applied are generalizations of the following: There exists a 
real number p with 2 -;;;.p <00 such that for all IX. and ß 

IA",(x, ;)I-;;;'c(1 + lW-I), 
IBß(x, ;)I-;;;'c(1 +IW-1), 

L [A",(x,C,1])-A",(x,C',1])](C",-C~»O 
1",I=m 

for each 1] of lower order and C =FC'. 

L A",(x,;);",~col;IP-Cl' (co>o). 
l"'I:O:;m 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3 ) 

(4) 

A consequence of these conditions, or the much more general conditions 
assumed in Section 7, is that for the corresponding functional g(~t) 

written above, the derivative g': V -';>- V*, (where V is the closed sub
space of W""P (Q) on which the variational problem is taken), satisfies 
the following basic condition (S) of which the condition (C) of the problem 
is a consequence: 

(S) 11 vi converges weakly to v in V and il 

(g'(vi) -g'(v), vi -v)-,;>-O 

then vi converges strongly to v in V. 
Finally in Section 8, condition (S) for g' together with a direct 

argument using Galerkin approximations by finite dimensional problems 
yields an existence theorem for nonlinear eigenvalue problems independ
ent of the abstract Lusternik-Schnirelmann theorem on infinite dimen
sional manifolds for problems invariant under a periodic linear mapping 
cp of prime period. In particular, this applies to the nonlinear elliptic 
problems with 1 <p < 2. 

The basic results of LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANN were first published 
in an extended way in their monograph [11J in 1934, and subsequent 
results of various members of the Russian school are described in the 
books of LUSTERNIK [12J, KRASNOSELSKI [10J, and VAINBERG [19]. An 
abstract Lusternik-Schnirelmann theorem on Hilbert manifolds for 
smooth functions satisfying condition (C) was first proved by J. T. 
SCHWARTZ [17J along lines which were influenced by the earlier work 
of PALAIS and SMALE on the corresponding generalization of the Morse 
theory [16J. This theorem was extended to smooth functions on relatively 
smooth Finsler manifolds by PALAIS [13J who introduced the important 
concept of the pseudo-gradient field. The Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory 
was first applied to nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problems in BROWDER 
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[2]. More recent improvements of the abstract theory on Finsler mani
folds have been given by PALAIS in [14J and BROWDER in [4]. The ap
plication of Galerkin approximations to the Lusternik-Schnirelmann 
theory of eigenvalue problems was first treated in Browder [3J, (see also 
[4J). The study of nonlinear operators from a Banach space V to V* 
which satisfy condition (S) is given in Chapter 17 of BROWDER [5]. The 
proof that nonlinear elliptic operators under our general assumptions 
have realizations in the appropriate sense which satisfy condition (S) 
is given in the Appendix to Chapter 1 of [4]. 

There is an extensive literature on the relation of the Lusternik
Schnirelmann category to various homological and homotopy properties, 
the most extensive surveys of which were given in the Theses of R. H. 
Fox [8J and of GANEA [9]. (See also BERSTEIN-GANEA [1J, and EILEN
BERG-GANEA [7J). 

An interesting discussion of Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory on Cl 
manifolds under minimal hypotheses is given in the Ph. D. Dissertation 
of STANLEY WEISS [20J at the University of Chicago in 1969, and in 
particular, an application of the Galerkin approximation argument under 
somewhat variant hypotheses. The discussion of [20J also contains a 
perturbation theorem on critical points of non-even functionals dif
fering by small amounts from even functionals, extending the results 
along these lines of the final Chapter in KRASNOSELSKI [10]. 

A technically inadequate treatment of nonlinear eigenvalue problems 
by Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory was published by M. S. BERGER in 
Ann. Scuola Norm. Sup. Pisa, 20 (1966), 545-582, which contains 
basic errors both in the abstract theory and in the application to elliptic 
problems. (The corrections published in 1967 do not suffice, although 
they abandon the major point of the abstract theory.) 

1. The topological foundation of the minimax principle 
It is our purpose in the present Section to display the topological 

basis of the generalized minimax principle of LUSTERNIK and SCHNIREL
MANN under minimal hypotheses. 

Let X be a topological space, with X always assumed to be a Haus
dorff space. The basic data for the minimax principle consists of three 
parts: 

(1) A continuous real-valued function h on X; 

(2) A closed subset K of X; 

(3) A family 5 of subsets of X. 
(In the fundamental application of the principle, X is a differentiable 
manifold, h is a differentiable function on X, and K is the set of critical 
point of h on X, i.e. the set of x in X at which dhx =0.) 
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In terms of the above data, the minimax of h over 5 is defined by 

m (h, 5) = inf sup h (x). 
AES xEA 

The mInImaX principle in its most general form asserts that under 
appropriate hypotheses, there exists a point X o in K such that 

h (xo) =m (h, 5). 

To obtain hypotheses of this type, we consider hypotheses on the 
dass 5 of subsets of X and postulate in addition the existence of a suitable 
deformation of X over itself. 

Definition (1.1). The family 5 of subsets of Xis said to be deformation 
invariant if for each A in 5 and each homotopy F: Xx [0, 1J-7X where 
F(x, 0) = x, f1 (x) =F(x, 1) for all x in X, it follows that f1 (A) also lies in 
the class 5. 

Definition (1.2). 1f h is a real-valued continuous function on X, K a 
closed subset of X (R+={tltERl, t~}), and if Fis a continuous mapping 
of X x R+ into X with F(x, 0) = x for all x in X, then F is said to be a 
deformation of X satisfying the condition Ch' K if the following holds: 

(ChK): 1f [a, bJ is a closed finite interval of the reals, (a<b), such that 
h-1([a: bJ) contains no points of K, then there exists t>O such that if 
ft(x) =F(x, t) for each x in X, thm 

h (tt(x)) ~a, whenever h(x) ~b. 

The condition Ch,K can be relativized to the dass 5 by replacing it by 
the apparently weaker condition: 

(ch K 5) 1f [a, bJ is a closed finite interval, a<b, such that h-1([a, bJ) 
contai~s' no points of K, and if A is a set in the class 5, then there exists 
t=t(A) >0 such that if x lies in A and h(x) ~b, then h(tt(x)) ~a. 

Theorem 1. Let X be a topological space, h a continuous real-valued 
function on X, K a closed subset 0/ X such that h (K) is closed in the reals. 
Let 5 be a deformation invariant class of sub sets of X, and suppose that 

m (h, 5) = inf sup h (x) 
AES xEA 

is finite. 5uppose that there exists adeformation F of X through itself 
satisfying the condition (Ch,K) of Definition (1.2), (01' more generally, the 
condition (Ch,K,S) given above). 

Then there exists at least one element Xo in K such that 

h(xo) =m(h, 5). 
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Remark. We note for later reference that the condition that h(K) be 
closed in the reals will hold if we assurne for each finite a and b that 
K nh-l([a, bJ) is compact. 

Proof of Theorem 1. We suppose that the conclusion of Theorem 1 
is false and deduce a contradiction. If there exists no point Xo in K such 
that h(xo) =m(h, 5), then m(h, 5) lies in the complement in the reals 
of the set h(K), which is closed by hypothesis. Hence we may find two 
real numbers a and b with a < m (h, 5) < b such that h-l ([ a, b J) does not 
intersect K. Moreover, since m (h, 5) is the infinum of the set of numbers 
mh A =sup h(x), there exists a set A in the class 5 such that 

, xEA 

m(h, 5) ~sup h(x) ~b. 
xEA 

We now apply the hypothesis that we have adeformation F of X 
through itself which satisfies the condition (Ch,K,S) or the stronger 
condition (eh K)' By this condition, there exists t=t(A), depending on 
the set A f~om the family 5 constructed above, such that tt maps 
Anh-I((-oo,bJ) into asubset of {xlh(x)~a}. Forthisvalue of t, let 
Al = tt (A). Since 5 is deformation invariant, it follows that Al also 
belongs to the class S. On the other hand, 

sup h(x) ~a<m(h, 5) 
xEA, 

contradicting the definition of m(h, 5) as inf sup h(x). This contra-
diction proves the Theorem. q.e.d. BES xEB 

Remark. The hypothesis that the family 5 is deformation invariant 
(or in a slightly more formal terminology, ambient homotopy invariant) 
seems much more natural to the present writer than the weaker hypo
thesis that 5 is ambient isotopy invariant introduced by PALAIS in [14J. 
Aside from the most important examples of such classes, those defined 
by the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category (which we treat in the fol
lowing Sections), we note the following examples of such classes which 
are essentially the same as examples cited in [14J: 

(a) 5 consists of the single set X. Then m(h, 5) =sup h(x). 
xEX 

(b) 5 consists of all one point subsets of X. Then 

m(h, 5) = inf h(x). 
xEX 

(c) Let Z be any topological space and let [Z, XJ denote the set of 
homotopy classes of maps of Z into X. Given ~ in [Z, XJ, let 5 = 5 (~) = 
{A I A =g(Z) for some g in the homotopy class n. In particular, if Z =Sk, 
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the k-dimensional sphere, this process associates a deformation invariant 
dass 5 (~) to each element ~ of the k-dimensional homotopy group 
nk(X). 

(d) Let Hk denote the k-dimensional homology functor (with arbitrary 
coefficients and with respect to some given homology theory over the 
appropriate dass of spaces). Given' in Hk(X) with '*0, let 5=5(') 
be the dass of subsets A of X such that , lies in the image of the in
jection homomorphism Hk (iA ) : Hk(A) ~Hk(X). 

(e) Let Hk denote a k-dimensional cohomology functor, y a non-zero 
element of Hk(X), and let 5=5(y) ={AJy is not annihilated by the 
restriction map Hk (iA ) : Hk (X) ~Hk(A)}. 

2. The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category 

By specializing and strengthening the results of Section 1 in terms 
of the LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANN category, we now derive an analogue 
of the principle of Lusternik-Schnirelmann giving the lower bound for 
the number of critical points of a function on a manifold in terms of the 
category of the manifold. 

As before, X is a topological space. If A is a subset of X, A is said 
to have Lusternik-Schnirelmann category ;;=;; k in X (which we write in 
the form cat (A ; X) ;;=;; k) if A can be covered by k dosed subsets of X, 
each of which is contractible to a point in X. The category of A in X 
is defined to be the least k such that cat (A; X) ;;=;; k, if any such k exist. 
Otherwise, we set cat(A; X) = +00. We also set cat(M) =cat(M; M). 

Lemma (2.1). (a) cat(A; X) =1 il and only il A is contractible to a 
point in X. 

(b) 11 A c:. B, then cat (A; X) ;;=;; cat (B; X). 11 B =cl (A), the closure 
01 A in X, then cat(A; X) =cat(B; X). 

(c) cat(A uB; X) ;;=;;cat(A; X) +cat(B; X). 

(d) 11 F: Xx [0, 1J ~X is a homotopy oltheidentitymappingF(x,O)=x 
lor alt x in X, and il we set 11 (x) =F(x, 1), (xEX), then cat(f1(A), X) ~ 
cat (A ; X) lor each subset A 01 X. 

The proof of Lemma (2.1) is elementary and left to the reader. 

From property (d) of Lemma (2.1), it follows that if for an integer 
k~1, we set 

5 k ={AJcat(A; X) ~k}, 

then each 5k is a deformation invariant dass of subsets of X in the sense 
of Definition (1.1). 
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The k-th LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANN minimax value of h is defined in 
terms of the dass 5 k by 

We now consider the following sharpening of the condition (ch K): 

Definition (2.1). Let X be a Hausdorft space, K a closed sub set oj X, h a 
continuous real-valued junction on X. 1f F is a continuous mapping oj 
X X R+ into X with F(x, 0) = x jor alt x in X, then F is said to be a de
jormation oj X satisjying condition (C~,K) ij the joltowing is true: 

(C~,K) (1) For any closed finite subinterval [a, bJ oj the real numbers 
jor which h-1([a, bJ)nK=0, there exists a constant T>O such that jor 
any t ~ T and any x in X with h (x) ~ b, we have 

h(tt(x)) ~a, 

(where jt(x) =F(x, t) jor each x in X and t ~O). 

(2) Let r be areal number, V a neighborhood oj K n h-1(r) in X. Then 
there exists an interval [a, b J oj the reals and areal number t> 0 such that 
a<b<r, and jor any x in X with h(x) ~b, 

jt(x) c: Vuh-1([ -00, aJ). 

Since condition (C~,K) holds when both parts (1) and (2) hold and 
since part (1) of (C~,K) is a uniform version of (Ch,K) for all t ~ Trather 
than a single value of t, condition (C~,K) implies condition (Ch,K)' 

Theorem 2. Let X be a paracompact H ausdorff space with the property 
that each point x has a neighborhood contractible in X. Let h be a continuous 
function jrom X to the reals, bounded from below on X, K a closed subset 
oj X. Suppose that there exists a dejormation F oj X which satisfies the 
condition (C~,K)' (F: X X R+ ---""X). 

Then the number oj points in K is at least as large as cat (X) if cat (X) 
is finite, and K is injinite ij cat (X) = + 00. 1f h is bounded on K and 
there exists a largest integer ko jor which mk (h) is jinite, then ko = 
cat (X) < + 00. 1j jor areal number r, there exists a positive integer s such 
that r=ms(h) =ms+1(h), then there exists an infinite number oj points 
in K n h-1(r). 

Proof of Theorem 2. Since h is bounded from below on X, ~(h), 
which is identical with the infimum of h on X, is finite. Since each dass 
Sk contains its successor Sk+l' the sequence of numbers {mk(h)} does 
not decrease with increasing k and may become infinite for some finite 
integer. Let ko be the largest integer for which mk (h) < + 00, and if 
mk (h) is finite for every k, we set ko = + 00. 
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Since the hypothesis (C~,K) is a strengthening of the condition (Ch,K)' 
it follows from Theorem 1 that for any k for which mk (h) is finite, there 
exists an element Xk of K such that h(xk) =mk(h). To prove the various 
assertions of Theorem 2, if therefore suffices to prove the following: 

(A) 1f for areal number r=ms (h) =ms+l (h), then K n h-l(r) is infinite. 

(B) cat (X) = ko, if h is bounded on K. 

Indeed, it follows from (A) that if two minimax values coincide, 
then K is infinite. If no two minimax values coincide, there exist as least 
as many points in K as there are minimax levels, i.e. at least ko points 
in K. Since by (B), ko=cat(X), it follows that there are at least cat(X) 
distinct points in K. The other assertions of Theorem 2 are contained 
in Assertions (A) and (B). 

Proof of Assertion (A). Suppose that K n h-l(r) is a finite set {Xl' ... , 

xq}. By hypothesis, each point xi has a neighborhood lij in X which is 
contractible to a point in X. Since each 1if can be shrunk without de
stroying its contractibility in X, we may assurne that the neighborhoods 
1if are pairwise disjoint, and moreover that they are closed in X. Let V 

q 

be the neighborhood of K n h-I(R) given by V =.U 1if. Then V is con
J~l 

tractible to a point in X by combining the deformations defined on each 
separate Vf. In particular, cat (V; X) = 1. 

We now apply the property (2) of the condition (C~,K) to the neigh
borhood V of K n h-l(r). Then there exist real numbers a, b with a<r<b 
and t > 0 such that if ft (x) =F(x, t) for the assumed deformation F, 
then 

Since r =ms+l (h) = inf sup h (x), there exists a subset A of X with 
AESB+l xEA 

cat (A ; X) ~ s + 1 such that 

sup h(x) ~b. 
xEA 

Since 

it follows that 

Let B =h-l (( - 00, a J). Since ft(A) is the image of A under a continuous 
deformation of X, it follows from property (d) of the category in 
Lemma (2.1) that 

cat (tt(A); X) ~cat(A; X) ~s +1. 
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On the other hand, by property (c) of the category in Lemma (2.1) 

cat (tt(A); X) ~cat (V; X) +cat(B; X) = 1 +cat (B, X). 

Since sup h (x) ~ a, and inf sup h (x) =ms (h) =r > a, cat (B; X) ~ s-1. 
xEB AES, xEA 

Hence 
s+1 ~cat(tt(A); X) ~1 +cat(B; X) ~s, 

a contradiction proving Assertion (A). q.e.d. 

Proof of Assertion (B). Let k be any positive integer with k ~ cat (X), 
(k arbitrary if cat (X) = + (0). To prove that Assertion (B) holds, it 
suffices to show for each such k that Sk contains a set A with 

sup h(x) <+00. 
xEA 

Since k ~ cat (X), Skis not a vacuous family since it includes X itself. 

Let r be areal number such that h (x) < r for all x in K. For each 
point x in X and b(x»h(x), there exists areal number t(x) and a 
neighborhood W(x) of x in X by condition (C~,K) such that for t ~ t (x) 
and all U in W(x), h(tt(u)) ~r. Since Xis assumed to be paracompact 
and HAUSDORFF, there exists a partition of unity corresponding to the 
covering of X by the neighborhoods W(x), i.e. a family of real valued 
functions Pp from X to the interval [O,1J such that each Pp has its 
support in one of the neighborhoods W(x) for some point x in X, only 
a finite number of the Pp differ from zero on some neighborhood of each 
point v of X, and for every U in X, LPP(U) =1. For each ß, choose a 

ß 
corresponding point x = x (ß) such that Pp has its support in W(x), and 
with this choice fixed, set 

~ ( u) = L Pp ( u) t ( x (ß)) . 
ß 

For any ß for which PP(u) =FO, we know that u lies in W(x(ß)). Hence 
for any t~t(x(ß)), ft(u) satisfies the inequality h(tt(u)) ~r. Since ~(u) 
is a convex linear combination of the numbers t(xß), it is at least as 
large as the least of them. Hence for t ~ ~ (u) and any u in X, h (tt (u)) ~r. 
Moreover, ~ is a continuous function from X to the positive real numbers. 

Let f: X X [0, 1J -7K be defined by 

f(u, t) =F(u, t~(u)). 

Then t is adeformation of X into a sub set of h-1 ( (- 00, r J), and the 
final image of X under this deformation is a subset A of Sk on which the 
supremum of h is not greater than r. q.e.d. 
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Since both Assertions (A) and (B) have been established, the proof 
of Theorem 2 is complete. q.e.d. 

If we strengthen our hypotheses on X and K, we can obtain the 
following much stronger version of Assertion (A) in the proof of 
Theorem 2: 

Theorem 3. Let X be a metrizable absolute neighborhood retract, h a 
continuous real-valued function on X, K a closed subset of X such that 
K n h-1 ([ a, b]) is compact for each finite interval [a, bJ. Suppose that there 
exists adeformation F of X which satisfies condition (C~,K). Suppose 
further that for a finite real number r, 

for positive integers sand n. 
Then 

The proof of Theorem 3 is based upon the following elementary 
lemma: 

Lemma (2.1). Let X be a metrizable absolute neighborhood retract, K o 
a compact sub set of X. Then there exists a neighborhood U of K o in X 
such that 

cat(U; X) =cat(Ko; X). 

Proof of Lemma (2.1). Since for any neighborhood U of K o, 
cat(U;X)~cat(Ko,X), it suffices to show that if cat(Ko;X)-:;;'k, we 
can choose a neighborhood U of K o such that cat (U; X) -:;;, k. If 
cat (Ko; X) -:;;, k, K o may be written as the union of k1 subsets K j with 
~ -:;;, k, with each K j a non-empty compact subset of K o which is con
tractible to a point in X. If we knew that there exists a c10sed neighbor
hood Uj of K j in X which is also contractible to a point in X, then the 
union U of these sets Uj would be a neighborhood of K o with cat (U; X) -:;;, 
k1 -:;;, k. Hence it suffices to prove the existence of such a neighborhood 
Uj for each j. 

Since K j is contractible to a point in X, there exists adeformation 
Ff: Kjx[o, 1]-3>-X which deforms K j into a point. We extend Ff to a 
mapping Gj of (Kjx[O, 1]uXX{0})-3>-X by setting 

Gj(x, 0) =X, (xEX). 

Then Gj is continuous, and since X is an absolute neighborhood retract 
and X X [0, 1J is normal, Gj may be extended to a continuous mapping 
H j of a neighborhood W of (Kjx[O, 1JuXX{0}) in Xx[O, 1J into X. 
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Since K j is compact, there exists a closed neighborhood Uj of K j in X 
such that Uj X [0, 1J is contained in W. The restriction of H j to Uj X [0, 1J 
is obviously adeformation of Uj in X. The final image of Uj under this 
deformation can be considered as a subset of a prescribed neighborhood 
V;; of the point which is the final image of K j under the deformation Fj, 
provided that Uj is taken as still a sm aller neighborhood of K j • Since a 
metrizable absolute neighborhood retract is locally contractible, it 
follows that the final image of Uj under H j is contractible in X. Hence 
Uj is contractible in X. q.e.d. 

Proof of Theorem 3. We let K o =K n h-1(r). Then Ko is compact by 
the hypothesis on K, and if we apply Lemma (2.1), there exists a 
neighborhood V of K o in X such that 

cat(V; X) =cat(Ko; X) =q. 

To prove Theorem 3, it suffices to show that q ~ (n + 1). 

We apply the property (2) of the condition (C~,K) with respect to the 
given neighborhood V of Kn h-1(r). By that property, there exist real 
numbers a and b with a<r<b, and t>O, such that 

Since r< b, while 

ms+n(h) = inf sup h(x) =r, 
AES.+n xEA 

there exists a subset A of X with 

cat(A; X) ~s +n 
such that 

sup h (x) ;;;, b, 
xEA 

l.e. A ch-1((-oo, bJ). Thus 

ft(A) c Vuh-1((-oo, aJ). 

Let B=h-1(-oo,aJ). Since ft(A) is the image of A under a con
tinuous deformation of X, it follows that 

cat (tt(A); X) ~cat(A; X) ~s +n. 

On the other hand, 

cat (tt(A); X) ;;;, cat (V; X) +cat (B; X). 
Since 

sup h(x) =a<r, 
xEB 
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while 
ms(h)=inf suph(x)=r, 

AES. xEA 

it follows that cat (B; X) :;:;; s -1. Finally, we obtain 

s +n :;:;;cat (tt(A); X) :;:;; cat (V; X) +cat(B; X):;:;;q + (s -1), 

which implies that 

q~(n+1). q.e.d. 

Since cat (K nh-l (r); X) :;:;;cat (K nh-l (r)) :;:;;dim (K nh-l (r)) + 1, it 
follows from Theorem 3 that dirn (K n h-l (r)) ~ n. 

3. The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category 
of infinite dimensionallens spaces 

The results of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory become useful 
when we can apply them to spaces with a large category, and in particular 
to spaces X with cat (X) = + 00. A particularly simple c1ass of such 
spaces is described by the following theorem: 

Theorem 4. Let B be an infinite dimensional Banach space, SI (B) its 
unit sphere about the origin. Let T be a continuous mapping of 51 (B) into 
itselt such that TP = the identity map of 51 (B) tor a given prime p ~ 2. 
5uppose that for 1 :;:;; i :;:;; P -1, Ti has not tixed points in SI (B). Let X 
be the quotient space obtained from 51 (B) by identifying any point u with 
Ti (u) for any i. 

Then cat(X) = +00. 
Remark. In the particular case, p =2, and the mapping T(u) = -u, 

we get the standard infinite-dimensional projeetive space obtained 
from B. 

Proof of Theorem 4. The quotient map q of SI (B) onto Xis a covering 
mapping so that :n;1 (X) is the cyc1ic group Zp. Since B is of infinite
dimension, 51 (B) is a retraet of the c10sed unit ball in Band hence is 
contractible. (This follows from the wellknown theorem of Dugundji 
which asserts that the c10sed unit ball of B has the fixed point property 
if and only if B is of finite dimension.) Since the higher homotopy 
groups :n;k (X) coincide with the corresponding groups for 51 (B) for 
k ~ 2, it follows that X is aspherical in all dimensions ~ 2. Hence X is 
an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Zp, 1). 

The category of the spaces K(II, 1) was determined by EILENBERG
GANEA [7J to be the 1 + algebraic dimension of II if alg dirn (II) ~ 2. In 
particular, cat (K(Zp, 1)) = + 00. (See also GANEA [9J. page 203.) 
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A more direct argument can be derived using the fact that cat (X) 
is bounded from below by cup-Iong (X), where the latter denotes the 
maximal number of cohomology dasses of positive dimension (over any 
coefficient domain) whose product is non-null. (For this fact, see BER
STEIN-GANEA [1J, Fox [8J, or GANEA [9J). The cohomology ring of 
K(Zp, 1) with coefficients in Zp is a polynomial algebra on a single 
element of dimension 1 for p = 2, and the tensor product of a poly
nomial algebra on an element of dimension 2 and an exterior algebra 
on an element of dimension 1 for p> 2. (See STEENROD-EpSTEIN [18J, 
Corollary (5-3), page 68.) In all cases, the cup-Iong is infinite. q.e.d. 

4. The construction of deformations and quasi-gradient vector fields 

We now begin the process of specializing the topological results of 
Sections 1 and 2 to the case of principal interest, that in which Xis a 
differentiable manifold of dass Cl modelled on some Banach space B, 
h is a differentiable function of dass Clon X, and K is the set of critical 
points of h. In order to apply the preceding results to this case, it is 
necessary (under appropriate hypotheses) to find ways of constructing 
deformations F: XxR+~K satisfying the condition (C~,K). 

To formulate the appropriate hypotheses, we assurne the existence 
of a Finsler structure on the manifold X, or more precisely on the tangent 
bundle T(X), i.e. for each point x in X, we are given a norm 11·lIx on the 
tangent space Tx (X) to X at x which is equivalent to the B-norm and 
with the property that in a coordinate neighborhood No at x in which 
T(M) can be trivialized as B xNo, then for each k> 1, there exists a 
sm aller neighborhood Nk of x such that 

for all u in Nk and all v in B. By duality (since for each fiber Tx* of the 
cotangent bundle T* (X) of X, Tx* (X) = (Tx (X)) *, the star on the right 
indicating the adjoint space), there exists a corresponding Finsler struc
ture on the cotangent bundle T*(X), i.e. a norm Il-IIx on each Tx* (X) 
satisfying the corresponding continuity conditions in x. 

In terms of this Finsler structure, we may define a a metric on each 
component of X, where the distance d (x, Xl) between two points x and 
Xl is the infimum of the length of Cl curves joining x to Xl in X, the 
length being taken with respect to the Finsler structure and being 
defined for the Cl curve {x (t) : 0 ~ t ~ a} as 

a 

J IIx'(t)lIx(t) dt. 
o 
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We assurne that this metric induces the same topology on each component 
of X as that given originally (as has been shown by PALAIS [14J if X 
is regular and a fortiori if Xis metrizable). 

Definition (4.1). Let X be a connected CI manifold with a given F insler 
structure on T(X), ha Cl function on X, K the set of critical points of h in X. 
Let q be the non-negative real-valued function on X given by 

q(x) = inf {d(x, z) +Ih(x) -h(z)I}, (q(x)== 1 if K =0). 
zEK 

Let P be a continuous vector field on X. Then P is said to be a quasi
gradient vector field for h with respect to the given Finsler structure if the 
following three conditions all hold: 

(a) There exists a constant ko ~ 1 such that for alt x in X, 

the norm on the left being taken in T,,(X), and that on the right in T,,* (X). 
(b) For each x in X, 

dh,,(~) ~ -q(x) Ildh"II;. 
(c) For each Xo in X -K, we are given c5(xo) >0, and on the interval 

[0, c5(xo)), a trajectory of the vector field P 

x (t) = , t (xo) 

starting at Xo such that there exists a neighborhood N(xo) in X -K with 
the mapping [x, tJ--+'t(x) well-defined and continuous from N(xo) X 

[0, t c5(xo)) into X, while for o~t<t+s<c5(xo), 

't+s(xo) ='s ('t(xo))· 

WeshalI construct our desired deformations by studying the prop
erties of trajectories of quasi-gradient vector fields. We begin with the 
following result: 

Proposition (4.1) Let X be a connected CI manifold with a given 
Finsler structure such that X is complete in the metric induced by the 
Finsler structure. Let h be a CI real-valued function on X, K the set of 
critical points of h in X, and suppose that h is bounded from below on X 
and that for each R>O, the set KR=Kn{xlh(x) ~R} is compact. Sup
pose that P is a quasi-gradient vector field for h with respect to the given 
Finsler structure. Then: 

(a) For each x in X - K, there exists ß (x) > 0 (and possibly infinite) 
such that [0, ß(x») is the maximal interval on which there exists a trajectory 
{x(t): o~t<ß(x)} in X -K of the vector field P such that x (0) =X, 

2 Functional Analysis 
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while for each t in [0, ß (x)) and some 15 (t) > 0, 

x(t+s)=Cs(x(t)), (O~s<15(t)). 

This traiectory is uniquely determined by the above conditions. 1f ß(x) is 
finite, then there exists a point x' of K such that x (t) converges to x' as t 
approaches ß (x) . 

(b) For each x in X -K, there exists a constant M depending only 
on h(x) such that for O<t, t1 <ß(x)' 

d(x(t), X (tl)) ~Mlt-t1It. 

Proof of Proposition (4.1). By condition (c) of Definition (4.1), there 
exists a non-trivial interval [0, 15 (x)) on which the trajectory x (t) =C t (x) 
satisfies the conditions of assertion (a) of the Proposition. The uni
queness of x(t) in some small interval [0,15) follows from the condition 
that x(t) =Cs(x(O)) for s small. 

Suppose now that [0, 15) is a given interval with 15 > ° on which we 
have two trajectories {x (t): ° ~ t < 15} and {y (t): 0;;::;; t < 15} with 

x(O) =x=y(O), 

x(t+s)=Cs(x(t)), (o;;::;;s< 15 (t)) , 

y(t+s) =Cs(y(t)), (O~s<15(t)), 

for all tin [0, 15). Let Ro be the subset of all t in [0, 15) for which x (t) = Y (t). 
By the preceding paragraph, Ro contains a small interval about zero. 
Since both curves are continuous, Ro is a closed subset of [0, 15). Suppose 
that to lies in Ro. Then for 0< s < 15 (to) , 

i.e. the interval [to, to+15(to) is also contained in Ro. Let [0,151) be the 
maximal right-open interval contained in Ro. Then 151 lies in Ro, and 
by the maximality of the interval, it follows that b1 = 15. Hence Ro =[0, b) 
and the two curves are identical on any common subinterval of their 
domain of definition. Thus the uniqueness assertion of part (a) of 
Proposition (4.1) follows. 

From the uniqueness of trajectories satisfying the conditions of 
part (a), it follows that there exists an unique maximal trajectory 
satisfying those conditions and starting at x. To complete the proof of 
part (a), it suffices to show that if ß (x) < + 00, then x (t) converges to 
some point x' of K as t-+ß(x)-. On the given trajectory, 
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and hence 

In particular, h(x(t)) does not increase with increasing t, and h(x(t)) ~ 
h(x) for all t in [0, ß(x)). In particular, 

q(x(t)) =inf {d(x(t), z) +Ih(x(t)) -h(z)l} 
zEK 

;;:;; min (1, dist (x (t), KR)) 

where R =h(x) + 1. Byhypothesis, KRis compact. Since dhis continuous 
there exist constants d and M greater than 0 such that for all x in 
Nd (KR) ={xldist(x, KR) <d}, IIdhxllx~M. 

We integrate the inequality 

:s h(x(s)) ~ -q (x (s))IIdhx(s> II;(s) , (0 ~s<ß(x)), 

from 0 to t, noting that both sides are continuous, and obtain: 

t 

h (x (t)) - h (x) ~ - J q (x (s) )IIdhx(s> II;(s) ds. 
o 

Let Mo be the infimum of the values of h on X. By hypothesis, Mo is 
finite. Hence 

t 
J q(x(s)) IIdh,,(s>II;(s) ds ~h(x) -h(x(t)) ~h(x) -Mo. 
o 

By condition (a) in Definition (4.1) for quasi-gradient vector fields, 

so that 

Let do=min(1, d), qo=sup{q(x): xE~(KR)}<oo. For any s for which 
x(s) lies in X -~(KR)' q(x(s)) ;;:;;do. For any s for which x(s) lies in 
Nd (KR)' we have 

Hence 
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This bound is independent of t for 0< t < ß (x). Hence 
ß(x) ß(x) 
J Ilx'(s)II~(s) ds= J 11~(s)II~(s) ds~MI <00, 
o 0 

where the constant MI depends only on h(x), (since R depends only 
on h(x)). 

On the other hand, for O<t<tl <ß(x), 

In particular, {x (t): t--+ß (x) -} is a Cauchy sequence in the complete 
metric space X, so that x(t) converges to some point x' of X as t--+ß (x)-. 
If x' lies in X -K, we can extend the trajectory x(t) to the interval 
[ß (x), ß (x) + b (x')) by setting 

x(t) =Ct-ß(x) (x'), (ß(x) ~t<ß(x) +b(x/)). 

The resulting extension is still a continuous trajectory of the vector 
field P satisfying our transition conditions, which contradicts the 
maximality of the interval [0, ß (x)). Hence x' lies in K. Thus the proof 
of part (a) is complete. 

For the proof of part (b), we note that for ß (x) < + 00, the inequality 
of the preceding paragraph establishes the desired result. Suppose 
ß(x) = +=. Applying the argument used in the proof of part (a), let 

RI ={tl x (t) EN:t (KR)}' R 2 ={tl X(t)EX -Nd (KR)}' 

There exists a constant k, depending only on h(x), such that for t in Rl , 

Ilx'(t)lk(t) ~ k. By the argument of part (a), 

J II x' (s) 11!(s) ~ k3 do (h(x) -Mo)· 
R, 

Suppose first that 0< t < tl with (tl - t) ~ 1. Then 

t, 

d(x(tl ), x(t)) ~ J Ilx'(s)llx(s)ds=( J + J )lx'(s)lx(s)ds. 
t , [t, 1,1 n R, [1,1,1 n R, 

The first integral in the sum has its integrand ~ k, and hence 

J Ix'(s)lx(s)ds ~k(ti -tl ~k(ti -t)!. 
[I,t,l n R, 

For the second integral, we have 

Adding both inequalities, we obtain the desired result. 
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In the other case, (tl - t) ~ 1. Let Do be the diameter of ~ (KR). If 
the interval [t, tlJ contains no points of RI , then the desired inequality 
follows as in the preceding paragraph. If RI does intersect [t, tlJ, let 
t2 =inf{tl tE R I n [t, tl]}' t3 =sup{tl tE R I n [t, tl]}. By the continuity of x, 

d (x (t2) , X (t3)) ;?;,Do• 

If t =Ft2 , the closed interval [t, t2J lies in R 2 , and we have 

d (x (t), x (t2)) ;?;, k (t2 - t)! . 

If t3 =l=tl , the closed interval [t3 , tlJ lies in R 2 , and we have 

d (x (tl)' X (t3)) ;?;, k (tl - t3) t . 

Obviously, if either of the equalities holds, i.e. t = t2 or t3 = tl , the in
equalities on the distances are still valid. Finally, 

d (x (tl)' x (t)) ;?;, d (x (~), X (t3)) +d (x (t3), x (t2)) + d (x (t2) , x (t)) 

;?;,k(tl -ta)t +Do +k(t2 -tl! 

;?;,2k(t1 -tl! +Do 

;?;, (2k +Do) (~-t)!. 

Hence the proof of part (b) is complete, and with it, the proof of Pro
position (4.1). q.e.d. 

Proposition (4.2). Let X be a connected Cl manijold with a given 
Finsler structure such that X is complete in the induced metric. Let h be a 
real-valued Cl junction on X, K the set oj critical points oj h in X. Suppose 
that h is bounded jrom below on X, and that jor each R> 0, the set KR = 
{Kn{xlh(x);?;,R}) is compact. Suppose that Pis a quasi-gradient vector 
jield jor h with respect the given Finsler structure. Then: 

(a) We may dejine a jamily oj mappings Te oj X into X as joltows 
jor t ~o: 

(1) Tt(x) =x jor alt x in K, t~O. 
(2) For x in X -K, O;?;,t<ß(x), where [O,ß(x)) is the maximal 

interval oj existence oj the trajectory x(t) oj part (a) oj Proposition (4.1), we 
set Tt(x) =x(t). 

(3) For x in X -K, t ~ß(x), we set Tt(x) =x', where x' is the point 
oj K which is the limit oj x(t) as t~ß(x) -. (This case is possible only 
ij ß(x) <00.) 

(b) F or each t ~ 0, Tt is a continuous selj-mapping oj X. The jamily 
{Tt: t ~ O} jorms a one-parameter semi-group, i.e. 

Tt+s = Tt 1'., (o;?;,s, t). 
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(c) The mapping F 0/ X x R+ into X given by 

F(x, t) = Tt (X) 
is continuaus . 

(d) Far each X in X, t ~O, 

(Tt x)' = PT,x-

Proof of Proposition (4.2). The assertion of (a) is merely the formula
tion of the definition of the mappings Tt , and the fact that they are 
well-defined follows from Proposition (4.1). 

To prove the assertions of (b), (c), and (d), let us verify first that the 
family {Tt} forms a one-parameter semigroup. If xis a point of K, xis a 
fixed point of all the mappings Tt so that the equality Tt+s (x) = T" (T;(x)) 
follows trivially. If x lies in X -K and O-;::;,t<ß(x), then Tt(x) =x(t), 
where x (t) is the canonical trajectory of the vector field P described in 
Proposition (4.1). Suppose that O-;;;;,.t<t+s<ß(x). Then the two tra
jectories T" (x (t)) and Tt+s (x) both begin at the point x (t) and both 
satisfy the transition condition 

y(s+r)='r(y(s)), (O<r<ö(s)). 

Hence by the uniqueness result of Proposition (4.1), the two are the 
same, i.e. T" (x (t)) = Tt+s(x), or 

Tt+s(x) = T,,(Tt(x)), O<t<t+s<ß(x). 

By continuity, this holds also for t +s =ß(x). Suppose finally that either 
t~ß(x) or t+s>ß(x). If t=ß(x), Tt(x) =x' which lies in K so that 
T" (Tt (x)) = x'. On the other hand, Tt+s (x) = x' by its definition, so that 
Tt+s(x) = Ts(Tt(x)) if t~ß(x). If t<ß(x), t+s>ß(x), then ~+s(x)=x', 
while the canonical trajectory of P starting at Tt (x) is simply Ts (Tt (x)) = 
x(t+s). If s~ß(x)-t, as is the case. Ts(Tt(x)) is defined to be the 
limit of x(t+s) as s--+ß(x) -t, (i.e. x'). Hence, in this case, we also 
have Tt+s (x) = x' = T" (Tt (x)). If we combine all these cases, we obtain 
the general conclusion 

Tt+s= Ts Tt = Tt T", (O-;::;'S, t). 

We turn now to proving the continuity of the individual mappings 
Tt as self-mappings of X. To show that Tt is continuous at a given point 
x of X, we break the proof down into several cases: 

(1) x lies in X -K, t<ß(x). 

(2) xliesinX-K,t=ß(x). 
(3) x lies in K. 

(4) x lies in X -K, t>ß(x). 
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To treat these four cases, we shall show first that the result in case (2) 
follows from that in case (1), while the result for case (4) follows from 
that in cases (2) and (3). To complete the argument, we then prove the 
continuity of Tt at x in cases (1) and (3). 

Proof for case (2) using the result in case (1). Let t = ß (x) and con
sider s<ß(x). By the result in case (1), I: is continuous at x. We choose 
a neighborhood U of x in X on which h (u) is uniformly bounded, with U 
contained in X -K. For each U in U, it follows that for tl , t2<ß(u), 

d (7;, (u), 7;, (u)) ~Mlt2 -tll! 

with a constant M depending only on h (u) and therefore uniform over 
the neighborhood U. As t2 -'7-ß(u) -, we obtain the inequality 

d(7;,(u), ~t') ~MIß(u) -tllt, (u'EK). 

If t2 is greater that ß(u), 7;,(u) = u', and we obtain 

d(7;,(u), 7;,(u)) ~MIß(u) -tlli~Mlt2-tll!· 

Hence the inequality 

holds for all u in U and all tl , t2 ~ 0 with the same constant M. 

For u in U, 

d(Tt(u), Tt(x)) ~d(Tt(u), I: (u)) +d(I:(u), I: (x)) +d(I:(x), Tt(x)) 

~2M(t-s)!+d(I:(u), Ts(x)). 

Given ~>O, we first choose s so elose to t=ß(x) that 2M(t-s)i<~/2. 
Then, s being fixed, we choose a neighborhood UI of x such that for u 
in ~, d (I: (u), I: (x)) < ~/2. Then for u in U UI , 

d(Tt(u), Tt(x)) <~/2+~/2=~. 

Since ~ > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that Tt is continuous at x and the 
proof for case (2) is complete. 

Proof for case (4) using cases (2) and (3). If t>ß(x), then t= 
tO+tl , where to=ß(x), tl=t-ß(x) >0. By the semigroup property of 
the family {Tt}, Tt = 7;,7;0' Since to = ß (x), 7;)s continuous at x by case 
(2). Since 7; (x) = x', which lies in K, 7; is continuous at 7; (x). Hence 
Tt = 7;, 7;0 i~ continuous at x, and the p;oof for case (4) is co:Uplete. 

Proof for case (1). Let R be the subset of the interval [0, ß(x)) of 
those values of t for which Tt is continuous at x. We note first that there 
exists o(x) > 0 by Definition (4.1) and a neighborhood U of x such that 
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for 0;:5 S < t ~ (x), T" (u) =Cs (u) for u in U, and Cs (u) is continuous in u 
on U. Hence R contains an interval of the form [0, ~) for some ~ > 0. 
If we shrink U to a neighborhood of x on which h is uniformly bounded, 
then it follows as in the proof for case (2) that there exists a constant M 
such that for all u in U and all s, t;;::; 0, 

d(T,,(u), Tt(u)) ;:5Mlt-sl!· 

It follows from the latter inequality that R is dosed in [0, ß (x)). Indeed, 
suppose we are siven a sequence {si} in R with sr~s, Then for all u 
in U, 

Given ~>o, we first choose si so dose to S that 2mlsi-slt<~/2, and 
then for fixed j, choose u so dose to x that d(T,,;(u), T,,;(x)) <~/2. For 
such a choice of u, d(T,,(u), Ts(x)) <~, and T" is continuous at x. 

Finally, if So lies in R, let vo= T",(x). Since Vo lies in X -K, there 
exists ~I > ° and a neighborhood V of Vo such that for v in V and ° ;:5 SI < ~I' T", (v) =Cs, (v). By the semigroup property for Tt, it follows 
since T", is continuous at x that there exists a neighborhood U of x 
mapped by T", into V and that on this neighborhood, 

T",+s, (u) =Cs, (T",(u)), (UE U). 

Since T", is continuous at x and Cs, is continuous on V, it follows that 
T",+s, is continuous at x for 0;:5 SI < ~I' i.e. [so, So + ~I) is contained in R. 
Finally, let [0, ~) be the maximal right open interval contained in R. 
Since R is dosed, ~ lies in R. If ~ is different from ß (x), there exists a 
larger interval [0, ~ + ~I) contained in R, contradicting the maximality 
of [0, ~). Thus, R = [0, ß(x)), and Tt is continuous at x for all t in 
[0, ß(x)). Thus the proof for case (1) is complete. 

Proof for case (3). To prove that Tt is continuous at each point x of 
K, it suffices, since Tt can be written as the composition of Ttln 

n-times, to prove that there exists ~ > ° such that Tt is continuous at x 
for O<t<~. 

Since dhu is continuous in u, there exists a neighborhood U of x and a 
constant mo such that Ildhu ll;:5mo for all u in U. (In fact, since dhx=O, 
fflo can be chosen as small as one pleases by suitable choice of U.) It 
follows that 

Ih(u) -h(x)I;:5~ d(u, x) 

with a suitable constant ml for all u in U. Since 

q(u) ;:5d(u, x) +Ih(u) -h(x)l;:5 (mI +1) d(u, x), 
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we have 

for all u in U. 

Let; > 0 be given. We shall show that there exists 15 > 0 such that 15 
is independent of ; and for all t with 0 ~ t < 15, Tt maps the ball of radius 
;/2 about x into the ball of radius; about x. Let u be a point with 
d(u, x) <;/2, and suppose that Tt(u) does not always lie in the ball of 
radius; about x for all t with 0 ~ t ~ 15. Then by the continuity of Tt (u) 
in t, it follows that there exists t in [O,15J with d(Tt(u), x) =; while 
d(Ts(u), x) <; for all s in [0, t). Since 

l.e. 

or 

t t 

;=d(Tt(u), x) ~ J II (T.(u))'lbu) ds= J IIP7;,(u)IIT.(u) ds 
o 0 

t 
~ J ko(1 +m1) mo ; ds 

o 

; ~ C 15;, (C a constant) 

For 15 < C-l, therefore, we are lead to a contradiction by the assumption 
that T t (u) emerges from the ;-ball about x for 0 ~ t ~ 15 for some u in 
the (;/2) ball about. The continuity for Tt at x for every t follows and 
the proof of case (3) is thereby complete. 

We have now completed the proof of parts (a) and (b) of Proposition 
(5.2). The proof of part (c) follows directly from the result of part (b). 
Indeed, let [x, tJ be a point of XxR+. By the argument given above, 
for each u in X, there exists a constant M depending only on h (u) such 
that 

Hence 
d(Tt(u), T.(u)) ~Mlt-sl*, (t, s~O). 

d(T.(u), Tt(x)) ~d(T.(u), Tt(u)) +d(Tt(u), Tt(x)). 

If u is taken from a neighborhood U of x on which his bounded, we have 

Given ; > 0, we choose s so elose to t that 

Mlt- sl*<;/2 

and u so elose to x that d(Tt(u), Tt(x)) <;/2, (which is possible by the 
continuity of Tt). For such choice of Cu, sJ elose to [x, tJ, it follows that 
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d(Ts(u),Tt(x))<r Since ~>O was arbitrary, this establishes the 
continuity of the mapping of X x R+ into X, completing the proof of 
part (c). 

The assertion of part (d) is simply the observation that we have 
already established that for each fixed x, Tt(x) = x(t) is indeed a tra
jectory of the continuous vector field P. 

Thereby the proof of Proposition (4.2) is complete. 

5. Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory on Finsler manifolds 

In order to apply the deformations constructed in the results of 
Section 4 to obtain theorems of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann type for 
real-valued functions h on Finsler manifold, we must impose restrictions 
on the functions h involved of the following sort: 

Definition (5.1). Let X be a Cl manifold with a given Finsler structure 
on its tangent bundle T(X), h a real-valued Cl function on X. Then h is 
said to satisfy condition (C) with respect to the Finsler structure if the 
following holds: 

(C) For any sequence {Xj} in X with [h(xj)[ uniformly bounded and 
with [[dhxl[[Xi~O, there exists an infinite subsequence {Xj(k)} converging in 
the metric of X to some point x in X. 

In terms of this Definition, we may apply Propositions (5.1) and 
(5.2) to obtain the following theorem: 

Theorem 5. Let X be a Cl manifold with a given Finsler structure and 
with X complete in the metric induced by the Finsler structure. Let h be a 
real-valued function on X of class Cl which is bounded from below on X 
and which satisfies condition (C) with respect to the Finsler structure in the 
sense of Definition (5.1). Suppose that there exists a continuous vector 
field P on X which is a quasi-gradient vector field tor h with respect to the 
Finsler structure (in the sense of Definition (4.1). 

Then: 
(a) The number of critical points of h is at least as large as the Lusternik

Schnirelmann category of X, cat (X). 

(b) F or each integer k, 1 ;::;; k ;::;; cat (X), if 

mk (h) = inf sup h (x), 
AESk xEA 

then ~ (h) < + 00, and for any integer k for which mk (h) is finite, there 
exists at least one critical point Xk of h such that 
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(c) The sequence {mk (h)} does not decrease at any point with increasing 
k. If for positive integers k and n and some real number r, 

and if K is the set of critical points of H, then 

cat (K n h-1(r); X) ~ (n + 1). 
In particular, 

dim(Knh-1(r)) ~n; cat(Knh-1(r)) ~n+1. 

(d) If h is bounded on the set of critical points K, then mk (h) is finite 
for every k ~ cat (X). 

We derive the proof of Theorem 5 below from the following more 
technical result concerning the implications of the assumption of con
dition (C) on h for the nature of the deformation F which was constructed 
in Section 4: 

Proposition (5.1). Let X be a connected Cl manifold with a Finsler 
structure such that X is complete in the induced metric. Let h be a real
valued function of class Cl on X which satisfies condition (C) with respect 
to the Finsler structure and with h bounded from below on X. Suppose that 
there exists a quasi-gradient vector field P for h on X with respect to the 
given Finsler structure. Then: 

(a) If K is the set of critical points of h on X, then for each R > 0, the 
set KR=K n{xlh(x) ~R} is compact. 

(b) If F: XxR+--->rX is the deformation defined in Propositions (4.1) 
and (4.2) with respect to the quasi-gradient vector field P, then F satisfies 
the properties of condition (C~,K)' 

Before turning to the details of the proof of Proposition (5.1), we 
derive the proof of Theorem 5 from Proposition (5.1) and the results of 
Sections 1 and 2. 

Proof of Theorem 5 using Proposition (5.1). X being a metrizable 
space is paracompact and HAusDoRFF. By hypothesis, h is continuous 
on X and bounded from below on X, while its set of critical points K is 
a closed subset of X. By part (a) of Proposition (5.1),KR=Kn{xlh(x) ~R} 
is compact for each R > 0, and it follows that h (K) is a closed subset of 
the reals. By part (b) of Proposition (5.1), the deformation F constructed 
in Section 4 with respect to the given vector field P satisfies the properties 
of condition (C~,K)' Hence, by Theorem 2 of Section 2, the number of 
critical points in K is at least as large as cat (X). Hence part (a) of 
Theorem 5 follows. 
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Since the condition (C~,K) implies (C",K) and h (K) is closed in the 
reals, it follows from Theorem 1 of Section 1 that for each integer k for 
which mk (h) is finite, there exists a critical point Xk in K such that 
h(xk) =mk(h). Thus part (b) of Theorem 5 follows. 

Since the classes S k' consisting of the subsets A of X for which 
cat (A ; X) ~ k, decrease with increasing k, the minimax values mk (h) 
do not decrease with increasing k. The first of these, m1 (h), coincides 
with the infimum of h on X and is finite since h is bounded from below 
on X. X being a metrizable manifold is an absolute neighborhood 
retract with respect to the class of metrizable spaces. Since KR is compact 
and F satisfies condition (C~,K) by Proposition (5.1), it follows from 
Theorem 3 that if for areal number rand two positive integers k and n 

r=mk(h) = ... =mHn(h) , 

then cat (K n h-1(r) ; X) ~ (n + 1). Since 

cat (K n h-1(r); X) ~ cat (K n h-1(r)) < dirn (K n h-1(r)) + 1 , 

it follows that 

cat(Knh-1(r)) >(n+1), dim (Knh-1(r)) :2:.n. 

Thereby, the assertions of part (c) of Theorem 5 are proved. 

Similarly, the conclusion of part (d) of Theorem 5 follows from the 
results of Theorem 2. q.e.d. 

We now turn to the proof of Proposition (5.1). 

Proof of part (a) of Proposition (5.1). Let {xi} be an infinite se
quenc~ in KR. If M is a lower bound for h on X, then for all j, Ih(xj)1 < 
R + IMI. Since each Xi is a critical point of h, we have dhx; = 0 and 
hence Ildhx;llxf = 0 for all j. If we apply condition (C), it follows that there 
exists a convergent infinite subsequence {Xf(k)} of the sequence {xi}' 
with Xf(k) converging to a point x of X as k -+ 00. Since KR is closed in X, 
x lies in KR. Hence KR is compact for each R>O. q.e.d. 

Proof of part (b) of Proposition (5.1). To prove that the deformation 
D defined in Propositions (4.1) and (4.2) satisfies condition (c~ K)' we 
must verify the two parts of that condition. 

Let Ca, bJ be a closed finite interval of the reals such that K does not 
intersect h-1([a, bJ). Since h(K) is closed in the reals bythe cOlIl,pactness 
of the sets KR' there exists do>O such that for all x in K, h(x) lies 
outside the interval [a -do, b +doJ. Hence for any point x in h-1([a, bJ) 
and any point z in K, Ih(x) -h(z)1 ~do. It follows that for all x in 
h-1([a, bJ) 

q(X) = inf {d(x, z) +Ih(x) -h(z)l} ~do . 
• EK 
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Let x(t) = Tt(x) for a point x in h-1((- 00, bJ). Then 

1th(x(t)) =dhx(t) (x'(t)) =dhx(t)(Px(t») ~ -q(x(t))11 dhx(t)II~(t)~ o. 

In particular, h (x (t)) is a non-increasing function of t, and TI maps 
h-1 ((- 00, aJ) into itself for each t~o, and similarly for h-1 ((- 00, bJ). 
If x(t) lies in h-1([a, bJ), then 

1t h(x(t)) ~ -doll dhx(d~(t)· 

By condition (C), there exists a constant d> 0 such that for all x in 
h-1([a, bJ), Ildhxllx~d. Indeed, if this were not true, there would exist a 
sequence {xi} in h-1([a, bJ) with Ildhx,llx;-+o. Passing to the infinite 
subsequence which condition (C) guarantees, we may assurne that xi 
converges to x in X. By the continuity of Ildhullu in U, we will have 
d hx = 0, i.e. x lies in K. On the other hand, the continuity of h implies 
that x lies in h-1([a, bJ), contradicting the fact that there are no points 
of K in h-1([a, bJ). 

Thus for all values of t for which a given x(t) lies in the set{xlh(x) ~a}, 

we have :t h (t) ~ -do d2• Let T(x) be the length of the longest interval 

[0, tJ for which x(s) lies in the set {xlh(x) ~a}, (T(x) = + 00 if no 
longest interval exists). For any finite t< T(x), we have 

h (x(t)) -h(x) ~ -do d2 t, 
i.e. 

t(do d2) ~h(x) -h (x (t)) ~ (b -a); t ~dOl d2 (b - a). 
Hence 

T(x) ~dÖl d-2 (b -a) 

for all x in h-1([a, bJ). For any to> dÖ1 d-2 (b -a) and any t ~to, 

~ (x) lies in h-1 ( (- 00, a J) , 

and the proof of part (1) of the condition (C~,K) is complete. 

We now consider the proof of part (2) of the condition (C~,K)' Let r 
be areal number, and consider a given neighborhood V in X of Ko = 
K n h-1(r). We assert first that there exist real numbers ao and bo with 
ao<r<bo such that Knh-1([ao, boJ) is contained in V. Indeed, if this 
were not true, we could find a sequence of real numbers r i converging 
to rand a sequence of points {xi} in K such that for each j, h (xi) = ri 
and xi lies in K - V. Choosing R> sup h (xi)' the points xi alllie in the 
compact set KR and we may assurne that xi converges to some point x 
of K as j-+ 00. Since his continuous, h(x) =lim h(xi ) =r, so that x lies 

1 
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in K n h-l(r). Since each xi lies in the closed set K - V, x lies in K - V, 
which contradicts the hypothesis that V is a neighborhood of K n h-l(r). 

We may assume that ao=r-d, bo=r+d, for given d>O. We 
consider real numbers a and b of the form a = r - {j, b = r + {j with 
0< {j < d/2. We propose to show that for sufficiently small {j and an 
appropriately chosen t > 0, 

r; (h-l (( - 00, b}) c h-l (( - 00, a}) u V. 

We note first that since K nh-l([ao, bo}) is a compact subset of V, it 
has a positive distance dl from the closed set X - V, dl > O. For any 
point x in h-l([ao, bo}) which lies outside the (d,./2) neighborhood of 
(K n h-l ( [ao, bo}), there exists a uniform constant d2 > 0 by condition (C) 
such that Ildh%lk~d2' On the other hand, for each point x in 

h-l ([r - ~ , r + ~]) 

with x lying outside of V', the ~l -neighborhood of K nh-l([ao, bo}) , we 

can estimate q(x) from below by noting that for any z in K, either h(z) 

lies in [ao, bo} so that d(x, z) ~ ~l or else h(z) lies outside of [ao, bo} so 
d 

that Ih(z) -h(z)j ~ 2' In both cases, 

d(x,z) +Ih(x) -h(z)j ~min(~, ~)=d3>0. 
Hence q(x) ~d3' 

We may assume without loss of generality (by shrinking the neighbor
hood V to begin with) that q(x) is bounded by a fixed constant qo on V 
and that there exists kl>O such that for all x in V, Ildh%II%;;;;;kl . Then 
for a11 u in V, we have 

11 P.. Ilu ;;;;;ko q(u)lldhullu ;;;;;ko qo kl · 

Consider a trajectory {y (t) : 0;;;;; t ;;;;; c} of the vector field P with y (0) 
lying in V', y(s) lying in V for s<c, and with y(c) lying in X-V. Then 

d (y (c), y (0)) ~ ~ , and it follows that 

c 
d (y (0), y (c)) ;;;;; J II~ (s)I~(s) ds ;;;;;ko qo kl C. 

o 
We obtain the inequality 

l.e. 
c ~ dl (2ko k1 qO)-l. 

This is also valid if y (0) lies not in V' itself, but on the boundary of V'. 
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Suppose now that the trajectory {y (t): 0 ~t ::;c} lies in V-V', 
except for its final point y (c). Then for all y (s) with s < c, we have 

:5 h(y(s))::::: -q(y(s)) Ildhy(s)II~(s)· 

If we know in addition that h(y (s)) lies in [r - ~, r + ~], 
Ildhy(s)I~(s) ~d2 and q (y(s)) ~da by the estimations already given. Hence 

h(y(c)) -h(y(O))::::: -da d: c:::;;; -da d: ~(2ko kl qO)-I= -d4 

with d4 >0. 
We now choose <5 <min(ld, ld4). Let x be any point in h-l((-oo, 

r+<5]). We assert that if 
t> 2<5 dal di2 , 

then Te (x) lies in h-l ( ( -00, r - <5]) u V. To establish this fact, we consider 
the trajectory x (t) = Te (x) for a given x. Let us assurne that for O:::;;;t~to, 

h(x(t)) ~r-<5>r- ~. For all values of t, h(x(t)) :::::r+ ~ since h is 

non-increasing on the trajectory. We propose to show that to:::;;; 2 <5 dal di2• 

If the trajectory lies completely outside of V', then for all t in [0, tn 1, 
q(y(t)) ;;:::da and Ildhy(t)I~(t)~d2 for all t in [0, to]. Hence 

Since h(y(to)) ~r-<5, and h(y(O)) =h(x) ~r +<5, we obtain 

todad::::::2<5, 

and hence to ~ 2<5 dal di2 • If on the other hand, the trajectory contains 
a point of the closure of V', we can assurne that its initial point y (0) is a 
point of the closure of V'. The remainder of the trajectory then lies in 
Vu h-l ( ( - 00, r - <5]). Indeed, otherwise we could restrict ourselves to 
the portion of the trajectory lying inside of V and assurne that for 
o ~ t < tl , x (t) lies in V - V' and that x (tl) lies in X-V. Applying our 
preceding calculations, it follows that 

h (x (tl)) :::;;;h (x (0)) -d4 < (r +<5) -2<5 =r -<5. 

Hence, the rest of the trajectory lies in h-l ( ( - 00, r - <5]). 
With this, the proof of part (b) of Proposition (5.1) and thereby of 

Proposition (5.1) as a whole is complete. q.e.d. 

Definition (5.2). A Cl manifold X modeUed on a Banach space is 
said to be of dass C2- if the first derivatives of the coordinate transformations 
are locaUy Lipschitzian. 
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Proposition (5.2). Let X be a metrizable manifold of class C2- with a 
given Finsler structure on its tangent bundle T(X), and let h be a Cl real
valued function on X, K the set of critical points of h on X. Then there 
exists a continuous quasi-gradient vector field P for h with respect to the 
Finsler structure. 

Proof of Proposition (5.2). We propose to construct the quasi
gradient vector field P to be locally Lipschitzian over X -K, which will 
automatically guarantee that the condition (c) of the definition of the 
quasi-gradient field is satisfied. The notion of P being locally Lipschitzian 
is meaningful since transformations from one trivialization of T(X) over 
a neighborhood N as N X B to another can be assumed to be locally 
Lipschitzian by the hypothesis that X is of dass C2-. 

We remark that it suffices to construct the field P locally in the neigh
borhood of each point Xo of X - K. Indeed, by its definition, p" = 0 on K, 
and if we are given a covering of X - K by neighborhoods Uj on each 
of which we have a vector field Ij which is locally Lipschitzian and 
satisfies the inequalities 

then using the fact that X - K is metrizable and hence paracompact 
and that we can find partitions of unity in any Banach space which are 
locally Lipschitzian, we can choose a locally finite partition of unity 
with locally Lipschitzian functions on X - K {;ß} with the property that 
the support of each;ß is contained in one of the neighborhoods Uj • We 
choose such a j for each ß, and denote it by j (ß). Then it is trivial to 
verify that 

p,,= L ;ß(x) Ij(ß),x 
ß 

is the desired quasi-gradient field over all of X - K and is locally Lip
schitzian over X -K. 

Let Xo be a point of X -K. By the definition of the duality of norms 
in the two Banach spaces Txo(X) and Tx;(X) = (Txo (X))*, we may find 
an element Po of Txo such that 

Over a neighborhood U of xo, we may consider a trivialization of T(X) 
as U X B, and consider the constant section Po over U. By the continuity 
of the functions q and dh, and the continuity of the Finsler norms, there 
exists a smaller neighborhood U' of Xo such that for x in U', 
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This is the desired local section of the quasi-gradient mapping over a 
neighborhood of X o. q.e.d. 

Theorem 6. Let X be a C2- manijold modeUed on a Banach space B 
with a given Finsler structure on its tangent space T(X) with X complete 
in the induced metric. Let h be a real-valued junction on X oj dass Cl with 
h bounded jrom below on X. Let K be the set oj critical points oj h on X, and 
suppose that h satisjies condition (C) with respect to the given Finsler 
structure on X. Then: 

(a) The number oj critical points oj h on X is at least cat(X). 

(b) For each integer k with 1 ~ k:::;;; cat (X) jor which mk (h) < + 00, 

there exists at least one critical point xk oj h such that h (xk) = mk (h). 
(c) 1j jor two given positive integers k and n, 

r=mk(h) = mk+l(h) = ... =mHn(h) <+ 00, 

then cat(Knh-l(r); X) ::?::(n+1), and hence 

cat(Knh-l(r)) >(n+1), dim(Knh-l(r)) ~n. 

(d) 1j h is bounded on K, then mk (h) is finite jor aU k ~ cat (X). 

Proof of Theorem 6. Ey Proposition (5.2), there exists a quasi
gradient field for h on X with respect to the given Finsler structure. 
Hence the conclusions of Theorem 6 follow from those of Theorem 5. 
q.e.d. 

Theorem 7. The condusion of Theorem 6 remain valid ij one replaces 
the hypothesis that X is a C2- manijold by the weaker hypothesis that X is 
Cl-dijjeomorphic with a C2--manijold Xl. 

Proof of Theorem 7. Let t be a Cl diffeomorphism of X on Xl. We 
introduce a Finsler structure on Xl by letting Ildj"(u)I~(,,)=llull,, foreach 
u in T,,(X). With this Finsler structure, it follows that j is an isometry 
for the metric induced by the Finsler structure. Hence if X is complete 
in its induced metric, so is Xl. 

Let ~ be the real-valued Cl function on Xl given by ~ (y) = h (t-l(y)) 
for each y in Xl. Then j maps critical points of h on critical points of hl 
and conversely, the minimax values of h and ~ coincide, and the results 
of Theorem 7 for h will follow from those of Theorem 6 applied to the 
Cl function ~ on the C2- manifold Xl provided that ~ satisfies con
dition (C) with respect to the Finsler structure on Xl. 

Let {Yi} be a sequence in Xl with hl(Yi) uniforrnly bounded and 
Ild~,YIIIYI-+O. Let Xi=j-I(Yi) for each i· Then h(xi) =hl(Yi) is uniformly 
bounded, and by the definition of the Finsler structure, Ildh"III"I= 
II(dhl)yIIIYI-+o as i-+oo. Since h satisfies (C), it follows that there exists 

3 Functional Analysis 
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an infinite subsequence {Xj(k)} converging to an element x of X. Then 
Yi(k) =f(Xj(k») converges to f(x) in Y as k--+oo by the continuity of f. 
q.e.d. 

6. Nonlinear eigenvalue problems in Banach spaces 
The study of nonlinear eigenvalue problems is brough within the 

context of the general Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory by the method 
of Lagrange multipliers. 

Let B a be Banach space, g and h two real-valued functions of dass Cl 
on B. For c areal constant, we set 

Me={XIXEB, g(x)=c}. 

The subset Me of X inherits a manifold structure from the Banach space 
B if for each point x in Me' g'(x) =1=0. We note that in the Banach space 
case, the derivative g' is a continuous mapping from B to its adjoint 
space B*. At each point x of Me> its tangent space Tx (Me) can be identi
fied with the subspace of B given by 

Tx (Me){v 1 vE B, (g'(x), v) = O}, 

where we use the notation (w, v) for the pairing between w in the space 
B* and v in the space B. 

The injection of Tx (MJ into B which we have just described yields a 
canonical Finsler structure on the manifold Me where the norm of v 
in Tx (Me) is the corresponding norm in B of its canonical image in B. We 
shall use this Finsler structure on Me without further reference. 

The restriction of the given function h to Me yields a function on the 
manifold which we denote by he. To relate the differential dhe of this 
function to the derivative h' of h on the space B, we use the following 
result: 

Proposition (6.1). Suppose that for each point x in Me' g'(x) =1=0, and 
that we are given a junction N from Me to B with the property that 
(g'(x), N(x)) =1=0 for each x in Me. Then: 

(a) At a given point x of Me' (dhe)x = 0 if and only if 

with 

(b) Let 

Then: 

h'(x) =$(x) g'(x) 

$(x) = (h'(x), N(x)) (g'(x), N(X))-1. 

C(x) = lIg' X)llB* IIN(x)IIB1 (g'(x), N(X))-11· 

Ilh'(x) -$ (x) g'(x)IIB* ~ (1 +C (X)-1) 11 (dhe)"llx 

where the right-hand norm is taken in Tx* (Me). 
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Remark. It follows from part (a) of Proposition (6.1) that to obtain 
eigenfunctions of h'(x) =~g'(x) on Me> it suffices to obtain critical 
points of the function he on Me. 

Proof of Proposition (6.1). An element w of B lies in the canonical 
image of Tx(Me) in B if and only if (g'(x), w) =0. Hence each element w 
of B can be written in one and only one way in the form 

w=vw+ß(w)N(x) 

with Vw lying in Tx(MJ for a given x. Indeed, we observe that if such a 
representation exists, then (g'(x), vw) =0, and hence 

(g'(x), w) =ß(w) (g'(x), N(x)) 
so that 

ß(w) = (g'(x), w) (g'(x), N(X))-1. 

On the other hand, if we choose ß (w) to be this value, then 

(g'(x), w-ß(w)N(x)) =0 

so that vw=w-ß(w)N(x) does lie in Tx(Me). In particular, v lies in 
Tx(MJ if and only if ß(v) =0. 

If (dhJx = 0 for a given x in Me' then for each v in Tx (Me), (dhe)x(v) = 
(h'(x), v) =0. Hence for each w in B, 

l.e. 

(h'(x), w) = (h'(x), vw) +ß(w) (h'(x), N(x)) 

= ß (w) (h'(x), N(x)) , 

(h'(x), w) = (h'(x), N(x)) (g'(x), N(X))-1 (g'(x), w), (WE B). 

I t follows that 
h'(x) =~(x) g'(x). 

On the other hand, if h'(x)=~(x)g'(x) for a given x in Me' then 
setting v =V -ß(v)N(x) for v in Tx(MJ, we have 

(dhe)x(v) = (h'(x), v -ß(v)N(x)) 

= (h'(x) -~(x) g'(x), v) =0. 

Hence (dhJ,,, = O. Thus the proof of part (a) is complete. 

To prove part (b), we note first that 

Iß(w)i = I (g'(x), w) (g'(x), N(X))-11 

;;;; lIg' (x)IIB.llw IIB I (g' (x), N(x)) -1. 

Hence for each w in B, 

3' 
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It follows that for each W in B, 

I (h'(x) -~(x) g'(x), w)1 =I(h'(x), w-ß(w)N(x))I=I(h'(x), vw)1 

= I (dhJ~(vw)1 ~ 11 (dhJ"llxllvwIITx(Mcl 

~ (1 +C (X)-I) II(dhe)xllxllw IIB' 
Since this is true for each w in B, 

Ilh'(x) -~(x) g'(x)IIB* ~ (1 +C(X)-I) II(dhe)xllx' 
and the proof of part (b) is complete. q.e.d. 

Proposition (6.2). 5uppose that the loltowing conditions hold on hand g: 
(1) h' is compact on any subset 01 Me on which h is bounded. 
(2) g' is proper on any closed subset 01 Me on which h is bounded. 
(3) On any subset 5 01 Me on which h is bounded, there exists ds > ° 

such that C (x) ~ ds lor alt x in 5. 
(4) On any subset 5 01 Me on which h is bounded, there exists d~ > ° 

such that lor alt x in 5, 1~(x)1 ~d~. 

Then: he satislies condition (C) on Me. 

Proof of Proposition (6.2). Let {xi} be a sequence in Me with he (xi) = 

h(Xi) uniformly bounded and with II(dhe)Xillxi-+O as j-+ 00. By part (b) 
of Proposition (6.1), we know that 

Ilh'(Xi) - g'(xi) ~ (xi)IIB* ~ (1 +C (Xi)-Ill(dhclxillxj" 

By hypothesis (3), 

(1 +C(Xi)-I) ~ (1 +dSI) =cI < 00. 
Hence 

vi = Ilh' (xi) - g' (xi) ~ (xi)IIB* -+0, (j -+ 00) . 

By hypothesis (4), 

Hence 

where h'(xi) lies in a compact sub set of B*. Since ~(Xi)-I is uniformly 
bounded, if we set wi=$(xi)-Ih'(xi), the set {wi} is relatively compact 
in B*. Passing to an infinite subsequence, we may assume that wi 
converges to an element w of B* as j -+ 00. Thus for given integers j and k 

11g'(xi ) -g'(xk)IIB* ~ Ilg'(xi -will +llwi -wkll +llwk -g'(xk)ll-+o, 
(j, k-+ 00). 
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Since the sequence {g'(xin is relatively compact and the sequence {xi} 
lies in Me with h (Xi) uniformly bounded, it follows from hypothesis (2) 
that {Xi} is relatively compact in Me. Hence he satisfies condition (C) 
on Me. q.e.d. 

Definition (6.1). A mapping R 01 the Banach space B into B* is said 
to satislY condition (S) il the lollowing holds: 

(S): For any sequence {xi} in B with xi converging weakly to x in X 
lor which 

it lollows that xi converges strongly to x in B. 

Proposition (6.3). Let B be a rellexive Banach space, R a mapping 
01 B into B* which satislies condition (S). Then R is a proper mapping 
on any bounded closed subset 01 B. 

Proof of Proposition (6.3). It suffices to show that if {xi} is a bounded 
sequence in B with R (xi) converging strongly to an element w in B*, 
then we can extract a strongly convergent subsequence from the sequence 
{xi}' Since B is reflexive and the sequence {xi} is bounded, we may 
assurne without loss of generality that xi converges weakly to an element 
x of B. Then: 

(R(xi) -R(x), xi-x)~(w -R(x), 0) =0. 

Applying the condition (S), we see that xi converges strongly to x in B. 
q.e.d. 

Proposition (6.4). Let g be a Cl lunction on B where the norm is 01 
class Clon B -{o} with (g'(x), x) =1=0 lor all x in Me lor a given c. 5uppose 
that each ray Irom the origin intersects Me in exactly one point. Let y be the 
mapping 01 Me into the unit sphere 51 (B) given by y (X) = Ilxll-l x. Then y 
is a Cl ditfeomorphism 01 Me on 51 (B), and Ildy"ll" is unilormly bounded 
on any subset 01 Me on which IlxilB is bounded Irom below. 

Proof of Proposition (6.4). Since by hypothesis each ray emanating 
from the origin hits Me in exactly one point, it follows that y is a one
to-one mapping of Me onto 51 (M). To show that y is a diffeomorphism 
of Me on 51 (B), it suffices to prove that for each point x of Me' dy" is 
an isomorphism of T,,(Me) on Ty (x)(51 (B)). 

Let x be a point of Me' y =y (x). Obviously x =1=0. The tangent space 
~ (51 (B)) can be identified with the subspace of B defined in the 
following way: 

~ (51 (B)) = {ul u E B, (J(y), u) = o} 
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where ] is the mapping of B into B* given by 

(1(y), y) = Ilyll~, y E B, 

IIJ(y)IIB* = IlylIB' 

If B has a Cl-norm on the complement of the origin, ] is continuous 
and ](v) is simply the derivative of the function I (v) =tllvll~ at the 
point v of B. 

Let us now consider dy, the differential of y considered as a mapping 
of B -{O} onto 51 (B). A simple computation shows that 

dyx(w) = IIxll-1w- (1(x), w)llxll-3 x. 

An examination of the form of dyx shows that IldYxllx is uniformly bounded 
on the complement of any neighborhood of ° in B. Hence, to show that 
dyx is an isomorphism of Tx(McJ with Yy(51(B)), it suffices to prove 
that it is surjective from Tx(McJ to Yy(51(B)). 

Finally, let w be any element of Yy (51 (B)). Since (g'(x), x) ,*,0, w can 
be written in form w=v+c;x, vETx(Mc)' Since dyx(x) =0, it follows 
that dyx(v) =dyx(w) =wllxll-1. Thus dYx(llxllv) =w, and dyx is sur
jective. q.e.d. 

Definition (6.2). Let M be a Cl manilolrl, h a real-valued (1 lunction 
on M, and suppose that we are given a Finsler structure on the tangent 
bundle of M. Let 4> be a (1 dilfeomorphism of M such that 4> is periodic 
of a given prime period p, (4)P=1, the identity difleomorphism 01 M). Let 
n be the cyclic groups of order p of transformations {I, 4>, 4>2, ... , 4>P--1} 
and suppose that alt the elements 4>i 01 n distinct Irom the identity act 
without fixed points on M. Let h be invariant under the action 01 4>, i.e. 
h(4)(x)) =h(x) for alt x in M. Then: 

(a) Mjn is the Cl manifold which is the quotient space of M under the 
group of transformations n, and q: M ~Mjn is the Cl quotient mapping. 

(b) The canonical Finsler structure on Mjn is delined as foltows: 1/ 
z is a point of Mjn and if v lies in Y,(Mjn), then we set 

Ilv Ilz = sup 11 (dqx)-l(V)llx' 
xEq-l (z) 

(c) The invariant function h on M induces the Cl lunction h" on Mjn 
by h,,(q(x)) =h(x). 

Proposition (6.5). Let M, h, and 4> be as in Definition (6.2) with a 
given Finsler structure on M. Then: 

(a) If M is complete in the metric inducerl by its Finsler structure 
(assuming M to be connected ), then M j n is complete in the metric induced 
by the Finsler structure defined in the canonical fashion by part (b) of 
Definition (6.2). 
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(b) Suppose that Ild<!>xll" is unitormly bounded over any set 01 x tor 
which h (x) is unilormly bounded. Then il h satisties condition (C) with 
respect to the given Finsler structure on M, then h" satislies condition (C) 
with respect to the canonically induced Finsler structure on M/:rr. 

Proof of Proposition (6.5): Proof of part (a). By the definition of the 
Finsler structure on Mj:rr, for any x in M and any v in Tx(M), 

It follows that for any Cl curve {x (t) : ° ;?; t ;?; a} in M, the image of the 
curve under q has length at least as large as the original curve in M. 

Let Zo and Z1 be any pair of points in the connected manifold Mj:rr. 
Given B> 0, there exists a Cl curve of the form {z (t) : ° ;?; t ;?; 1} with 
Z (0) = zo, Z (1) = Zl' and the length of the curve ;?; (1 + B) d (zo, Zl). Let Xo 
be a point in M such that q(xo) =Zo. Since M is a covering space of Mj:rr, 
there exists one and only one curve {x (t): o;?; t;?; 1} in M with x (0) = Xo 
and q (x (tl) = Z (t) for all t in [0, 1]. The lifted curve is also of dass Cl, 
and for each value in [0, 1J, Ilx'(t)llx(t);?; Ilz'(t)llz(t) since dqx(t) (x'(t)) =z'(t). 
If Co is the lifted curve and C the original curve in Mj:rr, it follows that 

On the other hand, the possible endpoints Xl of such lifted curves Co 
must all He in q-l(Zl). Since B> ° is arbitrary, there must exist at least 
one Xl in the finite set q-l(Zl) such that 

Assume now that we are given a Cauchy sequence {Zj} in Mj:rr with 
respect to the induced metric. To show that the given sequence con
verges to a point Z of Mj:rr, it suffices to obtain a convergent infinite 
subsequence. We construct an infinite subsequence {Zj(k)} such that j(k) 
increases with k, while for r >j(k), 

d (Zj (k)' zr) ;?; Z-k . 
In particular, 

d (Zj(k) ' Zj(k+11) ;?; 2-k • 

We choose by iteration, a corresponding sequence {Xj(k)} in Msuch that 
for each k, 

For this new sequence, we have for m < k, 

k 

d(xj(m),Xj(k));?; L: d(Xj(k),Xj(k_l));?;Z-m----+-O, (m----+-oo). 
r~m+l 
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Hence the sequence {Xj(k)} is a Cauchy sequence in the complete metrix 
space M and hence converges to a point x of M. It follows since q is 
continuous that Zj(k)=q(Xj(k»)~q(X) =z in Mln. Hence Mln is a 
complete metric space. q.e.d. 

Proof of part (b). Let x be a point in M with Ih(x)1 ~ R, wanelement 
of T,,(M), z=q(x), and u=dq,,(w). Since 

Ilullz = sup II(d <jJj),,(w) II4>j (x) , 
O-;:;j-;:;(P-l) 

while 

where h(<jJk(X)) =h(x) so that there exists a constant c=c(R»1 such 
that lid <jJ4>~(x)ll4>k(,,) ~ c (R), it follows that 

Ilull. ~ cPllwll,,· 

Suppose that we are given a sequence {Zj} in Mln with Ih,,(zj)1 ~R 
and with II(dh,,).J;~O. For each j, we choose a point Xj in M such that 
q(Xj) =Zj' Then h(xj) =h,,(zj) so that Ih(xj)1 ~R. Since h=h" q, we 
have 

so that 

By our preceding calculation, however, since Ih(xj)1 ~R, 

II d qx; 11,,; ~ c (R)P. 

Hence Ildh,,;11 ~c(R)PII(dh,,).;llz;->-o. Applying condition (C) for the 
function h on M with respect to the given Finsler structure, we may find 
an infinite subsequence {Xj(k)} of the sequence {Xj} with Xj(k)~X as 
k~ =, for some point x of M. Since q is continuous from M into Mln, 
it follows that Zj(k)=q(Xj(k») converges to q(x) as k~=. Hence h" 
satisfies condition (C) with respect to the induced Finsler structure on 
Mln. q.e.d. 

Thus the proof of Proposition (6.5) is complete. 
We now combine the preceding results to derive a general theorem on 

the existence of infinitely many eigenfunctions for suitable nonlinear 
eigenvalue problems on infinite-dimensional Banach spaces B. 

Theorem 8. Let B be an infinite dimensional Banach space, g and h 
two real-valued Cl functions on B such that for a given real constant c, 
and alt u in B with g(u)=c, (g'(u), u) =FO. Let Me={uluEB, g(u)=c} 
have the property that each ray emanating from the origin in B hits Me in 
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exactly one point and h(u) ~ -k on Me. 5uppose that the norm of B is a 
C2- function on B -{O}, that h' is compact on any subset of Me on which 
h is bounded, and that g' is proper on any closed subset 01 Me on which h 
is bounded. 5uppose that for each subset 5 of Me on which h is bounded, 
there exists a constant ds such that for each u in 5, we can find an element 
N(u) of B for which 

and 
ds\(g'(u), N(u)) \ ~\\g'(u)\\.\\N(u)\\ 

\ (g'(u), N(u)) ~ds\(h'(u), N(u))\. 

Let qy be a CI diffeomorphism of Me with itself such that qyP is the identity 
for someprimep~2, with qyi fixed-point freeon Meforeachfwith 1-;;;'f~P-1, 
and such that 

h(qy(x)) =h(x), (xEMcl. 

5uppose that there exists a C2- diffeomorphism qyl of 51 (B) such that for 
each X in Me' 

Then: 

(a) There exists an infinite number of distinct elements X k of Me such 
that for some real I; k' 

(b) Let Mc/n be the quotient space of Me by the finite cyclic group n 
of transformations generated by qy, q the quotient map of Me.-+Meln. Then 
for every integer k ~ 1, if we consider the k-th minimax value of h given by 

mk (h) = inf sup h (x), 
cat(q(A);Mcl,,)~k xEA 

and if mk (h) is finite, then there exists an eigenfunction Xk on Me with 
h'(xk) =I;k g'(xk) such that h(xk ) =mk(h). 

(c) cat (Mein) = + 00. 

(d) Let K = {xl x E Me. There exists a real I; such that h'(x) = I; g' (x)}. 
5uppose that for a finite rand positive integers k and n, mk(h) =mHn(h). 
Then cat(q(Knh-l (r))) ~n+1, and dim(q(Knh-l (r))) ~n. 

(e) If h is bounded on K, the set of eigenfunctions on Me' then mk(h) 
is finite for every positive integer k. 

Proof of Theorem 8. By proposition (6.1), each critical point of the 
restricted function he on Me is an eigenfunction of the pair [g', h'] on Me' 
i.e. an element of the set K, and conversely. Hence, we consider the 
problem of determining the critical points of he on Me. By hypothesis, 
the function hl is invariant under the diffeomorphism qy of Me on itself 
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and hence induces a real-valued Cl function (he)" on Me/n. Moreover, 
xis a critical point of he if and only if q (x) is a critical point of (hJ". If 
we let K" denote the set of critical points of (he)" on Mc!n, we have 
K = q-l (K,,) , and it suffices for our various conclusions to study the 
set K". 

We propose to prove Theorem 8 by applying Theorem 7 to the Cl 
function (he)" on the Cl manifold Me/n with the Finsler structure given 
in Definition (6.2). By Proposition (6.4), the mapping y which carries 
each x of Me into y (x) in 51 (B) by setting y (x) = Ilxll-l X is a Cl diffeo
morphism of Me onto 51 (B) since (g'(u), u) =4=0 for each u in Me' By 
our hypothesis on cP, CPl y =ycp where CPl is a C2- diffeomorphism of the 
C2- manifold 51 (B). Hence Mc!n has a (1 diffeomorphism induced by y 
on the C2- manifold 51 (B) / nl , where nl is the cyclic group of trans
formations of 51 (B) generated by CPl' Moreover, it follows from Theorem 4 
of Section 3 that cat (Me/n) = cat (51 (B)/nl ) = + 00. 

Since he is bounded from below on Me' (hel" is bounded from below 
on Me/n. Since Me is a closed subset of the complete metric space B, it 
is complete in its metric, which is dominated by the Finsler metric. 
Hence, it is complete in the Finsler metric. Thus, by Proposition (6.5) (a), 
Me/n is complete in the metric induced by its canonical Finsler structure. 

Thus to apply Theorem 7 to obtain the results asserted in Theorem 8, 
it suffices to prove that the function (he)" satisfies the condition (C) on 
Me/n with respect to the canonical Finsler structure. By Proposition 
(6.5) (b), since IldCPxllx is bounded by hypothesis on each subset of Me on 
which h (u) is bounded, it suffices to prove that he itself satisfies condi
tion (C) on the manifold Me with respect to the natural Finsler structure 
on Me induced by its imbedding in B. On the other hand, our hypotheses 
include the hypotheses of Proposition (6.2), (i.e. h' compact on subsets 
of Me on which h is bounded, g' proper on such subsets, and C (x) and 
1~(x)1 bounded from below by positive constants on such subsets). 
Hence h satisfies condition (C) on Me' and the proof of Theorem 8 is 
complete. q.e.d. 

Theorem 9. The conclusions 01 Theorem 8 remain valid il one drops 
the lollowing hypotheses 01 that Theorem: 

(H)o: (1) (g'(u), u) =4=0, lor all u in Me. 

(2) Mt is intersected exactly once by each ray Irom the origin. 

(3) There exists a C2- dilleomorphism CPl 01 51 (B) such that ycp = CPlY 
lor y the radial projection 01 Me on 51 (B); 

and replaces them by the lollowing: 

(H)I: (1) Each compact subset 01 Me is contractible in Me' 
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(2) There exists a C2- manifold MI, a Cl diffeomorphism"P of Me onto 
MI' and a C2- diffeomorphism cJ>1 of Ml such that 

Proof of Theorem 9. The hypotheses of the set (Ho) were used in the 
proof of Theorem 8 for only two purposes : 

(1) To show that Mein is Cl diffeomorphic to a C2- manifold. 

(2) To show that cat(Meln) = + 00. 

Hypothesis (2) of (H)l implies that Mt/n is Cl diffeomorphic to Ml/nl , 
where nl is the cyclic group of transformations generated by cJ>1' and the 
latter manifold is of dass C2-. 

If each compact subset of Me is contractible over Me' then each 
homotopy group nk (MJ = ° for k ~ 2, and Me is simply connected. 
Since Me is a covering space of Mein, it has the same homotopy groups 
nk(Meln) =0, (k~2) and nl(Meln)=n. Hence Mein is an Eilenberg
MacLane space K(n, 1), and the proof that cat(K(n, 1)) = + 00 for a 
cydic group n of prime period p ~ 2 is described in the proof of Theo
rem 4. q.e.d. 

7. Nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problems 

We now apply the results of Section 6 concerning nonlinear eigen
value problems in Banach spaces to the proof of the existence of in
finitely many eigenfunctions for a general dass of nonlinear elliptic 
eigenvalue problems. 

Let Q be a bounded open subset of the Euclidean n-dimensional 
space Rn. We let x denote the general point of Rn and d x, the element 
of Lebesgue n-measure on Rn. For each n-tulpe IX of nonnegative integers 
IX = (lXI' •.• , IXn), we set 

n n 

DrJ.= II (OIOXi)ai, IIXI = L lXi , 
i~l i~l 

where for IX = (0, ... ,0), Da is the identity operator. For a given integer 
m, we let ~m denote the m-jet of a real-valued function u at a point 
of Rn, i.e. 

where ~m lies in a Eudidean space RSm with dimension depending on m. 
Similarly, we denote by ~m' a corresponding vector whose components 
are pure m-th derivatives 

andlet"Pm_l = {"PßIIßI :?; m -1} represent the remaining components of ~m' 
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To obtain our nonlinear eigenvalue problems, we begin with two 
multiple integral variational problems of order m and (m -1) respectively, 
of the form 

and 

g(u) = J G(x, u, Du, ... , Dm u) dx, 
Q 

k(u) = J K(x, u, Du, ... , Dm-l u) dx, 
Q 

for u a real-valued function on Q, with G a Cl function from Q X RSm to 
the reals, K a Cl function from Q X RSm-l to the reals. We write 

to indicate the variables upon which G and K depend. If we put $m (u) = 

{D"'ullal ~m}, and'lJim_l (u) = {DßuIIßI ~m -1}, the functionals g and k 
can be written in a less suggestive but more precise way as 

g(u) = J G (x, $m(u) (x)) dx, 

k(u) = J K(X,'lJim-l(X)) dx. 

Definition (7.1). For each a with lai ~m, let 

G ( 1:) = BG (x, ~m) 
'" x, '>m B~", 

and for ß with IßI ~m-1, let 
BK 

K ß (x, 'lJim-l) = -" - (x, 'lJim-l)· 
u1pß 

Let A and B be the two partial differential operators of the form 

A(u)= L (_1)1"'1 D"'G", (x, $m(u)) , 
1"'I;;;;m 

B(u)= L (-1)IßIDßKß(x,'lJim_l(U)). 
IßI;;;;m-l 

Then by an eigenfunction of the pair [A, BJ is meant formally a function u 
such that for some real constant A, we have 

A(U)=AB(u). 

We shaIl interpet the above partial differential equation, as weIl as 
the corresponding boundary conditions, in a variational way by introduc
ing the concept of a weak solution of the corresponding variational 
problem in a suitable subspace V of a Sobolev space W m, P (Q). 

Let p be areal number with 1< P < + 00. We denote by W m, P (Q) 
the Banach space of functions on Q given by 
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where LP (Q) is the LP space with respect to Lebesgue n-measure on Q 
and the derivatives Drx are taken in the sense of the theory of distribu
tions. If we introduce a norm on Wm,P(Q) by setting 

II u 11m, P = ( L IIDrx u Ilfp (Q))l/P , 
lal;;i;m 

then with respect to this norm, Wm,p (Q) is a separable Banach space 
which is uniformly convex and hence reflexive. 

In order to define our given eigenvalue problem in terms of a functional 
equation on a closed subspace V of the Sobolev space Wm,p (Q), we 
must introduce our basic analytic assumptions upon the functions G 
and K from which our differential operators A and Bare derived. 
These assumptions are the following: 

Assumptions on G and K: 
(1) For each fixed ~m' G(x, ~m) is measurable in x onQ. For each fixed 

'!fm-I, K (x, '!fm-I) is measurable in x on Q. For each fixed x outside a 
nullset in Q, G (x, ~m) is Cl in ~m on RSm and K(x, '!fm-I) is Cl in '!fm-l 
on RSm-l • 

(2) The functions G and K satisfy the following inequalities: 

m-'li;;i;lrxl;;i;m 

IK(x,'!fm-l)l~c('!fb)(X)+Cl('!fb) L I'!fßltß, 
m-7};;i;IßI;;i;m-1 

wnere 

Cl is a continuous function from RSb to Rl, C is a continuous map from RSb 
to LP(Q), and s~l~p-l-n-l(m-Iex[), sß<oo, tß<sß. 

(3) The functions Gr/. satisfy the following inequality: 

IGa(x'~m)l~crx(~b)(X)+Cl(~b) L I~ßIPrxß, 
m-7};;i;IßI;;i;m 

where: Cl is a continuous function from RSb to Rl, cis a continuous function from 
RSb to LPa (Q), and the following inequalities hold for the exponents Prx and 
Paß: (r' = the conjugate exponent to r). 

Pa = P', for lexl = m, 

p",>m~, for m-; ~Iexl <m, m~l=p-l-n-l(m-Iex[), 

Pa=1, torlexl<m-}-. 
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and 
Prr.ß~P-1, jor 11X1=IßI=m, 
prr.ß~mß(m~)-l, jor m-; ~IIXI ~m, IßI ~m, IIXI +IßI <2m, 

prr.ß~mß' jor IIXI <m- ; . 

(4) The junctions K ß satisjy the jollowing inequality: 

IKß(x,'Ijlm-l)l~cß('Ijlb)(X)+Cl('Ijlb) L I 'Ijlq,I Pßcf> , 
m- % ~1cf>I~m-l 

where Cl is a continuous junction jrom RSb to Rl, cis a continuous junction jrom 
RSb to LPß (Q), and the exponents are dejined as in (3). 

(5) For each x in Q, each 'Ijlm-l in RSm_" and two pure m-fets Cm and 
C~ with Cm =C~, we have 

L [Grr. (x, Cm' 'Ijlm-l) -Grr. (x, C~, 'Ijlm-l)] (Crr. -C~) > o. 
1rr.I=m 

(6) There exist two continuous junctions Co and S jrom RSb to Rl with 
Co ('Ijlb) > 0 tor each 'Ijlb such that tor all x, Cm, and 'Ijlm-l, we have 

L Gcx(x,Cm,'Ijlm-l)Crr.~CO('Ijlb)ICmIP-c('Ijlb) L I'IjlßIPmß 
1rr.I=m m- -'f; ~IßI~m-l 

where Pmß is an exponent jor Pcxß with IIXI = m. 

Proposition (7.1). Suppose that the tunctions G and K satisjy the above 
Assumptions, and jor u and v in a given closed subspace V oj Wm,p (Q) 
jor which the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem holds, let 

g(u) = J G (x, ;m(u) (x)) dx, 

k(u)= J K(X,'Ijlm_l(U) (x)) dx, 

and letting (w, w1) = J w (x) Wl (x) dx, set 

a(u, v) = L (Gcx(x, ;m(u)), Drr. v), 
1rr.I~m 

b (u, v) = L (Kß (x, 'Ijlm-l(U)) , Dß v) . 
IßI~m-l 

Then: 
(a) The junctionals g and kare well-dejined, bounded on bounded sub

sets, and ot class Clon V. For each u and v, in V, a (u, v) and b (u, v) are well
dejined, and we have 

(g'(u), v)=a(u, v); (k'(u), v) =b(u, v) 

jor all u and v in V. 
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(b) g' satisties the condition (S) ot Section 6, Detinition (6.1) and is 
bounded on bounded sets. 

(c) k' is compact on each bounded closed subset ot V. 

Proof of Proposition (6.1). For the proof, we refer to the Appendix to 
Section 1 of BROWDER [4J. 

Definition (6.1). Let G and K be tunctions satistying the A ssumptions 
given above, and let A and B be the corresponding Euler-Lagrange operators 

A(u) = L (-1)1"'ID"'G",(x,~m(u)), 
1",I;;;;m 

B(u} = L (-1)IßIDßKß(x,tpm_l(U)). 
IßI;;;;m-l 

I t V is a closed subspace ot Wm,p (Q) with the Sobolev I mbedding Theorem 
valid on Q, then u trom V is said to be an eigentunction tor A(u) =AB(u), 
Areal, with the natural boundary conditions corresponding to V, (or brietly, 
u is an eigentunction tor (A, B) with respect to V and with eigenvalue A), 
it the tollowing holds: 

a (u, v) = Ab (u, v), tor all v in V. 

Theorem 10. Let Q be a bounded open subset ot Rn tor which the Sobolev 
Imbedding Theorem is valid. Let g and k be two multiple integral tunc
ti01'~als on Q ot the torm 

g(u) = f G(x, ~m(u)) dx, k(u) = f K(X,tpm_l(U)) dx, 
Q Q 

where the tunctions G and K satisty the Assumptions stated above tor a 
given real p with 2 ~p < 00. Let A and B be the Euler-Lagrange operators 
tor the tunctionals g and h, respectively, i.e. 

A(u)= L (-1)1"'ID"'G",(x,~m(u)), 
1"'I;;;;m 

B(u)= L (-1)IßIDßKß(x,tpm_l(U)), 
IßI;;;;m-l 

and let a (u, v), b (u, v) be the generalized Dirichlet torms which correspond to 
the representation ot A and B in generalized divergence torm, i.e. 

a(u,v)= L (G",(x,~m(u)),D"'v), 
1"'I;;;;m 

b (u, v) = L (Kß (x, tpm-l (u)) , Dß v) . 
IßI;;;;m-l 

tor u and v in V, a closed subspace ot Wm,p (Q). Let K denote the set ot 
eigentunctions u in V ot the pair (A, B) with respect to V and with real eigen
values, and tor a given real c, let Me = {u\ u E V, g(u) = c}. 
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Suppose the jollowing additional conditions hold: 

(1) For u in Me' k(u) >0. Given d>O, there exists a constant dl>O 
such that jor u in Me with k(u) ~d, b(u, u) ~dl. 

(2) There exist constants do> 0 and r 0> 0 such that jor 11 u 11 ~ r 0 or 
g(u) ~c, we have a(u, u) ~do>O. 

(3) There exists a bounded linear mapping fjJ oj Wm,p (Q) into itselj 
which is continuously invertible such that fjJP = I jor a prime q ~ 2 with 
fjJi having no jixed points except jor 0 jor 1 ~ j ~ q -1, such that fjJ maps 
Me onto itselj, and k(fjJ(u)) =k(u) jor all u in Me. 

Then there exists an injinite number oj distinct elements oj K in Me' 
i.e. an injinite sequence {uk } oj elements oj V with g (uk) = c such that each 
uk is an eigenjunction in the sense oj Definition (6.1) with the natural 
boundary conditions oj V oj 

A(uk ) =AkB(uk )· 

Proof of Theorem 10. We shall apply Theorem 8 with the Banach 
space B = V, with the functional g as given and with 

h(u)=1jk(u). 

V, being a dosed subspace of a reflxive Banach space, is reflexive. 

By Proposition (7.1), g and k are Cl real-valued functions on V. Since 
k(u) >0 for u in Me' his of dass Clon a neighborhood of Me in V, and 
no other use of the differentiability hypotheses on h is made use of in 
the proof of Theorem 8. By proposition (6.1), the eigenfunctions of K 
correspond to the solutions of the equation g'(u) = Ak'(u), while 

h'(u) = [k (U)]-2 k'(u). 

Hence, eigenfunctions of K in Me correspond to the eigenfunctions u 
in Me of h'(u) =~g'(u) with ~ =FO. 

lt follows from hypothesis (2) of Theorem 10 that Me is bounded and 
that each ray from the origin intersects Me in exactly one point. Since 
Me is bounded, it follows from Proposition (6.1) that g' is proper on Me 
since g' satisfies condition (S) on a reflexive Banach space and hence 
is proper on bounded dosed subsets of Me by Proposition (6.3). 

By the hypothesis of Theorem 10, given d>O, there exists dl>O 
such that for any u in Me with k(u) ~d, we have b(u, u) ~dl. By 
Proposition (6.1), b(u, v) = (k'(u), v), and by definition h(u) =k(U)-l. 
Hence if h(u) ~d-l, we have 

(h'(u), u) =k(U)-2(k'(u), u) ~dlM-2, 

where M is an upper bound for the bounded functional k on Me. (Indeed, 
k is bounded on bounded subsets of V.) 
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Since fjJ is itself obviously a diffeomorphism of dass C2- on 51 (V) 
being a bounded linear mapping on the Banach space V, whose norm is 
of dass C2- because of the assumption that p ~ 2, and since 

fjJ (1Ixll-l x) = Ilxll-1 fjJ (x) 

and IlfjJ(x)II-IfjJ(X) are both positive multiples of fjJ(x) lying on 51(V), we 
have fjJ (llxll-l x) = IlfjJ (x) II-I fjJ (x) for all x in Me. 

Finally, since k' is compact on bounded sub sets of V and hence on 
Me' while h' = k-2 k', h' is compact on each dosed subset of Me on which h 
is bounded. 

Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem 8 are satisfied for this case, and 
the condusion of Theorem 10 follows if we set N(u) = u for each u in 
Me' and note that 

(g'(u), u) ~do, Ilg'(u)ll~kl' Ilull~k2' (UEMcJ, 

and for any u with h(u) ~d-l 

(h'(u), u) ~d3>0. q.e.d. 

8. Galerkin approximations for nonlinear eigenvalue problems 
If we wish to extend the results of Theorem 10 to the case of p with 

1< P < 2, we can no longer assume that the problem can be transplanted 
to a suitable C2- manifold since the Banach space V has a norm whose 
second derivatives do not exist. Thus it is of interest to obtain another 
method of establishing results of the Lusternik-Schnirelmann type for 
Cl functions on Cl manifolds without any sort of regularization in terms 
of differentiability dass. The technique of argument which we shall 
apply in the present Section accomplishes such objectives in the treat
ment of nonlinear eigenvalue problems and is based upon the use of 
GALERKIN or (more properly speaking) Rayleigh-Ritz approximation of 
the given eigenvalue problem by finite dimensional eigenvalue problems. 

Let B be an infinite dimensional Banach space, g and h two continuous 
real-valued functions defined on B. Let c be areal number, and as 
before, 

Me = {ul uE B, g(u) =c}. 

We assume that 0 does not lie in Me' that both g and h are of dass Cl 
on a neighborhood of MCf and that for all u in Me' g'(u) =FO. Then Me 
is a dosed submanifold of B of dass Cl. We are concerned with deter
mining the critical points on Me of the function he=hI Mc ' 

Proposition (8.1). Let B be a separable Banach space, fjJ a continuous, 
invertible linear mapping oj B on B such that jor a given prime q, fjJq = I, 
while jor 1 ~ j ~ q -1, fjJi has only 0 as a jixed point. 

4 Functional Analysis 
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Then there exists an increasing sequence {Bn} 01 linite dimensional 
subspace 01 B such that each B n is invariant under cjJ, the union 01 the B n 

is dense in B, and il 

the union 01 the sets Me, n is dense in Me. 

Proof of Proposition (8.1). Let {xi} be a den se sequence in B con
taining a dense sequence in Me. For each n, let B n be the finite dimen
sional subspace of B spanned by {cjJk(X i ): 1:;;'I:;;'n, O:;;'k:;;'q-1}. Then 
the sequence of subspaces B n satisfies the conditions of Proposition 
(8.1). q.e.d. 

Proposition (8.2). Let B be a rellexive Banach space, ga real-valued Cl 
lunction on B such that g' satislies the condition (S) and maps bounded 
subsets 01 B into bounded subsets 01 B*. Suppose that B is separable, that 
Me is bounded, and that {B n } is the sequence 01 linite dimensional sub
spaces 01 B constructed with respect to some mapping cjJ as in Proposition 
(8.1). Let g n be the restrietion 01 g to B n' and g~: B n --+ B: its derivative. 
Then there exists no ~ 1 such that lor all n ~ no, g~ (u) * 0 lor all u in Me n 

and Me,n is a closed Cl submanilold 01 B n • ' 

Proof of Proposition (8.2). It suffices to prove that for n ~no for 
some no, g~(u) *0 for all u in Me,n' Suppose this to be false. Then for 
an infinite sequence of integers, which we can identify with our original 
sequence, there exist elements X n of Me n with g~(xn) =0. 

For each n, let In be the injection m~p of Bn into B, and I: the dual 
projection map of B* onto B!. For each u and v in B n, 

(g~(u), v) = (g'(u), v) =(g' In (u), In (v)) = (1: g' In (u), v). 

Hence g~ = I: g' In' the n-th Galerkin approximant of g' with respect 
to the sequence {B n} of finite dimensional subspaces of B. 

Let v be an element of the dense subset U B n of B. Then v lies in 
Bm for some m, and for n ~ m, n 

Since all the X n belong to Me' which is bounded, g'(xn ) is uniformly 
bounded for all n. Hence, since g'(xn ) converges weakly to 0 against a 
dense subset of B, g'(xn ) converges weakly to 0 as n--+ 00. 

Consider 

(g'(xn) -g'(x), X n - x) = (g'(xn), x n) - (g'(xn), x) - (g'(x), X n - x) . 

Since X n converges weakly to x, (g'(x), X n - x) --+0. Since g'(xn) con
verges weakly to 0, (g'(xn), x) --+0. Finally, (g'(xn), xn) = (g~ (xn), x n) =0. 
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Combining these results, we see that 

(g'(xn) -g'(x), x n -x) --+0. 

Since g' satisfies condition (S), it follows that X n converges strongly to x 
in X, x lies in Me' and g'(x) =lim g'(xn). However, g'(xn ) converges 

n 
weakly to 0, so that g'(x) must equal O. This contradicts the assumption 
that g'(x) = 0 for x in Me' This contradiction establishes the validity of 
the Proposition. q.e.d. 

Definition (8.1). 11 X is a topological space, the compact category 01 X 
is dejined by 

comp cat(X) =sup{cat(K): K is a compact subset oj X}. 

Proposition (8.3). Let X be the quotient oj 51 (B) by a cyclic group n 
oj transjormations oj prime order, B an injinite dimensional Banach space. 
Then comp cat (X) = + 00. 

More generally let X = Z In, whereZ is a metrizable absolute neighborhood 
retract such that every compact subset oj Z is contractible in Z. Then comp 
cat (X) = + 00. 

Proof of Proposition (8.3). In both cases, X is an Eilenberg-MacLane 
space K(n, 1), and the result follows by a slight modification of the 
argument of Section 3. 

Proposition (8.4). Let B be a separable Banach space with norm oj 
class Clon B - {o}, 4> a bounded linear operator in B such that 4>q = 1 jor 
a given prime q ~ 2, and 4>i has no non-null jixed points jor 1 ~ i ~ (q -1). 
Let {B n} be an increasing sequence oj jinite dimensional subspaces oj B 
such that each B n is invariant under 4> and the union oj the B n is dense in B. 
Let g be a Cl j~tnction on B, and jor areal c, let Me={ulg(u) =c} 
and Me,n=MerlBn- Assume that Me is bounded and invariant under rp, 
while the union oj the Me n is dense in Me. We assume also that tor each u 
in Me' (g'(u), u) =1=0, at/,d that each ray jrom the origin intersects Me in 
exactly one point. 

Let X = Mein, Xn=Me nln, where n is the cyclic group oj trans
jormations generated by 4>. Then: 

(a) Ij K is a compact subset 0/ X, and e > 0 is given, there exists an 
integer n and a compact subset K n oj X n such that K can be dejormed into 
K n through X and the distance in X oj K jrom K n is less than e. 

4* 

(b) For each n, cat (Xn , X) is jinite, and 

cat(Xn ; X) ~cat(Xn+1; X) ~comp cat(X) , 

cat (X n; X) --+comp cat (X). 
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(c) II he is a continuous real-valued lunction on Me invariantunder <P. 
and il 

mk comp (h) = inf sup h (x), 
, AESixEA 

where 
5~ = {A 1 A compact in Me' q (A) 01 category ~ k in X} 

where q is the quotient map 01 Me on X = Mein, and il 

mk n(h)= inf suph(x), 
, AESi" A cB .. xEA 

then: 

and 
mk , n (h) -+mk,comp (h), (n-+ 00). 

Proof of Proposition (8.5): Proof of part (a). It suffices to show that 
for given sand for K' = q-l(K), there exists an s-deformation of K' into 
B n which is invariant under the mapping <p for n sufficiently large, i.e. 
a mapping F: K' X [0, 1 J -+ Me such that F is continuous, F(K' X {1}) c B n' 

and 
F (<p (x), t) = <p (F(x, t)), ([x, tJ E K' X [0, 1J) 

IIF(x, t) -xll~s, 

for all x in K' and each tin [0, 1]. Indeed, if such adeformation F exists, 
we take K n =q(tl(K')), where 11 (x) =F(x, 1), and let the deformation G 
of K X [0, 1J through X be given by 

G(v, t) =q(F(q-l(V), t)). 

If G is adeformation, the result of part (a) will then follow. If F satisfies 
the commutation condition with <p stated above, G is weIl defined, and 
it suffices to show that G is continuous. Since q is a covering mapping, 
however, for each point Vo in K, we can choose a neighborhood N on 
which there exists a continuous single-valued branch of q-l. Using the 
continuity of this branch, the continuity of G on N X [0, 1J follows by 
the definition of G. Hence, it suffices to prove the existence of the 
deformation F as described above. 

By hypothesis, the norm of Bis of dass Clon B - {o}, each ray from 
the origin intersects Me in exactly one point, and (g'(u), u) =1=0 for each u 
in Me. Hence by Proposition (6.4), the mapping y of Me onto 51 (B) 
given by radial projection is a Cl diffeomorphism of Me onto 51 (B), 
(y(x) =lIxll-lx). Let "Po be the inverse mapping of 51 (B) into Ne' If we 
extend y to the whole of B -{O} by the same definition, then "P ="Po y 
is a continuous retraction of B -{O} into Me' where "P(x) for each xis 
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the unique point of Me on the rayfrom the origin passing through the 
point x. Since cp is linear and Me is invariant under cp, it follows that 
Cp1jJ=1jJCp where both mappings are assumed to act on B-{O}. 

Let c > 0 be given. Since 1jJ is continuous and K' is compact, there 

exists Cl with 0< cl < ~ such that if x lies in the crneighborhood of K', 

then 111jJ (x) - xii ~ c/2. Ey hypothesis, the union of the spaces B n is 
dense in B. Since K' is compact, there exists an integer n and a finite 
subset S={x1 , •.• , x,} in B n invariant under cp such that for each x in 
K' and some index k with 1~k~r, we have Ilx-xk ll<c2' where 
C2 = Ilcp II-q Cl' (We note that since cp q = I, Ilcp 11 ~ 1.) Let ß be a continuous 
function from R+ to R+ such that ß (r) = 0 for r ~ C2' ß (r) > 0 for 
0~r<C2' For each k, let 

q-1 

ßk (x) = L ß (11 gi (x) - qi (Xk)ii) . 
i=O 

ßk is a continuous non-negative function from B to the reals, and since 
the summand for j = 0 is simply ß (11x - xkll), ßk (x) > 0 on the open c2-ball 
about xk. The support of ßk consists of a subset of the union on j of 
{xl cpi(x) lies in the C2 ball about cpi(Xk)}' i.e. 

q-1. . q-1. . 
SUPP(ßk) c: i~O cp-l (Bs,W (xk)) = i~O cpq-l(Bs, (cpl (xk))· 

Since c211 cp Ilq ~ cl' it follows that 

cpq-i (B s, (cpi (xk)) c: B I4>lq- is, (cpq (xk)) c: B S1 (Xk) 

for each j in the range [0, q -1 J. Hence the support of each function ßk 
is contained in the closed cl-ball about the point X k in B. 

For two given integers k and m, let x, = cp (xm). Then 

Hence the system of functions {ßk} is invariant under the mapping cp. 
For each k with 1-::;'k ~r, we set 

For every point x of K', at least one of the functions ßk is different from 
r 

zero at x, and hence L ßk1 (x) > O. It follows that the functions rt.k are 
k1 =1 

all well-defined and continuous on K' with supp (rt.k) c:supp (ßk) for each 
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T 

k, ° ;;;;O(k (x) :S 1 for all x in K', and L: IXk (x) = 1 for all x in K'. Moreover, 
k=l 

it follows as before that if Xk = </J (xm), then IXk (x) = O(m (</J (x) ) . 
We now define the deformation F: K' X [0, 1J -J>Mc by setting 

F(x, t) =1fJ ((1-t) x +tktO(k(X) xk ). 

Let f be the mapping of K' into B defined by 

r 

f(x) = L: O(k(X) xk • 
k=l 

Then 
r r 

f (</J (x)) = L: 0(" (</J (x)) Xk = L: </J [O(m (x) xmJ.~m =</J-1(Xr ) 
k=l k=l 

=</J(t(x)), xEK'. 

It follows that for each x in K' and t in [0, 1J, 

F (</J (x), t) =1fJ((1-t):</J(x) +tf(</J(x)) =1fJ(</J((1-t) x+tf(x))) 

= </J(1fJ((1-t) x +tf(x))) = </JF(x, t). 

For a given x in K', those x" in 5 for which O(k (x) > ° are all contained 
in the ball of radius Cl about x. Since f(x) is a convex linear combination 
of such points xk ' it follows that f(x)E B s, (x) and for each t in [0, 1J, the 
same is true for the convex linear combination (1-t) x+tf(x). By our 
choice of Cl' since (1- t) x +tf(x) lies in the Cl neighborhood of K', 

111fJ((1-t) x +tj(x)) - ((1-t) x +tf(x)) 11;;;; ~ . 
Hence 

IIF(x, t) - xii;;;; IIF(x, t) - ((1-t) x +tf(x))11 + 11(1-t) x +tf (x)) - xii 
;;;; C2 + Cl < C • 

Hence F is the desired deformation, and the proof of part (a) is com
plete. q.e.d. 

Proof of part (b) of Proposition (8.4). Sinceeach Me,n is a c10sed 
bounded set in a finite dimensional space, it is compact. Since the Me, n 
increase with n, it follows immediately that cat (X n; X) do not decrease 
with increasing n, and that for every n 

cat (X n; X) ;;;; comp cat (X) . 

It suffices therefore to show that cat (Xn ; X) -J>comp cat (X). This 
follows directly from the result of part (a), however, since given a 
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compact subset K of X with cat (K; X) ~ k for a given integer k, we may 
deform it over X into a compact subset K n of Xn- Hence cat (Kn;X) ~k, 
and the limit relation follows. q.e.d. 

Proof of part (c) of Proposition (8.4). It follows immediately from 
the definitions that since X n is increasing, the minimax numbers 
mk , n (h) decrease with n and are all bounded from below by mk,comp (h). 
Hence, we need only prove that mk , n (h) -+mk,comp (h) as n-+ 00. 

By the definition of mk,comp (h), if we are given 10 > 0, we may find a 
compact subset K of X such that cat (K; X) ~ k, and 

sup h(x) ~mkcomp(h) +10. 
xEK ' 

Since h is continuous and K is compact, we may find so> 0 such that 
if x lies in K and Xl lies in the So ball about x, then Ih(x) -h(x1)1 < s. 

If we apply the result of part (a), we may deform K over X into K n , a 
subset of X n , such that for each Xl in K n there exists X in K such that 
Ilx-X111~so' It follows that cat(Kn ; X) ~k, and 

sup h(x1) ~mk,comp(h) +210. 
x,EK 

Hence 
mk,n(h) ~mk,comp(h) +210, 

and since 10 > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that mk, n (h) -+mk,comp (h) as 
n-+ 00. Hence the proof of part (c) is complete, and with it the proof of 
Proposition (8.4). q.e.d. 

Theorem 11. Let B be an infinite dimensional reflexive Banach space 
whose norm is of class Clon B - {o}, cjJ a bounded linear mapping of B 
on itself such that for a given prime q ~ 2, cjJq = I, the identity, while for 
1~j~q-1, cjJi has no non-null tixed points. Let g be a real-valued 
function of class Clon B with g' satisfying the condition (S) of Definition 
(6.1). For a given real number c,let Me={uluEB, g(u)=c} and suppose 
that each ray from the origin hits Me in exactly one point while for u in Me' 
(g'(u), u) =1=0. Suppose that h is a Cl function from a neighborhood 01 Me 
to the reals, and that cjJ maps Me on itself with h (cjJ (x)) = h (x) for alt x 
in Me.Suppose that Me is bounded and that h' is compact on subsets of Me 
on which h is bounded. Suppose that g' is bounded on bounded sets, and 
that on any subset So of Me on which h is bounded, we have a positive 
constant dso > 0 such that for all u in So, 

dso(g'(u), u) ~I(h'(u), u)l. 
Then: 
(a) Let B n be a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces of B whose 

union is dense in B with each B n invariant under cjJ as constructed on 
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Proposition (8.1) with B n cBn+1 tor each n. For each n and each integer 
k ~cat(Xn; X), where X = Mein and Xn=Me.nln as in Proposition (8.4), 
there exists an element uk. n of M e.n such that 

g~(Uk,n) =Ak,n h~(Uk,n), h(uk • n) =mk.n(h) 

where mk n is the restricted minimax defined in Proposition (8.4) and gn 
and hn ar~ the restriction of the functions g and h to Bn-

(b) For each k tor which mk.comp (h) < + 00, there exists an element Uk 

in Me with 
g'(Uk ) = Ak h' (Uk), h (Uk) = mk,comp (h) . 

and for any weakly convergent sequence {uk.nj} with nj~ 00, the weak 
limit is an element Uk satisfying the conditions of part (b), and the sequence 
uk,n; converges strongly to Uk' 

(c) If mk.comp (h) ~ 00, then there exist an infinite number of distinct 
Uk in Me such that g' (Uk) = Ak h' (Uk) for real Ak. 

Proof of Theorem 11: Proof of part (a). The result of the finite 
dimensional case follows from a special case of Theorem 8, with the 
modification that we consider the deformation invariant dass of subsets 
of X n whose category with respect to X is ~ n. 

Proof of part (b). We know that mk , n (h) ~mk.comp (h) by Proposi
tion (8.4). We consider the sequence {Uk. n} defined bythe finite dimensio
nal problems in part (a), which lies in the bounded subset Mt of B. Hence, 
using the reflexivity of the Banach space B, we can assurne that uk •n; 

converges weakly to an element Ufo as j ~ 00 for an infinite subsequence 
uk,nj" It suffices to prove that Uk satisfies the desired conditions and that 
Uk,nj converges strongly to uk' To simplify our notation, we may identify 
the sequence {nj} with our original sequence, and assurne that uk , n 

converges to the element U k weakly. 

For each n, 

g~(Uk. n) = Ak. n h~ (uk,n)' h (uk, n) = mk , n-

By a previously given argument for g, g~ = j: g' j n' h~ = j: h' jn' where j n 
is the injection map of B n into B, and j: is the dual projection mapping 
of B* onto B: ' Then for each v in B n , we have 

In particular, 

and therefore, 

(g~(Uk,n), v) = (g'(uk,n), v), 

(h~(Uk,n), v) = (h'(uk,n), v), 

(g'(uk,n)' Uk,n) =Ak,n(h'(uk,n), Uk,n) , 
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Since by our construction h(Uk,n) = mk,n--+mk,comp(h) < + 00, the uk,n 
lie on a fixed So on which h is bounded, and by our hypotheses, there 
exists a constant Co such that IAk,nl ~co, n~1. 

To show that our given sequence {uk , n} converges strongly, it suffices 
to show that for any such sequence, one can extract a strongly convergent 
subsequence. (Indeed, if the original sequence did not converge, one 
could extract an infinite subsequence whose distance from the weak 
limit U k remained above a fixed bound. If one extracts a strongly con
vergent infinite subsequence of this subsequence, its limit must be uk 

since its weak limit is Uk' However, no subsequence of the subsequence 
first chosen can converge to uk .) 

Since IAk,nl is uniformly bounded and h(Uk,n) is uniformly bounded 
for all n, we may extract an infinite subsequence which we identify 
with our original sequence and assurne that Ak,n--+Ak for some Ak as 
n--+ 00 and that h'(uk,n) converges strongly to an element W of B* since 
h' is compact on subsets on which h is bounded. 

Let v be any element of the dense subset U n B n of B. Then v lies in 
some Bm , and for n ~m, we have 

Hence 

Since g'(Uk n) is uniformly bounded for all n, it follows that g'(uk n) con-
verges weakly to Ak W as n--+ 00. As a consequence ' 

as n --+ 00 since the sequence in one term of the pairing converges strongly 
and the other weakly. Since g' satisfies condition (S). it follows that 
uk n converges strongly to uk· Hence h'(Uk n)--+h'(uk) and h'(Uk)=AkW. , , 
Finally g'(Uk, n) converges strongly to g'(Uk), and g'(uk) = Ak W = Ak h'(uk) 
by the uniqueness of weak limits. Finally, h(Uk) =lim h(Uk,n) = 
li~ mk,n(h) =mk,comp(h). q.e.d. 

The proof of part (c) follows obviously from the result of part (b), 
and thereby the proof of Theorem 11 is complete. q.e.d. 
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Minimal Submanifolds of a Sphere with 
Second Fundamental Form of Constant Length 

By S. S. CHERN*, M. DO CARMO**, and S. KOBAYASHl*** 

University of California, Berkeley, and IMPA, Rio de ]aneiro 

1. Introduction 

Let M be an n-dimensional manifold which is minimally immersed 
in a unit sphere sn+p of dimension n +p. Let h be the seeond fundamental 
form of this immersion; it is a eertain symmetrie bilinear mapping 
TxxTx--'rTf for xEM, where Tx is the tangent spaee of M at x and Tf 
is the normal spaee to M at x. We denote by S the square of the length 
of h. It is known that if M is moreover eompact, then 

where * 1 denotes the volume element of M, (SIMONS [3 J; a slightly 
more general formula will be proved in §§ 2 and 3). It follows that if 

S ~ n /(2 - ~) everywhere on M, then either 

1) S=ü (i.e., M is totally geodesic) 
or 

The purpose of the present paper is to determine all minimal sub

manifolds M of sn+p satisfying S = n /(2 - ~ ). The proof depends upon 

the results presented by the first named author in his lectures on minimal 
submanifolds in Berkeley in the Winter of 1968, in which an exposition 
of the work of SIMONS [3J was made by the use of moving frames. To 
deseribe our result, we begin with examples of minimal submanifolds. 

In general, let Sq(r) denote a q-dimensional sphere in RH1 with 
radius r. Let m and n be positive integers such that m< n and let 
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** Work done under partial support by NSF Grant GP-6974 and 

Guggenheim Foundation; 
*** Work done under partial support by NSF Grant GP-8008. 
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M m, n-m = 5m (~) X 5n- m (V n -: m ). We imbed M m, n-m into 5"+1 

=5"+1(1) as follows. Let (u, v) be a point of M m, ,,-m where u (resp. v) 

is a vector in R m+1 (resp. R,,-m+1) of Iength V: (resp. V n~m ). 

We ean eonsider (u, v) as a unit vector in R"+2 =Rm+1 X R,,-m+1. It 
will be shown that M m, ,,-m is a minimal submanifold of 5"+1 satis
fying 5=n. 

We shall nOw define the Veronese surfaee. Let (x, y, z) be the natural 
eoordinate system in R3 and (u1, u 2, u3, u4 , u5) the natural eoordinate 
system in Ro. We eonsider the mapping defined by 

1 1 1 1 
u1 = V3 Y Z, u 2 = V3 z x, u3 = V3 x y, u4 = 2 V3 (x2 - y2) , 

1 
u= 6 (X2 +y2_2z2). 

This defines an isometrie immersion of 52 (V3) into 54 = 54 (1). Two 
points (x, y, z) and (-x, -y, -z) of 52 (V3) are mapped into the same 
point of 54, and this mapping defines an imbedding of the real projective 
plane into 54. This real projective plane imbedded in 54 will be ealled 
the Veronese surjace. It will be shown that the Veronese surfaee is a 
minimal submanifold of 54 satisfying 5 = 4/3. 

Main theorem. The Veronese surjace in 54 and the submanijolds 
M m• ,,-m in 5"+1 are the only compact minimal submanijolds oj dimension 

n in 5"+P satisjying 5=n/(2-.~). 
The proof is by loeal argument and the eorresponding Ioeal result 

also holds: An n-dimensional minimal submanifold of 5"+P satisfying 

5 = n /( 2 - ~) is loeally M m • n-m or the Veronese surfaee. 

For p = 1, the theorem was proved independently by B. LAwsoN [2]. 
It should be pointed out that, by the equation of GAUSS, 5 = 

n(n-1) -R for an n-dimensional minimal submanifold M of 5 n+p, 

where R is the sealar eurvature of M. In partieular, 5 is an intrinsie 
invariant when M is minimal. 

2. Local formulas for a minimal submanifold 

In this seetion we shall eompute the Laplacian of the seeond funda
mental form of a minimal submanifold of asymmetrie. spaee. 

Let M be an n-dimensional manifold immersed in an (n +p)-dimen
sional riemannian manifold N. We ehoose a Ioeal field of orthonormal 
frames~, ... , en+p in N such that, restricted to M, the veetors~, ... , e" 
are tangent to M (and, eonsequently, the remaining vectors e,,+!, ... , e,,+p 
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are normal to M). We shall make use of the following convention On 
the ranges of indices: 

1 ~A, B, C, ... , ~n+p; 1 ~i, j, k, ... , ~n; 

n+1 ~(I.,ß,y, ... , ~n+p, 

and we shall agree that repeated indices are summed over the respective 
ranges. With respect to the frame field of N chosen above, let wl, ... , wn+p 

be the field of dual frames. Then the structure equations of N are given by 

We restrict these forms to M. Then 

w(1.=o. 

Since 0 = dw(1. = - 2: wT A wi, by CARTAN'S lemma we may write 

From these formulas, we obtain 

Riikl=Kiikl+ 2: (hTkh'tz-hTI h'tk) , 
(1. 

R(1.ßkl =K(1.ßkl + 2: (hrk MI-hrl h1k)· 
• 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2·3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.9) 

The riemannian connection of M is defined by (wf). The form (wß) 
defines a connection in the normal bundle of M. We call 2: hij wi wi e(f. 

the second fundamental form of the immersed manifold M. Sometimes 
we shall denote the second fundamental form by its components hri . 

We call ~ : (t hri) e(1. the mean curvature normal or the mean curvature 

vector. An immersion is said to be minimal if its mean curvature normal 
vanishes identically, i.e., if 2: hri = 0 for all (1.. 

i 
We take exterior differentiation of (2.4) and define hrik by 

l: hrikWk=dhri - 2: hrl w~ - 2: hfi w~ + 2: h~i wß· (2.10) 
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Then "(h'" +·lK"') j k_ O L..J ijk "2 iik W AW - , 

We take exterior differentiation of (2.10) and define h~ikl by 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

L h~ikl wl =dh~ik - L hTik w~ - L h~1k w~ - L h~il w~ + L Mik wß· (2.13) 

Then 

L (h~ikl-t L h~mR"'ikl-t L h~iRmiki +t L h~iR"'rikl) wk A wl = 0, (2.14) 

h~ikl-h~ilk = L h~mR"'ikl + L h~iRmikl-L h~iR"'tJkl· (2.15) 

We stated earlier that (w:) defines a connection in the tangent 
bundle T = T (M) [and, hence, a connection in the cotangent bundle 
T* = T* (M) also] and that (wß) defines a connection in the normal 
bundle T..L = T..L (M). Consequently, we have covariant differentiation 
which maps a seetion of T..L @ T* @ ... @ T*, (T*: k times) , into a 
section of T..L@T* @ ... @T*@T*, (T*:k+1 times). The second 
fundamental form h~i is a section of the vector bundle T..L @ T* @ T*, 
and h~ik is the covariant derivative of h~i. Similarly, h~ikl is the covariant 
derivative of h~ik. 

Similarly, we may consider K"'iik as a section of the bundle 
T..L@T*@T*@T*. Hs covariant derivative K"'iikl is defined by 

L K"'iikl wl=dK"'iik - L K"'mik w't' - L K"'imk wj 

- L K'\im w;: + I: KtJiik wß· 
(2.16) 

This covariant derivative of K"'iikl must be distinguished from the 
covariant derivative of K ABCD as a curvature tensor of N, which will 
be denoted by KABCD;E. Restricted to M, K"'iik;l is given by 

K"'iik;l = K"'iikl- I: K"'tJik h~l - L K"'itJk h11 - L K"'iitJ h~1 
+ I: Kmiik h~/· 

(2.17) 

In this section, we shall assume that N is loeally symmetrie, i.e., 
KABCD;E=O. 

The Laplacian LI h~i of the second fundamental form h~i is defined by 

(2.18) 

From (2.12) we obtain 

LI h~i= I: h~kik - L K"'iikk = I: h~iik - I:K"'iikk· 
k k k k 

(2.19) 

From (2.15) we obtain 

h~iik=h~iki + L h~mRmiik + I: h~iR"'kik - L ~iR"'tJik. (2.20) 
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Replaee hkiki in (2.20) by hkkii -K'\iki [see (2.12)] and then substitu.e the 
right hand side of (2.20) into h~ijk of (2.19). Then 

LI hfi = L (h~kii -K'\iki -Kl%iikk) 
k 

+ L (L h~m Rm ii k + L h':..i Rm ki k - L h~i RI%Pi k) . 
k m m P 

(2.21) 

From (2.7), (2.9), (2.17) and (2.21) we obtain 

LI hfi = L h~kii + L (-Kl%ii{J h~k + 2 Kl%pkihrk -Kl%kPk Mi 
k P,k 

+2Kl%pki h~i)+ L (Kmkik h':..i + Kmkik h':..i 
m,k (2.22) 

+ 2Km ii k h':..k) + L (h':..i h~i h~k + 2h~m h~i h~i 
p,m,k 

- h~m h~m h~i - h':..i ~k h~i - h':..i h~i h~k) . 

Now, we assume that M is minimal in N so that L h~k = 0 lor alt ß. 
Then, from (2.22) we obtain 

L hfi . LI hfi = L (4Kl%pki hrk hfi -Kl%kPk hfi Mi) 
~tfJti,i,k 

+ L (2Kmkik h':..i hfi + 2Km ii k h':..k h~i) 
I%,m,i,i,k (2.23) 

- L (hfk hrk -hfk h~k) (hfl hrl-hfl MI) 
(X,p, i,i, k, Z 

L h~i h~l Mi h~l' 
f1.,fJ,i,i, k, I 

3. Minimal submanifolds of aspace of constant curvature 

Throughout tbis section we shall assume that the ambient space N is a 
space 01 constant curvature c. Then 

K A BCD = C (!5AC !5BD - !5AD !5B d· 
Then (2.23) reduees to 

L h~i' LI hfj = - L (hfk h~i -h~k h~i) (hfl hri -MI h~) 

- L hfi hTk Mi ~l +nc L (hfi)2. 

For eaeh IX, let HI% denote the symmetrie matrix (hfi)' and set 

SI%P= L hfi h~i' 
i, i 

(3·1) 

(3·2) 

Then the (p xp)-matrix (SI%{J) is symmetrie and ean be assumed to be 
diagonal for a suitable ehoice of enH , ... , en+p• We set 

(3·3) 
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We denote the square of the length of the second fundamental form by 
5, i.e., 

5 = L, h~i h'q = L, 5 C1. • (3.4) 
C1. 

In general, for a matrix A = (aii) we denote by N(A) the square of 
the norm of A, i.e., 

N(A) = trace A . tA = L, (aii)2. 

Clearly, N(A)=N(T-IAT) for any orthogonal matrix T. Now, (3.1) 
may be rewritten as follows: 

L, h~i' LI h~i = - L, N (H(f. Hß -Hß H(f.) - L, 5 +ne5. (3·5) 
~ß (f. 

We need the following algebraic lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let A and B be symmetrie (n X n )-matriees. Then 

N(A B -BA) ~2N(A) . N(B), 

and the equality holds tor nonzero matriees A and B it and only it A and B 
ean be transtormed simultaneously by an orthogonal matrix into sealar 
multiples ot A and B respeetively, where 

Moreover, it Al' A 2 and A3 are (nXn)-symmetric matriees and it 

then at least one ot the matriees AC( must be zero. 

Proof. We may assume that B is diagonal and we denote by bl , ... , bn 

the diagonal entries in B. By a simple calculation we obtain 

N(AB -BA) = L, a~k' (bi -bk)2, 
i*k 

where A = (aij)' Since (bi -bk)2 ~ 2 (b~ + bi), we obtain 

N(A B -BA) = L, a~k(bi-bk)2 ~2 L, a~k(b~ +b~) 
i*k i*k 

(3.6) 

Now, assume that A and Bare nonzero matrices and that the equality 
holds. Then the equality must holds everywhere in (3.6). From the 
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seeond equality in (}.6), it follows that 

al1 =···=ann =O, 
and that 

bi+bk=O if aik"1=O. 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that a12 =l= O. Then bl = - b2 • 

From the third equality, we now obtain 

b3 = ... =bn=O. 

Sinee B =l= 0, we must have bl = - b2 =l= 0 and we eonclude that aik = 0 
for (i, k) =l= (1,2). To prove the last statement, let Al' A 2 , A3 be all 
nonzero symmetrie matrices. From the seeond statement we have just 
proved, we see that one of these matriees ean be transformed to a 
sealar multiple of A as weIl as to a sealar multiple of B by orthogonal 
matriees. But this is impossible sinee A and B are not orthogonally 
equivalent. q.e.d. 

Applying Lemma 1 to (}.5), we obtain 

- "Lhji' LI hfi ~ 2"LN (Ha) . N (Hß) + "LS~ -ncS 
"*ß " 

= 2 "LS" Sß + "LS~ -ncS 
a*ß a 

= ("LSa)2 +2 "LS" Sß -ncS 
a a<ß 

=pai+p(p-1) a2-ncS, 

" P(P -1) " pa1 =L...J S a=S, 2 a2 =L...JS"Sß· 
a a<ß 

where 

It ean be easily seen that 

P2(P-1) (ai-a2)="L(Sa-Sß)2~0, 
and therefore a<ß 

-"L hfi . LI hfi ~P2 ai +P (P -1) a2 -ncS 

= (2P2 -P) ai -p (P -1) (ai -(12) -ncS 

<p (2P -1) ai -ncS 

= (2- ;)S2_ncS. 

(}.7) 

(}.8) 

(}.9) 

(}.10) 

Theorem 1. Let M be an n-dimensional compact oriented manilold 
which is minimally immersed in an (n +p)-dimensional space 01 constant 
curvature c. Then 

f[(2- ;)S-nclS*1~O, (} .11) 
M 

where * 1 denotes the volume element 01 M. 

5 Functional Analysis 
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Proof. This follows from (3.10) and the following lemma. 

Lemma 2. 11M is an n-dimensional oriented compact manilold im
mersed in an (n +p)-dimensional riemannian manilold N, then 

Proof of Lemma 2. We have 

(3·12) 

Integrating (3.12) over M and applying Green's theorem to the left 
hand side, we see that the integral of the left hand side and hence that 
of the right hand side also vanish. q.e.d. 

Corollary. Let M be a compact manilold minimally immersed in a 
space N 01 constant curvature c. 11 M is not totally geodesic and if 

5<nc/(2- ;) everywhere on M, then 5=nc/(2- ;). 

Assume that 5 = L (hfi) 2 is a constant. Whether M is compact or 
not, (3.12) implies 

0= L (h'0k)2 + Lhfi . LI h'0. 

This combined with (3.10) yields 

[(2 - ;) 5 -nc] 5 ~ L (hfik) 2. 

We may therefore conc1ude that if 5=nc/(2- ;), then hfik=O, i.e., 

the second fundamental form hfi is parallel. 

4. Minimal submanifolds of a unit sphere with 5 =n /(2- ;). 

Throughout this section, we shall assume that N is aspace of constant 
curvature 1, that M is not totally geodesie and that 

5=L(hfi)2=n/(2- ;). 

At the end of § 3 we proved that h'0k = o. Then LI hfi = 0, and the 
terms at the both ends of (3.10) vanish. It follows that all inequalities in 
(3.7), (3·9) and (3.10) are actually equalities. In deriving (3.7) from (3.5), 
we made use of the inequality N(Ha Hp-Hp Ha) ~2N(Ha)· N(Hp). 
Hence, 

From (3.9) we obtain 
(4.2) 
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From (4.1) and Lemma 1, we conc1ude that at most two of the 
matrices Ha are nonzero, in which case they can be assumed to be 
scalar multiples of A and B in Lemma 1. We now consider the cases 
p = 1 and P ;;:;; 2 separately. 

Case p = 1. We set 
hij=h'tr· 

We choose our frame field in such a way that 

hij=O for i*f, (4·3) 
and we set 

Lemma 3. After a suitable renumbering ot the basis elements el , ... , en , 

we have 
(a) hl = ... = hm = A = constant, 

hm+!= ... =hn=fl=constant, (1<m<n), 
Afl= -1, 

(b) tor 1 ~ i ~ m and m + 1 ~ i ~ n . 

Proof. Since hijk =0, setting i =j in (2.10) and noting (4.3) we 
obtain 

(4.4) 

which shows that hi is a constant. Since hijk=O and dhij=O, (2.10) 
implies 

" I" I i 0= L"hi1 Wj + L"hljw;= (hi-h j) wj, 

which shows that w; = 0 whenever h; * h j • Thus, if h; * h j , then 

O -dw~- - "wi AW~ _wi Awn +l +Wi AWi 
- 1- L" k I n+l i . 

The first sum of the equation above is zero, because w1 * 0 and w~ * 0 
would imply h; = hk = h j , contradicting the hypothesis. Hence, 

0= -w~+1Awi+l +wi AWj 
" k I . . = L"hik hjl W AW +w· AWI 

= (h i hj + 1) wi A wi . 

This shows that if h; * h j , then h i h j = -1. Set A = hl . By renumbering 
the indices of el' ... , en, let A =hl = ... =hm and A *h j for j;;:;;m + 1. 
Since L h i = 0 and M is not totally geodesic, not all hl , ... , hn are equal 

to A. Since hl hi = -1 for j;;:;; m + 1, we obtain hm+! = ... = hn = - ~ . 
1 

Wesetfl=-;:' q.e.d. 

5* 
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From (b) of Lemma 3, it follows that the two distributions defined 
by w1 = ... = wm = 0 and wm +1 = ... = wn = 0 are both integrable and 
give a local decomposition of M. Then every point of M has a neigh
borhood U which is a riemannian product Ti xV; with dirn Ti = m and 
dirn V;=n-m. The curvatures of Ti and V; are given by [see (2.7)J 

RiikZ=(1+A2) (OikOjl-Oi/Oik) for 1~i,j,k,l~m; (4.5) 

R iikZ =(1+,u2) (OikOjl-OiIOik) for m+1~i,j,k,l~n. (4.6) 

If m ~ 2 (resp. n - m ~ 2), then Ti (resp. V;) is aspace of constant cur
vature 1 +A2 (resp. 1 +,u2). If m=1 (resp. n-m=1), then Ti (resp. V;) 
is a curve and hence is also aspace of constant curvature. 

The minimality of the immersion implies 

0= 'Lhi=mA + (n --m),u. 

On the other hand, the assumption 5 = n /(2 - ;) = n implies 

n=S = 'Lhi2=nJ.2 + (n -m) ,u2. 

These two relations together with A,u = -1 imply 

A=V(n-m)jm, 
or 

A= -V(n-m)/m, 

,u= -Vmj(n-m) 

,u=Vmj(n~m). 

Replacing en+1 by - en+ 1 if necessary, we ma y assurne that A = 

V(n-m)jm and,u= -Vmj(n-m). In summary, we have 

Theorem 2. Let M be a minimal hypersurlace immersed in an (n + 1)
dimensional space N 01 constant curvature 1 satislying 5 = n. Then M 
is locally a riemannian direct product M => U = Ti x V; 01 spaces Ti and V; 
01 constant curvature, dirn Ti = m ~ 1 and dirn V; = n - m ~ 1. With 
respect to an adapted frame field, the connection form (wi) of N, restricted 
to M, is given by 

o 
o (4.7) 

W:!'+l w~ ,uwn 

-AW1 ••• -Äwm -,uwm+1 •.• -,uwn 0 

where Ä=V(n -m)jm and,u= -Vnj(n -m). 
We consider now the submanifold Mm , n-m of sn+l defined in § 1 

and shall prove that the connection form of sn+l, restricted to Mm , n- m' 
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is given by (4.7). Let 1o, 11' ... , Im be an orthonormal frame field for 

Rm+1 such that 10 is normal to sm (V: ) and let CfP, cp1, ... , cpm+1 be the 

dual frame field. Similarly, for sn-m (V n -: m ) in Rn-m+\ we choose an 

orthonormal frame field ImH"'" InH such that InH is normal to 

sn-m (~ m) and let cpm+\ ... , cpn+1 be the dual frame field. Let 

(CP~)A, B~O, 1,"', nH be the connection form for Rn+2 with respect to the 
dual frame field (cpA)A~O, 1,"', nH' These forms, restricted to M"" n-m' 
satisfy 

cpo = cpn+1 = 0, 

cp? = - cp~ = - V: f{Ji i=1, ... ,m, 

i __ nH-V n i . + f{Jn+1- CPJ - n-mf{J, J=m 1, ... ,n, 

f{J~= -f{J~=0 for A =0,1, ... , m and B=m+1, ... , n+1. 

The image of the imbedding Mm , n_m---+Rn+2 lies in the unit sphere 
sn+1. We take a new frame field eo, ... , en+1 for Rn+2 as folIows: 

eo= V: 10+ Vn-:m InH' 

enH=~m lo-V: InH' 

Then eo is normal to sn+1 and en+1 is normal to Mm , n-m' Let wo, ... , wn+1 

be the dual frame field. Then 

wi = f{Ji, i = 1, ... , n, 

n+1 Vn-m 0 Vm n+l W = -n-f{J - nf{J . 

The connection form (W~)A, B~O,l,'" , n for RnH with respect to the dual 
frame field (WA) is then given by 

w~= -wb= V: f{J~+ Vn-:m f{Ji H for j=1, ... , n, 

o n+1 0 wn+1 = -wo = - f{Jn+1' 
i i f .. 1 wi = f{Ji or ~,J = , ... , n, 

i n+1 Vn-m i Vm i wn+1 = -Wi = -n- f{Jo- n f{JnH' 
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We restrict these farms to M m , n~m' Then by a straightforward calcula
tion we can verify easily that the connection form (Wi)A, B=l, ... , n+t of 
sn+!, restricted to M m , n~m coincides with the form in (4.7). We may 
therefore conclude that a minimal hypersurface of sn+! satisfying S = n 
coincides locally with M m , n~m' If it is compact, then it coincides with 
Mm , n-m· 

Case p:;::; 2. In this case, (4.2) implies 

We know that at most two of H(f.,rx=n+1, ... ,n+p, are different 
from zero. Assurne that only one of them, say H(f.' is different from 

zero. Then we have {jl = ~ S(f. and {j2 = 0, in contradiction to {j~ = (j2' 

We may therefore assurne that 

Hn+t=,1A, H n+ 2 =,/i3, ,1,,u=l=O, 

H(f.=O for rx:;::;n +3, 

where A and Bare defined in Lemma 1. In other words, 

W~+1=,1W2, W;+l=,1WI , w?+l=O for i=3, ... , n, 

W~+2=,uWI, w;+2= -,uw2, w?+2=O for i=3, ... , n, 

w~ = 0 for rx = n + 3, ... , n + p and i = 1, ... , n. 

Since h~ik=O, we have [see (2.10)] 

dh'0= L h~kW~ + L h~i w:- L h~wß' (4.8) 

Setting rx=n+1, i=1 and j=2, we see that d),=dhit1=0, i.e.,)' is 
constant. Setting rx = n + 1, i = 1 and j:;::; 3, we see that 

w; = 0 for j :;::; 3 . 

Setting rx = n + 1, i = 2 and j :;::; 3, we see that 

wJ = 0 for j :;::; 3 . 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

Similarly, setting rx=n+2, and i=j=1, we see that,u is a constant. 
From (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10), it follows that if j:;::;3, then 

0=dw7= - LW~AW~+WIAWi=WlAWi. 

Since wl , .•• , wn are orthonormal, wl A wi = 0 implies wi = 0 for j:;::; 3. 
This shows that dim M = 2. From 
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we obtain 

p2 (P -1) (O'~ -0'2) = 4 [(P -1) ),,4 - 2),,2,u2 + (P -1) ,u4]. 

Since the left hand side is zero by (4.2), the discriminant of the right 
hand side must be non-negative, i.e., 

1-(P-1)2~O. 

Since p ~ 2, P must be 2. Hence, dim N = 4. From 0 =),,4 - 2),,2,u2 +,u4, 
it follows that ),,2=,u2. Since !=5=4),,2, we have 

(4.11) 

Replacing e3 by -ea and e4 by -e4 if necessary, we may assume that 

-)"=,u= V173. 
Setting ot=} and i=i=1, we obtain 

a 2Ä 2 2 w4 = -W1 = -2w1 · 
p, 

The curvature of M is given by 

(4.12) 

.m=W1 AW2 +W~AW~+WtAW~= (1-),,2-,u2) WAw2=iw1 AW2. (4.13) 

In summary, we have 

Theorem 3. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold immersed minimally 
in an (n +p)-dimensional space N of constant curvature 1 satisfying 

5=n/(2- ~). 1f P;;;;'2, then n=p=2. With respect to a an adapted 

dual orthonormal frame field wl, w2, w3, w4, the connection form (w~) of 
N, restricted to M, is given by 

( A~' .! :~ -~~), 
-)"w AW2 2wf 0 

-)" =,u = Vf (4.14) 

We consider now the Veronese surface defined in § 1. We shall 
compute its structure equations by group theoretic means. Let 

1 
u1 = V3 yz, 

1 1 
u2 = V3 zx, u3 = V3 xy, 

1 
u5 = 6 (x2 +y2_2z2) 

be as in § 1. These equations define an immersion of 52 (VJ) into 54 
and induce an action of 50(3) on 54 so that the immersion 52 (t3")-+5' 
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is equivariant. In other words, we obtain a representation of SO (3) into 
SO (5). This induces a representation of the Lie algebra so (3) into the 
Lie algebra so(5). Ey a straightforward, simple calculation, we see that 
this representation maps a matrix of the form 

(~ o 
ß 

-y) 
-~ ESO(3) 

-CI. 

into a matrix of the form 

0 0 y -ß V3ß 
-CI. 3 ß y V3y 
-y -ß 0 2 CI. 0 ESO(S). 

ß -y -2C1. 0 0 

-V3ß -V3y 0 0 0 

Let (w~) be the Maurer-Cartan form for SO (5) and set 

wi = w~ i = 1, ... , 4. 

Then the restriction of (w~) to the image of SO (3) in SO (5) is given by 

0 w~ /-tw 2 -/-twI wl 

w2 0 /-twI /-tw2 I 

-A=/-t= V~ . Aw2 Awl 0 2w~ 0 

-Awl AW2 2wi 0 0 

-wl -w2 0 0 0 

Comparing this with (4.14), we may conclude that a minimal surface 
in 54 satisfying 5 = t coincides locally with the Veronese surface. If 
it is compact, it coincides with the Veronese surface. This completes 
the proof of the main theorem. 

5. Related examples 
Example 1. 

Let 

sm = {( xo, Xl' ... , Xm) E Rm+I; L X7 = 1}, 

sq={(yo, YI' ... , yq)ERq+l; LY7=1}, 

Sm+q+mq_{(u ). ;-0 1 m' 1'-0 1 q' "'U'·1·2 =1}. - ii'" - J J"" 1 - J , ••• , ,.LJ 
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Then the mapping sm X SL".sm+q+mq defined by Uij = Xi Yj is an 
isometrie immersion. Two points (x, y) and (- x, - y) of sm X sq are 
mapped into the same point. We have 

R = sealar eurvature of sm X sq =m(m -1) +q(q -1), 

5 = (m+q) (m+q-1)-R=2mq. 

On the other hand, if we denote m +q by n and the eodimension mq 
by p, then 

n/(2- ~)=mq(m+q)/(2mq-1). 

Consider the ease m = q = 1. Then 5 = 2 = n / ( 2 - ~), and this minimal 

immersion satisfies the assumption in our main theorem. We shall 
show that this immersion of 51 X SI-'!>-S3 is a double eovering of the 

i~mersion of Mt, 1 = Sl( ;2) X 51 ( ;2) into 53 defined in § 1. The immer
SIOn 

(xo, Xl' Yo, YI) ESI X Sl-,!>-(VO' VI • Wo' WI) ESI ( ~) X 5\( V~) ES3 

defined by 
1 

Vo = ]12 (xo Yo - Xl Y1), 
1 

VI = V2 (Xl Yo + Xo YI)' 

1 
Wo = V2 (xo Yo + Xl Yt), 

1 
WI = 112 (Xl Yo -Xo YI)' 

differs from the immersion 

(XO, Xl' Yo, YI) ESI X 51-'!>-(xo Yo' Xo YI' Xl Yo' Xl YI) ES3 

by a rigid motion of 53. 

Example 2. sn (V 2 (nn+ 1)) -'!>-sn+P with p=~ (n-1) (n+2). 

Let 

sn (V 2 (nn+ 1)) = {(xo, Xl' ... , Xn ) ERn+!; L X~= 2 (nn+ 1) }. 

Let E be the spaee of (n+1) X (n+1) symmetrie matrices (Uij), 

(i, i = 1, ... , n), such that LUii = 0; it is a veetor spaee of dimension 
tn(n+3). We define a norm in E by 11 (uij)112= Lud. Let sn+Pwith 
p=t(n-1) (n+2) be the unit hypersphere in E. The mapping of 

sn (V 2 (n: 1)) into Sn+p defined by 

Uij = ~ V n ~ 1 (Xi Xj - ~ ~ii) 
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is an isometrie minimal immersion. (Actually, this gives an imbedding 
of the real projeetive spaee of n-dimension into 5n+p.) We have 

R = sealar eurvature of 5n (V2(nn+1)-)=n 2 (n-1)!2(n+1), 

5 =n(n-1)-R=n(n-1) (n+2)!2(n+1). 

On the other hand, 

n/(2- ~ )=n(n-1) (n+2)!2(n 2 +n-3). 

For n = 2, we reeover the Veronese surfaee. 

Example 3. 52 (V6) -+56• 

Making use of harmonie polynomials of degree 3, we eonsider the 
following minimal immersion of 52 (V6) into 53 defined by 

V6 1 
U o = -72 Z ( - 3 x2 - 3 y2 + 2z2) , U1 = 24 x ( - x2 - y2 + 4z2) , 

U2= V;4o Z(X2_ y2), U3= V71;x(x2-3 y2), 

U 4 = ;4 Y(-X2_ y2+4z2), 

u6 = V 15 Y (3 x2 _ y2) . 
72 

We have 

whereas 

R = sealar eurvature of 52 (V6) = t, 
5=2-R=!, 

For eaeh positive integer k, the spaee of harmonie polynomials of 
degree k in variables x, y, z is a vector spaee of dimension 2k+1. 
Introdueing an inner product in this vector spaee in a weH known 
manner, we get a minimal immersion of a 2-sphere into the hyper
sphere 5 2k in a natural manner. The ease k = 2 gives the Veronese sur
face. The ease k = 3 was deseribed above. Generally, for every positive 
integer k, we have an isometrie minimal immersion 

52 (V k (k 2+ 1)) -+52k , 

for which 5 = 2 - k (k ~ 1) . For a systematie study of minimalimmersions 

of 2-spheres obtained in this manner, see BORUVKA [1J and a forth-
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coming paper of DO CARMO and WALLACH. 
- - k 

Example 4. sml(V~_) X ... X smk (V:k) -?snH-\ n =.2: m i . 

'=1 
We can generalize the construction of Mm , n-m as follows. Let 

ml , ... , mk be positive integers and n = ml + ... + mk • Let Xi be a point 

of sm, (~), i.e., a vector of length ~ in Rm.+l. Then (Xl' ... , Xk) 

is a unit vector in 1R n H . This defines a minimal immersion of M In, • .... mk = 

rr sm, (V ~i) into snH-l. We have 

R = scalar curvature of M m' ..... 1nk = (n - k) n, 

S = n(n-1) -R=(k-1) n, 

n /(2- ;)=(k-1) n((2k-3). 

6. Some questions 

The above discussions seem to show the interest of the study of 
compact minimal submanifolds on the sphere with S = constant. With 
fixed n and p the question naturally arises as to the possible values 
for S. We proved in the above that S does not take values in the open 

interval (0, n / (2 - ;)). It is plausible that the set of values for S is 

discrete, at least for S not arbitrarily large. If this is the case, an estimate 

of the value for S next to n / (2 - ~) should be of interest. This problem 

can be restricted by imposing further conditions on M, such as M be 
topologically or metrically a sphere. 

Another natural question is that of uniqueness. At least for compact 
minimal hypersurfaces (codim 1) it seems likely that the values of S 
should determine the hypersurface up to a rigid motion in the ambient 
sphere sn+l. 
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Eisenstein Series over Finite Fields 

By HARISH-CHANDRA 

The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton 

1. Introduction 

Let me begin by recalling the definition and some properties of the 
classical Eisenstein Series. Let G=SL(2, R) and r=SL(2, Z). Then 
G=KA U where 

K=SO(2), A={at=(~ ~-t),tER}, U={(~ :),UER}. 

Let P be the normalizer of U in G. Then P = MAU where M = {1, -1}. 
Every element x of G can be written uniquely as x=kau (kEK, 
aEA,uEU). Put t(x)=t where a=at. For AEC with* \RA<-1, put 

E(A: x) = 1.: e(Ä-l)t(xy) =t 1.: e(Ä-l)t(xy) 
yEr/rnp yEr/roo 

where roo = r (\ U. If 

x=(: !), x1 =(:) and lXII = (a 2 +c2)l, 

then 

E(A:X) =t 1.: I (xY)ll"-l. 
yEr/roo 

For any c > 0, this series converges absolutely and uniformly if x 
remains in a compact subset of G and \RA ~ -1 - c. Hence the function 
Eis holomorphic in A for \RA< -1. Moreover E(A:kx) =E(A:X) (kEK) 
and 

et J E(A:atu)du=eÄt+c(A)e-M (tER, \RA< -1). 
u/roo 

Here C (A) is a holomorphic function of A for \RA< -1 and the Haar 
measure du on U is so normalized that the total measure of Ujroo is 1. 
The functions C and E have the following properties. 

1) C extends to a meromorphic function on C satisfying the func
tional equation C (A) C (- A) = 1. Moreover I C (A) 1= 1 when \RA = 0. 

* ffi A. denotes the real part of a complex number A.. 
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2) For any xEG, E(lt:x) extends to a meromorphic function of 
,1 E C with the functional equation 

E(kx) =c(Ä)E( -Ä:x). 

In fact 

c (,1) = n Ä r( -Ä/2)C (-,1) {r(Ä/2)C (Ä)}-l 

where Cis the Riemann Zeta function. 
Similar results hold in other cases. During the past fifteen years, 

such series have been studied by SELBERG [5J. More recently LANG
LANDS [4(a), (b)J has proved corresponding results for the Eisenstein 
Series on G/r where G is any semisimple algebraic group defined over 
Q and r an arithmetic subgroup of G. 

In 1966-1967 I gave some lectures on LANGLANDS' work in Prince
ton (see [3J) and thereby learnt, what I now call, the philosophy of 
cusp forms. In the case of GjF this philosophy is certainly implicit 
in SELBERG [5J. Moreover it has been expounded, in a more general 
context, by GELFAND in his 1962 Stockholm address [2J, although I 
could not understand it then. Actually I realized its full scope only 
when I tried to relate LANGLANDS' work to my own on harmonie 
analysis on G. This philosophy works in the following four cases. 

1) GjF. In fact it originated there. 

2) Areal semisimple group G. 

3) I believe it is also applicable to a reductive .p-adic group G, 
although this case has not yet been sufficiently investigated. 

4) It works for reductive algebraic groups defined over a finite field. 
In this lecture we shall be concerned with 4). Our main object is 

to define the Eisenstein Series and prove their functional equations 
(see §7, Theorem 3). 

2. Bruhat's Lemma and its consequences 

We begin by recalling some known facts (see [1J). Let K be a field 
which will be kept fixed throughout. By a K-group we mean a (linear) 
algebraic group defined over K. Let G be a connected reductive K-group. 
By a parabolic subgroup P of G we mean an algebraic subgroup which 
contains a Borel subgroup of G. We say that P is K-parabolic if it is 
parabolic and defined over K. Fix a K-parabolic subgroup P and 
let U denote the unipotent radical of P. Then U is a K-subgroup. By 
a Levi K-subgroup M of P, we mean a reductive K-subgroup such 
that the mapping (m, u) -+ mu (mEM, UE U) defines a K-isomorphism 
of the algebraic varieties Mx U and P. Such a subgroup M always 
exists and is connected. Fix M and let A be a maximal K -split torus 
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lying in the center of M. Then A is unique and M is the centralizer 
of A in G. We call A a split component of P. Let G denote the group 
of K-rational points of G. For any split component At of P there exists 
a unique element uE U = U nG such that* At =Au . Hence dirn A 
depends only on P. We call it the parabolic rank of P and denote it 
by prkP. 

A cuspidal subgroup P of G is a group of the form P = G n P, where 
P is a K-parabolic subgroup of G. P determines P completely. By a 
split component A of P, we mean a split component of P. We write 
prk P = dirn A and call (P, A) a cuspidal pair in G. Once A is fixed, 
we have the corresponding Levi K-decompositions P=MU and 
P = MU where M =M nG. We shall call U the unipotent radical of P. 

Let (P;, Ai) (i = 1,2) be two cuspidal pairs in G. We write 
(~, Al) > (~, A 2) if ~:::> ~ and Al c: A 2 • A cuspidal pair is called 
mincuspidal if it is minimal with respect to this partial order. Let 
W(AI ,A2) denote the set of all bijections s:AI ---J>-A2 with the follow
ing property. There should exist an element Y EG such that aS = aY for 
all aEAI' .1:!., ~ are called associated if W (Al' A 2) =1= 0 i.e. if Al and A 2 

are conjugate under G. (The two pairs (P;, Ai) i = 1,2, are then also 
called associated.) It is known that W (Al' A 2) is a finite set. Fix 
sEW(AI ,A2). We say that YEG is a representative of s in G if aS=aY 

for all aEAI' In case Al =A2 =A, we write W (A) = W (A, A). Then 
W (A) is a finite group. The following important result has been proved 
in [1, p. 100]. 

Bruhat's Lemma. Let (P, A) be a mincuspidal pair in G and P = M U 
the corresponding Levi K-decomposition. For each sEW(A), fix a 
representative Ys of s in G. Then 

where the union is disjoint. 

G= U UYsp 
sEro(A) 

Fix two cuspidal pairs (P;, Ai) (i = 1, 2) in G and let P; = Mi Ui be 
the corresponding decompositions. The following facts are simple 
consequences of BRUHAT'S lemma. 

Lemma 1. ~\G/.1:!. is a finite set. Fix x EG. Then ~ n U{ c: U2 if and 
only if there exist elements Ui EU; (i = 1, 2) such that Ar' c: A~·. 

Corollary. The following two statements are equivalent. 

1) ~nU{c:U2' Urn~c:UI' 

2) There exist UiEUi (i=1, 2) such that Ai=A2 for y=u2 xul • 

* Wewrite xY =yxy-1for x, yEG. If 5is anysubsetofG then 5Y = y5y-1. 
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3. The cusp forms 

Let S be a finite set. By the standard measure on S, we mean the 
measure which assigns to each point of S the mass 1. Let C(S) denote 
the space of all complex-valued functions on Sand [SJ the number 
of elements of s. 

Now assume that K is a finite field. Then G is a finite group. For 
any IEC(G) and any cuspidal subgroup P of G, put 

Ip(x)=JI(xu)du (xEG) 
u 

where du is a Haar measure on the unipotent radical U of P. We say 
that 1 is a cusp form if Ip = 0 for every cuspidal subgroup P '*' G of G. 

Let °C(G) be the space of all cusp forms. It is easy to see that 
0C(G) is stable under both left- and right-translations of G. Hence 
°C(G) is a two-sided ideal in the group algebra C(G). 

Let Adenote the left-regular representation of G on C(G) and °A the 
restrietion of A on °C(G). Let tff(G) denote the set of all equivalence 
dasses of irreducible (complex) representations of G and °tff(G) the 
subset of those dasses which occur in the reduction of °A. It is easy 
to see that an element w E tff (G) lies in °tff (G) if and only if the character 
of w is a cusp form. For any wEtff(G), let C(G, w) denote the space of 
all elements in C(G) which transform under A according to w. 

Let (P, A) be a cuspidal pair in G and P = M U the corresponding 
decomposition. Fix IEC(G). Then we write Ip""o if* 

J conj c/>(m). Ip(xm) dm=O 
M 

for allc/>E°C(M) and xEG. (Here dm is the standard measure on M.) 
It is easy to verify that this definition is independent of the choice 
of A. 

Lemma 2. Let 1 be an element in C(G) such that Ip""o lor alt cuspidal 
subgroups Pol G (including P = C). Then 1 = o. 

This is entirely analogous to a result of LANGLANDS [4(a), p. 3.24J. 

4. The irreducibility of induced representations 

Let (P, A) be a cuspidal pair in C and P = M U the corresponding 
decomposition. Fix w E otff (M) and let w* denote the dass contragredient 
to w. Let a be a right representation of M on a finite-dimensional 
complex vector space L such that w* is the dass of a. (This means that 
tr a(m) = conj (J (m) (mEM) where (J is the character of w.) LetD(P,w) 
denote the space of all functions I:G -7 L such that I(xm~t) = 1 (x) a (m) 

* conj c denotes the complex conjugate of a number cEC. 
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(XEG,mEM,UEU). We get a representation J, of Gon D(P,w) by 
setting 

(A(x)f) (y) =f(x-Iy) (YEG) 

for xEG and fED(P, w). Let Q(P, w) denote the dass of A. 
Let (P;, Ai) (i = 1, 2) be two cuspidal pairs and P; = Mi Ui the 

corresponding decompositions. Fix w E 00" (MI)' s EiD (Al' A 2) and let 
y be a representative of s in G. Then M 2 = Mi. If a is a representation 
of MI in w, we define the representation aY of M 2 by aY (mY) = a (m) 
(mEMI). Let wY denote the dass of aY. Then wY depends only on sand 
we also denote it by ws. It is easy to verify that wS Eo0"(M2 ). 

The following theorem and its corollary play an important role in 
our discussion. 

Theorem 1. Fix Wi E 00" (Mi) (i = 1, 2) and let Wo be the set of alt 
sE W (Al' A 2) such that wt = w2• Then 

I(Q(Fl, wl ), Q(I1, ( 2)) = [wo] . 

Here I denotes the intertwining number. 
It follows in particular that if Ii, P2 are not associated, then this 

intertwining number is zero. 
Let (P, A) be a cuspidal pair (P = M U). Fix w E 00" (M) and let 

w(w) denote the subgroup of all SEttJ(A) such that wS=w. Then 
r = eiD (w) ] is called the ramification index of w. We say that w is 
unramified (in G) if r = 1. 

Corollary. Q(Ii, wl ) =Q(I1, ( 2) if Wo =f= 0· Moreover Q(Ii, wl ) is 
irreducible if Wl is 'Vtnramified. 

5. Definition and some properties of Eisenstein Series 

Now fix, on ce for all, a subgroup F of G. Let (P, A) be a cuspidal 
pair (P=MU). We denote by o!»(P) the space of all functions fEC(G) 
such that: 

1) f(xy) =f(x) for all xEG and YE(FnP) U. 
2) For every xEG, the function m-'i>-f(xm) (mEM) lies in °C(M). 

It is easy to see that the space o!» (P) does not depend on the choice 
of A. For fE°!»(P), define 

Ej(x) = 1: f(xy) (XEG). 
yErjrnp 

Then EfEC(GfF). For any gEC(GjF), put 

gp(x) = J g(xu) dOu (XEG) 
UjrnU 
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where dOu is the Haar measure on U so normalized that the total 
measure of Ujrn U is 1. 

Theorem 2. Let (P, A) and (PI, A') be two cuspidal pairs (P = M U, 
P' =M' U'). Fix fEof2j(P). Then (Et)p' "-'0 unless P' is associated to P. 
N ow suppose P and P' are associated. Put ro = ro (A, A') and let dOu' 
denote the Haar measure on U' so normalized that the total measure of 
U'jrn u' is 1. Then 

J Et(xu') dOu' = L (cP'IP(s)f) (x) (xEG). 
U'jrnU' sEro 

Here CP'IP(s) is a linear transformation of of2j(P) into of2j(P/) defined 
as follows. Put 

r(s) =rn (PI yP) 

where y is a representative of s in G. Then 

(Cp'lp(s)f) (x) = J L f(xu'y) dOu' 
U'jU'nr yEr(s)frnp 

for IEof2j(P) and xEG. 

Fix wEO@"(M) and let f2j(P, w) be the space of all IEof2j(P) with 
the following property. For every xEG, the function m--'7/(xm) (mEM) 
lies in C(M, w). Then cp'IP(s) maps f2j(P, w) into f2j(P I, w.). In fact 
cp' IP (s) is the zeta-function of GELFAND [2, § 8]. 

For I, gEof2j(P), define 

(I, g)GfFnP = J conj 1 (x) . g (x) dx 
GfrnP 

where dx is the standard measure on GjrnP. In this way of2j(P) 
be comes a Hilbert space. 

Lemma 3. Let (P,;, Ai) (i = 1,2) be two associated cuspidal pairs. 
Then 

(12' CP,IP, (S)/1)Gfrnp, = (cp,IP1 (s-1)/2' 11)G/rnP1 

lor liE 0f2j (P';) (i = 1, 2) and sEro (Al' A 2). 
We regard C(GjTJ as a Hilbert space in the usual way so that 

(ljI, CP)Gfr = J conj ljI(x) . cp(x) dx (ljI, cpEC(Gjr)) 
Gjr 

where dx is the standard measure on Gjr. 

Corollary. Let (P,;, Ai) (i = 1,2) be two cuspidal pairs in G. Fix 
f i EOf2j (P';) and put 

Et,(x) = L li (xy) (xEG). 
yErfrnp. 

6 FunctionaJ Analysis 
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Tken 

In particular. 

il ~. ~ are not associated. 
We return to the notation of Theorem 2. 

Lemma 4. Let gEC(GjT). Then 

(EI' g)G/r= (I. gp)G/rnp 
lor alt/EO~(P). 

Combining this with Lemma 2 we get the following corollary. 

Corollary. C(G/n is spanned by Ellor alt/EO~(P) and alt cuspidal 
subgroups P 01 G. 

6. The series E (P: rP) 

Consider a cuspidal pair (P. A) in G with P=MU. Fix wE°t9'(M) 
and let y.(1 ~i ~q) be a complete system of representatives for 
r\G/p in G. Define 

and put 
Q)(P.w) = II ~(Po.w.). °Q)(P) = II o~(Po)' 

l;:>i;:>q l;:>i;:>q 

where the products are direct. Then 0Q) (P) is a Hilbert space with the 
scalar product 

(Here rPi is the component of rP in o~(P.). 1 ~i ~q. Similarly for l/I.) 
Put 

E(P:rP: x) = L L rP.(xy) (xEG) 
l;:>';:>q l'Er/rnJ>j 

for rP E°Q) (P). 

Lemma 5. Let IEC(G/r) and rPE°Q)(P). Then 

(E(P:rP)./)G/r= L (rPi.lpj)G/rnpj· 
l;:>i;:>q 

7. Functional equations of the Eisenstein Series 

Let (Po. Ai) (1 ~ i ~ r) be a set of associated cuspidal pairs in G 
with Po = Mi Ui . For each i. fix a complete system of representatives 
Yii(1 -;;;'1 -;;;'q.) for r\G/Po. Then we can define the Hilbert spaces 
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oQ)(~) and Q)(~, Wi) (WiE°6"(Mi)) as in §6. For any SEto(A;, Ai)' 
define a linear transformation cPiIPi(S) of oQ)(~) into oQ)(Ff) as follows. 
If c/J E oQ) (~), then 

(CPjIPi(S)c/J)t= L CPIIIPik(YitOSO Yil) c/Jk (1 ~l ~qi)· 
l;;i;i;;i;qi 

Here YitO S ° Yil denotes the element tE tu (Arik, Ar) given by 

(aYik)t = (aS)Yi l (a EAi). 

(We note that (~k' A ik) = (~Yik, Alik) and similarly for (Fft, An).) 

Theorem 3. Fix i, j, k (1 ~i, j, k ~r) and wE°6"(Mi ). Then it W 
is not ramitied in G, 

and 

CPkIPi(t) cPiIPi(S) c/J = cPkIPi(tS) c/J 

tor c/JEQ)(~, w), sEtu (Ai' Ai) and tEtu (Ai' A k). Moreover CPjIPi(S) then 
detines a unitary transtormation ot Q) (~, w) onto Q) (~., WS). 

The situation when W is ramified seems to be complicated. However, 
not all ramified w behave badly. For example suppose prk ~ =1 and 
w is ramified. Then Q(P;, w) =Ql +Q2 where Ql' Q2 are two distinct 
elements of 6" (G). Let us further assurne that the degrees of Ql and Q2 
are the same. Then one can show that the statements of Theorem 3 
continue to hold in this case. 

8. Proof of Theorem 3 

Let me briefly sketch the proof of Theorem 3. 

Lemma 6. Let c/J E oQ) (~). Then 

(E(~:c/J))Pil= L (CPlIPi(S)c/J)1 
sEUJ(AI,Aj) 

tor 1 ~l ~qi. 

This follows from Theorem 2. 
We may regard C(Gjr) as a subspace of C(G). For any QEC(G), 

put C(Gjr, Q) = C(GJF) (\ C(G, Q). Now let us use the notation of 
§ 6 and suppose 

Q(P, w) = L ni Q• 
l;;i;i;;i;N 

where nj are positive integers and Qj (1 ~i ~N) are distinct elements 
of 6"(G). Put 

V(P, w) = L C(Gjr, Qi). 
l;;i;i;;i;N 

6* 
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Lemma 7. 4J-+E(P:4J) (4JEQ)(P, w)) is a surjective mapping 0/ 
Q)(P, w) onto V(P, w). 

Let D(P, w) denote the space of all functions fEC(G) such that: 

1) f(nt) =/(x) (xEG, UE U). 

2) For every xEG, the function m-+/(xm) (mEM) lies in C(M, w). 
Fix y EG and for any fED (P, w), define the function Iy by fy (x) = f(xy) 

(XEG). Then the mapping f-+f}, is a bijection ofD(P, w) ontoD(PY, wY). 
Since 

G= U ry.p 
l;>;i;>;q , , 

it follows easily that the space 

W = L L D (pm, wl'Y') 
l;>;i;>;ql'Er 

is stable under both left and right translations of G. Therefore it is 
clear that 

W = L C(G,Qi)' 
l;>;i;'i;N 

For any IE W, define 

Ff(x) = L I(xy) (XEG). 
yEr 

Then f-+Ff is a surjective mapping of W onto 

L C(GjF, Qi) = V(P, w). 
l;'i;i;'i;N 

Moreover Ff,,=Ff for yEr. Therefore every element of V(P, w) can 
be written in the form Ff where 

fE L D (pY', wY1 ). 
l&;i;'i;q 

The assertion of Lemma 7 is now obvious. 

Lemma 8. Let w, w' be two distinct elements 01 O@"(M). Then the 
spaces Q) (P, w) and Q) (P, ro') are mutually orthogonal in 0Q) (P). 

We now return to the notation of §7. Fix WEO@"(Mi) and 
sEro (Ai' Ai)' Then Q(Pi,w) =Q(~, WS) from the corollary of Lemma 1. 
Hence 

V(P;, w) = V(~, WS) = V (say). 

Let (4J, ljI)i (4J, ljIE°Q) (P;)) denote the scalar product in °Q)(P;). 

Lemma 9. Fix sEro (Ai' Ai)' Then 
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lor CPE°Q)(P;) and t/!E°Q) (P;). Moreover 

CPiIPi(s) CPEQ)(~, 0/) 

lor CPEQ)(P;, w). Finally 

CPdPi(1)cp=cp (cpE°Q)(P;)). 

Here 1 denotes the unit element 01 the group it> (A;). 
This follows from the results of § 5. 
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Now we come to the proof of Theorem 3. Fix </JEQ)(P;, w) and let 

I=E(P;:cp) -E(P;:cPjIPi(s)CP)EV. 

We have to show that 1=0. Fix t/!EQ)(P;, WS). In view of Lemma 7, 
it is enough to verify that 

(E(P;:t/!),/)G/r=O. 
But 

(E(p;:t/!), I)G/r= L (t/!z, IPjl)G/rnPjI 
l~l~qi 

= L (t/!, CPjIPi(t') </J)i- l.: (t/!, CPil Pi (t) CPi1Pi(s)</J)i 
t'Ew(Ai, Ai) tEw(A;) 

= L (t/!, CPjIPi(ts)cp -CPjIPj(t) CPjIP;(S)CP)i 
tEw(Ai) 

from Lemmas 5 and 6. Now by Lemma 9, cPiIPi(ts) cP and 
cPilp;(t) CPi1 Pi (s) cP are both in Q) (P;, wtS). Since w is unramified, wts =FWs 
unless t = 1. Therefore we conc1ude from Lemmas 8 and 9 that 

This proves that 1=0. 
N ow fix sand t as in Theorem 3. Then it follows from the above 

result that 

E(P;:cp) =E(1j:cPi IPi (s)CP) =E(Pk:cPkIP;(t) cPiIPi(S)CP)· 

Hence 

I=E(P;:cp) -E(-B,:CPkIPi(t) cp;IP;(s)CP) =0. 

Now fix t/! E Q) (-B, :wtS ). Then 

0= (E(-B,:t/!), I)G/r= .L (ljJz,lpkl)G/rnPkI 
l~l~qk 

= L (t/!, cPkIP;(u) </Jh - L (t/!, cPkIPk(V) cPkIPi(t) cPiIPi(S)</Jh 
u Ew (Ai, Ak) v Ew (Ak) 
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from Lemmas 5 and 6. Since w is unramified, we again conc1ude from 
Lemmas 8 and 9 that the right side is equal to 

This implies that 

CPk!P/ (ts) eP -c.Pr.IPj (t) CPllPj (s) eP = O. 

On the other hand from Lemma 9, 

where the star denotes the adjoint. Therefore if w is unramified it 
follows from the above proof that 

(CpflPi (s) )*CPI! Pi (s) eP = CPII Pj(S-l) CPllPj (s) eP = CPII1'{(1) eP = eP 

for ePEf/)(~, w). Since the situation is symmetrical in i and i, it is 
c1ear that cPIIP/(s) defines a unitary transformation of Q}(~, w) onto 
Q} (l}, WS). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 

9. A counterexample 

Let G = S L (2) and P the group of all upper triangular matrices 
in G. Then P is a K-parabolic subgroup of G. Let M be the group of 
all diagonal matrices in G and U the group of all unipotent matrices 
in P. Then P=MU is a Levi K-decomposition of P and A=M the 
corresponding split component of P. 

Now G=SL(2,K), the pair (P,A) is mincuspidal and prkP=1. 
putr=u= UnG and 

y=(-~ ~). 
Then {1, y} is a complete set of representatives of F\G/P. Put 
.zr = P, ~ = pY. Then Ps = P where P is the subgroup of all lower 
triangular matrices in G. The group tu = tu (A) consists of just two 
elements {1, s} and y is a representative of s in G. 

We observe that 

0Q) (P) = O'@(ll) X O,@(~) 

and CP!p(1) = 1. Put C =cPIP(s). Then if ePE°Q} (P), we have 

(CeP)l = cPIP(s) ePl +cPIP(1)eP2 

(CeP)2=cPIP(1)ePl +cPlp(S)eP2' 
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Moreover cPIP(s) =0 since Fr. (PyP) = 0. Hence 

( 0 , CPIP(1)) 
C = cPIP(1), cPIP(s) . 

On the other hand Fr. (P F) =Fr. (F P) = U =F. Henc,p 

(cPIP(1)f/J2) (x) =J f/J2(XU) du 

and 
U 

(CPIP(1)f/J1) (x) = [UJ-1 J f/J2(XU) du 
ü 

(XEG) , 
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where du and du are the standard measures on U and U respectively. 
(U = UY is the unipotent radical of P.) Finally 

E(P:f/J:x) =f/J1(X) + J f/J2(XU) du 
and U 

E(P:Cf/J: x)=Jf/J2(xu)du+[UJ-1 J f/J1(xuu)dudu 
U Uxü 

for f/J E 0Q) (P) and x EG. Hence 

E(P:f/J) =E(P:Cf/J) 
if and onl y if 

f/J1 (x) = [UJ-1 J f/Jl (xuu) du du (XEG) . 
Uxü 

Similarly the second assertion of Theorem 3 may be written in the form 

(f/JEQ)(P, w)). 

But a simple ca1culation shows that the above condition implies that 
cPIP (S)f/J2=0 for f/J2 E!?iJ(F, WS). 

Since P is mincuspidaI, ß(M) =oß(M). Moreover M =A where A 
is the group of aIl diagonal matrices in G. Hence ß (M) may be 
identified with the set A * of all characters of the finite abelian group A. 
Fix XEA * and suppose X is ramified. Then there are two cases. 

1) X = 1. 

2) X=l=1,X2 =1. 
If X = 1, we can take f/J2 = 1. Then f/J2 E!?iJ CF, xS ) and 

(CPIP(S)f/J2) (X) = [UJ-IJ L f/J2(xuy)du=[Ur.(pyP)J (xEG). 
U yEUr.(PyP) 

By BRUHAT'S lemma G is the disjoint union of P and PyF. Since 
U r.P = {1}, we conclude that 

(~ ~) EU r. (PyP) 
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and therefore 

CPIP(S) CP2 =1=0. 

This means that Theorem 3 does not hold in this ease. On the other 
hand it ean be shown that the statements of Theorem 3 remain valid 
for ease 2) above. 

10. Concluding remarks 

It is clear from the above diseussion that the ramified ease requires 
further study. However, in my opinion, a more serious problem is to 
find an effective method of obtaining the elements of O@,,(G). This is 
entirely similar to the problem of determining the diserete series in 
the real or the lJ-adie ease. 

Let B be a Cartan subgroup of G defined over K and let XK (B) 
denote the group of all K-morphisms of B in GL (1). We say that B 
is (K-)anisotropie if XK(B) ={1}. Put B=BnG and let B* be the 
group of all (eomplex) eharacters of the finite abelian group B. There 
seem to be some indieations (see TANAKA [6, p. 83J) that in ease 
prkG=O, O@,,(G) is "parameterized" by B* for the various anisotropie 
Cartan K-subgroups B of G. This is in fact so for real semisimple Lie 
groups and the same is believed to be true for the lJ-adic groups. Thus the 
eonstruction of the "discrete series" appears to be the central problem 
in an cases. 
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t:p Transforms on Compact Groups 

By EDWIN HEWITT 

University of Wasbington, Seattle 

It is an honor and a privilege to address this conference, honoring 
MARSHALL H. STONE on the occasion of his retirement from the Uni
versity of Chicago. I offer my sincere thanks to the program committee 
for the opportunity of doing so. 

Let me first follow Professor MACKEY'S good example by indulging 
in a few minutes of retrospection. Harmonie analysis on locally compact 
Abelian groups and on compact groups has evolved at a dazzling pace 
during the last two decades. The roots of this development are clearly 
seen in the work of WEYL, PETER, and BOCHNER in the 1920's, espe
cially in the use of integral equations (convolutions actually) to establish 
the main theorem on alm ost periodie functions on the line and the 
completeness of the irreducible unitary representations of a compact 
Lie group. The work of WIENER in the early 1930's, culminating in his 
famous Tauberian theorem, set the stage for the study of the ~ algebra 
of a locally compact Abelian group, a study which is far advanced but 
far from complete at the present day. 

In 1933, ALFRED HAAR published the famous paper in whieh Haar 
measure on locally compact groups was constructed. I t is a sad fact 
that Haar died in the same year, so that he never saw the flowering of 
the discipline which his discovery made possible. A second indispensable 
tool for abstract harmonie analysis is the Pontryagin-van Kampen 
duality theorem, published in 1934 and 1935. 

A milestone in the development of the theory was the publication 
in 1940 of ANDRE WEIL'S fundamental book [27J, in whieh many basie 
facts about Fourier series and Fourier integrals were extended to 
arbitrary compact and locally compact Abelian groups. Among these 
facts are PLANCHEREL'S theorem, BOCHNER'S theorem, the Weyl-Peter 
theorem, and the Hausdorff-Young inequality. It is true that WEIL'S 
style is exceedingly condensed, and that a conscientious reader has many 
details to fill in for hirnself. But the book is there, it is a genuine mile
stone, and its importance in the subsequent evolution of abstract 
harmonie analysis is enormous. 
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Also in the early 1940's other writers discovered parts of abstract 
harmonie analysis, independent of WEIL'S work. Thus M. G. KREIN [14J 
proved PLANCHEREL'S theorem for locally compact Abelian groups, by 
a method quite unlike WEIL'S. KRElN'S proof, by the way, is the one 
that appears in most textbooks today. RAIKov [22J and POVZNER [21J 
also gave proofs in 1940 of BOCHNER'S theorem on arbitrary locally 
compact Abelian groups. 

Another important line of thought was initiated in the 1930's by 
several analysts, who took up the algebraic side of a number of analytic 
constructs. Algebraic notions were already present implicitly in WIENER'S 
classic book The Fourier integral and certain 01 its applications [28J and 
also in the paper [29J of WIENER and PITT. A decisively algebraic point 
of view was introduced by M. H. STONE in his long 1937 memoir in the 
Transactions of the American Mathematical Society [24]. In this paper, 
he studied, among many other things, the algebra ~ (X, R) of all real
valued continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X. He 
obtained a complete description of the closed ideals in this algebra, 
classified linear isometries between two of them, and in passing proved 
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, which today is part of the equipment 
of every analyst. ARNE BEURLING, in a paper presented to the IX. Con
gress of Scandinavian Mathematicians at Helsingfors (1938) [1J, studied 
the algebra M(R) of all complex Borel measures on the line, under 
convolution, and stated for the first time the spectral radius formula 

1 

lim !!.un !!" =sup {!.u(t)!}, 
n~oo tER 

which he proved for all measures .u having singular component zero. 
These papers were the forerunners of GEL'FAND'S fundamental dis
covery of Banach algebras [normed rings in his terminologyJ in 1941 [5]. 
The Banach algebra point of view toward algebras of functions and 
measures on groups has of course completely transformed the theory. 
It forms the mise en scene of standard texts (see for example [16J, [19J, 
[9J, and [23J), and it dictates the questions one asks. The recent text
book on Fourier series by R. E. EDWARDS [3J sheds much light on 
classical matters by adopting the Banach algebra point of view. 

Later work in the 1940's and 1950's by SEGAL, GODEMENT, CARTAN 
and GODEMENT, MACKEY, LOOMIS, AMBROSE, KREIN, RAIKov, GEL'FAND, 
NAIMARK, and many other writers have set the stage for the present 
efflorescence of abstract harmonie analysis. A useful survey of the state 
of the art in 1952, together with some original viewpoints and construc
tions, appears in M. H. STONE'S 1952 memoir [25]. We now have a 
generation of younger workers, who are carrying the field forward at 
an ever accelerating tempo. 
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What is the goal of abstract harmonie analysis? One may say that 
it is to rewrite ZYGMUND [30J for every locally compact Abelian group 
and every compact non-Abelian group. This is not strictly true, of course: 
but a major aim is to provide the sort of detailed knowledge ab out each 
locally compact Abelian or compact group that we have for the cirde 
T and the line R. Unquestionably some of this can be done. The 
p-adic numbers, for example, are just as good a group as R, and there 
is no reason why Hilbert transforms, conjugate functions, CARLESON'S 
theorem, SALEM'S singular measures with small Fourier-Stieltjes trans
forms and Cantor set supports, et cetera, should not be studied on this 
group. The same is true of other neo-dassieal groups, such as the character 
group of the discrete additive rationals. The dassieal compact non
Abelian groups are also wide open for detailed analysis. Extremely 
refined studies of 6 U (2) are being carried on by R. A. MAYER [17J and 
DAVID RAGOZIN. PAUL SALLY, MITCHELL TAIBLESON, KEITH PHILLIPS, 
to name three others of a large group, are concerned with detailed 
analysis on one or another group. The higher-dimensional unitary 
groups 6 U (n) for n ~ 3 are of great interest to physicists. Here diffi
culties arise in obtaining explicitly the irreducible unitary represen
tations, although WEYL'S work gives an algorithm for computing them 
all. No reasonable formula is known for decomposing the tensor product 
of two irreducible representations into its irreducible components. But 
the future looks bright, and for the older generation of harmonie analysts, 
the main problem is to grasp the new work as quiekly as the younger 
people write it. 

After this perhaps overlengthy preamble, let me turn to the main 
topic of my address. This is joint work with KENNETH A. Ross of the 
University of Oregon, and will appear in a book [10J, which we hope 
will be in print in 1970. A preliminary announcement of some of our 
results is given in [11 J. We are concerned with certain algebras and 
function spaces on general compact groups. The level of abstraction is 
ab out like that of the general theory of S\ (G) for a locally compact 
Abelian group G, although some surprisingly explicit details appear. 

Throughout the remainder of this talk, the symbol G will denote an 
arbitrary compact group, and 2 will denote the dual object of G. Let us 
explain exactly what 2 iso We consider a homomorphism x ~ u., of G 
into the group of unitary operators on a Hilbert space H with the prop
erty that the function x ~ < Ux ;' fJ> is continuous on G for every pair 
of vectors ;, fJ in H. If the representation U is irreducible, that is, if 
the set of operators {Ux:XEG} leaves no proper subspace of Hinvariant, 
then H must be finite-dimensional: a very simple proof of this theorem 
is due to L. NACH BIN [18J. For a given irreducible U, consider the dass (J 

of all representations of G unitarily equivalent with U. Such a dass (J 
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is an element of the dual object 2:, and, obviously, 2: consists of all the 
classes Ci. Let da be the dimension of the Hilbert space Ha on which a 
certain u(a) E a acts. Plainly da depends only upon a, and as noted above, 
da is a positive integer. 

For 1 ~P< 00, the symbol s:\p(G) means the space of Borel mea
surable complex-valued functions f on G such that I fl P has a finite integral 
with respect to Haar measure A on G, which we normalize by the con
vention that A(G) =1. For a function fE,-\(G), we define the Fourier 
transform f as a certain function on the dual object 2:. We choose a 
fixed u(a)Ea for each aE2:. The entity f(a) is defined as the operator 
on the representation space Ha of u(a) such that 

<1 (a) ~, 1] > = J (uia) ~, 1] > f (x) dx 
G 

for all ~,1] EHa • Obviously l(a) depends upon the particular choice 
of u(a) E a, but upon changing from u(a) to a unitarily equivalent rep
resentation, 1 (a) changes into a unitarily equivalent representation, 
as a trivial computation shows. In what follows, we will choose a fixed 
u(a) E a for each a E 2:. The representation space of u(a) will be denoted 
by Ha. 

We are concerned with certain norms for the operators f(a), which 
were discovered by J. v. NEUMANN, and described in a 1937 paper in 
the Tomsk University Izvestiya [20]. Given a linear operator A on a 
d-dimensional Hilbert space H (d is a positive integer), consider the 
adjoint operator A ~, and the self-adjoint positive-definite operator 
A A ~. This operator has nonnegative eigenvalues, let us say OCI , oc2 , ••• , OCd. 

For 1 ~P< 00, we define IIAII'Pp by 
p p P 1 

IIA II'Pp= [oc! + ocl + ... + ocIjP. 
We define IIA 11'P00 by 

IIA 11'P00 = max {ocr, oct, ... , ocn· 
It is a remarkable fact that each 11 II'Pp is a norm on 18 (H), the linear 
space of all linear operators on H. (These norms are defined and dis
cussed in a more general situation in [2J, pp. 1088 et. seq.) The CfJp norms 
have a number of remarkable properties. For example: 

11 u A VII'Pp= IIA II'Pp if U and V are unitary; 

IIA B 1I 'Pp ~ IIA 11 'Pp I1 B II'Pp; 

IIA BII'P. ~ IIA !1'PpIIBII'Pp" where P' = P ~ 1 ; 

and so on. The v. NEUMANN norm IIA 11'P00 is just the operator norm of A. 
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V. NEUMANN'S norms received no attention that we know of until the 
late 1940's, when M. G. KREIN used the ({J1 and ({Joo norms in his study 
of continuous positive-definite functions on compact groups. KI<EIN'S 
paper [13J also has lingered in undeserved obscurity, perhaps because 
of the obscure journal where it appeared. My own attention to it was 
drawn by the detailed and thoughtful review written by G. W. MACKEY 
(MR 12, p. 719). 

In 1958, R. A. KUNZE [15J published a construction of Fourier 
transforms on unimodular locally compact groups, which contains 
KREIN's work on compact groups as a special case. There is no evidence 
that KUNZE knew of KREIN's work. Let us sketch the special case of 
KUNZE'S construction that we will use. Consider the Cartesian product 

P,<,58 (Ha)' which we denote by the symbol ~. That is, ~ is the space 
aE", 

of all 58 (Ha)-valued operator functions on 2:. If G is Abelian so that 
every da = 1, ~ is the space of all complex-valued functions on the 
character group 2: of G. The space ~ is far too large to be useful for 
analytical purposes. We single out certain subspaces, as follows: 

~o = {(Ea) E ~: for every s> 0, there are only finitely many (J such that 
IIEall'Poo> s}' and we give ~o the 111100 norm. 

The Weyl-Peter formula 

compels us to proceed differently in defining the spaces ~q for 1 ~ q < 00 : 

1 

For EE~q, we define IIEllq as [2: daIIEall~lq-. All of these normed 
aE}: q 

spaces are Banach spaces. Again, the Abelian case pro duces the familiar 
function spaces lq (2:). 

With this notation, two familiar facts appear in a succinct form: 

~ (G)~ c ~o, and 1111100 ~ 11/111 (this is the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma); 

~2 (G)~ = ~2' and 111112 = 11/112 (this is the Weyl-Peter formula). 

As KUNZE showed, we can apply the M. Riesz convexity theorem 
to the two foregoing facts and obtain: 

for 1<P<2, we have ~p(G)~ c ~p', and 11111p'~ll/llp. (HY) 
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Here P' is the usual conjugate exponent p ~ 1 • The inequality (HY) is 

of course the Hausdorff-Young inequality for Fourier series, generalized 
to all compact groups. Iremark here J. E. LITTLEWOOD'S observation 
that his principal contribution to Fourier analysis is the profound fact 
that in (HY), the big number stands on the left. From here on, p will 
denote an arbitrary number such that 1 < p < 2. 

Ross and I (referred to as "we" hereafter) asked ourselves for what 
functions in 2p (G) does equality occur in (HY), and - a companion 
question - for what I E 2p' (G) is f in ~p and 11/11p' = Ilfllp? [Functions in 
2p (G) with equality in (HY) are called 2p-maximal, and functions in 
2p' (G) with IIflip = II/IIp' are called 2p,-maximal.] The above questions 
have a long history. In 1926, HARDY and LITTLEWOOD [6] answered 
the first for the cirele group T, i.e., for ordinary Fourier series. The 
only 2p-maximal functions on T are those which are trivially 2p-maximal, 
namely, functions t-+oc exp eint], where oc is a complex constant and n 
is an integer. 

The question was taken up many years later (1954) by I. I. HIRSCH
MAN, JR., and me [7]. We considered an arbitrary locally compact 
Abelian group H [not necessarily compact]. Let A be a compact open 
subgroup of H, let X be a continuous character of A, and let XA be the 
function on G such that 

x _ {X (x) for XEA, 
XA ( ) - 0 for xEEA. 

Such a function is called a subcharacter 01 G. It is simple to show that 
every subcharacter is 2p-maximal, and obvious that a constant times a 
translate of an 2p-maximal function is also 2p-maximal. The Hewitt
Hirschman theorem states that these are all of the 2p-maximal functions. 
On R, for example, the inequality 11 flip, < II/IIp holds for all nonzero I 
in 2p (R), since R lacks compact open subgroups. 

In 1959, HIRSCHMAN [12] took up compact non-Abelian groups G, 
introducing the following norm in part of ~: 

for 1-;;:;'q< 00. He proved that for a function I in 2p (G), the equality 
Iltl~ = IIfllp' holds if and only if I is a constant times a translate of a sub
character XG., where Go is an open normal subgroup of G. He also proved 
that these are exactly the functions that are 2p,-maximal for his norm 

"flip· 
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Looking at KUNZE'S norms IIE IIq on ll:q and noting the inequality 
(HY), one is quickly convinced that KUNZE'S norm, rather than 
HIRSCHMAN'S, is the appropriate one to use on 1 for jE 2p (G). Ross and I 
were able to show that 2p-maximal and 2p,-maximal functions under 
KUNZE'S norm can also be characterized. They are exactly the functions 
that are constants times translates of subcharacters XGo ' where now Go 
is an arbitrary open subgroup of G. HIRSCHMAN'S maximal functions 
are translates of central functions that are maximal in our sense. 

It is easy and also instructive to check that XGo is 2p- and 2p,-maximal. 
For typographical convenience, we write cp for XGo ' One sees at once 
that cp(xy-I) cp(y) =cp(x) for all x, YEG, and so 

1 
cp* cp (x) =cp(x) J 1dA(Y) =cp(x)A(Go) = -cp(x), 

Go n 

where n is the cardinal number of G/Go. Thus (n cp) * (n cp) is n cp. Also 
we have (n cp)~ (x) = n cp (rl ) by the definition of 1 for all functions 
j on G, and clearly cp(rl)=cp(x). Thus (ncp)~=ncp. Under Fourier 
transforms, we have 

(f * g)~ (a) = 1(a) g (a) (operator multiplication) 

and 

(1) ~ (a) = 1 (a)~ (the last ~ means adjoint). 

Therefore (n cp) ~ (a) is idempotent and Hermitian, i.e., a projection. Thus 

there is an integerlaE{O, 1, ... , d,,} such that9J(a)~ 9J(a) has eigenvalue : 

with multiplicity la and eigenvalue ° with multiplicity da -la. It follows 
that 

For P=P'=2, we have 11 cp 11: = 119J11:, and so 

~=n-2L:d l 
n aEI a eJ' 

so that 

and 
11 A IIP' - I-P' cp p,-n 

The proof that cp is 2p,-maximal is just the same. 
The converse is much harder to prove. The proof is long, and uses 

many delicate facts about v. NEUMANN'S norms. In the end, it comes 
down to a careful application of the maximum modulus principle. It is 
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so messy in fact that only its authors, one feels, could love it. Rather 
than go into its details, I would prefer to spend my remaining time 
discussing an algebra of functions on C that KREIN [13J first discussed. 

Recall that Cl:j is the space of all (Ea) E Cl: for which L dall Eall'l'l = 
aEL 

IIEII! is finite. KREIN proved the following two theorems [13]. 
1. A function / on C is continuous and positive-definite [we write 

/EI,ß(C)J if and only if l(a) is a positive-definite operator for allaEL 
and 1 E Cl:!. 

H. A function / on C is a linear combination of functions in I,ß (C) 
ewe write tEsr(C)J if and only if 1 E~. For tEsr(C), we have 

/ (x) = L da tr (A a Uia)) , 
aEL 

where (A a) E ~, and the series converges absolutely and uniformly 
on C.* 

KREIN'S first theorem is an exact analogue for compact non-Abelian 
groups of BOCHNER'S theorem, at least in one direction. (There is no 
really satisfactory description of the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms ft E Cl: 
for nonnegative measures on C - this would be BOCHNER'S theorem 
in the other direction.) 

Since the pointwise product of positive-definite functions is positive
definite, sr (C) is an algebra of functions on C. Under the norm 11/11'1'1 = 

L da II1(a) 11'1'1' sr (C) turns out to be a Banach algebra, which cau very 
aEL 
reasonably be called the algebra 0/ absolutely convergent Fourier series 
on C. It is elementary although somewhat tedious to verify that 
II/gll'l'1~lltll'l'Jgll'l'l. If C is Abelian, sr(C) is of course the algebra of 

00 00 

functions / on C of the form L IY.nXn' where li/li = L IlY.nl < 00 and each 
n~j n~l 

Xn is a continuous character of C. 

KREIN [13J observed that every multiplicative linear functional on 
sr(C) has the form /-+/(a) for some aEC. (This fact has been generalized 
by EYMARD [4J, who apparently was unaware of KRElN'S work.) KREIN 
also showed that the algebra sr (C) is regular, so that the Gel'fand 
topology of C regarded as the space of multiplicative linear functionals 
of sr (C) is the original topology of C. 

Ross and I have investigated sr (C) as a Banach algebra and have 
found some interesting facts about it. Here, without any proofs, are 
some of these facts. 

* We can express Au in terms of t(a):Aa=Dat(a)- Da' where Da is a 
conjugate-linear mapping of Ha onto itself such that <Da 1;, Dan) = <n, 1;) 
for all C, nEHa' and D~ =1. 
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The algebra Sl' (G) is exactly the set ~2 (G) * ~2 (G): and we know of 
no other way to show that ~2(G) * ~2(G) is a linear space. (In [4J, 
EYMARD has proved a generalization of this fact.) There seems no 
simple wa y to characterize Sl' (G) * Sl' (G) . 

Next, Sl' (G) satisfies DITKIN'S condition. If 1 E Sl' (G) and 1 (a) = 0, one 
can find a sequence {h,,};:O~l such that hnESl'(G), Ilhn ll'l'l <2, each hn 

vanishes in some neighborhood of a, and !.i~ Ilhn 1 - 111'1'1 = 0. Thus 

SILOV'S theorem on closed ideals holds for Sl'(G) (see for example [16J, 
p.86). 

Finally, spectral synthesis fails for Sl' (G) if G contains an infinite 
Abelian subgroup. That is, there is a closed subset F of G such that 
there are two distinct closed ideals ~1 and ~2 of Sl' (G) for which 
F= n {xEG:/(x)=O}= n {xEG:/(x)=O}. This result is not very 

IE:J1 IE:J, 
satisfactory, for two reasons. First, we conjecture, but have been unable 
to prove, that every infinite compact group contains an infinite Abelian 
subgroup. Second, our proof that spectral synthesis fails for Sl' (G) in 
this case merely appeals to MALLIAVIN'S theorem. A proper proof would 
construct "independent" sets in G like those constructed by KAKUTANI 

and myself [8J and would then follow V AROPOULOS'S proof [26J of 
MALLIAVIN'S theorem. Eut we have no idea as yet how this can be done. 
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In trod uction 

In the theory of simple scattering systems we eonsider the wave 
operators W± = s-lim eitH, e- itH, and the scattering operator 5 = (W+)* W-, 

t-+±oo 
where H 1 , H 2 are selfadjoint operators in a Hilbert spaee &;> 
deseribing the unperturbed and perturbed systems (see JAUCH [12J). 
W± are isometrie and intertwine H1 and H2 (H2 W ± :::J W± H1) whenever 
they exist. 5 is unitary if and only if the ranges of W± are identieal. 
For teehnieal reasons, it was found convenient to define the (generalized) 
wave operators by W± = s-lim eitH, e- itH, I{ ac' where I{ ac is the 

t-?±oo ' , 

projection of &;> onto the subspace &;>1, ac 0/ absolute continuity with 
respect to H1 (see KATO [17J, KURODA [18J). Then W± are, if they 
exist, partial isometries with initial sets &;>1, ac and final sets (ranges) 
in &;>2, ac. 5 is unitary on &;>1, ac if and only if the ranges of W± eoineide. 
In partieular we say that W+ (W-) is complete if its range is &;>2, ac. 

Construetion of the wave operators directly based on the above 
definition is eustomarily referred to as the time-dependent (or non
stationary) theory. Without going into details of this theory, we simply 
note that most of suffieient eonditions so far obtained for the existenee 
and eompleteness of the wave operators assurne some trace condition, 
whieh states that H 2 -H1 (or some related quantity) belongs to the 
traee class of eompaet operators. We note also that the invariance 
principle has been proved under rather mild assumptions, to the effeet 
that W± = W± (H2, H1) is equal to W± (y(H2), y(H1)) for any pieee
wise monotone inereasing function y satisfying some eontinuity 
eondition (see KATO [15, 17J). For details of the time-dependent theory 
see the referenees mentioned above. 

Other methods for eonstructing W± are known as the stationary 
theory and date baek to FRIEDRICHS [4, 5J. Here W± are eonstrueted 
by solving eertain singular integral equations, whieh are given in terms 
of a spectral representation for the unperturbed operator H 1 . W± are 

7* 
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then shown to be equal to the time limits used in the definition of W± 
in the time-dependent theory. Further developments in this direction 
(theory of gentle perturbations) were given by FRIEDRICHS [6J, REJTO 
[24, 25J, FADDEEV [3J, and others. 

A stationary method of somewhat different kind was given by 
KATO [13J, in which H 2 -H1 is assumed to be of rank one. Here certain 
spectral representations for H 1 , H 2 are constructed, through which 
W± are defined in such a way that their partial isometry and inter
twining property are obvious. This method was later generalized to 
more general cases in KURODA [19,20,21,22]. Its final form [22J, 
in which use is made of a spectral representation by Hilbert spaces 
constructed in terms of certain operator-valued measures, is rather 
general and has wide range of application. It can not only be applied 
to cases with trace conditions but it also contains the main results of 
IKEBE [11J concerning the existence and completeness of W± for the 
Schrödinger operators H1 = -LI, H 2 = -LI + V(x) . in SJ = L2 (R3), 
for example. Moreover, it shows that the invariance principle holds 
in this case, a result not proved in [11]. But it is still restricted in that 
the perturbation is assumed to be factorizable into the product of two 
operators acting in SJ. 

Stationary methods of another type were proposed by REJTO [26, 27J 
and HowLAND [9J independently. These are characterized by the use 
of an auxiliary Banach space I, part of which is densely embedded 
in SJ. Roughly speaking, I is assumed to be such that the resolvents 
Rj(C) = (Hj_C)-l have weak boundary values on the two edges of the 
real axis in an operator topology associated with the topology of I 
and that Qj(C) = (H2 -H1) Rj(C) map I into I continuously and have 
boundary values on the real axis in the strong operator topology. 
W± are then defined in a direct way not necessarily using spectral 
representations. Their methods were applied successfully to many 
interesting cases, but it appears that the cases with trace conditions 
or the invariance principle were not covered by their results. 

There are still other stationary methods of "direct" type, due to 
BIRMAN-ENTINA [2J, BmMAN [1J, KATO [16]. But these are somewhat 
special, being related to trace conditions or to "smooth" perturbations. 

In the present work, the authors intend to construct a unified 
theory which hopefully comprises most of the stationary methods 
mentioned above. In one direction it simplifies the method of [22J by 
constructing the spectral representations in a more direct and simple 
way. At the same time it generalizes the latter by eliminating the 
assumption that the perturbation be factorizable. As it turns out, our 
basic assumptions resemble those of [26J and [9J inasmuch as an 
auxiliary subspace I of SJ is used. But it differs from [26J and [9J in 
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that X need not be a normed space nor a dense subset of Sj and that 
we do not assurne continuous dependence of the Qj(C) on C. This makes 
it possible to apply the results not only to gentle and smooth per
turbations but also to perturbations with the trace conditions. Also 
we are able to prove the invariance principle in a general setting, with 
the single but essential restriction that X has the structure of a pre
Hilbert space. In the case of an arbitrary X, we have not been able 
to prove the time-limit formula for W±, but we do have a slightly 
weakened result that the time-limit formula is true in the sense of the 
Abellimit (this was proved in [9J under somewhat stronger assumptions). 

Actually the theory of the wave operators are here presented in the 
case of two unitary operators UI , U2 rather than of two selfadjoint 
operators H I , H 2• In the time-dependent theory, this corresponds to 
considering the discrete groups {Un rather than the continuous groups 
{e itH;}. We plan to discuss the selfadjoint case in detail in a later publi
cation, together with applications. But it should be noted that some 
results on the perturbation of selfadjoint operators follow directly from 
the ones for the unitary operators through the Cayley transformation. 

The composition of the present paper is as follows. We start with 
an abstract theorem on the perturbation of spectral systems. By a 
spectral system we mean a spectral measure E, with values in the set 
of all orthogonal projections in a Hilbert space Sj, on a measurable 
space (Fo, B), together with a numerical measure on B with completion 
m. By a standard process, E is then decomposed into the absolutely 
continuous part Eac and the singular part Es. A spectral form for such 
a system is a complex-valued function f (e; x, y) defined on r X x X x, 
where rEB and x is a linear manifold in Sj, such that f(e; x, y) is a 
nonnegative Hermitian form in x, y and m-measurable in e, and 
that Jt(e; x, y) m (de) = (Eac(.d)x, y) for L1 EB. Under these assump-

LI 

tions we construct a spectral representation for Eac on the subspace 
Eac (F)~, where ~ is the reducing subspace for E generated by x. It is 
essentially a unitary map of E ac (r) ~ onto a direct integral of Hilbert 
spaces I (e), each obtained by completing x with respect to the norm 
induced by f(e;·,·) (see Section 1). 

If we have two such spectral systems 1, 2 and if there is an isometrie 
map G (e) of Xl (e) into X2 (e) for each e Er, then it is easy to construct 
an isometrie map W of EI, ac (F) ~ into E 2 , ac (F) ~2 that intertwines 
El and E 2 . We call W the general wave operator; it is the prototype of 
the wave operators W± between two unitary or selfadjoint operators 
(see Section 2). 

So far we need no topologies in Xl or x2• In applications, however, 
the G (e) are usually constructed as limits of mappings from Xl to x 2 ; 
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then we need a topology at least in x2• But it is found that the topology 
plays a minor role and it suffices to assurne that X2 is a linear topological 
space*. We need a topology in Xl too if we want W to be complete. 
The construction of the G ((J) is carried out in Section 3 along the lines 
indicated. In Section 5 we consider a more specific situation involving 
two unitary operators, constructing two wave operators W±. In 
Seetion 6 it is shown that many new as weH as known results for wave 
operators foHow as applications of the general results of Seetion 5. 
Section 7 is devoted to the proof of the invariance principle, under 
the additional assumption that xis a pre-Hilbert space. 

Another problem considered in this paper is the theory of eigen
function expansions as a perturbation problem (see Section 4). A pre
liminary report of this theory based on [22J was given by KURODA [23J, 
but here we give a detailed proof in a more general setting. The eigen
function expansion is formulated in an abstract way, analogous to that 
given by GELFAND-SHILOV [7J and GELFAND-VILENKIN [7aJ. Suppose 
that the unitary operator Ul has "eigenfunctions" !PI (;), with the 
parameter; varying on a measure space (Q, I, e), which form a 
"complete set" in EI, ac(T) >31, We assurne that the parameter; EQ 
corresponds to a more refined spectral representation than the one 
constructed above, so that in particular (JET is a function w(;) of ;. 
Furthermore, we regard !PI (;) as belonging to xr, the adjoint space 
of Xl' Under certain conditions similar to the ones used for the 
construction of the G((J), we construct a map G(w(;))*, depending 
on ;, from X: to xr and show that !P2(;) =G(w(;))*-l !PI(;) gives the 
" eigenfunctions" for U2. This relationship between !PI (;) and !P2 (;) 
is an abstract analog of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. I t should 
be noted that HOWLAND [10J develops a similar theory of eigenfunction 
expansions on the basis of his stationary theory of wave operators. 

The authors are indebted to Professors S. KAKUTANI and C. E. 
RICKART for stimulating discussions, which, among others, led to great 
improvement of the basic theorem. This work was partly supported by 
NSF GP6838. 

1. Spectral systems and spectral representations 

Definition 1.1. A spectral system (To, B, m, Sj, E) is a spectralmeasure 
E on a measurable space (To, B), with values in the set of all orthogonal 
projections in a complex Hilbert space Sj, together with a a-finite, 
nonnegative scalar measure on B, the completion of which is denoted 
bym. 

* Throughout this paper, linear topological spaces are always assumed 
to be Hausdorff. 
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We denote the norm and inner product in Sj by 1111 and (,). Some
times we write 1IIItl and (,)tl to indicate that these symbols refer to Sj. 
We denote by [BJ the set of all B-measurable, bounded scalar functions 
on ro. We define the m-measurability of a scalar function on ro in the 
usual way. (In applications ro is usually the real line or the unit circle 
on the plane, B is the set of all Borel subsets of r o, and m is the 
Lebesgue measure.) 

Let Sjac be the set of all U E Sj such that the numerical measure 
IIE(.)uI12 is m-absolutely continuous; Sjac is a closed subspace of Sj 
reducing all E(Ll), Ll EB. Let ~c be the projection of Sj onto Sjac' so 
that ~c commutes with all E(Ll). Set EaJd) =E(Ll)~c' Eac is the 
absolutely continuous part of E; it is also a spectral measure on B, 
except that Eac (To) is in general not the identity operator. Eac is 
absolutely continuous in the sense that m(LI) =0 implies Eac(LI) =0. 
We note that for each UESj there is LluEB such that m(To-Llu) =0 
and ~cu =E(Llu)u (cf. [17J). 

Definition 1.2. Let (To, B, m, Sj, E) be a spectral system. A spectral 
form for this system is a complex-valued function f on r X :t X :t, 
where rero, rEB, and:t is a linear manifold in Sj, with the following 
properties. (a) For each x, YE:t, (JH-f((J; x, y) is m-integrable on r 
and its integral on each LI er, Ll EB, is equal to (Eac(Ll)x, y). (b) For 
each (J Er, x, y H- f ((J; x, y) is a nonnegative Hermitian form on :t X :t. 
(We write f((J; x) for f((); x, x).) 

Remark 1.3. Since (EaJ)u, v) is a complex-valued, m-absolutely 
continuous measure for each u, vESj, it is an indefinite integral of a 
complex-valued, m-integrable function f(·; u, v) on ro. Since such f 
is not unique for a given pair u, v, however, it would be in general 
difficult to choose f ((J; u, v) as a Hermitian form in u, v E Sj for each 
(JEro' But it can be done easily if u, v, and (J are suitably restricted. 
This is what Definition 1.2 is concerned with. 

Example 1.4. If:t is finite-dimensional, there always exists a spectral 
form f on ro x:t X :t. To see this, choose a basis {ek } of :t and a density 
function fikO for the measure (EaJ)ei' ek) for each pair ei' ek 
(Remark 1.3). Then f((J; x, y)="'LlXißkfik((J) for X=L>kek' y="'Lßkek 
defines a spectral form on r o X :t x:t. This example is not altogether 
trivial. If E has finite multiplicity, a finite-dimensional :t can generate 
the whole space with respect to E. As is seen below, this is sufficient 
for the purpose of the spectral representation of Eac' 

Example 1.5. Let Sj = L2 ( - 00, co), r o = Rl with the Lebesgue 
measure m, and let E(Ll) be the operator of multiplication by the 
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characteristic function of LI, defined for all Lebesgue-measurable set 
LI c RI. If I is the set of all continuous functions in L2 ( - 00, (0), then 
l(fJ; x, y) =x(fJ)""y(fJ) defines a spectral form on RI X I X I. Note that 
E ac = Ehere. In this example I is dense in Sj, but this is not neces
sary for the spectral representation introduced below. 

Suppose I is a spectral form on T X I X I. For each fJ ET, l(fJ; . , .) 
defines a semi-inner product in I. Let m (fJ) eIbe the set of all x with 
l(fJ; x) =0. Then the quotient space Ijm(fJ) is a pre-Hilbert space 
with the inner product induced by l(fJ;·, .). We denote by I(fJ) its 
completion, by (. , ·)0 and 11· 110 the inner product and norm in I (fJ), 
and by ](fJ) the canonical map of I onto Ijm (fJ) cI (fJ). Thus 
(J(fJ) x, ](fJ)Y)o=/(fJ; x, y) for x, yEI, and ](fJ)x=O if and only 
if I (fJ; x) = o. 

Consider the product vector space I = TI I (fJ) consisting of al1 
OEr 

vector fields g={g(fJ)}oEr with g(fJ)EI(fJ). We say two elements 
gl' g2E I are equivalent, in symbol gl '"""""'g2' if gl (8) = g2 (8) for m-a.e. 
8 ET. Clearly it is an equivalence relation compatible with linear 
operations in I and with the operation of multiplication g 1-+ ocg = 

{oc (fJ) g (8)} with a scalar function oc on T. 

Definition 1.6. gE I is said to be I-measurable if there is a sequence 
{hn } of quasi-simple functions on T to I such that 

lim Ilg(fJ) - ](fJ)hn(8) 110=0 for m-a.e. fJET. (1.1) 
>1->00 

Here we mean by a quasi-simple function h a function of the form 
(finite sum) 

(1.2) 

(We use quasi-simple functions rather than simple functions for con
venience.) 

The following are easy consequences of the definition. If gl '"""""'g2' 
gl is I-measurable if and only if g2 iso If g is I-measurable and oc is an 
m-measurable scalar function, then ocg is also I-measurable. 

Lemma 1.7. 11 {gn} is a sequence 01 I-measurable elements 01 I such 
that lim gn (8) = g (8) in I (fJ) lor m-a.e. fJ ET, then g = {g (fJ)} is 

>1->00 

I-measurable. 

Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary B of Appendix. 
Proposition 1.8. If gl' g2EI are I-measurable, then fJ 1-+ (gI (fJ), g2(fJ))0 

is m-measurable on T. 
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Proof. Let hin be quasi-simple functions on r to I such that 
lim Iigi (8) - J(8) hin (8) 110 = ° m-a.e., j = 1, 2. Then j (8; hIn (8), h2n (8)) 

1>->00 

= (J(8)hIn (8), ](8)h2n (8))0-+ (gI (8), g2(8))0 m-a.e. Since j(.; hIn(·), 
h2n (-)) is obviously m-measurable, the desired result folIows. 

We denote by Wl the set of all j-measurable elements gE I such 
that Iig Ilin = J Iig (8) II~ m (d 8) < 00, where equivalent elements are to 

r 
be identified. Thus Wl is a pre-Hilbert space with the inner product 

(1.3) 

Proposition 1.9. Wl is a Hilbert space. 

Proof. It suffices to show that Wl is complete. The proof is essentially 
the same as the proof of the completeness of L2-spaces and may be 
omitted. 

Proposition 1.10. Quasi-simple functions on r to I are densely 
embedded in Wl in the following sense. (a) For any quasi-simple function 
h, we have Jh={J(8)h(8)}EWl. (b) For each gEWl and e>O, there 
is a quasi-simple function h such that Iig - J h IIIDl < e. 

Proof. Let h be given by (1.2). Then IIJ(8)h(8)11~=j(8; h(8)) 
=L/f.i(8)OCk(8)j(8; xi' Xk)' But since j(.; x, y) is equal to a density 
function for (EaJ) x, y) by definition, it follows that 

J IIJ(8) h (8) II~ m (d 8) 
r (1.4) 

where 
(1.5) 

Here we use the notation oc(E) = J oc(8)E(d8) for anyotE [BJ. (1.4) shows 
r. 

that JhEWl with IIJhIIIDl=llvllf.)' 
To prove (b), let gE Wl. Since 81-+ 11 g (8) II~ is m-integrable on r, 

there is r' er, F' EB, with m (F') < 00, such that J Iig (8) II~m (d 8) < e. 
r-r' 

Also there is ~>o such that m(LI)<~ implies Jllg(8)II~m(d8)<e. 
LI 

Since g is j-measurable, there are quasi-simple functions hn , 

n=1,2, .... , on r to I such that Ilg(8)-J(8)hn (8)llo-+o,n-+ 00, 

for m-a.e. 8 Er. Since m (F') < 00, there is r" cF', r" EB, such that 
m(F'-r")<~ and Ilg(8)-](8)hn(O)llo-+0,n-+00, uniformlyon r" 
(EGOROFF'S theorem). Hence Jllg(8)-](O)hn(8)II~m(dO)<e for suffi-

r" 
ciently large n. Fix one such n and set h = Xr"hn , where Xr" is the 
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eharacteristie function of TI!. Then 

f[[g(O) - J(O)h(O) [[~ m(dO) 
r 

= [r!r,+ r-JJ [[g(O) [[~m(dO) 
+ f[[g(O) - J(0)hn(0)[[~m(dO)<3B. 

r" 

Eut h is quasi-simple, so that J hE IJR by (a) and the last inequality 
ean be written [[ g - J h [[~ < 3 B. This proves (b). 

We ean now prove the main result of this section on the spectral 
representation for E. We denote by B the smallest closed subspaee 
of Sj eontaining I and redueing E (i.e. redueing the !X (E) for all 
!XE [B]). B is the closed span of the set of all vectors of the form 
!X(E)x with !XE[B] and xEI. Henee Bac(T)=Eac(T)B is the closure 
of the set of all vectors of the form (1.5). Bac(T) also reduees E. 
Bac (T) = Eac (T) Sj if I generates Sj (i.e. if B = Sj). For this it is sufficient, 
but not neeessary, that I be dense in Sj. 

Theorem 1.11. There is a unitary map II on Bac (T) to IJR such that (a) 
II!X(E)u=!XIIu={!X(O) (IIu) (On tor each!XE [B] and uEBac(T), and (b) 
IIEac(T)x={J(O)x} tor each xEI. 

Proof. Consider all VEBac(T) of the form (1.5) and all h of the 
form (1.2). (1.4) shows that the map Vf-+ JhEIJR is well-defined and is 
isometrie. Sinee the v are dense in Bac(T) by the remark given above 
and sinee the J h are dense in IJR by Proposition 1.10, the isometry ean 
be extended to a unitary operator II on Bac(T) to IJR. It is clear that (a) 
is true for u = v of the above form, and it is extended to all u E Bac (T) 
byeontinuity. (b) is a special ease of v f-+ J h when h (0) = x. 

2. The general wave operator 

In this section we eonsider two spectral systems (To, B, m, Sjj' E j) 
with speetral forms (T, I j , tj ), i = 1,2, where the measure spaee 
(To, B, m) and Tc Bare eommon to the two systems (see Definitions 
1.1 and 1.2). We use the obvious notations sueh as Sjj, ac> E j, ac> 
Ij(O), Jj(O), I j, (')jB' [[ [[jB, IJR j, IIj, Bj, Bj. ac(T), ete. 

As a link between the two systems, we introduee the following 
assumption. 

(2A) For eaeh OEF there is an isometrie operator G (0) on I l (0) to 
12 (0), sueh that 0 f-+G (0) J1 (0) x is f2-measurable on T for eaeh x EIl' 

For eaeh g = {g(OnEI1, we set Gg={G(0)g(0)}EI2• It is clear that 
g ,....." g' implies G g ""G g'. The following propositions are easily proved. 
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Proposition 2.1. If gE II is f1-measurable, then GgE I 2 is f2-measurable. 

Proposition 2.2. G restricted on W1I is isometrie on W11 to W12. 

We now define a linear operator Won -PI to -P2 by 

-1 ~ 
W U =II2 GII1u for UE~, ac(F), 

(2.1) 
Wu =0 for u.1.~, ac(F). 

Reeall that IIj is a unitary operator on 5!,j, ac (T) to W1 j. 

Theorem 2.3. W is a partial isometry with initial set ~,ac(F) and 
final set contained in 5!,2, ac (F). W has the intertwining property 
IX (E2) W = WIX(E1) for IXE [BJ. 

Proof. The first assertion follows directly from Proposition 2.2. The 
intertwining property follows from the fact that the operator IX (Ei) 
acting in 5!,j, ac (T) is transformed into the operator of multiplieation 
by IX, acting in W1 i ' under the unitary transformation IIj . 

Theorem 2.4. The final set of W is exactly 5!,2, ac(F) if the following 
additional condition is satisfied: 

(2B) For each ()ET G(()) is unitary on I 1 (()) to I 2 (()), and 
() ~ G (())-l J2 (()) y is fl-measurable for each y E3:2. 

Proof. The G(())-l satisfy (2A) with j=1, 2 exehanged, so that G-I 
is isometrie on W12 to W11• Henee G is unitary on W11 to W12 , and the 
range of W is 5!,2, ac(F). 

Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 are the basis for eonstructing the wave oper
ators between two unitary or selfadjoint operators in this paper. We 
eall W the general wave operator associated with the two systems. We 
say W is complete if the range of W is equal to 5!,2, ac(F). W is "loeal" 
sinee T is in general a subset of Fo. We are naturally most interested 
in the ease in whieh ~,ac(F) and 5!,2,ac(F) are large, e.g. ~ = -PI and 
5!,2=-P2' so that ~,ac(F)=E1,ac(F)-P1 and 5!,2,ac(F)=E2,ac(F)-P2' 
and in whieh T is as large aS possible. 

Although the theorems given above are quite general, they are 
rather formal and have no direet applieation. The real problem is how 
to construct the G (()) satisfying (2A) and (2B). The following sections 
are devoted to this question. Before dosing this section, we prove a 
preliminary lemma. 

Lemma 2.5. Condition (2A) is equivalent to 

(2A') For each ()ET there is a linear operator G'(()) on 3:1 to I 2 (()), 

such that (a) IIG'(())xI12i=fd(); x) for each XE3:I , and (b) G'(·)x is 
f2-measurable for each XE3:I. 
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Proof. If (2A) is satisfied, we obtain the G' (8) satisfying (2A') by 
setting G' (8) x =G (8)!t (8) x for x E Xl' Conversely, suppose (2A') is 
satisfied. By (a), G' (8) induees an isometrie operator on xdiJ'c1 (8) 
to I 2 (8), whieh ean be extended by eontinuity to an isometrie operator 
G(8) on I I (8) to I 2(8). Then (b) implies that G(-)JI(·)X=G'(.)x is 
t 2-measurable. 

3. Construction of the 0(9) 

We eontinue to eonsider two spectral systems as in the previous 
section. 

We want to eonstruct G (8) satisfying (2A) or, equivalently, G' (8) 
satisfying (2A'). The problem would be rather simple if we eonstructed 
G' (8) from an operator on Xl to X2 , but this is too restrictive to be 
useful in applieations. What we are going to do is, roughly speaking, 
to derive G' (8) from a converging sequence of operators * on Xl to x 2. 
This requires that we introduee a topology into x2• With this in mind 
we eonsider the following eonditions. 

(3Ai ) There is a sequenee of approximating speetral forms tin' 
n=1,2, ... , on rxxixxi' in the following sense. For eaeh 8Er, 
(a) tin(8;·,.) is a nonnegative Hermitian form on xixxi' and 
(b) !in(8; x, Y)~!i(8; x, y), n~oo, for eaeh x, yEXi' (Again we write 
tin(8; x) =!in(8; x, x).) 

(3Bi ) Xi is a linear topologieal spaee with its own topology. For 
eaeh 8Er, {!in(8;., ')}n is equieontinuous on Xi X Xi' 

(3CI ) For eaeh 8Er there is a sequenee {Gn(8)} of linear operators 
on Xl to X2 such that !2n(8;Gn(8)x)=!ln(8; x) for XEXI . Furthermore, 
the following eonditions are satisfied with respect to the topology of 
x 2 given in (3B2): (a) For eaeh 8Er and XEXI , {Gn(8)x}n is a Cauehy 
sequenee in x 2 • (b) For eaeh XEXI and n, Gn(-)x is strongly measurable 
on r (i.e. it is the limit m-a.e. of a sequenee of quasi-simple functions). 

We note that the existence of lim!ln(8; x, y) is a eonsequenee 
of (3A2), (3B2), and (3 Cl) ; see Lemma D of Appendix. 

* Another method for constructing the G' (0) is to construct first mappings 
G(O) on Xl to 12' the completion of x2 , assuming that x2 is a linear topo
logical space and the f 2 (0; . , .) are continuous on x2 X x2 so that they can be 
extended continuously to 12 X 12' Then ]2 (0) can be extended continuously 
to 12(0) on 12 to I 2(0), and we set G'(O) =12(0)G(0). Now G(O) may be 
constructed as the limit of a sequence Gn(O) of operators on Xl to X2 under 
conditions given below. This method is not essentially different from the 
one given in the text. Eut sometimes one may find it convenient to use 
operators Gn(O) on Xl to 12' In this paper we do not use 12' working ex
clusively within X2 and Xl' 

'" 
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Proposition 3.1. Assurne (3A j ) and (3B j ). Then for each ()"r, (a) the 
Hermitian form I j ((); . , .) is continuous on Xj X Xj' and (b) the map 
h(()) : xj--*I j (()) is continuous. 

Proof. I j is continuous since it is the limit of an equicontinuous 
sequence. The continuity of Jj (()) follows from this immediately. 

Proposition 3.2. (3AI ) , (3A2), (3B2), and (3CI ) together imply (2A') 
and hence (2A). 

Proof. We shall construct G' (()) satisfying (2A'); then (2A) follows 
by Lemma 2.5. 

Let () Er and x EXI. Since {Gn (()) x} is Cauchy in x 2, {J2 (()) Gn (()) x} 
is Cauchy in I 2 (()) by the continuity of J2(()) (Proposition 3.1). Thus 
G' (()) x == lim J2 (()) G n (()) x exists. G' (()) is a linear operator on Xl to I 2 (()). 

In particular we have 12 ((); Gn (()) x) = 11 J2 (())Gn (()) x 112 02--* IIG' (()) x 11202, 
n --* 00. On the other hand 

f2((); Gn(())x) -/2n((); Gn(())x)--*O, n-+- oo , 

because f2n((); y)--*f2((); y) for each yEX2, {Gn (())x} is Cauchy in X2, 
and {/2n} is equicontinuous (see Lemma D). Since 12n(();Gn(())x) 
= lln ((); x)->A((); x), we obtain IIG'(())xI1202=/I(();X). This proves (a) 
of (2A'). 

Since Gn (-) x is strongly measurable, it can be approximated in x2 

m-a.e. by a sequence of quasi-simple functions. Since J2 (()) is continuous, 
it follows that J2 (.)Gn 0 x is 12-measurable. Hence G' (.) x = lim J2 OGn (.) x 
is also 12-measurable (see Lemma 1.7). This proves (b) of (2A'). 

In order to satisfy (2B) we need additional conditions. 

(3C2) The Gn (()) introduced in (3 Cl) are onto X2 , and the 
Gn (())-I:X2--*XI satisfy condition (3CI ) with subscripts 1, 2 exchanged 
(so that the topology of Xl is involved). 

(3D) With the topologies in Xj as in (3B j ), {Gn(())}n and {Gn(())-l}n 
are equicontinuous for each () Er. 

Proposition 3.3. (3A j ), (3B j ), (3C j ) for both j = 1,2 and (3D) 
together imply (2A) and (2B). 

Proof. We write Gn(())-l=Hn (()). As in Proposition 3.2, we can 
construct H' (()) : x2 --* I 1 (()) and hence an isometrie operator H (()) : I 2 (()) 
--* I 1 (()) such that H (8) J2 (()) y is Icmeasurable for y E x 2• What remains 
is to show that H (()) = G (())-l. 

The construction of G' (()) and G (()) shows that 

J2(())Gn (())x--*G'(())x=G(())Jl(())X in I 2 (()) , XEX1 • (3.1) 
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Similarly 

The operators in [] are equieontinuous On x2 to 11 (0) for n = 1, 2, .... 
Since {Gn(O) x} is Cauchy in x 2, it follows from Lemma C (Appendix) 
that 

[A(0)Hn(0)-H(0)J2(0)]Gn(0)x-+O in 11 (0). (3.3) 

Using (3.1) and the fact that Hn(O) =Gn(0)-1 and noting that H(O) is 
continuous (being isometrie), we obtain 

(3.4) 

Since J1 (0) Xl is dense in 11 (0), it follows that H (0) G (0) = 1 (the 
identity on I 1 (0) ). 

In the same way we can show that G (O)H(O) = 1. This proves that 
H(O) = G (0)-1. 

In the remainder of this section we consider the adjoint operators 
of the Gn (0) and their convergence. 

For a linear topological space X, we denote by x* its adjoint space; 
x* is the set of all continuous antilinear forms on x. The value of 
x*Ex* at xEx is denoted by <x*, x), and we write <x, x*) = <x*, x) 
so that <x, x*) is linear in x and antilinear in x*. 

If X, Ware linear topological spaces and A: X -+ W is linear and 
continuous, there is a unique linear operator A *: W* -+ x* such that 
<A x, y*) = <x, A * y*) for xEx, y*E W*. (We do not consider topologies 
in x*, W* nor the continuity of A *.) 

Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.3, Gn (0): X1-+X2 is linear 
and continuous so that Gn(O)*:x;-+xt exists. Since {Gn(O)x} is 
Cauchy for each xEx1 ,lim<x,Gn(0)*y*)=lim<Gn(0)x,y*) exists for 
each XEx1 and y*EXr Since {Gn(O)}n is equieontinuous, the sequence 
{< . ,Gn (0)* y*)}n is equicontinuous and hence the limit is continuous. 
Thus the limit can be written as < . , x*) with a unique X*Ext. Setting 
x*=G(O)*y* defines a linear operator G(O)*:x;-+xi. We may 
express this result by writing 

Gn(O)*-"-G(O)*, n-+oo (weak*convergence). (3.5) 

Note that G (0) does not in general make sense (unless one intro duces 
the completion of x 2), only G(O)* does. 

Similarly, for Hn (0) = Gn (0)-1 we have 

(3·6) 
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Proposition 3.4. G (8)*: Ii -,>-7ft and H(8)*: Ir -'>-li are inverse 
to each other. 

Proof. For simplicity we omit the argument 8. Let yEI2 and 
y*Eli. Since {<. ,G!y*)} is equicontinuous and has limit <- ,G*y*) 
and since {Hny} is Cauchy in I I , it follows from Lemma C that 
<Hny, G! y*) - <Hny, G* y*)-,>-O. Here the first term is equal to 
<GnHny, y*) = <y, y*), while the second term is equal to <y, H!G*y*) 
and tends to <y, H*G*y*). Hence <y, y*) = <y, H*G*y*) and so 
H* G* = 1. Similarly we prove G* H* = 1. 

4. Eigenfunction expansions 

In Section 1 we considered a spectral representation for a given 
spectral system. In this section we consider a sort of eigenfunction 
expansion for the system. 

Let (Fo, B, m, Sj, E) be a spectral system with a spectral form 
(F, I, j). Then there is a unitary operator II on S3ac (F) to WC with the 
properties stated in Theorem 1.11. We now introduce the following 
conditions, which imply that the system has a representation in a 
somewhat more refined sense. 

(4A) There exist a a-finite measure space (Q, I, 12), a partial isometry 
t/J of Sj onto P(e) with initial set S3ac (F), and a measurable function 
w on Q to Fo such that 

(t/JCl(E)u)(~)=Cl(W(~))(t/Ju)(~), e-a.e.~EQ, (4.1) 

for each UESj and ClE [B]. (The measurability of w means that 
w-I(LI)EI whenever LIEB. Thus ClOW is e-measurable on Q if Cl is B
measurable on Fo.) 

(4B) There is a complex-valued function ffJ on Q X I such that for 
each fixed ~EQ, Xf-t ffJ(~; x) is linear and for each fixed xEI, 

ffJ(~; x) = (t/Jx) (~) for e-a.e. ~EQ. (4.2) 

(4 C) I is a linear topological space and x f-t ffJ (~; x) is continuous 
on I for each ~EQ. (In this case we write ffJ(~; x) = <x, ffJ(~), where 
ffJ (~) E I*; each ffJ (~) will be called an eigenjunction of E. For the 
definition of I* see Section 3.) 

Example 4.1. Let Sj =L2(R3), t/J the Fourier-Plancherel trans
formation of Sj onto §S =L2(Q), where Q is another copy of R3, I the 
set of all Borel subsets of Q, 12 the Lebesgue measure on Q, w the map 
of Q into F=Fo=R+ given by w(~)=1~12=~i+~:+~t B the set 
of all Borel subsets of Fo, m the Lebesgue measure on Fo, E(LI) = 
t/J-IE(LI) t/J, where E(LI) is the operator of multiplication by Xw-1(LI) , 
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I=LI(R3)n5,) with the LI-topology, <p(~)El* given by the function 
(2n)-~eih" in the sense that 

<u, <p(~» = (2n)-1 J u(x)e-i~'xdx, uEl, (4.3) 
R' 

and 

J sin (Oll x- yl) 
f(fJ; u, v) = (4n2)-1 I x- yl u(x) v(y)dxdy, 

R'xR' 

(4.4) 

(jEr, u, vElo 

The spectral measure E is the one associated with the selfadjoint 
operator -Ll in 5,), and the <p(~) are the eigenfunctions of -Ll in the 
usual sense. Note that f(fJ; u, v) is well-defined by virtue of the Sobolev 
inequality because leL*(R3). f(fJ;u,v) depends on 0 continuously, 
though this is not required in the general theory. It is even continuous 
in u, v jointly if the topology of I is strengthened to the LI n L*
topology. 

Proposition 4.2. Assume (4A). We have w(~)Er for e-a.e. f If 
Ll EB with m (Ll) =0, then e (w-1 (Ll)) = 0. 

Proof. Set 5=w-1 (I;,-r) and 5' e5, 5'EI, e (5') < 00. (4A) implies 
that there is uES!ac(T) such that ifJu=Xs'. If we set IX=Xr in (4.1) 
and note that IX(E)u=E(T)u=u, we obtain (ifJu) (~) =0 e-a.e. Hence 
e (5') = 0. Since e is a-finite, we have e (5) = 0. In other words, w (~) Er 
for e-a.e. ~. 

Next let LlEB,m(Ll)=0,5=w-1 (Ll). Let 5'e5 and UES!ac(T) be 
as above. If we set IX=XLI in (4.1), the left member is zero because 
IX(E)u=E(Ll)u=Eac(Ll)u=o. But the right member is equal to 
(ifJu)(~) on 5 because XLI(W(~))=Xs(~). Thus Xs,=ifJu=O, so that 
e (5') = 0. It follows as above that e (5) = 0. 

Proposition 4.3. Assume (4A) and (4B). If h is an l-valued quasi
simple function on rand if u = lI-I (] h) E S!ac (F), then 

(ifJu) (~) = <p (~; h(w(~))) e-a.e. (4.5) 

Proof. Let h be given by (1.2). Then u is given by (1.5), so that 

(ifJu) (~) = L IXk (w (~)) (ifJ xk) (~) e-a.e. 

= L IXk (w (~)) <p (~; Xk) e-a.e. 

= <p(~; h(w(~))). 

Proposition 4.4. Assume (4A), (4B), and (4C). Let J(fJ):I~I(fJ) 
be continuous for each fJ. Let uES!ac(T), and let {hn } be a sequence 
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of strongly measurable functions on r to I such that for m-a.e. 
() Er, {hn (())} is Cauchy and J(()) hn (()) -+ (ll u) (()), n-+ 00. Then 

(if>U) (~)= lim <hn(w(~)), qJ(~» e-a.e. 
n~oo 

(4.6) 

Proof. Since {hn (())} is Cauchy for m-a.e. () Er, {hn (w (~))) is Cauchy 
for e-a.e. ~EQ by Proposition 4.2. Hence 

(4.7) 

exists e-a.e. We have to show that 1p (~) = (if>u) (~) e-a.e. 

Each hn is by definition an m-a.e. limit of a sequence {h""h of 
quasi-simple functions. Hence <hnk(W(~)), qJ(~»-+<hn(w(~)), qJ(~» 
e-a.e. as k-+oo. On the other hand J(())hnk(())-+J(())hn (()) m-a.e. as 
k-+ 00. It follows from Corollary B of Appendix that the repeated 
limits lim lim of these two double sequences can be replaced by simple 

n " limits involving hnpkp with certain subsequences {np}, {kp} of positive 
integers. Writing h~ = hnp"p' we see that 

1p (~) = lim <h~ (w (~)), qJ (~) > e-a.e. 
p-""oo 

(lIu) (()) = lim J(())h~(()) m-a.e., 
p~oo 

where each h~ is quasi-simple and therefore of the form 

h~(())=LlXpq(())Xpq, IXpqE[BJ, xpqEI. 
q 

Recalling the proof of Proposition 1.10, we now see easily that 
there exist a sequence {F,},F,EB, such that 1;. cI; c ...... and uF,=r, 
and a subsequence {Pr} of {p} such that [[XrJh~r-lIu[[m-+O as r-+oo. 
Here h;' = Xrr h~r is again a quasi-simple function. Let Ur = lI-I J h;' 

ES!ac(F).Then [[Ur -U[[ß = [[lI Ur -ll U[[m-+ Oandhence if>ur-+if>uinV (e). 

h~' = Xrrh~r implies that 

<h;' (W (~)), qJ (~) > = Xrr (W (~)) <h~r (W (~)), qJ (~) > 
-+Xr(W(~))1p(~) =1p(~) e-a.e.; 

(4.8) 

note that w (~) Er e-a.e. by Proposition 4.2. On the other hand, the 
convergence if>ur-+if>u proved above implies that (if>ur)(~)-+(if>u)(~) 
e-a.e. along a suitable subsequence of {r}. Since the left member of 
(4.8) is equal to (if>ur) (~) by Proposition 4.3, it follows that 

1p (~) = (if>u) (~) e-a.e. as we wished to show. 
We can now prove the main theorem on the relationship between 

eigenfunction expansions for two spectral systems. 

8 Functional Analysis 
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Theorem 4.5. Suppose we have two spectral systems, with indices 1 
and 2, as in Section 2. Assume that conditions (3A j ), (3Bi ), (3ei ) tor 
both f = 1, 2, and (3D) are satistied, so that the general wave operator W with 
the properties in Theorems 2.3, 2.4 exists. Assume turther that the system 1 
satisties (4A), (4B), and (4C), with the partial isometry (/\:SJc+L2(e) 
and the eigentunctions Cf!1 (;) E xi. Then the system 2 also satisties these 
conditions with the same measure space (Q, 1:, e) and with the partial 
isometry q)2 = q)1 W*: SJ2-+ L2 (e) and the eigentunctions Cf!2 (;) = 

[G(w(;))*J-1 Cf!1(;)EX;' Here the operators G(8)*:x;-+xi' and their 
inverses were detined in Proposition 3.4. 

Remark 4.6. The relation between the two sets of eigenfunctions 
may be written 

G (w (;)) * Cf!2 (;) = Cf!1 (;) . (4.9) 

This is the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in an abstract form. RecaH 
that G (8)* is a linear operator on xi to x;, but that G (8) was not 
defined in general. 

Proof of Theorem 4.5. First we note that Jl(8):x1 -+Id8) are 
continuous by Proposition 3.1, so that Proposition 4.4 holds for 
system 1. 

W* is a partial isometry on SJ2 to SJl with initial set 2 2, ac(T) and 
final set 21, ac(T) (see Theorems 2.3, 2.4 and Proposition 3.3). Since 
by hypothesis q)1 is a partial isometry on SJl onto L2 (e) with initial 
set 21,ac(T), q)2=q)IW* is a partial isometry on SJ2 onto L2(e) with 
initial set 22,ac(T). Furthermore, q)21X(E2)u=q)IW*IX(E2)u= 
= q)11X (EI) W* u by the intertwining property of W* resulting from 
that of W. Hence (q)21X(E2)u)(;)=IX(W(;))UPIW*U)(;)=IX(W(m· 
. (q)2U) (;) e-a.e. by (4.1) for system 1. This proves (4A) for system 2. 

To prove (4B), we note that W*y=II1-IHII2y by (2.1), where 
H = C-1 and yEX2. Hence (II1 W* y) (8) =H(8) J2 (8) y for 8 Er. Accord
ing to the construction of H(8) = C (8)-1 given in' the proof of Propo
sition 3.3, we have fi(8)J2(8)y=limJl(8)Hn(8)y. It foHows from 
Proposition 4.4 for system 1 (where we set hn (8) = H n (8) y) that 

(q)2Y)(;) = (q)l W*y) (;) = lim <Hn (w (;)) y, Cf!1 (;). 

On the other hand 

<Hn(w(;))y, Cf!1(;)=<Y' H n (w(;))* Cf!1(;) 

-+<y, H(w(;))*Cf!I(;)) = <y, Cf!2(~) 

by (3.6) and H(8)* = G (8)*-1 (see Proposition 3.4). This proves (4.2) as 
weH as (4C) for system 2. 
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5. Perturbation of unitary operators 

In this section we apply the foregoing general results to construct 
wave operators between two unitary operators in a Hilbert space ~. 

We begin with preliminary results concerning the resolvent of a 
2" 

unitary operator U in ~. Let U = J iO E(d ()) be the spectral decompo-
o 

sition of U, where E is a spectral measure on the set B of all Borel 
subsets of the unit circle 1'0, which we identify with the interval [0,2 n). 
Thus we have a spectral system (1'0, B, m, ~, E), where m is the Lebesgue 
measure. 

Let 
R(C)=U(U-C)-I=(1-C U*)-I, ICI =1=1, (5.1) 

be the "resolvent " of U. If we write C = reiO , C' = 1ft = r-1 iO, we have 
by an easy computation 

R(C) -R(C') = (1 -ICI2) R(C)* R(C) =2nbr (E; ()), (5.2) 
where 

(J (()I. ()) __ 1_ . 1 - r 2 ~ 
r , - 2n 1 - 2r cos(O' _ 0) +r2 '< 0, (5 ·3) 

is the Poisson kernel and where we used the general notation IX (E) = 

JIX(())E(d()). Note that br-.=-br. 
According to FATOU'S theorem, we have 

(5.4) 

for a.e. () E [0,2 n) for each fixed pair u, v E ~. 

Suppose now that we have two unitary operators Ui , i = 1, 2, in the 
same Hilbert space ~. We use the obvious notations Ei' Ei, ac' R i (!;), 
etc. Set 

Then 

G(C) = R2 (C)-1 R1 (C) = (1 -C U2*) (1 -C U1*)-1 

= 1 + C (U1* -U2*) R1 (C). 
(5.5) 

G (C)-1 = R1 (C)-1 R2 (C) = 1 +C (U2* -ut) R2 (C). (5.6) 

Since R1(C)=R2 (C)G(C), we have by (5.2) 

by(E1; ()) =G(C)* br (E2 ; ())G(C), C=reiO , r=l=1. (5.7) 

Let {rn} be a sequence of positive numbers such that rn < 1 and 
Yn -l>-1, n -l>- 00, and set 

(5.8) 

8* 
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We see from (5.7) that 

Iln((J; u, v) =/2n((J; G;: ((J) u, G;= ((J)v) , G;= ((J) =G(r;=leiO). (5.9) 

It is now clear that we have all the lormal tools necessary for the 
application of the results of seetion 3. It is thus natural to assurne that 
there is a linear manifold I c ~ and a Borel set rc [0,2 n) satisfying 
(some of) the following conditions, which roughly correspond to the 
ones given in seetion 3, with ~l = ~2 = ~ and I 1 = I 2 = I. 

(SAi ) For each (JEr, li((J; x, y) =JiIlJo(<5, .. (Ei ; (J)x, Y) exists for all 

x, y E I. (Then the limit is necessarily a nonnegative Hermitian form in 
x, y and is a density function for (Ei,ac(-)x, y) by (5.4). Thus li is a 
spectral form on rx I X I for the spectral system j.) 

(SB i ) I is a linear topological space with its own topology. For 
each (JEr, x, YI-+ (<5,,, (Ei; (J)x, y) is equicontinuous on I X I for 
varying n. 

(Sct) For each (JErand n=1, 2, ... , Qi~((J) == (U2*-U1*) Ri(r;=lio) 
maps I into itself, with the following properties. (a) For each (JEr and 
xEI, {Qtn((J)x}n is a Cauchy sequence in I. (b) For each xEI and 
n = 1,2, ... , Qi~(') x is strongly measurable on ras an I-valued function. 

(SDt) For each (JEr, Qi:;'((J): I-I is equicontinuous for varying n. 
We can now state the main theorems of this seetion. 

2" 
Theorem S.l. Let Ui = J eiO Ei (d (J), j = 1, 2, be unitary operators in ~. 

o , 
Assume that there is a linear manilold I c ~, a Borel set rc [0,2n), and 
a sequence rn l' 1 01 positive numbers satislying conditions (S A2), (S B2), and 
(Sct). Then there is a partial isometry W+ in ~ with the lollowing prop
erties. 

(a) The initial set 01 W+ is~, ac(F) and the linal set is contained in 
22,ac(F). Here 2 i ,ac (F) =Ei,ac(F) 2 i and 2 i is the smallest closed subspace 
01 ~ containing land reducing Ei' 

(b) W+ has the intertwining property Ot (E2) W+ = W+ Ot (EI) lor OtE [B]. 
In particular U2 W+ = W+ U1 • 

(c) For each uE21 ac(F), W+u= lim w,:u where 
, n---+oo 

00 

w,+ = w,+ (U2' U1) = (1-r2) L r2k U;U1- k, O<r< 1. (5.10) 
k=o 

Similarly, one obtains a partial isometry W- assuming (SCt ) instead 01 
(SCt). In (c) wehave W-u=limW,;;-u, where w,- is given by (5.10) with 
the sum taken over k = - 00 to 0. 
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Theorem 5.2. In Theorem 5.1 assume lurther (5C~t and (5n!) lor 
both j = 1, 2. Then the final set 01 W+ is equal to 5!,2,ac(F). For vE5!,2,ac(F), 
we have (W+)*v = lim vv.:: (U1' U2). Similar results hold lor W-. 

n---+oo 

Remark 5.3. Theorem 5.1, (c) shows that W+ is on 5!,l,ac(r) equal to 
a sort of strong Abellimit of the sequence {U: Ulk} as k---+ 00 (taken along 
a particular sequence rn l' 1). It would be desirable to show that W+ = 

s-lim U; U1- k , which is the definition of the wave operator in the "time
dependent theory". But we have not been able to do this without 
introducing further restrictions (see section 7). In any case (c) implies 
that W+ is independent of the auxiliary space I, in the sense that two 
W+'s constructed with two different I's (but with a common {rn}) 
coincide on the intersection of their initial sets. 

Remark 5.4. In most cases in application one need not take a 
special sequence {rn} but any sequence rn 1'1 will do, with the same Ij • 

In such a case W+u is the strong Abellimit of {U2k U1- k U} in the usual 
sense. 

Remark 5.5. The assumptions in the theorems given above involve 
both Ul and U2 • This entails some difficulty in applications, for the 
property of the "perturbed operator" U2 is not weIl known in advance. 
This is a defect common to all theorems of a similar type. The difficulty 
can be overcome in some special cases, see Examples 6.1, 6.2; cf. also 
[22J and [9J. 

We shall now prove Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. It suffices to consider W+ . 
Except for (c) of Theorem 5.1 and the corresponding assertion in Theo
rem 5.2, the results follow directly from Theorems 2.} and 2.4. Note 
that the assumptions in Theorem 5.1 imply not only (3A2), (3B2), and 
o Cl) but also (3 Al); see (5.4) and the remark just after (3C!). It follows 
from Proposition 3.2 that (2A) is true, so that Theorem 2-3 is applicable. 
Similarly, the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 imply (3A j ), (3B j ), (3C j ), for 
j=1,2, and (3D), so that Theorem 2.4 is applicable. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of (c) of 
Theorem 5.1. 

Proposition 5.6. For any integer k, we have 

(5.11) 

Proof. A simple calculation gives U2 w,:+ U11 = r- 2 n;';.+ + 1 - r- 2• 

Hence 11U2 w,:+ w,:+ U1 11---+ 1 as r l' 1 ; note that 11w,:+ 11 ~ 1. (5.11) follows 
easily from this. 

Proposition 5.7. To prove (c), it suffices to show that 

(5.12) 
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for every XE! and v=ß(E2)E2,ac(T)y, where yE! and ßE[BJwith 
support on T. 

Proof. First we show that (5.12) implies 

(W.:u, w)-+(W+ u, w), UE%, wE22,ac(T)· (5.13) 

To this end it suffices to consider the case in which U=U1kX, XE!, 
k = integer, and w is of the form v stated above, for such vectors are 
fundamental in % and 22 ac (T), respectively. Eut lim (w,:: uf x, v) = 

, n---+oo 

lim (U;w,:+ x, v) = lim (w,:+ x, U2- k v) = (W+ x, U2- kV) by Proposition 5.6 
n---+oo n n---+oo n 

and (5.12); note that U2- k V is of the same form as v. 
Suppose now that uE%,ac(T) c %. Since 11w,:+ II:? 1 and IIW+ull = Ilull, 

we have 11w,:!u-W+uI12~2Re(W+u-w,::u, W+u). The right-hand 
side of this inequality tends to zero as n-+ 00 by (5.13) because 
W+uE22,ac(T). Thus w.:u-+W+u, as we wished to show. 

In what follows we fix x, v, y, ß as in Proposition 5.7. 

Proposition 5.8. We have the following integral expressions : 

where 

2" 2" 
(w,:: x, v) = J CPn (e) d e, (W+ x, v) = J cP (e) de, 

o o 

CPn (e) = (G;; (e) x, 0,,, (E2; e) v) = f2n (e; G;; (e) x, v) , 

cP (e) =ß(e) (C+ (e)JI (e) x, J2(e) Yho· 

Proof. The expression for (w,:n+ x, v) comes from 

00 

w,:+ = (1 -r2) L r 2k U;UI- k 

k~o 

2" 

= 1 ;;2 J (1-re- iO U 2)-I (1 -rei OUI*)-1de 
o 

2" 

= 1 ;;2 r R2 (rio)* R1 (reiO) de 
o 

2" 

= J o,(E2; e)G(riB) de, 
o 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

for RI(C) = R 2 (1;)G (1;) and R2(C)*R2(1;)=2n(1-r2)-Ior(E2; e), 1;=riB, 

by (5.2). 
The expression for (W+ x, v) is obtained by noting that it is equal 

to (W+E1,ac(T)x,ß(E2)E2,ac(T)y), where W+=II;1C+II1 and 
II1 EI,ac (T) X = J1 x, II2 ß (E2) E2,ac (T) Y = ß J2 y (see (2.1) and Theo
rem 1.11). 
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Proposition 5.9. There is a subsequence {nk } of {n} such that for a.e. 
fixed 8 Er, the linear form 12nk (8; " v) is equicontinuous on x for 
varying k = 1,2, .... 

Proof. Note that the assertion does not follow directly from (5B2) 

since v need not be in x. For the proof we use the Schwarz inequality 

Since {/2n(8; .)} is equicontinuous on x by (5B2), it suffices to show 
that there is a subsequence {nk} such that qn (8) == 12n (8; v) is bounded 
for n=nk, k=1, 2, ... , for a.e. 8Er. 

qn (8) admits the Poisson integral expression 

2" 

(8) = -rn 1 2 j' q (8') d8' 
qn 2n 1-2rncos (8'-(})+r';' 

o 

where q(8) = (dld8) (E 2 (8)v, v); note that (E2 (8) v, v) is absolutely 
continuous because VE.\)2,ac' Since qELI(0,2n), it follows that qn->rq 
in LI as n ->r 00. Hence there is a subsequence {nk} such that qnk (8) ->rq (8) 
a.e. In particular {qnk(8)} is bounded for a.e. 8. 

Proposition 5.10. ifJnk(8)->-ifJ(8), k->roo, for a.e. 8Er. 

Proof. {/2nk(8;·, v)} is equicontinuous on x by Proposition 5.9. On 
the other hand, for each zE x, 
lim 12nk (8; z, v) = (dld8) (E2 ac (8) z, v) 

k-+oo ' 
a.e. by (5.4) 

=ß (8) (dld8) (E2,ac(8)z, y) a.e. 

=ß (8)/2(8; z, y) a.e. 8Er 

=ß (8) (J2(8) z, J2(8) Yho a.e. 8Er. 

Furthermore, {c;t (8) x} is Cauchy in x for fixed 8 and J2 (8) c;t (8) x->r 
C+ (8) J1 (8) x in I 2 (8); see (Set) and (3.1). Hence lim 12nk (8; c;t (8) x, v) = 
ß (8) (C+ (8) J1 (8) x, J2 (8) Yho by Lemma E of Appendix. 

Proposition 5.11. The ifJn have uniformly equicontinuous integrals. 
In other words, for any s>o there is 0>0 such that m(L1)<o implies 
flifJn(8)ld8<s for all n. Furthermore, flifJn(8)ld8->r0, n->roo, where 

d r 
T' = (0,2 n) -r. 

Proof. Since qn ->rq in LI (0,2 n) as was shown in the proof of Pro
position 5.9, {qn} has uniformly equicontinuous integrals (Vitali-Hahn
Saks's theorem). Thus for any s>O there is 0>0 such that m(L1)<o 
implies f qn (8) d8< s. 

d 
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By (5.15) we have 4Jn(()) =/2n((); C;;(())x, v), so that 
12n ((); C;; (()) x) 12n ((); v) = IIn ((), x) qn (()) by (5.9). Hence 

jl4Jn(())1 d()~ [jIIn((); x) d()li [jqn(()) d()ll 

:S IIXllet if m (LI) < ö. 

This proves the first assertion of the proposition. 

(5.16) 

The second assertion follows from (5.16) with LI =F' = (0,2:n:) -r, 
for then f qn(()) d() = f (qn(()) -q(())) d() ~llqn -qllu-+o; note that 

F' F' 

q(()) = (d(d()) (E 2 (()) v, v) =0 on r' because ß is supported on r. 

Completion of the proof of (c). Since 4Jnk(())-+4J(()) a.e. on r (Pro
position 5.10) and since the 4Jn have uniformly equicontinuous integrals 
(Proposition 5.11), it follows from the Vitali convergence theorem that 
f 4Jnk (()) d () -+ f 4J (()) d 8. Since f 4Jnk (()) d () -+0 = f 4J (()) d () (Proposition 

r r F' F' 

5.11), we have (w;tx,v)-+(W+x,v) along the subsequence {nk} [see 
(5.14)]. But the whole argument could have started with {n} replaced 
by any of its subsequences. Hence the convergence must take place for 
the original sequence {n}. This proves (5.12) and completes the proof 
of (c). 

6. Some applications 

In what follows we denote by IYJ (I, W) the set of all continuous linear 
operators on a linear topological space I to another one W. In most 
cases I, W will be Banach spaces. In such a case we denote by 11 T Ilx-+ '1J 

the norm of TEIYJ(I, W). 
1. Let I be a linear manifold in a Hilbert space Sj. We assurne that 

I is a normed space with its own norm. We denote by I the completion 
of I. (We are not interested in the question whether some of the ideal 
elements of I can be identified with elements of Sj.) 

Let r be a subset of the unit circle, identified with the interval 
[0,2:n:). Let D±={C=rio;a<r±I~1,()Er}, where ais a positive 
number < 1, so that rc D±. Let Ui ' j = 1, 2, be unitary operators in Sj, 
with the resolvents Ri defined by (5.1). Consider the following conditions. 

(6 Ai) The function C, x, y-+((Ri(C) -Ri(C'))x, y), defined for 
I CI< 1, x, Y E I, has a continuation which is continuous on D+ X I X I. 

(6Bf) For I CI =f= 1, Qi(C) = (U2* -U}*) Ri(C) maps I into I continuously, 
so that it can be extended to an operator Qj(C) EIYJ (I) == IYJ (I, I). Further
more, Oi (.) can be continued on D± as strongly continuous functions 
with values in IYJ (I). 
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It is easy to see that (6A j ) implies (5A j ) and (5B j ), and that (6Bt) 
implies (5 et) and (5 Dt) for any sequence rn i 1 (principle of uniform 
boundedness). It follows, for example, that (6A2) and (6Bi) imply the 
existence of W+ with properties stated in Theorem 5.1, with (c) strength
ened to W+u=lim w,:u, UE~ ac(T) (see Remark 5.4). 

,tI ' 
Thus we have analogs of the results of [9J, [26J, and [27J, which are 

concemed with two selfadjoint rather than unitary operators. The 
selfadjoint case can be treated in a similar way. 

11. Let U1 , U2 be unitary operators such that 

where Sl' is a Banach space, which may coincide with Sj. Let rc [0,2 n), 
r n i 1, and consider the following conditions. 

(6e j) For each OEr'n~~(o'n(Ej; O)Az, Au) exists for every z, uESl'. 

(6Dt) For each OEr, the sequence BRj(r:;l eiO) AE.%'(Sl') has a 
strong limit in B (Sl') as n -+ =. 

We shall show that by an appropriate choice of I, (6e j ) implies 
(5Aj ) and (5Bj ), and that (6Dt) implies (5et) and (5Dt). Thus we can 
construct wave operators W± with properties given by Theorem 5.1 
or 5.2. 

We choose I = lR (A) (range of A) and make it into a normed space 
with the norm 

Ilxllx= inf Ilzll~. 
Az~x 

(6.2) 

Since A E.%' (Sl', Sj), I is a Banach space isometrically isomorphie with 
Sl'(W(A), where W(A) is the null space of A. We note that AE.%'(Sl', I) 
too, with IIA II.\\-..x ~ 1. 

Assume now (6e j). If x=AZEI, y=AUEI, where z, uESl', then 
(o'n(E j ;0)x,y)=(orn(E1;0)Az,Au) is convergent as n-+=; thus 
(5Aj ) is true. Also we have, by the principle of uniform boundedness, 
I (o'n(E j; 0) x, y)1 ~M(O)llxllxllyllx, where M(O)<= does not depend 
on n. Hence the Hermitian form (o'n(Ei ; 0) x, y) is equicontinuous on 
I X I for varying n. This proves (5Bi ). 

Qin(O) = (U2*-Ut)Ri (rn eiO) =ABRi(rn eiO) obviously maps I into 
itself. Assume now (6Dt) and let x =AZEI, zESl'. Then Qin (0) x = A un (0) 
with u n (0) = B Ri (rn eiO) A z, and {A Un (O)} converges in I because 
{un(O)} converges in Sl' and AE&6'(Sl', I). Moreover, since unO is con
tinuous in Sl'-norm (because RiO is analytic in Sj-norm and BE&6'(Sj, Sl')) 
A U n 0 is continuous in I-norm and hence strongly measurable. This 
proves (5et). Again the principle of uniform boundedness implies that 
lIQin(O)llx-..x~M'(O)<= with M'(O) independent of n. Thus {Qjn(O)}n 
js equicontinuous on I to I, which proves (5Dt). 
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Similarly it can be proved that (6Dn implies (5Cn and (5Dn. 

Moreover, we have in this case 

21 =22 =2. 

In fact, Ul5.\ = (U1* + AB) 5.\ c U1* 5.\ + AB 21 c 21 since 5.\ is invariant 
under U1* and ffi(A) =I c 5.\. Furthermore, A B =U2* - U}* =U;l_ Ul 1 

so that U1ABU2 =U1-U2 , and 

U2 5.\ = (U1 - U1 A B U2) 5.\ c U1 21 + U1 A B U2 5.\ C 21 + U1 I c 5.\ 

because 21 is invariant under U1 . Thus 5.\ is reduced by E 2 , being in
variant under U2* and U2 • Since 5.\ ::::l I, it follows that 5.\ ::::l 2 2 , Similarly 
one proves 5.\ c 2 2 , 

Finally we show that x..L2 implies U1 x= U2 x and U1* x= U2* x. Let 
x..L2. Then x..LI=ffi(A) and so A*x=O. Hence (U2 -U1)X= 
B* A * x = 0. Also U}* x J.. 2, so that we may replace x by U1* x in the 
result just obtained. Thus x = U2 U}* x or U1* x = U2* x. 

We may disregard the subspace 21- of Sj, in which nothing happens. 
In the subspace 2, we have the local wave operators W± which implement 
theunitaryequivalence of U1 and U2 restricted on 5.\,ac(T) =E1,ac(F)2 
and 2 2 ,ac(F) =E2 ,ac(T)2, respectively, and which are given as the 
Abel limits of uf U1- k as k-+± 00. As will be shown in the following 
section, we have W± = s-lim U; U1- k on 5.\ ac (T) if sr is a Hilbert space, 

k---+±oo ' 

in which case I is also a Hilbert space. 

These results generalize those of [22], where sr = Sj is assumed. Thus 
it follows, for example, that W± exist and are complete, with T= [0,2 n), 
provided ~ - U2 belongs to the trace dass. Also it can be proved that 
W± exist and are complete if U2 - U1 is "smooth" with respect to U1 
on r. Actually the corresponding results in [22] are mostly stated in the 
case of two selfadjoint operators, but it is not difficult to give their 
unitary versions. 

Example 6.1. Let Sj =L2(R3). Let H1 be the selladjoint realization in 
Sj 01 -LI (negative Laplacian). Let q be areal lunction such that 

(6·3) 

Under these conditions it can be shown (see [16]) that there exists a 
unique selfadjoint operator H 2 in Sj with the property that, for any 
nonreal complex number z, 

(H2 -Z)-1- (H1 -Z)-1 = - [(H2 -Z)-1 A'] B' (H1 -Z)-1 

= - [(Hl -Z)-l A'] B' (H2 -Z)-1, 
(6.4) 
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where A', B' are the operators of multiplication by J qJ!, J qJt sign q, 
respectively, and where 

7"=1,2. 

It should be noted that Ql (z) == B' [(H1 -Z)-1 A'J has finite Hilbert
Schmidt norm, which is smaller than 1 if - Im zk is sufficiently large. 
(This is an example of smooth perturbation.) 

We note further that H 2 is a selfadjoint realization in ~ of -LI +q 
and coincides with the selfadjoint operator associated with the semi
bounded, closed quadratic form fCJgraduJ2+ q(x)JuJ2J dx (see [17J, 
Chapter 6). R3 

Let Uj=(Hj-i) (Hj+i)-l be the Cayley trans form of H j , 7"=1,2. 
From (6.4) we obtain 

(6.5) 
where 

(6.6) 

We can now verify conditions (6C j ), (6D!'), j=1, 2, where sr=~ and 
r is a certain open subset of Fo = [0,2 n) with m (Fo - F) = 0. A straight
forward calculation gives namely 

B R1 (,) A ='-1 ((1-Q2 (i)) Ql (z) -Q2 (i)) , 

B R2 (,)A ='-1 (Q2 (z) (1 +Ql (i)) -QI (i)), 
(6.7) 

where ,= (z -i) (z +i), Ql (z) is as given above, and Q2 (z) = 1 -
(1 +Ql (z) )-1. Qdz) is compact and analytic in z in the complex plane 
cut along the nonnegative real axis and has continuous (in the Hilbert
Schmidt norm) boundary values on the two edges of the positive real 
axis. It follows (see [22J) that Q2 (z) is compact and meromorphic (with 
poles only on the negative real axis) in the cut plane and continuous up 
to the boundary, except for a closed subset of the real axis with measure 
zero. Removing this closed set, the poles, and the origin from the real 
axis Rl, we obtain an open subset r' of Rl. Let r be the image of r
under the map z-+,. Then we see easily that (6D!'), j = 1,2, are satis
fied. (6Ci ) can be verified in the same way noting that A * = A' (H1 +i)-1 
has the same form as B. 

It follows that the wave operators W± exist and satisfies the in
variance principle. In particular W± = s-lim eitH, e- itH,. H 2 ac is unitarily 

. t_±oo' 
eqmvalent to* H 1 • 

In this case we have I=ffi(A) cL*(R3). The adjoint space I* is 
however not large enough to contain the "eigenfunctions" of U1 or H 1 

* It is not known whether H 2 has continuous singular spectrum, nor 
whether it has positive (point) eigenvalues. In any case we have shown that 
the singular spectrum is a c10sed subset of Rl with measure zero. 
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given by the plane waves eif;·x. But I* ::J L6 (R3) does contain all eigen
functions of U1 in the form of spherical waves (products of spherical 
harmonics and radial functions), for they are 0 (r1) as r....c;.. 00. According 
to the results of section 4 (cf. Example 4.1), it follows that U2 admits an 
eigenfunction expansion, with the eigenfunctions in L6 representing 
distorted spherical waves *. 

Remark 6.2. In Example 6.1 we can also use conditions (6A j ), 

(6Bt). Without going into details we note that we can choose I = Sj n I, 
where I = LP n L* with its natural topology, with any p such that * ~p> 1. (For the use of L* cf. H0EGH-KROHN [8J). P = * is the 
simplest choice, but a sm aller p gives a sm aller I and so a larger I* and 
would be more convenient for eigenfunction expansions. Since Z€::J L6, 
we see again that U2 admits eigenfunction expansion in distorted spheri
cal waves in L6. Since p = 1 is not permitted, however, the possibility 
of the eigenfunction expansion for U2 in distorted plane waves cannot 
be proved in this way. But the fact that p can be arbitrarily elose to 1 
makes such an expansion possible ** under a slightly stronger assumption 
on q, namely, 

qELß-SnL'fr+ S for some 8>0. (6.8) 

Details of the proof of these results will be given in a subsequent publi
cation. 

7. Time limits and the invariance principle 

The purpose of this section is to prove that the W± constructed 
in Section 5 are on ~, ac (T) equal to the strong limits of U; U1- k as 
k....c;.. ± 00, under the following additional assumption. 

(7 A) I is a pre-Hilbert space (independent of the structure of the 
Hilbert space Sj). 

The result is an analog of the formula W± u = lim eitH, e-itH,u for 
t->-±oo 

the selfadjoint case. Actually we can prove astronger result, the 
invariance of the wave operators. 

Theorem 7.1. Let U1 , U2 be unitary operators in Sj and assume that 
conditions (5A2), (5B2), (5et), (5et ), and (7 A) are satisfied, so that the 
wave operators W± exist by Theorem 5.1. Let y be a real-valued function 

* Eigenfunctions in our general theory are rather abstract objects. Thus 
it is not clear whether the eigenfunctions we deduced for H 2 satisfy differen
tial equations of the form (- LI + q) rp = Je rp, although this can be proved 
easily under somewhat stronger assumptions on q. The general case will be 
discussed in a later publication. 

** See the preceding footnote. 
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on [0, 2 n) such that 

00 12" 12 lim 2: J e-ikO-ity(O)w(e)de =0 
t-+oo k~o ° (7.1 ) 

tor every WEL2(O, 2n). Then 

lim ity(E,) e-ity(E,) u = W± u, u E Q (r) (7.2) 
t -+±oo "'1, ac • 

Remark 7.2. Obviously y(e)=e satisfies (7.1), so that (7.2) implies 
W±u=lim U;U1-k U . More generally, it is known that (7.1) is satisfied 
if y is piecewise smooth with the derivative y' positive and of bounded 
variation (for more precise statement see [15, 17J). 

We now prove Theorem 7.1 in several steps. 

Let I be the completion of the pre-Hilbert space I; the ideal 
elements of I are supposed to be outside Sj. We denote by ('h and 
1IIIx the inner product and norm in I. We continue to use (,) and 1111 
for the ones in Sj without subscript. 

Proposition 7.3. For each eEr there is a unique F;(e)E86(I, I) 
such that 

For each xEI, F2 (·) xis weakly measurable on r. If Pis an orthogonal 
projection of I onto a separable subspace, P F; (.) xis strongly measurable. 

Proof. Obvious since the Hermitian form t (e; . , .) is continuous 
on I X I for each e Er (Proposition 3.1) and since t 2 (.; x, y) is measurable 
on r for each x, y E I. P F; (.) x is weakly measurable and separably
valued, hence strongly measurable. 

Let xEI be arbitrary but fixed. By (Set), G$ (e) xEI are strongly 
measurable in e Er. Hence there exists a separable, closed subspace 
.8 c: I such that G~ (e) xE'.8 for a.e. e Er and n = 1, 2, ..... Let ,B be 
the closure of .8 in I, and letP be the orthogonal projection of I onto ,B. 

Since {G~ (e) x} is a Cauchy sequence in I for each e Er, 

GO (e) x = lim [G; (e) x -G; (e) x J E,B 
n-+oo 

(7.4) 

exists for a.e. eEr. We set GO(e)x=O if the limit is not in,B. GO(e)XE,B 
is strongly measurable in e. In particular IIGo (e) xlix is measurable 
in e. We introduce the measurable sets 

(7.5) 

Let another yEI be fixed. PF2 (e)YE,B is strongly measurable in 
()Er by Proposition 7.3. Hence IIPF;(e)yllx is measurable in e. We 
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introduce the measurable sets 

(7.6) 

Proposition 7.4. Let ßE [BJ and v =ß(E2)E2,ac(T) y. Assume further 
that ß is supported on r~. Then for each ZE,ß, 1'1 + 1," = 11t, 

(7.7) 
where 

2" f· ß(O) - -
g(,;v)=. 1_CleiBPF2(())yd()E,ß. (7.8) 

o 

Proof. Since P F; (()) yE,B is strongly measurable and bounded 
on r~ while ß is supported on r~ and bounded, the integral in (7.8) 
makes sense and g (.; v) is a ,B-valued analytic function for I' I § 1 
belonging to the Hardy dass H2. To prove (7.7), therefore, it suffices 
to observe that 

2" 

(R2(nz, v) = J 1-C~ e iB (dld()) (E 2,ac(())z,v)d() 
o 

because VE~2,ac' and that (dld()) (E2,ac(())Z, v) =ß (()) (dld()) 
(E 2 ,ac(())Z, y) =ß(())f2((); z, y) =ß(()) (Z, F;(())yh=ß(()) (Z, PF;(())y)x. 

Note that g (.; v) is determined by v, independently of the particular 
expression v=ß(E2)E2,ac(T)y, as is easily seen from (7.7), which is 
true for all ZE,ß. 

Since g (.; v) is in the Hardy dass, the boundary values g± ((); v) 
=lim g(reiB ; v) exist, with g±(.; V)EL2(O, 2n;,B), in the sense of point

r tP 
wise convergence a.e. as weH as in the sense of L2-convergence. 

Proposition 7.5. If y satisfies (7.1), then 

2" J Ilg± ((); e-ity(E,)v) Ilid () --+0, t--+ ± 00. (7.9) 
o 

Proof. Consider g+. Expanding the integrand in (7.8) into the power 
series in , and going to the limit r i 1, we see easily that 

(7.10) 

Replacing v by e-ity(E,)v in (7.10) is equivalent to multiplying ß(()) 
by e-ity(B). Thus the required result follows from Lemma 7.6 below. In 
the case of g-, wehave an expression similarto (7.10), withe-ikB replaced 
by eikB and with summation ranging from k = 0 to 00, from which 
the required result follows. Note that (7.1) is unchanged by replacing 
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-i by i and letting t->r - 00, for this amounts to taking the complex 
conjugate of the expression in 1 I. 

Lemma 7.6. Let y satisjy (7.1). Then (7.1) is also true jor w replaced 
by any element oj V(O, Zn; sr), where sr is any Hilbert space, ij 11 is 
replaced by 1111Sl' 

Proof. It is known (see [17J) that (7.1) is true for all wEV(O, Zn) 
if it is true for all w in a fundamental subset of V(O, Zn). The same 
result is seen to hold in the case of vector-valued functions. Thus it 
suffices to prove (7.1) for w replaced by functions of theformww, where 
wEV(O, Zn) and w is a fixed vector. But this is obvious by (7.1) itself. 

Proposition 7.7. Let v be as above. Let u =(1.(El)El,ac(F)XE~,ac(F), 
where (1.E [B] is supported on Tm. Then 

2n 

((W± -1)u, v) = - 21n J (1.(0) (GO(O)x, g± (0; v))dO. (7.11) 

° 
Proof. Using the relation R1(C)=R2(C)G(C), we have for C=reiO, 

r*1, C' =1/t 

Zn (}r(E1 ; 0) = R1 (C) - R1 (C') 

= [R2 (C) -R2 (C')]G(C) +R2 (C') [G(C) -G(C')] 

=Zn (}r(E2 ; O)G(C) +R2 (C') [G(C) -G(C')]. 

Setting r = r;:1 and using (7.7), we 0 btain 

((}r,,(E1 ; 0) x; v) = ((}rn(E2 ; O)G;: (0) x, v) 
1 (7.1Z) + 2n (G;; (0) x - G;; (0) x, g(r;:1 eiO; v))x; 

note that (}r-' = - (}r' 

Let n->roo in (7.1Z). The left member tends to (d/dO) (E1• ac (0)x,v) 
a.e. The first term on the right tends a.e. to cjJ± (0), where cjJ+ is given 
by the cjJ of (5.15) and cjJ- is defined in a similar way, at least along 
a certain subsequence of {n} (Proposition 5.10). The third term tends 

to 21n (GO(O)x,g±(O;v))xa.e. 

If we multiply the result by (1.(0) and integrate on (0, Zn), we 
obtain (7.11). Note that UEf)l. ac and (W±u, v) = (W±(1.(E1) x, v) = 
(W±x,(1.(E2)*v)=(W±x, (1.(E2)*ß(E2)y) =f(1.(O)cjJ±(O)dO, as is seen 
from Proposition 5.8 applied with ß replaced by ~ß. 

Proposition 7.8. Let u, v be as above. Then 
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Proof. In (7.11) replaee u, v by e-ity(E,)u, e-ity(E,)v, respeetively. 
ThenlX (8),ß (8) should bereplaeed bye-itY(B) IX (8), e-ity(O) ß (8), respectively. 
In view of (7.9) and the Schwarz inequality, (7.13) follows easily if 
one notiees that JIIX(8)121IGO(8)xllid8< 00 beeause IIGO(8)xllx is 
bounded on rm while IX (8) is bounded and supported on rm. 

Proposition 7.9. (7.13) is true for any UE~.ac(F) and vE532 ,ac(F). 

Proof. Sinee all the operators in (7.13) are uniformly bounded, it 
suffices to prove it for all u, v of the form u=IX(E1)E1.ac(r)x and 
v=ß(E2)E2,ac(F)y, where x, yEX and IX,ßE[BJ. Here we mayassume 
further that IX, ß are supported on rm' r,;., respectively, for some m > 0, 
for the measures of r -rm and r -r,;. tend to zero as m-+ 00. But 
then (7.13) is true by proposition 7.8. 

Now we ean eomplete the proof of the theorem. Set W(t) = 
eity(E')e-ity(E,). Sinee W± is isometrie on ~,ac(r) and W(t) is unitary, 
we have for eaeh UE~,ac(r) 

IIW±u - W(t)uIl 2 =2Re(W±u - W(t)u, W±u) 

= 2 Re ((W± -1) e-ity(E,) u, e-ity(E,) W± u) -+0 

as t-+± 00, where the intertwining property of W± and Proposition 7.9 
are used (note that W±uE532 , ac(F)). 

Appendix 

W e eollect here some lemmas on measure theory and linear topologieal 
spaees, whieh were used in the text. 

Lemma A. For j = 1,2, ... , m, let {cP~k}' n, k = 1,2, ... , be a double 
sequence oj nonnegative real lunctions on a a-linite measure space Si. 
Iflim sup cP~k(S) = cP~(s) lor a.e. SES" lor each j and n and ij lim cP~ (s) = ° 

k~oo n----700 

jor a.e. s ESi jor each i, there exist sequences {np}, {kp} 01 positive integers 
such that lim cP~ k (s) =0 jor a.e. sESi tor all i = 1,2, ... , m. 

p ...... oo p p 

The proof depends on elementary properties of the measure and 
may be omitted. 

Corollary B. For each i = 1,2, ... , m, let {j~k} be a double sequence 
oj junctions on a a-jinite measure space Si to a metric space xi. 
1/ lim j~k(S) =/~(s) exists jor a.e. sESi lor each i and n and ij lim j~(s) = 

k~oo n-+oo 

t i (s) exists jor a.e. s ESi tor each i, then there are sequences {np}, {kp} 01 
positive integers stich that lim I~ k (s) = Ji (s) lor a.e. s ESi lor all i. 

1>->-00 p p 

Proof. Denoting by di the metrie in Xi, we set cP!k (s) =df(t!k (s), li (s)), 
cP~(s) =di(t~(s), li (s)) and apply Lemma A. 
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Lemma C. Let I, ID be linear topological spaces. Let {An} be an 
equicontinuous sequence 01 linear operators on I to ID such that limAn x = 0 
lor each xEI. 11 {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in I, then limAnxn=o. 

Proof. Let ~ be an arbitrary neighborhood of 0 in ID. Since the 
An are equicontinuous, there is a neighborhood U of 0 in I such that 
An U c ~ for all n. Since {xn} is Cauchy, there is p such that 
m, n ~ pimplies X n - xm E U. Since lim An X p = 0 as n -;.. 00, there is 
q ~ P such that n ~ q implies An Xp E~. If n ~ q, we have then 
A"xn=An(xn-xp) +AnXpE~+~. Since for any neighborhood 7lli of 
o in ID there is one ~ such that ~ + ~ c 7lli, the lemma was proved. 

Lemma D. Let I be a linear topological space, and let {In} be an 
equicontimtOus sequence 01 nonnegative Hermitian lorms on I X I. 
Furthermore, let limln(x,y)=/(x,y) exist lor each x,yEI. Then I is 
continuous on I X I. 11 {xn}' {Yn} are Cauchy sequences in I, then 
{In (xn, Yn)} and {/(xn, Yn)} are Cauchy and In (xn, Yn) -/(xn, Yn)-;"O. 

Proof. It is obvious that I is a continuous, nonnegative Hermitian 
form on I X I. We write I(x) =/(x, x) ~O, g(x)= I(x)t and similarly 
define g,.. gis continuous on I and, in virtue of the Minkowsky inequality 
Ig(x)-g(y)1 ~g(x-y), g is uniformly continuous on I. It follows 
that if {xn } is a Cauchy sequence in I, {g(xn)} is a Cauchy sequence 
of nonnegative numbers. 

Since {gn} is equicontinuous, there is for any s > 0 a neighborhood 
U of 0 in I such that xE U implies gn (x) ~ s for all n. In view of the 
Minkowsky inequality for gn' then, x-yEU implies Ign(x) -gn(y)1 ~s 
for all n and hence 1 g (x) - g (y) 1 ~ s too. Since {xn } is Cauchy, there 
is p such that n ~p implies Xn-XpEU. Hence Ign(xn) -gn(Xp) 1 ~s 
and Ig(xn)-g(xp)1 ~s for n ~p, so that Ign(xn)-g(xn)1 ~2s+ 
1 gn (xp) - g (xp) I. Since gn (xp) - g (xp) -;..0 as n -;.. 00, it follows that 
lim sup 1 gn (xn) - g (xn) 1 ~ 2 s. This shows that gn (xn) - g (xn ) -;..0. 

Since {g(xn)} is Cauchy as noted above, it follows that {gn(xn)} is 
also Cauchy. In particular these sequences are bounded. Hence 
In (Xn) -I (Xn) =gn(xn)2 _g(Xn)2= [gn(Xn) -g(xn)] [gn(Xn) +g(xn)]-;..O. 
Also In (Xn) =gn(xn)2 and I (Xn) =g(Xn)2 form Cauchy sequences. This 
proves the lemma when Yn = x,.. The general case can be dealt with 
by polarization. 

Lemma E. Let I, JZ be linear topological spaces and let J: I -;.. JZ be 
a continuous linear operator. Let {xn} be a Cauchy sequence in I and 
let lim ] xn = X E JZ. Let {In} be an equicontinuous sequence 01 linear 

n-+OO 

lorms on I and 1 a continuous linear lorm on JZ such that lim In (x) = 
,.., "" n-+CX) 

I (J x) lor each xEI. Then lim In (Xn) =1 (x). 

9 Functional Analysis 
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Proof. We have 1 (x) -fn(xn) =1cx - J Xn) +gn(Xn), where gn(X) = 
l(Jx)-fn(x), xE!. But lCx-Jxn )--+O since x-Jxn--+O and 1 is 
continuous. Also gn (Xn) --+0 since {gn} is equicontinuous, gn (x) --+0 for 
each xE!, and {Xn } is Cauchy (see Lemma C). 
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Induced Representations of Locally Compact 
Groups and Applications 

By GEORGE W. MACKEY 

Harvard University, Cambridge 

1. Introduction 

Roughly the first half of this paper is an introductory expositionof 
so me of the main ideas of the theory of induced representations with 
special emphasis on the influence of the work of M. H. STONE. The 
second half deals with applications and with certain extensions and 
refinements of known results demanded by these applications. 

Specifically it is shown in Section 9 that it is possible to obtain 
very concrete and explicit information about the structure of an induced 
representation when the group G is a semi direct product N@H with 
N commutative and the subgroup Go is of the form No@Ho with 
No s; N and Ho s; H. As explained in Section 10 this result has appli
cations to the study of the "energy bands" of solid state physics. In 
Section 11 similar results are obtained; (a) about the restriction of an 
irreducible representation of N@H to N/F)Ho and (b) about the 
tensor product of two irreducible representations of N@H. These 
differ from the analogous results in [19J in that our decomposition is 
now into irreducible representations. These new results are corollaries 
of the theorem of Section 9 and the results of [19]. Some physical 
applicat ons of the tensor product result are briefly indicated. 

Sections 12 and 13 are again expository and explain briefly how 
the theory of the first eight sections can be generalized so as to apply 
to projective representations. Section 14 contains a theorem about the 
structure of induced projective representations of commutative groups 
which specializes to one needed in a variant of CARTIER'S recent approach 
to the theory of theta functions [6J. The section begins with an ac count 
of this variant of CARTIER'S theory. The final section describes certain 
aspects of the relationship between induced projective representations 
and the theory of automorphic forms with emphasis on the dose 
parallel between this theory and the theory of theta functions. 
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2. Some basic definitions 

Let 5 be aspace in which a (] field of " Borel sets" has been singled 
out and let p, be a (countably additive) measure defined on all Borel 
sets. We assurne the Borel structure of 5 to be such that the Hilbert 
space 2 2 (5, p,) is separable. Now suppose that a separable locally 
com pact grou p G "acts" on 5 in the sense tha t for each x E G, s --»0 S x is 
a one to one map of 5 onto 5 and (s Xl) x2 = s Xl x2 for all sE 5 and all 
Xl and x2 in G. We suppose that s, x--»osx is a Borel function and that 
p, is G invariant in the sense that p, (E x) = p, (E) for all x in G and all 
Borel subsets E of 5. Then for each xEG we obtain a unitary operator 
lfx acting in the Hilbert space 2 2 (5, p,) by setting lfx (f) (s) = 1 (s x). I t can 
be shown that x --»0 lfx is a homomorphism of G into the group of all 
unitary operators in 2 2 (5, p,) and that x--»olfx(f) is a continuous function 
from G to 2 2 (5, p,) for all 1 in 2 2 (5, p,). As such U is what is called 
a (strongly continuous) unitary representation of G. 

We mayaIso assign an operator in 2 2 (5, p,) to each Borel subset 
E of 5. We denote by 11 the projection operator which takes each 1 
in 2 2 (5, p,) into the function t' which is zero in 5 -E and coincides 
with 1 in E. The mapping E --»011 from Borel sets into projections is a 
countably additive homomorphism of the Boolean algebra of all Borel 
subsets of 5 into a Boolean algebra of projection operators. Specifically, 
it has the properties: 

(i) 11 nF = 11l} 
(ii) Ps =1, Po=O 

(iii) PE, U E. U .••• = PE, +PE, + .. 
wherever E, F and the Ei are Borel subsets of 5 and Ein Ei = 0 for 
i =l= j. As such it is what we shall call a projection valued measure. 

The unitary representation U of G and the projection valued measure 
P on 5 satisfy a simple and obvious identity which will be fundamental 
in what follows. It is 

(1 ) 

for all x in G and all Borel subsets E of 5. By a system 01 imprimitivity 
for an arbitrary unitary representation U of G we shall mean a pro
jection valued measure P defined on a G space 5 which satisfies (1). 
Neither U nor P need be of the concrete form described above. 

3. Unitary group representations and Stone's theorem 

The first person to have made a serious study of the infinite 
dimensional unitary representations of a non compact locally compact 
group seems to have been M. H. STONE. In a note [34J published in 
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1930he announced a theorem - now known as STONE'S theorem - which 
sets up a natural one-to-one correspondence between the unitary 
representations of the additive group of the realline and the projection 
valued measures on the real line. If P is a projection valued measure 
and f is a vector in the underlying Hilbert space then E.....,.. (~ (I), f) 
is areal valued measure rxt and one may form f eixtdrxt(t) for an x. The 
correspondence in question is uniquely characterized by the fact that 
(u" (I), f) = fixt drxt (t) is an identity in x for all f. Here U is the unitary 
representation corresponding to the projection valued measure P. 

Since the celebrated spectral theorem * sets up a similar corre
spondence between self-adjoint operators and projection valued measures 
on the line, one has also a natural one-to-one correspondence between 
unitary representations of the realline U and self-adjoint operators H. 
This correspondence is such that Ut = e-it Hand reduces most problems 
about unitary representations of the additive group of the real line to 
problems about self-adjoint operators. In particular, the problem of 
classifying an possible unitary representations of the additive group of 
the realline is reduced to the corresponding problem about self-adjoint 
operators. Hence, it is completely solved by the Hahn-Hellinger spectral 
multiplicity theory as abstracted and generalized ** to unbounded 
operators in Chapter VII of STONE'S now classic treatise [35]. 

This early work of Stone had several important applications alm ost 
immediately and in addition was influential in more than one way in 
the later development of the theory of unitary group representations. 
Two of these applications are to quantum mechanics and are mentioned 
in the paper [34J. First of an it follows from general considerations 
that the time evolution of a quantum mechanical system is given by 
a unitary representation of the line and STONE'S theorem provides a 
rigorous proof that the corresponding differential equation (SCHRÖ-

DINGER'S equation) must take the form ~; = -iH'1jJwhereH isasuitable 

self-adjoint operator. Secondly, STONE'S theorem makes it possible 
to replace the HEISENBERG commutation relations for the self-adjoint 
operators defining the position and momentum observables by analogous 
commutation relations for the corresponding unitary representations 
of the realline. In this form it is possible to prove rigorously that these 
commutation relations have a unique irreducible solution. That this 
is so was announced in [34J and proved later by VON NEUMANN in [26]. 
It is often called the STONE-VON NEUMANN uniqueness theorem. We 
shall have more to say about this result below. 

* Stone himself gave one of the earlier proofs of this theorem. Cf. Chap
ter V of [35]. 

** See HALMOS [10J for arecent treatment. 
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A third important application of STONE'S theorem was made by 
KOOPMAN in 1931 [12]. He made the (then novel) observation that a 
constant energy hyper-surface in the phase space of a classical 
dynamical system may be taken as the S in the general construction 
of Section 2. The additive group of the real line acts on the constant 
energy hypersurface through the time development of the system and 
the Liouville measure is invariant under the action. Thus one obtains 
a unitary representation of the additive group of the realline and hence 
via STONE'S theorem a classification of dynamical systems. A few 
months later this application of STONE'S theorem by KOOPMAN led 
directly to the ergodic theorems of VON NEUMANN [27J and BIRKHOFF [4J 
and thus to the creation of the subject of ergodic theory. 

In 1943 and 1944, NEUMARK [29J, AMBROSE [1J and GODEMENT [9J 
all independently discovered that STONE'S theorem could be generalized 
to arbitrary separable * locally compact commutative groups G. Intro
ducing the so called dual group G, that is, the locally compact commu
tative group of all continuous homomorphisms of G into the group K 
of all complex numbers of modulus one, they showed that there is a 
natural one-to-one correspondence between the unitary representations 
U of G and the projection valued measures P on G such that 
(ffx (I), f) = J X (x) d \lf (X) where \lf is the measure E --+ (11 (I), f), x EG, 
E is an arbitrary Borel subset of G and f is an arbitrary element in the 
appropriate Hilbert space. Since the continuous homomorphisms of 
the additive group of the line into Kare just the functions x--+eit x 

for real t it is clear that this theorem reduces to STONE'S when G is the 
additive group of the line. Not long afterwards, it was recognized that 
the HAHN-HELLINGER theory, as generalized by STONE, could be applied 
to give a complete classification of the unitary representations of an 
arbitrary separable locally compact commutative group G. Indeed, by 
the theorem of NEUMARK, AMBROSE, and GODEMENT cited above, it 
suffices to classify the projection valued measures on G and in this 
latter problem, the group structure of G is irrelevant. The analysis 
for the case in which G is the additive group of the real line extends 
word for word to the general case. Actually, whenever G is not compact, 
there exists a one-to-one Borel preserving map of G on the additive 
group R+ of the realline - so that one can in fact deduce a classification 
of projection valued measures in G from that of projection valued 
measures in R+. Of course, the classification problem is trivial when G 

is compact. 

* They actually treated the non separable case but we shall be interested 
only in the separable result. 
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The elements of G of course correspond one-to-one to the one
dimensional unitary representations of G and hence to those unitary 
representations of Gwhich are irreducible in the sense of there being 
no proper closed invariant subspaces of the underlying Hilbert space. 
One-dimensional representations are obviously irreducible and for 
commutative groups it is not difficult to show that every irreducible 
unitary representation is one-dimensional. In stating that the generalized 
Hahn-Hellinger theory classifies the unitary representations of G we 
are of course tacitly assuming that G is known; i.e., we classify all 
unitary representations assuming that the irreducible ones are known. 

While the problem of finding G is easily solved for most of the 
interesting eommutative groups G the analogous problem of finding 
all (equivalenee classes of) irredueible unitary representations is one 
of the main problems of the theory when G is non-eommutative. On the 
other hand, more or less independently of solving this diffieult problem, 
one can ask to what extent one can find an analogue of the Hahn
Hellinger theory which classifies all unitary representations onee the 
irredueible ones have been found. It is a useful, interesting, and rather 
surprising fact that an almost perfect analogue exists - provided that 
G belongs to the important but by no means exhaustive class of 
separable locally eompact groups known as the type I groups. We shall 
not give details, but content ourselves with the remark that it is based . 
upon the von Neumann direct integral theory [28J as applied to group 
representations by MAUTNER [25J and upon a natural Borel strueture 
in the spaee G of all equivalenee classes of irreducible unitary represen
tations of G. A description will be found in [7J, [20J, [21J, and [23]. 

4. The Stone-von Neumann uniqueness theorem 

Let us look more dosely at the STONE-VON NEUMANN uniqueness 
theorem. In the one-dimensional ease, it says that (up to unitary 
equivalenee) there is just one pair U, V of unitary representations of 
the realline which satisfies the identity 

(2') 

for all real t and s, and is irreducible in the sense that the underlying 
Hilbert spaee admits no proper closed subspaees whieh are invariant 
under all u" and V;. Actually, as shown by VON NEUMANN, every 
solution of (2') is a discrete direct sum of irredueible solutions. Now, 
for any fixed s, t---+e ist is a eharacter of the additive group of the real 
line and as S varies, we get every eharaeter. This suggests that (2') 
may be generalized to 

(2) 
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for all tEG and all xE<; where G is a locally compact commutative 
group, G is its dual group, and U and V are unitary representations 
of G and G respectively. Indeed, when G is the additive group of an 
n-dimensional vector space, the most general member of G is 

t1 , t2 ••• tn --+ei(t,s, + ... + tn Sn) 

where Sl ... Sn is an n-tuple of real numbers and the n-dimensional 
version of the Stone-von Neumann theorem says that (2) has a unique 
irreducible solution for this choice of G. 

It is of course natural to wonder whether (2) has a unique irreducible 
solution for any locally compact commutative group G. This question 
occured to me in 1948 when I read [34J for the first time and I was 
pleased to discover that certain techniques I had learned from gener
alizing the results of [8J and studying the typescript of [28J were 
directly applicable and yielded a proof of uniqueness [16J for any 
separable G. These techniques used the Hahn-Hellinger theory in an 
essential way as weIl as the Neumark-Ambrose-Godement generalization 
of STONE'S theorem. The latter theorem of course makes it possible 
to ::place the representation V of G by a projection valued measure 

on G. On the other ha!:d, the Pontryagin-von Kampen duality theorem 

allows us to identify G with G and thus to replace V by a projection 
valued measure P on G. Moreover, an easy calculation shows that U 
and V satisfy the identity (2) if and only if U and P satisfy 

U,)1; U; 1 =I[El x-1 (3 ) 

for all x in G and all Borel subsets E of G. 

But (3) is just (1) of Section 2 in the special case in which 5 = G, 
G is commutative and the action of G on 5 (= G) is right multiplication. 
In other words, to say that U and V satisfy (2) is the same as to say 
that P is a system of imprimitivity for U based On G and the 
(generalized) Stone-von Neumann uniquess theorem may be reformulated 
to read as follows: With 5 and G as above, there is to within unitary 
equivalence a unique irreducible pair U, P where U is a unitary 
representation of G and P is a system of imprimitivity for U based 
on G. So stated, the theorem is meaningful for any separable * locally 
compact group Gwhether commutative or not, and this much more 
general theorem turns out to be true [16J. 

Thus, the Stone-von Neumann uniqueness theorem which seems 
quite special in its original formulation is in fact just the specialization 
to the real line of a general theorem about arbitrary locally compact 
groups. 

* See LOOMIS [15J for an extension to the non separable case. 
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5. The imprimitivity theorem and induced representations 

When formulated in terms of systems of imprimitivity, the Stone
von Neumann uniqueness theorem continues to be meaningful not only 
when we cease to assume commutativity for G but also when we drop 
the assumption that S = G. Given a separable locally compact group G 
and a Borel space S on which G acts as in Section 2, one can ask about 
the possible pairs U, P where U is a unitary representation of G and P 
is a system of imprimitivity for U based on Sand whether any two such 
pairs are necessarily unitarily equivalent. In the special case in which 
the action of G on S is transitive, these questions can be answered 
rather completely. Let So be a fixed origin in Sand let H be the subgroup 
consisting of all x in G with sox=so' Then x--!>-sox sets up a one-to-one 
correspondence between Sand the set GjH of all right H co sets in G. 
Moreover, the action of G on S is carried by this correspondence into 
the action of Gon GjH defined by the equation 

(Hy) x=H(yx). 

Finally, whenever S satisfies mild regularity conditions, it can be 
shown that H is closed and that X--!>-SoX is a Borel isomorphism. In 
other words, we may assurne that S is a coset space GjH. For each 
fixed G and S=GjH, the imprimitivity theorem [17J, [20J, [22J sets up 
a natural one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence classes 
of pairs U, P which satisfy (1) and the equivalence classes of unitary 
representations of the subgroup H. This correspondence commutes 
with the taking of direct sums and hence preserves irreducibility. Thus, 
when S =GjH, there are as many inequivalent pairs satisfying (1) as 
there are inequivalent irreducible unitary representations of H. The 
case in which S = G is of course that in which H = {e} so that there is 
a unique irreducible unitary representation of H. The imprimitivity 
theorem thus implies the non-commutative generalized Stone-von 
Neumann uniqueness theorem, and explains why it usually fails when 
S =l= G. 

The construction of the pair U, P associated with a given unitary 
representation L of H is a more or less natural generalization of the 
construction given in Section 2. If G acts transitivelyon S in Section 2, 
then we may identify S with GjH for some closed subgroup H of G 
and functions on S may be identified with functions on Gwhich satisfy 
the identity 

t(~x) =t(x) (4) 

for all ~EH and all xEG. Given a unitary representation L of H let 
us replace complex valued functions on G by functions on G with values 
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in the Hilbert space .7l" (L) in which the operators Lx act. Then it is 
natural to replace the identity (4) by 

I(~x) =Le(l(x)) (5) 

Given a Borel function satisfying (5) let us consider the real valued 
function 

x-'r(l(x), I(x)) 

obtained by taking its scalar product with itself. We have 

(I(~x), I(~x)) = (Le(f(x)), Le(f(x))) = (I(x), I(x)) 

by the unitarity of the L g• Hence x-'r(l(x), I(x)) is a constant on the 
right H cosets and so may be identified with a function on 5 =G(H. 
Hence we may consider its integral over 5 with respect to fh and ask 
whether or not it is finite. We define ,'FL to be the space of all Borel 
functions from G to .7l"(L) which satisfy (5) and have 

.r (I(x), I(x)) dfh< 00 • 
GIH 

Identifying functions equal almost everywhere we obtain a Hilbert 
space with 

11/112 = J (I (x), I(x))dfh· 
GIH 

For each fixed y let U!;(f)(x)=/(xy). Then U!; is a unitary operator 
in this Hilbert space and Y-'r U!; is a unitary representation of G. It 
dearly reduces to the U of Section 2 when L is the one-dimensional 
identity of H. To obtain a system of imprimitivity for UL which reduces 
to the P of Section 2, we need only define pli to be the projection 
operator 1 -'r TE' 1 where E' is the inverse image in G of the Borel subset 
E of Sand TE' is the characteristic function of E'. Our construction 
seems to depend upon the measure fh but in fact does not. If G(H has 
an invariant measure at all this measure is unique up to a multiplicative 
constant, and this constant does not affect the equivalence dass 
of UL , pL. 

Actually the pair UL , pL may be constructed whether or not G(H 
admits an invariant measure. Let v be any finite measure in G having 
the same null sets as Haar measure and let y (E) = v (E') for each Borel 
subset E of S =G(H. Here, as above, E' is the inverse image of E in G. 
Then y is a measure in 5 which is quasi-invariant in the sense that y 
and E -'rY (E y), have the same null sets for all y. Let x-'rejl (x) be the 
density or Radon-Nikodym derivative of the y translate of y with 
respect to Y. Then we may use y as a substitute for fh in defining the 
pair UL , pL provided only that we restore the unitariness of U!; by 
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changing the definition to 

(U;f) (x) = Vey(x)j(xy). 

It is not difficult to show that changing v changes UL , pL to a pair 
which is unitarily equivalent to the original. Thus the unitary equivalent 
dass of UL , pL is uniquely determined by L - in fact by its unitary 
equivalence dass. We call UL the unitary representation oj G induced 
by the unitary representation L of Hand we call pL the system of 
imprimitivity canonically associated with UL . 

In these terms, the imprimitivity theorem may be formulated as 
follows: given the dosed subgroup H of the separable locally compact 
group G and given a pair consisting of a unitary representation U of G 
and a system of imprimitivity P for it based on 5 =GjH there exists 
a unitary representation L of Hand a unitary operator W such that 
WlfxW-l=U; and WPew-l=Pl for all xEG and all Borel subsets 
E of S. L is uniquely determined up to unitary equivalence. A useful 
subsidiary result states that the ring of all bounded linear operators 
which commutes with all U; and all Pi: is isomorphie to the ring of all 
bounded linear operators which commutes with all L~. Thus the pair 
UL , pL is irreducible if and only if L is irreducible. 

6. Multiplier representations as induced representations 

Let G, 5 and f1 be as in Section 2 and let a be a Borel function from 
5 X G to the complex numbers of modulus one which satisfies the 
cocyde identity 

(6) 

Define U:(f) (s) =a(s, x)/(sx). Then each U: is a unitary operator 
and x-+ U: is a unitary representation of G. Indeed, apart from almost 
everywhere considerations (6) is a necessary and sufficient condition 
that 

Following BARGMANN [2J we shall call Ua a multiplier representation. 
When a (s, x) -1 we recover the U of Section 2. On the other hand, 
defining Pe just as in Section 2, we find that for any a, P is a system of 
imprimitivity for Ua based on S. 

Now consider the special case in which 5 =GjH for some dosed 
subgroup H of G. By the imprimitivity theorem, the pair Ua, P must 
be equivalent to the pair UL , pL for some unitary representation L 
of Hand L can depend only on the cocyde a. To see what L is, notice 
that if So = He then 

a (so, ~1 ~2) = a (so, ~1) a (so ~1' ~2) = a (so, ~1) a (so, ~2) 
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whenever ~l and ~2EH. Thus ~---':>-a(so,~) isa character Xa of H. Moreover 

a(so, ~x) =a(so, ~)a(so, x) =Xa(~)a(so, x) 

for all ~EH and all xEG. Consider now the representation UXa induced 
by Xa' If f is in Yl' (UXa), the space of Uxa, then f (~x) = Xa (~) f (x) for 
all ~EH, ~EG so that f(~x)ja(so, ~x) is constant on the right H cosets 
and may be identified with a Borel function in 5. It is easy to see 
that f---':>-f' where f'(x) =f(x)j(a(so, x)) defines a unitary map of 
2 2 (5, ft) on Yl' (UXa) and that this unitary map sets up an equivalence 
between the pair Ua, P and UXa, pXa. 

Since one can show that every X arises from some a one sees that 
the systems Ua, P where Ua is a multiplier representation, coincide 
(modulo unitary equivalence) with the systems UL , p L where L varies 
over the one-dimensional unitary representations of H. When 5 =GjH 
does not have an invariant measure, one can still identify representations 
induced by one-dimensional representations with multiplier represen
tations but now a will take on values which are not on I zl = 1. Indeed, 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative needed to compensate for the non
invariance of ft will satisfy (6) and what we must use is the product 
of its square root with a cocyele taking values on I z I = 1. 

It is of course not difficult to generalize the notion of multiplier 
representation so that the above considerations apply to arbitrary 
induced representations UL . When L is not one-dimensional 2 2 (5, ft) 
must be replaced by 2 2 (5, ft, Yl'o) where Yl'o is a Hilbert space whose 
dimension is equal to that of the space of Land a must be replaced 
by a Borel function from 5 X G to the unitary operators in Yl'o. We 
leave further details to the reader. 

7. The imprimitivity theorem and quantum mechanics 
We have been led to the imprimitivity theorem by starting with 

the Stone-von Neumann uniqueness theorem and generalizing three 
times. The end result seems far removed from the very special case 
which inspired it. However, the connection is actually rather elose. 
If one seeks a deeper meaning for the Heisenberg commutation relations 
one finds that they are a consequence of the assumption that the laws 
of physics are invariant under the group g of all isometries of physical 
space. Indeed the formulation of this invariance leads one in a natural 
way to postulate that the position observables of a partiele in quantum 
mechanics are defined by a projection valued measure P in physical 
space 5 and that this projection valued measure is a system of 
imprimitivity for the unitary representation * U of gwhich implements 

* Strictly speaking one must allow "projective" unitary representations. 
However we shall postpone our discussion of this refinement to Section 12. 
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the invarianee. Here 11 is the self-adjoint operator eorresponding to 
the "observable" whieh is one when the particle is in the set E and 
zero when it is not. Given any "eoordinate" in the sense of areal 
valued eontinuous function t on spaee the self-adjoint operator associated 
with the eorresponding observable is that whose projection valued 
measure is A --+11-1 (A)· Thus P determines the operator assigned to the 
position observables. To say that P is a system of imprimitivity for U 
is just to say that the transform by u;, of 11 is the P assigned to the x 
translate of E. Surely this is just what one means by Euelidean invarianee. 

Use of the imprimitivity theorem now leads to a classifieation of 
all possibilities for the position and momentum observables and (in the 
ease of Euclidean space) to the conclusion that the Heisenberg com
mutation relations necessarily hold for the operators deseribing the 
position and momentum observables. However, one gets mueh more. 
One finds what the analogue of the Heisenberg commutation relations 
should be when space is not Euelidean and one is led in a natural way 
to the concept of spin. For further details, see [23J, [34J, and [37]. 

8. The irreducible unitary representations 
of semi-direct products 

As indicated toward the end of Section 2, there is an extension of 
the Hahn-Hellinger theory which allows one to reduce the problem of 
classifying the unitary representations of a type I separable loeally 
compact group G to the problem of classifying the irreducible unitary 
representations of G. This latter problem is more or less trivial for the 
interesting commutative groups but can be very diffieult when G is 
non-commutative - even when G is finite. In this section we shall 
indieate briefly how the imprimitivity theorem ean be applied to yield 
a solution to the problem for a special but important class of examples. 

Let the group G admit a commutative closed normal subgroup N 
and let G also contain a closed subgroup H such that N (') H = {e} 
and N H = G. Then H is isomorphie to GIN and every element in G 
is uniquely a product nh where nEN and hEH. One says that G is a 
semi-direct product of N and H. Clearly 

(nt h1) (n2 h2) = nt ~ n2 lii.1 h1 h2 = n1lXh, (n2) ~ h2 

where IXk is the automorphism n--+h nh-1 of N. Thus G is completely 
known when we know N, Hand the homomorphism h--+lXh of H into 
the group of automorphisms of N. As examples, we mention the group 
of all permutations on three objects, the group of all transformations 
of the real line of the form x --+a x + b where a =f= 0, the group tff of all 
isometries of physical spaee, and the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. In 
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the first two examples, N and H are both commutative. fff is a semi
direct product of a three-dimensional vector group and a compact 
group and the last example is a semi-direct product of a four-dimensional 
vector group and the homogeneous Lorentz group. 

Let V be any unitary representation of G where G is a semi-direct 
product of N and H. Let An = v..e" Bh = v"h' Then v..h = An Bh so that V is 
completely determined by the representations A and B of N and H 
respectively. A simple computation shows that nh-l-AnBh defines a 
representation of G if and only if B};1 AnBh = Acxh(n) for all hand n. 
This identity is very like the identity defining a system of imprimitivity. 
Moreover, it reduces to the latter if we use the Neumark-Ambrose
Godement generalization of STONE'S theorem to describe A by the 
corresponding projection valued measure pA on N. In this connection 
we note of course that each automorphism IY.h of N has a duallY.; which 
is an automorphism of N. Specifically, [xJ IY.; is the character 
n-l-X(lY.h(n)). Clearly N becomes an H space if we define [xJ h= [xJ IY.; 
and the identity is easily seen to be equivalent to the statement that 
pA is a system of imprimitivity for B based inN. 

In order to apply the imprimitivity theorem we must have a transitive 
system of imprimitivity and H does not usually act transitivelyon N. 
On the other hand, H restricted to any "orbit" of H in N does act 
transitively and under appropriate circumstances we may concentrate 
on the restriction of pA to an orbit. We defi~ the orbit n(x) of XEN 

to be the set of all [XJh with hEH ~nd let N denote the space of all 

orbits. Let us define a subset F of N to be a Borel set if n-1 (F) is a 

Borel subset of N and let us say that &- has a countably separated 
Borel structure if there exist countably many Borel sets which separate 
points. This condition holds in particular whenever there exists a 
Borel subset of N which meets each orbit just once. Whenever it does 
hold we shall say that G is a regular semi-direct product of N and H. 
The importance of this condition is that it implies that Pi-m = ° for 
some unique orbit (!) whenever V is irreducible. Thus every irreducible 
unitary representation of a regular semi-direct product is described 
by a pair A, B where pA is a transitive system of imprimitivity for B 
based on an orbit of Nunder H. 

We refer the reader to the published literature [17J, [19J, [20J for 
further details and content ourselves with a statement of the theorem 
that results when one applies the imprimitivity theorem as indicated. 

Theorem. Let G be a semi-direct product 01 N and H where N is 
normal and commutative and N and H are separable and locally compact. 
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F or each X Ei: let Hx denote the subgroup 01 all hE H lor which [X] h = X. 
Then Hx is closed and lor each irreducible unitary representation L 01 
Hx' n, h---+x(n) L h is a unitary representation XL 01 the subgroup NHx' 
Form the induced representation ux L 01 G. Let C be a set which meets each 
H orbit in N once and only once. Then 

( a) UX L is irreducible lor all X and L. 

(b) As X varies over C and L varies over the inequivalent irreducible 
representations 01 H x we get inequivalent irreducible representations 01 G 
and we get one equivalent to every ux L whether or not X lies in C. 

(c) 11 G is a regular semi-direct product then every irreducible repre
sentation 01 Gis equivalent to some uxL• 

When G is the group of all transformations of the additive group 
of the realline of the form x ---+ a x + b where a > 0 then N is the additive 
group of the realline and the action of H on N is such that we may 
take C to be the set consisting of -1, 0 and 1. Correspondingly Hx is 
{e}, Hand {e}. The representations associated with 0 and H are just 
the one-dimensional representations of H "lifted" to G. There is just 
one irreducible unitary representation associated with -1, {e} and 
just one associated with 1, {e} because {e} has just one irreducible 
unitary representation. They are infinite dimensional representations 
induced by one-dimensional representations of N. To within equivalence, 
there are no other irreducible unitary representations of G. These 
results about Gare a reformulation of the main results of the paper [8J 
of GELFAND and NEUMARK referred to in Section 4. 

When G is the inhomogeneous Lorentz group the orbit structure 
of Nunder H is more complicated and there are four distinct possibilities 
for Hx ' It is isomorphie either to the homogenous Lorentz group, to 
the homogeneous Lorentz group in three-dimensional space time, to the 
Euc1idean group in the plane or to the rotation group in three space. 
The Euclidean group in the plane is a semi-direct product of two 
commutative groups and its irreducible unitary representations are 
determinable by a second application of our theorem. Since the 
representations of the rotation group in three space are easily deduced 
from the c1assieal theory of spherical harmonics our theorem reduces to 
the problem of c1assifying the irreducible unitary representations of the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz group to the corresponding problem for the 
homogeneous Lorentz group in three and four dimensional space time. 
Actually these representations for which H x is a homogeneous Lorentz 
group are in a certain sense "physically uninteresting". Thus our 
theorem provides a complete c1assification of the "physically interest
ing" irreducible unitary representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz 
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group. These consequences of our theorem for the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group are a reformulation of the main results of a celebrated 
paper of WIGNER [38J. WIGNER was actually the first person to analyze 
the irreducible unitary representations of a group having inlinite
dimensional irreducible unitary representations *. 

9. On the structure of certain induced representations 

We saw in the last section that the irreducible unitary representations 
of many groups can be put into the form UL where L is an irreducible 
representation of a suitable subgroup. On the other hand UL certainly 
need not be irreducible when L is, and in fact there are a number of 
problems in mathematics and mathematical physics whose resolution 
depends upon analyzing a representation of the form UL into its 
irreducible constituents. In this section we shall show that a very 
complete solution to the problem may be given in the special case in 
which the group is a semi-direct product N@H, the subgroup from 
which L is induced is of the form No@Ho where No and Ho are c10sed 
subgroups of N and H respectively and certain auxiliary conditions 
are satisfied. 

Let G,N,H,No,Ho be as just indicated and let Go=No@Ho. Let 
X be any member of No and let Ho,x be the c10sed subgroup of all 
hEHo for which [xJ h = X. Let L be any irreducible unitary representation 
of Hx' Then n, h-7- X (n) L h is an irreducible unitary representation 
of No Ho,x and so is the representation uxL of Go which it induces. 
Moreover, whenever Go is a regular semi-direct product of No and Ho 
we know from the theory of Section 8 that every irreducible unitary 
representation of Go is of the form uxL. Let W = uuxL denote the 
unitary representation of G induced by the irreducible unitary 
representation uxL of Go. 

Theorem. Let Nt denote the annihilator 01 No in N and let Nt X 
denote the ~J.. coset 01 alt IEN which agree on No with X. For each IE~J..x 
let Hf denote the closed subgroup 01 all hE H with [fJ h = land consider 
the representation L" 01 Hf induced by the restriction 01 L to Ho,xnHf' 
Let W' denote the representation 01 G induced by n, h-7-/(n)L~. Then 
Nt- X is invariant under Ho,x and W[f]h ""' WU] lor alt hEHo,x' 1/ there 
are only countably many Ho,x orbits in Nt-X then W is a direct sum 01 
the W'I where we choose one li Irom each Ho,x orbit which is not 01 measure 
zero with respect to Haar measure in Nt-X' More generally suppose that 
the space 0x 01 alt Ho,x orbits in Nt-X is "countably separated" in the 
sense that there are countably many subsets 01 0x whose inverse images 

* WIGNER actually considered projective representations as weH. However 
as explained in Section 12 our theory extends to the projective case. 

10 Functional Analysis 
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in Nf X are Borel sets and which separate the points 01 0x' Then W is 
a direct integral over 0x 0/ representations Wt where Wt is equivalent 
to Wf lor all 1 in the orbit. 

Finally lor each 1 let LI! = J MÄdv (A) be a decomposition into irreduc

ibles 01 LI!. Then Wf=JUtMÄdv(A) and each UfMÄ is irreducible. 

Remark. This theorem allows us to decompose W = uuXL into 
irreducibles whenever we know how to decompose the representations 
LI! of Hf into irreducibles. As with the theory of Section 8 we do not 
actually solve our problem but instead reduce it to one about closed 
subgroups of H. 

Since this theorem does not appear in the literature we present a 
proof. Our representation W is the representation of G induced by a 
representation of Go which is in turn induced by the representation 
XL of the subgroup No Ho,x of Go. Thus by the theorem on inducing 
in stages ([19J Theorem 4.1) W is equivalent to the representation of G 
indueed by the representation XL of No Ho,x' 

As our next step we apply the stages theorem again using N Ho,x 
as intermediate subgroup instead of Go. Let V be the representation 
of N Ho, x indueed by XL. Then W is the representation of G indueed 
by V and any deeomposition of V will be reflected in a eorresponding 
deeomposition of W. We shall find a deeomposition of V and then 
study the representations of Gwhich the eomponents induce. To find 
this deeomposition we first restrict V back to N. The spectral theorem 
(Section 3) assigns a projection valued measure P on N to this restriction 
whieh is a system of imprimitivity for V with respeet to a certain 
action of N@Ho,x on N. This action is obtained from the semi-direct 
product action of Ho,x on N by transfering to N as deseribed in 
Section 8 and then "lifting" to N@Ho,x' On the other hand by the 
"restriction theorem" (Theorem 12.1 of [19J) V restricted back to N 
is a direct integral of charaeters in a eertain ~J.. eoset in Sr; namely 
the eoset Nfx deseribed in the statement of the theorem. It follows 
that our projection valued measure P must be eoneentrated in Nfx. 
Now, by hypothesis, the spaee of all Ho,x orbits in Nfx is eountably 
separated. Henee this is true of the space of all N@Ho,x orbits sinee 
N acts trivially. Thus, just as in the proof of Theorem 12.1 of [19J, 
V is a direct integralover the spaee ° x of Ho, x orbits in Nf X. The 
eontribution of the orbit eontaining 1 has the restriction of P to this 
orbit as a system of imprimitivity and this system of imprimitivity is 
transitive. This eontribution is indueed by a representation of the 
subgroup of N Ho, x leaving / fixed. This subgroup is clearly N Ho, f 
where Ho, fis the closed subgroup of Ho eonsisting of all h with [f] h = I. 
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Of course Ho,,=H,nHo=H,nHo,x and it is easy to see that the 
inducing representation is just f LI where LI is the restriction of L 

to Ho". 
We have now decomposed V as a direct integral of representations 

of the form U'U where f is a character of N, LI is the restriction of L 
from Ho, x to Ho" and the inducing is from N Ho" to N Ho, x' Because 
of the fact that inducing " commutes" with the taking of direct integrals 
we have correspondingly a decomposition of W as a direct integral 
of representations of the form U'U where now the inducing is from 
NHo" to NH. 

Our next task is to decompose the representation U'L'. To do this 
we apply the stages theorem once again, this time using N H, as the 
intermediate subgroup. It follow at once from the definitions concerned 
that the representation of N H, induced by f L' is f L" where L" is the 
representation of H, induced by the representation L' of Ho" = 
H,nHo,x' Suppose that L"=JMÄdv(J..) where the MI. are irreducible. 
Then the representation of G induced by f L' is J U'MÄdv(Ä) and by the 
theory of 8. each U'MÄ is irreducible since M is an irreducible 
representation of H,. This completes the proof. 

10. An application to solid state physics 

In studying the quantum mechanics of asolid body it seems to be 
a useful first approximation to assurne that the nuclei are fixed point 
charges and that the electrons move independently of one another in 
the potential field produced by these fixed charges. The fixed positions 
form a pattern capable of unlimited replication and in the limiting 
case of an infinite number of particles this pattern is invariant under 
the operations of a certain discrete subgroup r of the Euclidean 
group tff. This discrete subgroup is such that the coset space tffjr is 
compact and is what is known as aspace group. 

Under the above simplifying assumptions the main problem to be 
solved is that of determining the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian 
operator H for a single electron moving in the indicated potential field. 
Moreover it turns out to be convenient to concentrate attention on the 
limiting case in which there are an infinite number of particles and 
the pattern is completely filled. In this limit the operator H has a 
continuous spectrum but its determination in suitable terms teIls us 
all we need to know about the eigenvalues of H in the physically more 
realistic finite case. 

Ignoring any influence of electron spin our problem then is thus: 
Let the Euclidean group tff act on physical space E3 in the usual fashion 
and let v be areal valued function defined on E3 which is invariant 

10· 
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under the action of the space group Tc tf!. Determine the spectrum of 
the operator H: 

- 1t2 (82 1f1 82 1f1 82 1f1 ) 
'1jJ-+~ 8X2 + 8y 2 +8i2 +v'1jJ 

where m is the mass of the electron and 2 nn is PLANCK'S constant. 
The domain of H must of course be properly specified as a subspace 
of 2 2 (E3) in such a manner that it is self-adjoint. 

Let U be the unitary representation of tf! defined by the natural 
action of tf! on E3 and let Tr denote the commutative group of all 
translations in r. Then Ur;.H = HUr;. for all Cl in T and hence in particular 
for all Cl in Tr . Let (U)rT denote the restriction of U to Tr and let P 

denote the projection valued measure in Fr associated with (U)rT by 
the spectral theorem. Then H commutes with all 11 so the direct integral 
decomposition of H(U) = 2 2 (ES) defined by P is invariant under H. 
In other words we have a direct integral decomposition of 
H = J HX dv(X) which is parametrized by the characters X of Tr . 
It turns out (for reasons which will become c1earer below) that each 
HX has a pure point spectrum and is described by a set of eigenvalues. 
Clearly then the (continuous) spectrum of H will be completely described 
by giving the eigenvalues of HX for each X. Strictly speaking HX is 
only defined for almost all x-at least according to the analysis we 
have sketched. However, a c10ser look, exploiting the fact that H is 
a differential operator, makes it p~ssible to define HX for every X as a 

definite differential operator. N ow Tr is a compact, connected topological 
group isomorphic to a three dimensional torus. Thus we may speak 
of continuous dependence on X and it turns out that the eigenvalues 
of the HX vary continuously with X. Letting EI (X) -:;;;'E2 (X) -:;;;, ... de
note the eigenvalues of HX, we see that we may describe the spectrum 
of H by a countable family of cont~!:lUouS real valued functions defined 

on the compact connected group Tr . The spectrum as a point set is 
just the union of the ranges of the Ei and hence the union of a countable 
number of compact connected sets. In most interesting cases this union 
is not connected and in fact has infinitely many connected components. 
Thus there exists a sequence xl< x2< x3< . .. of real numbers such 
that X is in the spectrum if and only if x is in one of the c10sed intervals 
x2i+l -:;;;, x -:;;;, x2i. In other words the spectrum has a "band" structure. 
The physicists refer to the problem of finding the functions 
X -+ EI (X), E 2 (X), ... as "energy band theory". 

If we replace the commutative group Tr by the full group T (which 
usually will not be commutative) we may repeat much of the above 
argument obtaining operators H L parametrized by the irreducible 
representatives L of T. It is not difficult to see that each H L is a 
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direct sum of a finite number of the HX and that each eigenvalue in 
H L occurs with a multiplicity which is divisible by the dimension of L. 
A detailed study of the HL and their decomposition into HX thus yields 
information about relationships among the Ei(X) attributable to the 
action of the symmetry group r;ry' Knowledge of such relationships 
is of course of eonsiderable help in actually finding the Ei and approxi
mation thereto for a given v. 

Now the decomposition of the HL into HX's depends only on the 
restriction of L to rr and not on v. Moreover as v changes continuously 
to zero through the values E v (0;;;:; s;;;:; 1), it will usually happen that 
the spectrum of the HL and HX nove continuously into that for v = o. 
Thus we may parameterize the eigenvalues of the HL and HX by those 
of Hf and HJ. Moreover if we know explieitly the eigenvalues of the 
Hl and HoL we will know the eigenvalue structure of the HX and HL as 
far as the parameters of these eigenvalues are eoncerned. 

The point of interest to us can now be stated as follows: The problem 
of determining the eigenvalues of the Hf (and Hl) ean be completely 
reduced to (a part of) the problem of finding the structure of the induced 
representations UL and UX of tff. To describe this reduction we observe 
first that Ho Urx = Urx Ho for all rxEtff. Now it is well known and easily 
proved that U is multiplicity free and hence uniquely a direet integral 
of inequivalent irreducible representations U". It follows that Ho is 
correspondingly a direct integral of constant operators C(l) I where 
C(l) I acts in the "space" of U". Actually the U" may be parametrized 
in a natural way by the positive real numbers and if l is the parameter 
then C(l) is a constant times l2 [in physical terms C(l) is the energy 
of a free particle whose linear moment vector has length l]. Thus the 
spectral values of Ho correspond one to one to certain irreducible 
unitary representations of tff and it is possible to prove the following 
theorem. 

Theorem. For each irreducible unitary representation L 01 r the 
induced representation UL is a discrete direct sum 01 irreducibles and the 
number 01 times it contains U" is the multiplicity 01 C(l) in H{; divided 
by dirn (L). 01 course a parallel statement relates Hl and UX. 

The theorem of Section 9 allows us to compute ux in all cases and 
to compute UL whenever r is a so-called "symmorphic" space group. 
Roughly one third of the possible space groups are symmorphic. It 
would probably not be difficult to extend the theorem of Section 9 
so that it applies to the general case. 

For the physicalliterature on group theoretical aspects of the energy 
band problem the reader is referred to the reprints collected in [11J 
especially the classic paper of BOUCKAERT, SMOLUCHOWSKI and WIGNER. 
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11. Restrictions and tensor products 

There is a certain duality between forming the representation UL of 
a separable locally compact group G induced by a unitary representation 
L of a closed subgroup Hand forming a unitary representation of H 
from a unitaryrepresentation M ofG by considering only the Mx for xEH, 
i.e. by "restricting M to H". Indeed for finite groups a classical theorem 
of FROBENIUS says that when Land Mare irreducible the multiplicity 
with which UL contains M is equal to the multiplicity with which L 
is contained in the restriction of M to H. This suggests that we seek a 
" dual" of the theorem of Section 9 which tells us how to decompose 
the restrictions to Go = No@Ho of the irreducible unitary representations 
of G = N@H. A first step in the proof of such a theorem is provided by 
the author's "restriction theorem" mentioned in Section 9. This 
theorem tells us how to decompose the restriction of an induced 
representation to a subgroup into a direct sum or direct integral of 
other induced representations. Of course these summands in general 
need not be irreducible. In the case at hand however the subgroups 
are such that an easy special case of the theorem of Section 9 applies. 
eWe have to induce from subgroups of No@Ho of the form No@H~ 
where H~ ~Ho and thus the orbit space has only one element.] In 
other words we may obtain OUT desired dual of the theorem of Section 9 
as a corollary of the restriction theorem of [19] and the theorem of 
Section 9 itself. We will content oUTselves with stating the result. The 
reader should have no difficulty in verifying that this result is a conse
quence of the argument just indicated. 

Let G be a semi-direct product N@H where N and H are separable 
and locally compact and N is commutative. Let No and Ho be closed 
subgroups of N and H respectively such that No is invariant under 
n-+h(n) for all hEHo. Let I be any member of Ei and let Hf be the 
subgroup of all h for which [f] h = I. Let M be any irreducible unitary 
representation of Hf and let V denote the (irreducible) representation 
of G induced by the representation n, h-+/(n)Mh of N@Hf. The 
theorem we are about to state gives the reduction into irreducibles of 
the restriction V' of V to Go=No@Ho. 

Theorem. Suppose that Ho and Hf are regularly related subgroups 
01 H in the sense that the space 01 alt Ho: Hf double cosets is countably 
separated. Then V' is a direct integral over these double cosets (with 
respect to the image 01 the Haar measure class) and the contribution 01 
the double coset containing h may be computed as loltows: Let M k denote 
the representation 01 HU]k =h-1Hfh which takes h-1t;h into ]),[;. Restrict 
M h to HU]knHO and then induce to Ho,x where X is the restriction 01 
[tJh to No and Ho,x is the subgroup 01 alt hEHo with [X]h= X. Let 
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J L Ä dv (A) denote a reduction 01 this induced representation into irre
ducibles. Then lor alt A the representations nh--,,>-x(n)L~ 01 NoHo 
induce irreducible representations uxL 01 Go = NoCi)Ho and J uxu. dv (A) 
is the desired contribution 01 the double coset containing h. 

This theorem like its dual does not actually solve the reduction 
problem. It reduces it to questions about the subgroup H which often 
have easy answers. We note also that wherever G = N@H is a 
regular semi-direct product the representations V include all irreducible 
unitary representations of G. 

Let Land M be irreducible unitary representations of the separable 
locally compact group G. Then their (outer) tensor product Lx M is 
an irreducible unitary representation of G X G. If we restrict L X M 
to the diagonal G of G X G consisting of all x, y with x = y and note 
that G is naturally isomorphie to G we obtain a unitary representation 
L ® M of Gwhich is usually reducible. It is called the (inner) tensor 
product of Land M. 

One of the basic problems about any G is that of determining the 
reductions of the tensor products L ® M of its irreducible unitary 
representations. Now suppose that G=N@H where Hand N are as 
above. If the semi-direct product is regular then the theory of Section 8 
gives us all irreducible unitary representations of G in terms of the 
irreducible unitary representations of the subgroups H x of H. In view 
of what has gone before it is natural to seek to reduce the problem of 
finding the (inner) tensor products of the irreducible unitary represen
tations of G to problems about the subgroup H. A theorem doing just 
this can be obtained as a corollary of the theorem stated above. Indeed 
we have already seen that reducing an inner tensor product can be 
looked upon as a special case of reducing a restriction to a subgroup 
(from G xG to G). Moreover in the special case in which G=N@H 
the restrietion problem which arises is one to which our earlier theorem 
applies. We leave the details to the reader and, as above, content our
selves with stating the result. 

Let G =N@H where N is commutative and N and H are separable 
and locally compact. Let Xl and X2 be characters of N and for j = 1, 2 
let H Xi be the closed subgroup of H consisting of all hEH with 
[Xi] h = Xi' Let LI and L2 be irreducible unitary representations of 
Hx• and Hx• respectively and let Xi Lj be the representation nh--">-Xi (n)Li 
of N@Hxi. By the theory of Section 8 the induced representations 
ux.L' and ux,L' are irreducible and if G is a regular semi-direct product 
every pair of irreducible unitary representations of G may be so obtained. 

Theorem. Suppose that H x• and H x• are regularly related in the 
sense explained above. Then the (inner) tensor product ux.L' ® ux,L' is 
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a direct integral over the H x, : H x, double cosets (with respect to the Haar 
measure dass) and the contribution 01 the double coset containing h may 
be computed as lollows: Let Xa = [XIJ hand let X4 = X2 Xa. Let Mj be 
the restriction 01 V to H x. (J H x, ~ H x.' Form the (inner) tensor product 
Ml@M2 and then the induced representation UM '0 M ' 01 Hx •. Let 
f WAdw (A) be a decomposition 01 UM '0 M ' as a direct integral 01 irreducible 
representations. Then the induced representations ux. w~· will be irreducible 
unitary representations 01 G and f ux. W" dw (A) will be the contribution 
to ux,L'@ ux,L' 01 the double coset containing h. 

This theorem on tensor products has applications to physics. A free 
relativistic particle is intrinsically associated with an irreducible unitary 
representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Accordingly 
certain questions about the kinematics of relativistic two particle 
interactions require knowledge of the decomposition of the (inner) 
tensor products of the corresponding representations. Our theorem 
provides these decompostitions which however have already been 
determined by other methods [14J, [31]. There are also questions in 
the theory of the solid state whose resolution can be made to depend 
upon decomposing the (inner) tensor product of two irreducible unitary 
representations of the appropriate space group. 

When the space group is symmorphic our theorem applies and it 
would probably not be difficult to adopt it to the most general space 
group. Again though, the problem has been more or less solved in the 
physicalliterature. See [5J and the papers cited therein. 

12. Induced projective representations 

We have already mentioned that physical applications require that 
the notion of unitary representation be generalized somewhat. This is 
because many unitary operators in physics actually appear as operators 
implementing automorphisms of the lattice of all closed subspaces of the 
underlying Hilbert space. Clearly a unitary operator is determined by 
the lattice automorphism which it defines only up to a multiplicitive 
constant of modulus one. Thus if we have a homomorphism of a group G 
into the group of automorphisms and attempt to describe it by a mapping 
of G into unitary operators we will have an arbitrary choice to make at 
each group element x. Once we have made it and have a mapping 
x ~ ~ we cannot conclude that ~y = ~ ~ since the choices "ma y not 
match". W e can conclude only that ~y and ~ ~ define the same 
automorphism i.e. that ~y =a(x, y) ~ ~ where for each x and y, a(x, y) 
is a complex number of modulus one. Of course we can try to get rid 
of the multiplier a by making our arbitrary choices in a sufficiently 
clever way. However it turns out that this is not always possible and 
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we must learn to deal with unitary operator valued functions on a 
group which satisfy identities of the form ~y = a (x, y) ~ H;;. They are 
called profective representations or ray representations. 

Projective representations force themselves on our attention in 
another way also. lt is natural to attempt to extend the theory of 
Section 8 to the case in which the normal subgroup N is not necessarily 
commutative and there need exist no subgroup H. Such an extension 
is in fact possible and is worked out in detail in [22]. By analogy one 
would expect a theory allowing one to describe the irreducible unitary 
representations of G in terms of those of the normal subgroup N and 
certain closed subgroups of the quotient group GIN. In fact this is 
almost what one gets but there is an important change. Given a relevant 
subgroup of GIN the corresponding irreducible unitary representations 
of G may be parameterized not by the ordinary irreducible unitary 
representations of GIN but by those irreducible projective representations 
having a fixed non trivial multiplier a. 

lt is easy to show that any function a on G X Gwhich occurs as 
a projective multiplier must satisfy (A) a(x, y)a(xy, z) =a(x, yz)a(y, z) 
and hence must be what the homological algebraists call a two-cocycle. 
Conversely if ais any Borel function from G X G to the complex numbers 
of modulus one which satisfies this identity it can be shown that there 
exists a unitary operator valued function x -J>-~ such that: (B) ~y = 

a(x, y) ~ H;; for all x and y in G and such that (C) X-J>- (~(<p), '!f!) is a 
Borel function for all <p and '!f! in the underlying Hilbert space. lt is 
customary to normalize by always choosing W. to be the identity and 
then we have the additional condition (D) a(x, 1) = a(1, x) = 1. 

Given any function a from G X G to the complex numbers of 
modulus 1 which satisfies (A) and (D) we define a a representation of G 
to be a unitary operator valued function on Gwhich satisfies (B) and (C). 
For each fixed a there is a theory of the a representations of Gwhich 
is almost completely parallel to the theory of ordinary representations. 
We refer to [22J for details but remark that one even has an analogue 
of inducing and that the obvious analogue of the imprimitivity theorem 
is true. 

The definition of inducing for a representations is easy to give and 
we do so as we shall need the notion in what follows. Note first that a 
multiplier a for a group G is also a multiplier for every closed sub
group H. Let a be such a multiplier and let L be any a representation 
of H. To define the a representation of G induced by L we repeat the 
definition given in Section 5 with two changes. We replace the identity 
t(;x) =L;I(x) by t(;x) =L;t(x)a(;, x) and the identity (U;f) (y) = 

t(yx) by (ULt) (y) = j(yx) • Notice that a may be identically one in 
x a(y, x) 
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certain subgroups H. When this happens ordinary representations of H 
can induce projective representations of G. Of course a is always one 
at the identity so we may always define the a representation of G 
induced by the identity representation of iel. For obvious reasons 
it is called the a regular representation of G. 

Let W by a a representation and let g be an arbitrary Borel function 
from G to the complex numbers of modulus one such that g (e) = 1. 
Then if W; = g (x) Tl; , WI will be a projective representation with 
multiplier a l where a l (x, y) = [g(xy)jg(x)g(y)] a(x, y). Clearly, multi
plication by g sets up a one-to-one correspondence between a represen
tations and a l representations which preserve all essential properties. 
Thus there is little need to distinguish between two multipliers when 
one can be obtained from the other by multiplication by a function 
of the form x, y-'.>-g(xy)jg(x)g(y). Such pairs of multipliers are said 
to be similar or equivalent. From the standpoint of homological algebra 
similar multipliers are of course just cohomologous cocyc1es. 

In two of the groups of greatest interest in physics, namely the 
Euc1idean group and the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, there are to 
within equivalence just two multipliers one of which is the identity. 
Thus the theory of ordinary representations takes care of half the 
cases. The other half may be taken care of by making the small modi
fication necessary to inc1ude a representations. When there are just 
two multipliers it is easy to show that the one not equivalent to the 
identity is equivalent to a multiplier a which takes on only the values 
one and minus one. Thus if W is a a representation we have 
n::;:y = ± n::;: U;;. Assigning both n::;: and - Tl; to x we obtain a so called 
two valued representation. 

13. Projective representations and the Stone-von Neumann 
theorem 

Let G be a separable locally compact commutative group and let G 
be its dual. Let U and V be unitary representations of G and G 
respectively and let U and V satisfy the identity: 

Ut ~ = X (t) ~ Ut of Section 4 

Let ~,x = Ut ~ for all t, X in the product group A =G X G. Then 

lt(t,x,) (t,x,) = Ue, ~, Ue, ~, = Ue, Ue, ~, ~, Xl (t2) 

= Ue,t, ~,x, Xl (t2l = lt(t,x,)(t,x,) Xl (t2l· 

Thus W is a projective representation of A whose multiplier a is def
ined by the equation a (tl> Xl; t2, X2) = Xl (t2). Conversely given any a 
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representation W of A (with the a just defined) we verify at once that 
m,X = Ut ~ where U and V are the restrietions of W to G X e and 
eX G respectively, and U and V satisfy the identity in question. Thus 
the first generalization of the Stone-von Neumann uniqueness theorem 
may be reinterpreted as stating that for the particular a defined above 
the commutative group G X G has to within equivalence just one 
irreducible a representation. It follows in particular that changing from 
one a to another can have quite profound effects on the representation 
theory of a group. The ordinary representations of G X Gare all one 
dimensional and there are as many inequivalent ones as there are 
elements oi G X G. 

The theory of Section 8 carries over to a representations without 
essential change whenever a = 1 on the normal subgroup N. Applying 
it with N = G X e we arrive once more at the uniqueness theorem as 
weIl as the additional information that our unique irreducible a 
representation is equivalent to the a representation of G X G induced 
by the identity representation oi G X e. More generally let r be a closed 
subgroup oi G and let rl.. be the group of all XE Gwhich re du ce to 
1 on r. Then r X rl.. is a closed subgroup of G X G on which a = 1 and 
we may speak of the a representation oi G X G induced by the identity 
representation of r X rl... It follows from the theory of projective 
representations developed in [22J that this a representation is also 
irreducible and hence equivalent to W. Though Weil does not use this 
language or point oi view the facts just outlined about the uniqueness 
of Wand the different ways of realizing it playa signiiicant role in his 
recent paper [36]. (Cf. the author's review MR 29, No. 2324.) 

14. Projective representations and Cartier's treatment 
of theta functions 

Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space and let r be a 
closed subgroup oi the additive group of V which is isomorphie to a 
direct product of a finite number of replicas of the integers and is such 
that Vlr is compact. Let H be a positive definite Hermitean inner 
product in V and, assuming it exists, * let X be a function from r to 
the complex numbers of modulus one such that 

(7) 

for all Yl' Y2Er. Here .§ denotes "imaginary part of". By definition 
a theta function is a holomorphic function f on V which satisfies the 

* It is not difficult to show that a X satisfying (7) exists if and only 
if J (H) is integer valued on r X r. 
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identity 
,,[ H(y,y) +H(y V)] 

f(v+y)=f(v)x(y)e 2 ' (8) 

for all v in V and all y EF. The quotient of two such (with the same H 
and X) is a meromorphic function on V invariant under rand hence 
a meromorphic function on the compact quotient space VIF. This is 
how one constructs meromorphic functions on Vlr when they exist 
and a central question that arises is as to the dimension of the vector 
space of all theta functions for a given H, rand X. 

Inspired by WEIL'S paper [36J, CARTIER [6J has recently shown 
how the (known) answer to this question may be derived from the 
Stone-von Neumann theorem and certain auxiliary considerations 
involving distributions. We outline here a closely related alternative 
treatment which exploits the theory of projective representations as 
such and avoids the use of distributions. 

In this paragraph we describe the central idea. A more detailed 
account follows. Let a(v1 ,v2) =e-"iJ(H(v1,v,)). Then ais multiplicative 
in each variable and so is multiplier for V. Moreover (7), says that X 
is a one dimensional a representation of r. Hence we may construct 
the a representation UX of V induced by X as weIl as the a regular 
representation of V. We may realize the latter concretely in such a 
fashion that it has an irreducible subspace consisting entirely of 
holomorphic functions and conclude from this that every bounded 
linear operator from Yf'(UX) to this irreducible subspace is defined by 

H(v" v,) 
a "kernel" . This kernelis ofthe form Vl' v2-+A'(Vl -v2) e"H(v" v1)e-" ~2~ 
for a holomorphic complex valued function A' on V and the condition 
that the operator defined by this kernel should intertwine ux with 
the a regular representation is precisely that it should satisfy the 
identity (8) defining the theta functions. In this way one shows that 
the dimension of the space of theta functions is equal to the dimension 
of the indicated space of intertwining operators and hence to the 
multiplicity with which Ux contains the irreducible in question. Actually 
it is easy to see that V has (to within equivalence) a unique irreducible 
a representation so that the determination of the desired dimension 
is completely equivalent to the problem of determining the structure 
of UX• This structure can be determined by applying the general theory 
of induced a representations. Note that the mere existence of a one 
dimensional a representation of r implies that arestricted to r is 
equivalent to the multiplier which is identically one. As indicated 
above this need not be true for every pair H, rand when it is not 
there are no X's and no theta functions. 
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We begin with some general facts about intertwining operators for 
induced projective representations. Let G be a finite group and let a 
be a projective multiplier for G. Let Land M be a representations of 
the subgroups H1 and H 2 of G respectively. Let UL and UM be the a 
representations of G induced by Land M. Finally let R (UM, UL ) 

denote the vector space of all linear operators from the space YI'(UM) 
of UM to the space YI'(UL ) of UL for which TU;: = U; T for all x. 
R (UM, UL ) is the space of all intertwining operators. We have then the: 

Theorem. There is a vector space isomorphism ot R (UM, UL ) with the 
space ot alt tunctions x--+A (x) trom G to the linear operators trom YI'(M) 
to YI' (L) which satisty the identity 

A(;x'i}) =a(;,x)Le A(x)M'1a(x, 'i}) for all xEG, (9) 

;EH1 , 'i}EH2 • 

The member ~ ot R (UM, UL ) maps t EYI' (UM) into tA where 

t (x) = O(H2) ",A(xy-l)j(y) 
A 0 (G) L..J a (x, y-l) 

yEG 

Actualty a short calculation shows that: 

A (x (1] y)-l) 1(1] y) 
a (Xl (1] y)-l) 

A(xy-l) j(y) 
a (x, y-l) 

tor alt 'i} EH 2 so that we may sum over the right cosets and remove the tactor 
o (H 2) 

O(G) . 

F or the special case in which a - 1 this theorem is proved in [18]. 
The adaptation of the argument given there is straightforward and 
will be left to the reader. 

When G is not finite one can still form intertwining operators from 
solutions of (9), at least when GIH2 admits an invariant measure. One 
simply integrates with respect to this invariant measure instead of 
summing over the cosets. However one must restrict to those A's for 
which the integrals converge and lead to functions in G with finite 
YI' (UL ) norm. Moreover, this is no guarantee that every intertwining 
operator may be constructed from a suitable A - essentially because 
not every bounded linear operator from V(GIH2) to V(GIH1) need be 
an integral operator. On the other hand when auxiliary circumstances 
allow us to confine attention to integral operators it is not hard to 
show that our kernel will define an intertwining operator if and only 
if (9) is satisfied. 

Returning to our main problem let us see what (9) reduces to if we let 
L be the one dimensional identity representation of ~O~ ~ V and let 
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M = X I where X is a a character of r. Our function A on V is then 
complex valued and (9) becomes (10) A(v+Y)=X(y)A('P)e-niJ(H(v,y)). 
This is similar to but not identical with the identity (8) defining 

nH(v,v) 
theta functions. However let g(v) = e - --2-. A simple calculation 
shows that: 

nH(y,y) 
g(v +y) =g(v)e 2 e- nRH(v, y) 

where R denotes "real part of". Hence if Al = AI g then A satisfies 
(10) if and only if Al satisfies (8). 

Of course we can write the formula for the intertwining operator 
defined by TA. in terms of the function Al. If TA. (f) = tA then 

t (v) =J A '(v - VI) g (v - VI) f (VI) dVl 
A a(v,-vl ) 

vlr 

Moreover, it turns out to be advantageous to do so. Indeed writing 
g(v -v1)/a(v, -VI) in terms of H we find that 

g(v -vJla(v, -VI) =g(v)g(vJe"H(v"v) 
so that 

tA (V) = g (V) J enH(v" v) A '(V -VI) g (VI) t (VI) dvl . 
Vlr 

Since v-+e-nH(v"v) is holomorphic this suggests that tAlg will be holo
morphic wherever Al is holomorphic and that one should look at the 

f~Uf(fg) 
operators . A simple computation shows that 

g 

uf (f g) ) t - -"- H(x x) H() ---=j1 where j1(v = (v +x)e 2 ' e- n x,v 
g 

Since v-+e-nH(x,v) is holomorphic we see that j1 is holomorphic wherever 
t is and hence that the functions t in H(UL ) for which t/g is holomorphic 
form an invariant subspace. That such exist is c1ear since for any 
"polynomial" P on V, Pg is in 2'2 (V). Actually it is not hard to show 
that the t for which tlg is holomorphic form a c10sed invariant subspace 
equal to the c10sure of the space of all P g where P is a polynomial. 

Let W denote the subrepresentation of UL defined by this c10sed 
invariant subspace. The mapping t-+t/g allows us to realize it in the 
space of all holomorphic functions which are square summable with 
respect to the measure g2 dv. Now it is well known and easily verified 
that in such aspace of holomorphic functions the " evaluation 
functionals" h-+h(vo) are all continuous in the Hilbert space topology. 
Hence if T is a bounded linear operator from another Hilbert space to 
this one, q;-+T(q;) (vo) is a continuous linear functional on this other 
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Hilbert space. Thus there exists 1fJvo in this Hilbert space such that 
T(rp) (vo) == (rp, 1fJvJ Applying these considerations to the case at hand 
one shows without difficulty that any intertwining operator from H(UX) 
to UL whose range lies in :R (W) must be defined by a kernel Al 
satisfying (8) as indicated above. It is now routine to show that Al 
must be holomorphic and hence a theta function. On the other hand 
it is straightforward to verify that for every theta function Al the 

mapping j-+jA I where JAI (v) = f Al (v - ~l) g (V) VI) dVl is indeed an inter-
a v, -VI 

vlr 

twining operator for ux and W. Thus we prove the 

Theorem. The dimension oj the space oj alt intertwining operators 
jor ux and W is equal to the dimension oj the space oj alt theta junctions 
belonging to H, rand X. 

To complete the program we must show that W is irreducible, that 
V has a unique equivalence dass of irreducible (J representations and 
we must determine the multiplicity with which the unique irreducible 
occurs in Ux. Note first that Y H(vI , v2) is an anti symmetrie non 
degenerate real bilinear form on V and by elementary linear algebra 
is equivalent to any other such. It follows easily that (J is equivalent 
to a (J' arising from the set up of the Stone-von Neumann theorem. 
The desired uniqueness is thus a consequence of the Stone-von Neumann 
theorem. That W is irreducible can be proved in several ways. We 
shall content ourselves with the remark that it is so related to the 
"holomorphic function representation" of the Heisenberg commutation 
relations, recently studied by SEGAL and BARGMANN [3], [32J that 
its irreducibility is an immediate consequence of their work. 

We deduce the required dimension from the following more general 

Theorem. Let G be a separable localty compact commutative group such 
that x -+ x 2 is onto and let IX be an anti-symmetrie isomorphism oj G with its 
dual G. Form the profective multiplier (J dejined by the equation (J (x, y) = jx (y) 
where jx = IX (x) and suppose IX such that G has a unique equivalence class 
oj irreducible (J representations. Let r be any closed subgroup oj G such 
that (J restricted to r is equivalent to the multiplier which is identicalty 
one. Let r l "2r be the closed subgroup oj alt xEG jor which IX (x) (Y) = 

IX (Y) (x) jor alt y Er. Let X be any (J character oj rand let n be the 
cardinal number oj rlfr. Then ij n is jinite it is a square and ux, the 
(J representation oj G induced by X is the direct sum oj Vn replicas oj the 
unique irreducible (J representation oj G. On the other hand ij n is injinite 
then UX is the direct sum oj countably many replicas oj the unique irreducible 
(J representation oj G. 
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Proof. We apply the general theory of [22J to analyze the irreducible 
(J representations of G using r as normal subgroup. By hypothesis 
ra is just the set of all (J characters and the action of x EG on X Era 

takes it into the product with X of the character y--»-oc(y) (x)/oc(x) (y) = 
oc(x-2) (y). Thus there is 1ust Olle orbit in r a and for all X the subgroup 
of G leaving X fixed is r l . Moreover, it follows from Theorem 8.2 of [22J 
that for each X there exists a Borel function e from r l to the complex 

numbers of modulus one such that if v (x, Y) = a (x, y) t x; e (y) then 
e xy 

v(y,xI 'Y2Y)=V(X,y) for all y1Er'Y2Er and such that e(y)=x(y) 
for all yEr. Let Vo be the multiplier on FlJF such thatv(x, y) =VO(x, y) 
where x denotes the canonical image of x in rl/r and similarly for y. 
It then follows from Theorem 8.3 of [22J that for each fixed X we 
obtain a one-to-one map of the equivalence dass of irreducible 1lvo 
representations of rl/r onto the equivalence dasses of irreducible (J 

representations of G as follows. Given the irreducible 1lvo representation 
L of rllr "lift" it to an irreducible 1lv representation LI of r l and 
let L~ = e (x) L~. Then LI/ will be an irreducible (J representation of r l 

and we may form UL " the (J representation of G induced by LI/. 
Theorem 8.3 of [22J asserts that U L " is irreducible and that the map 
L --»- UL" is one-to-one and onto between equivalence dasses. Since G 
has a unique equivalence dass of (J representations it follows that rllr 
has a unique equivalence dass of 1lvo representations. Now it follows 
readily from the definition concerned that the (J representation of r l 

induced by X is x--»-e (x) M. where M, is the regular 1lvo representation 
of rllr lifted to a 1lv representation of r l . Hence by the theorem on 
inducing in stages UX contains the unique irreducible (J representation 
of G just as many times as the regular 1/vo representation of rllr 
contains the unique irreducible 1/vo representation of rIIF. When rllr 
is finite we have only to apply the Frobenius reciprocity theorem for 
projective representations of finite groups to conclude that the 1lvo 
regular representation contains every 1lvo irreducible a number of 
times equal to its dimension and hence that 0 (rI/F) = d2 where d is 
the dimension in question. More generally let A be any separable locally 
compact commutative group and let 0) be a projective multiplier for A 
such that there is a unique equivalence dass of irreducible 0) represen
tations. In A X A consider the multiplier 0)1 defined by the equation 

O)'(xI , YI' x 2, Y2) = wt2 Y2; . Let A be the diagonal ofAxA; that is 
w Xl Yl 

the subgroup of all x, Y with x = y. Restricted to this subgroup 0)' is 
identically one. Hence we may consider UI the 0)' representation of 
A XA induced by the one dimensional identity representation of A. 
Now an immediate computation shows that Uf,. and U:, y commute 
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for all x and y, that y~ Ue~y is the w regular representation and that 
x-)- U; eis the 1/w regular representation. Thus if the w regular repre
sentation contains its unique irreducible constituent only a finite 
number of times then the U; e generate a finite dimensional algebra 
of operators and the 1/w r~gular representation must have finite 
dimensional irreducible constituents. But x~ VZ*-l is a 1/w represen
tation whenever x~V: is an w representation. Thus there can be no 
finite dimensional 1/w irreducible representation unless A is finite and 
we conclude that whenever A is infinite the w regular representation 
must contain its unique irreducible constituent infinitely many times. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 

15. Induced projective representations and automorphic forms 

A meromorphic function on V periodic with respect to r is of course 
just a meromorphic function on the compact complex manifold vlr. In 
the special case of one complex dimension we may describe the most 
general compact complex manifold (compact Riemann surface) in a 
closely related fashion and construct the most general meromorphic 
function on such a surface as a quotient of holomorphic functions which 
have properties analogous to those of theta functions. These functions 
are called automorphic forms and we wish to conclude by giving some 
brief indications concerning the extent to which one can develop a 
theory of these analogous to that of Section 14. 

Every Riemann surface (compact or not) has a simply connected 
covering surface which is conformally equivalent to either the whole 
complex plane, the upper half plane or the complex plane compactified 
by a point at 00. We shall consider only the second case here. (The 
first leads back to the theory of theta functions - and the third is less 
interesting.) Let G then denote the group of all automorphisms of V as 
aRiemann surface. These automorphisms are just the transformation 

Z~ :::: where a, b, e and d are real and ad-be>O and it is clear 

that we may restrict a, b, e, d so that ad -be = 1. Indeed G may be 
identified with the quotient of 5 L(2, R) by its two element center. Then 
the fundamental group of our surface may be identified with a closed 
subgroup r of G in such a way that the surface is obtained from V by 
identifying two points whenever one is carried into the other by an 
element of G. Thus the meromorphic functions on the surface may be 
identified with the meromorphic functions on V which are invariant 
under the action of G - the so called automorphic functions on V. 

In defining automorphic forms on V as analogues of theta functions 
we note that in the theta function situation the vector space V plays 

11 Functional Analysis 
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the rale of both G and the upper half plane - the additive group of V 
acting on itself via the group operation. We note also that the positive 
definite inner praduct H is completely determined by the function 

( H(V v) + H(v., v.)) 
vl ' v -,;-e"'" 2 = B (vl , v) and that B satisfies the identity 

and is holomorphic in v for each fixed Vl. Hs analogue for automorphic 
forms is a complex valued function J on G X V which is holomorphic as 
a function of v for each fixed \l in G and satisfies an identity of the form 

where G is a prajective multiplier for G. We define such a function 
J-' for each real r as follows. For each \lEG choose a representative 

(: !)ESL(2, R) such that c~o and let L(\l, v) be that determination 

of log(cv+d) for which L(\l,i)=logVc2+d2 +ie where O;;;,e<n. 
Then (cv + d)n = enL(o:, v) for every integer n and we define (cv + d)' = 
erL(!1.,v) for every real number r. Finally we set J-'(\l, v) = (cv +d)'. 
When r is an even integer it is straightforward to verify that 
J- r (\l1 \l2' v) - J-' (\lI' v) J- r (\l2' (v) \(1). More generally the left side is 
equal to the right side multiplied by a factor which depends only on \l1 

and \l2 and is of absolute value one. We denote it by Gr (\lI' \(2). An 
easy calculation shows that G, is a projective multiplier for all real r 
and that Gy +2n = G, for all integers n. Actually it can be shown that 
Gr, and Gr, are inequivalent whenever rl -r2 is not an even integer and 
that every multiplier for G is equivalent to some Gr • 

Suppose now that r admits Gy characters and let X be any one of 
these. Then an automorphic jorm of dimension rand" multiplier system" 
X is by definition a meromorphic function j on the upper half plane V 
such that 

j ((v)y) - T(y, v)x(y)j(v) 

for all v E V and all y Er. 

In the theory of theta functions our group G = V had a unique 
equivalence dass of irreducible G representations and the dimension of 
the space of all theta functions turned out to be equal to the multiplicity 
of occurence of this unique irreducible in the a representation UX 
induced by the G character x. In the present instance we may define 
UX exactly as before but for every r the group G has infinitely many 
inequivalent irreducible G, representations. On the other hand for 
each Gy there are infinitely many values of s for which Gy = Gs and these 
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values are in one-to-one correspondence in a natural way with those 
equivalence classes of irreducible (J, representations of Gwhich appear 
as discrete direct summands of the (J, regular representation. Thus 
giving areal number s amounts to giving a multiplier (Js and a particular 
equivalence class of irreducible (Js representations. It turns out that 
there is a natural isomorphism between the space of all (entire) auto
morphic forms of dimension sand multiplier system X and the space 
of all intertwining operators for UX and the irreducible (Js representation 
with index s. 

Specifically for each real rIet :Ye' denote the Hilbert space of all 
complex valued functions on the upper half plane which are square 
summable with respect to the measure y-(H') d x d y. For each 
rx E S L(2, R) and each tE:Ye' let W; (I) (v) = t ((v) rx) J-r (rx, v). Then a rou
tine computation shows that each W; is unitary and that rx--+ W; is a (J, 

representation of G. When r is an even integer W' is an ordinary repre
sentation and is clearly a "multiplier representation" in the sense 
discussed in Section 6. (Note that we have used the word "multiplier" 
for two rather different objects. One is a one cocycle and the other 
is a two cocycle.) Since the action of G on V is transitive these multiplier 
representations must be the representations of G induced by characters 
of the subgroup K of G leaving a point of V fixed. If we choose this 
point to be the complex unit i we find that K is the image in G of the 
commutative subgroup of all members of SL(2, R) of the form 

( c~s (J(J sin (J(J)' It is now easy to verify that W' is the representation of G 
-Sm cos 

induced by the character (J --+e-irO• Moreover it is clearthat as r varies over 
the even integers these characters vary over all of the characters of K. 
Now for r= -2, -4, -6, ... the space :Yer contains non zero holo
morphic functions and these functions clearly form an invariant sub
space. Actually it is known that this subspace is closed and irreducible 
and hence defines an irreducible subrepresentation Wr,o of W'. The 
irreducible representations W-2, 0, W-4, 0, W-6,o ... are of course members of 
the well known discrete series of BARGMANN [2]. As far as automorphic 
forms of negative even dimension are concerned the analogue of the 
theorem relating ux to the space of theta functions states the following. 
For any character X of r (in particular X-1) and any negative even 
integer r there is a natural isomorphism between the space of all entire 
automorphic forms of character X and dimension rand the space 
R (UX, Wr,O) of all intertwining operators for ux and the irreducible 
representation Wr,o of G. 

When r is areal number other than an even integer the multiplier 
(Jr$ 1 and r need not admit any (Jr characters. When it does we may 

11* 
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proceed much as above. The map e -ri(r+2k)0 is a (Jr character 
of K for an integers k and we get an (Jr characters of K in this way. 
Moreover W r +2 k is the (Jr representation of G induced by the character 
e-ri(r+2k) 0 and whenever r+2k<-1; that is, whenever k is 
an integer less than - (r + 1)/2 we may define a holomorphic sub
representation W r +2k,O of W r +2k . Finally for every real r< -1 one 
finds that there exists an isomorphism between the space of an entire 
automorphic forms of dimension rand multiplier system X and the 
space R(UX, Wr,O) of an intertwining operators for the induced (Jr 

representation UX and the irreducible (Jr representation W r , 0. 

Once again we find ourselves confronted with the problem of finding 
the structure of an induced representation. However whether or not 
we have a trivial multiplier this problem is much more difficult than 
the analogue which is solved by the final theorem of Section 14. This 
is because we have replaced a commutative group by a semi simple 
Lie group. We refer the reader to [13J and Section 4 of [33J for further 
details. 

Looking at automorphic forms as intertwining operators for induced 
representations is useful in interpreting certain concepts. For example 
if Tl and T2 are both intertwining operators for UX and Wr,o then 
T; Tl is in the commuting algebra of the irreducible representation Wr,o 
and hence is a constant c times the identity. Clearly Tl' T2 -rC (Tl' T2) 

is a positive definite Hermitean inner product in the space of inter
twining operators and we thus define such an inner product in the 
corresponding space of automorphic forms. This is of course just the 
celebrated inner product introduced in 1940 by PETERSSON [30]. Also 
if Tl is a member of the commuting algebra of UX and T2 is an inter
twining operator for UX and Wr,o then T2 Tl is an intertwining operator 
for UX and Wr,o. In this way the space of automorphic forms becomes 
an R module where R is the commuting algebra of UX. In the special 
case in which X = 1 it follows from the general theory of induced 
representations that there is a member of the commuting algebra of UX 
canonicany associated with every r:r double coset which contains 
only a finite number of right and left r cosets. Thus each such r:r 
double coset defines a linear operator in the space of automorphic 
forms. These are the wen known Hecke operators. 

The considerations of this section of course barely scratch the 
surface of the rich interrelationship that exists between the theory of 
automorphic forms and the theory of induced representations. One can 
consider non compact Riemann surfaces, higher dimensional (Jr repre
sentations of r, non holomorphic automorphic forms, complex manifolds 
of higher dimension etc. etc. The whole subject is in astate of rapid 
development and we shan not attempt to describe it further here. 
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Convolution Operators in Spaces of Nuc1early 
Entire Functions on a Banach Space* 

By LEOPOLDO NACHBIN ** 
University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 

We shall be concerned with the theorem stated below. Hs proof 
depends on the two propositions indicated afterwards. 

Let us start by explaining some of the pertinent notation and ter
minology. For additional information on the background material, we 
refer the reader to the bibliography quoted at the end of this artic1e. 

We shall be dealing with a complex Banach space E. For each 
positive integer m = 0, 1, ... , g; (mE) will denote the Banach space of 
all continuous m-homogeneous complex-valued polynomials on E. 
Moreover, Yl' (E) will represent the vector space of all complex-valued 
functions on E which are holomorphic on the entire E. For each f EYl' (E), 
we have its Taylor series at the origin 

00 

f(x) = L -;Jmf(O) (x) 
m=om. 

for every xEE, and the corresponding differentials of order m=O, 1, ... 

If E' indicates the dual Banach space to E, we shall have that 
rpm E g; (mE) for every rp E E'. Weshall denote by g; , (mE) the vector 
subspace of g; (mE) generated by all rpm when rp runs over E'. H consists 
of those elements of g; (ffl E) each of which may be represented as a 
finite sum 

where the rpj belong to E' for each f=1, ... ,r. An element of g;(mE) 
is said to be of finite type in case it lies in g;,(mE). 
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The Banach space f1}N(mE) of all nuclear m-homogeneous complex
valued polynomials on E is characterized by the following requirements: 

(1) f1} N (mE) is a vector subspace of f1} (mE) ; 

(2) f1}N (mE) is a Banach space with respect to a norm denoted by 
IHN and called the nuclear norm; it is to be distinguished from the 
current norm on f1}(1nE) which is denoted simply by 11·11; 

(3) f1},(mE) is contained and dense in f1}N(mE) with respect to the 
nuclear norm and the inclusion mapping of f1}N (mE) into f1} (mE) is 
continuous from the nuclear norm to the current one; 

(4) For each PEf1},(mE), its nuclear norm IIPIIN is equal to the 
infimum of the sums 

11 rplilm + ... + 11 rpr 11m 

for all possible representations 

P = rp': + ... + rp;:" , 

where the rp i belong to E' for each j = 1, ... , r. 
A nuclear complex-valued polynomial on E is by definition a com

plex-valued polynomial on E all of whose homogeneous components are 
nuclear in the above sense. 

A nuclear complex-valued exponential-polynomial on E is defined 
to be a function on E of the form Pe'P, where Pis a nuclear complex
valued polynomial on E and rpEE'. 

In order to introduce the locally convex space JIl'N (E) of all nuclearly 
entire complex-valued functions on E, let us make the following pre
liminary considerations. 

For every norm rt. on E which is equivalent to the one originally 
given on the same vector space, and every subset X of E, we shall say 
for short that rt. is X -centered if X is contained in the open ball with 
respect to rt. of center at 0 and radius equal to 1. 

We shall define IEJIl' (E) to be nuclearly entire in case we have 

tim 1(0) Ef1}N(mE) 

for each m = 0, 1, ... , and, corresponding to every compact subset K 
of E, there exists an equivalent norm rt. on E which is K-centered and 
is such that 

toll ~! tim 1(0)11 Na< + 00; 

here and in the sequel II·IIN astands for the nuclear norm of a nuclear 
homogeneous complex-valued polynomial on E when this vector space 
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is endowed with oc rather than its originally given norm. We shall denote 
by .Yl'N (E) the vector subspace of .Yl' (E) of all nuclearly entire complex
valued functions on E. 

For the purpose of describing the natural locally convex topology 
on .Yl'N (E) that we shall use, let us introduce the following concepts. 

A seminorm p on the vector space .Yl'N (E) is said to be nuc1early 
ported by a compact subset K of E provided that, corresponding to 
every equivalent norm oc on E which iso K-centered, there exists some 
real number c (oc) > 0 for which the following estimate 

holds true for an arbitrary IE.Yl'N(E). We notice, as it is standard in 
similar situations of seminorms ported by compact subsets, that the 
right-hand side of the above estimate is not necessarily always finite. 
However, once IE.Yl'N(E) and the compact subset K of E are given, 
there exists some equivalent norm oc on E for which the mentioned 
right-hand side turns out to be finite; for such a choice of oc the indicated 
estimate will give us an information on p (f), hence on the seminorm p. 

The locally convex topology .f"",N on .Yl'N (E) that we shall use is the 
one defined by all seminorms on .Yl'N (E) each of which is nuc1early 
ported by some compact subset of E. 

A convolution operator @ in .Yl'N (E) is defined to be a continuous 
linear mapping of .Yl'N (E) into itself commuting with all translations 
in E, that is @ Tt=Tt @ for all tEE; here the translation mapping 
Tt of .Yl'N(E) onto itself is defined by (Tt/) (x)=/(x-t) for all xEE 
and an arbitrary IE.Yl'N(E), where tEE. Such a convolution operator is 
actually a constant coefficient linear differential operator of finite or 
infinite order acting in .Yl'N (E). 

Theorem. The vector subspace @-1(0) on which a convolution operator 
@ in .Yl'N (E) does vanish is the closure 01 its vector subspace generated by 
the nuclear exponential-polynomials that it contains. 

As it is standard in this type of an approximation result, the proof 
of the theorem is reduced via the Hahn-Banach theorem to two propo
sitions : one of them concerns a characterization of Borel transforms of 
all the elements in the dual space .Yl'!v (E) tO.Yl'N (E); and the other one 
refers to a division property between such Borel transforms. We pass 
now to adescription of these propositions. 

If TE.Yl'!v(E), that is T is a continuous linear form on .Yl'N(E), its 
Borel transform T is the complex-valued function on E' defined by 
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for every q;EE' . The mapping Tt-+T is linear and one-to-one. In order 
to characterize its image set, we shall introduce the following concepts. 

Let oc be a seminorm on the vector space E. Denote by Erz the com
pietion of the normed space associated to E when this vector space 
is seminormed by oc. We shall say that oc is compact in case the natural 
linear mapping E -+Erz is compact. This means that the c10sed ball in E 
with respect to the norm originally given in E of center at 0 and radius 
equal to 1 is totally bounded with respect to oc; that is, given any s> 0, 
there are Xl' ... , x,EE such that, for every xEE for which Ilxll:S1, we 
can find some 1=1, ... ,r satisfying oc(Xj-x)<s. 

An entire function IEl/t' (E) is said to be of compact exponential 
type in case there exists a compact seminorm oc on E such that, for 
every s> 0 we can find areal number c (s) ~ 0 for which the following 
estimate 

I/(x)1 ~c(s)· exp [oc(x) +s . 11 X 11] 

holds true for every xE E. 

In case, however, instead of having an entire function on E, we are 
deaIing with an entire function on E', as it will be precisely our case, we 
will have the following more stringent notion besides the already ac
quired one of an entire function of compact exponential type on E'. 
Letting oc denote now a seminorm on E', denote by E~ the completion 
of the normed space associated to E' when this vector space is semi
normed by oc. In case the natural linear mapping E'-+E~ is continuous, 
that is oc is continuous, we may consider the continuous linear transpose 
mapping (E~)'-+E", which is actually one-to-one in our case, where 
(E~)' stands for the dual Banach space to E~ and E" represents the 
double dual Banach space to E. We shall say that oc is E-compact if 
not only oc is compact, that is E'-+E~ is compact, hence continuous, but 
in addition the transpose mapping (E;.)/-+E" which is necessarily 
compact does map (E~)' into the natural image of E in E"; that is, 
t!> being any oc-continuous linear form on E', there is a necessarily 
unique xEE such that t!>(q;) = q;(x) for every q;EE'. 

An entire function F El/t' (E') is said to be of E-compact exponential 
type in case there exists an E-compact seminorm oc on E' such that, for 
every s> 0 we can find areal number c (s) ~ 0 for which the following 
estimate 

IF(q;) I ~c(s) . exp [oc(q;) + . sllq;IIJ 

holds true for every q; E E'. 

Proposition 1. A complex-valued lunction F on E' is the Borel trans
lorm t 01 some continuous linear lorm T on l/t'N (E) il and only il F is an 
entire lunction 01 E-compact exponential type on E'. 
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Proposition 2. F i , F 2 and Fa being entire complex-valued lunctions 
on E' such that F i =F2 Fa and F 2 is not identically zero, then Fa will be 
01 E-compact exponential type along with F i and F 2 • 

GUPTA'S previous work was concerned with results analogous to the 
preceding theorem and propositions for convolution operators in the 
Frechet space of all nuclearly entire complex-valued functions of bounded 
type Yl'N b (E). The results indicated in the presen t note were 0 btained 
from the bounded nuclear case by a sort of an inductive limit process. 

There are other natural possible candidates for the concepts of 
nuclearly entire functions and of nuclearly entire functions of bounded 
type. It is not yet known whether they are equivalent to the definitions 
given here or in GUPTA'S work, and whether results similar to those 
we proved for the considered versions of Yl'N b (E) and of Yl'N (E) can also 
be established for such alternative concepts. 

The same kind of a theory should be developped for the spaces 
Yl'(E) of all entire complex-valued functions on E, and ~(E) of all 
entire complex-valued functions of bounded type on E, that is for the 
current holomorphy type. 

On ce these various cases are settled, there will be hope of esta
blishing a similar theory by means of the concept of a holomorphy 
type e to collect Yl'N (E) and Yl' (E) into Yl'e (E), and to collect Yl'N b (E) 
and ~(E) into Yl'eb(E). 

Finally, through the use of weights on E, it should become possible 
to collect Yl'e (E) and Yl'e b (E) into a single type of a locally convex 
space of entire complex-valued functions on E leading to a synthesis 
of these various aspects of the theory. 

Detailed proofs of the above mentioned results will appear elsewhere 
in a joint paper with GUPTA. 
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Abstract 

Quantum theory has stimulated the study of functions of non
commuting operators, giving rise in particular to the Weyl calculus for 
functions of the momentum and position operators and the Feynman 
calculus of time-ordered integrals. Here we describe a general functional 
calculus for non-commuting operators on a Banach space and examine 
the calculus in the simplest cases. For finite matrices the theory has an 
interesting connection with symmetrie hyperbolic systems with constant 
coefficients. 

1. Introduction 

Operants are new mathematical objects which we introduce in order 
to study the functional calculus of non-commuting operators. The word 
"operant" is used to suggest the potentiality of operating. The ad
vantage of operants is that the ordinary commutative functionalcalculus 
may be applied to them quite freely. Operators are obtained from 
operants by applying a certain linear mapping fT, which is a kind of 
integration process. 

There is essentially only one functional calculus for non-commuting 
operators. Let Al' ... , An be operators and suppose we wish to define 
a mapping 

(1 ) 

from polynomials t in n variables to operators, which is linear in t, and 
such that if t is a polynomial P in one variable composed with a linear 
function: 

(2) 
then 

* Research supported by NSF Grant GP-7309. 
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These two simple requirements determine the mapping, since over a field 
of characteristic zero every polynomial is a sum of polynomials of the 
form (2). For example, 

Zl Z2 = t(ZI +Z2)2 -t z~ -t z;, 
so that if f (Zl' Z2) = Zl Z2 then 

f(AI , A 2) = t(AI +A2)2 -tAi -tA~ = t (Al A 2 +A2 Al)· 

In general, (1) may be computed by writing f in symmetrie form and 
then substituting the operators for the variables. For functions f more 
general than polynomials, (1) may be defined by a limiting process, and 
this is one of the main topics of this paper. 

The operational calculus which we have outlined suffers from the 
unavoidable defect that it is not multiplicative in f. For example, if 
g(ZI,Z2) = Zl' h(ZI,Z2) = Z2 and f = gh then f(AI ,A2) = g(AI ,A2) h(AI ,A2) -
that is, !(AI A 2+A2AI) =AI A 2 - if and only if Al and A 2 commute. 
To circumvent this difficulty we associate to each operator A an operant 
Ä, multiply operants by means of a formal commutative multiplication, 
and recover operators from operants by means of a linear mapping :T 
such that 

Any operant cx: such that :T cx:ß = 0 for all operants ß is identified with o. 
This rather trivial construction leads even in the simplest cases to 
complicated and interesting commutative algebras of operants. 

We also consider operators Al' ... , An depending on a real time 
parameter t and construct an operant algebra and a linear mapping :T 
which is time-ordered integration. In this way we make rigorous the 
functional calculus of FEYNMAN [2]. 

2. The eomplete symmetrie tensor algebra 

Let "f/" be a normed linear space and let Yo= g'o ("f/") be the symmetrie 
tensor algebra over "f/". We shall find it convenient not to identify "f/" 
with a subset of Yo, and we represent the canonical injection of "f/" into 
g'o by 

(The reason for this is that in the applications "f/" will be aspace of 
operators and the notation AB would be ambiguous.) Thus every 
element cx: of g'o is a finite sum 
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where ais in C and each AY) is in Y. We give 9'0 the norm 

(4) 

where the infimum is over all representations of a of the form (3). It is 
easy to see that IlaßII;?;llalIIIßII for all a,ß in 9'0' so that 9'0 is a com
mutative normed algebra. Consequently its completion 9'= 9'(Y) is a 
commutative Banach algebra. We call 9' the eomplete symmetrie tensor 
algebra over Y. 

By the speetrum of a commutative Banach algebra we mean the 
Gelfand maximal ideal space, which may be identified with the set of 
multiplicative linear functionals not identically zero, in the weak* 
topology. This basic construction was first conceived by STONE for 
Boolean algebras and commutative self-adjoint operator algebras on 
Hilbert space. 

We let Y* be the Banach space of all continuous linear functionals 
on Y and recall that its unit ball is compact in the weak* topology 
(the topology induced by the completion of Y). 

Theorem 1. Let 9' be the eomplete symmetrie tensor algebra over the 
normed linear space Y. There is a homeomorphism c/J 1-+ c/Jo 0/ the spectrum 
0/ 9' onto the unit ball 0/ Y* sueh that 

(5) 
tor all A in Y. 

Proof. If c/Jo is in the unit ball of Y* we define c/J on the image of 
Y in 9' by (5). Then c/Jo has a unique multiplicative linear extension c/J 
to~. By (4), Ilc/JII;?; 1, so that c/J has a unique continuous multiplicative 
linear extension (again denoted by c/J) to 9'. Conversely, any element 
c/J of the spectrum of 9' is of norm;?; 1 (this is true for any commutative 
Banach algebra), so its restriction to the image of Y in Y is of norm 
;?; 1. But it is easy to see that IIA 11 = 11 A 11 for all A in Y, so that c/Jo de
fined by (5) is of norm ;?; 1. If c/J.-+ c/J in the spectrum of 9' then 
c/J.o(A)-+c/Jo(A) for all A in Y, and consequently for all A in the com
pletion of Y since the c/J.o are uniformly bounded in norm. Therefore 
the mapping c/J -+ c/Jo is continuous, and since it is a bijective mapping 
of one compact Hausdorff space onto another it is a homeomorphism. 
This concludes the proof. 

Theorem 1 will be used in the sequel. The next theorem is included 
only to show that the functional calculus for 9' gives nothing of interest 
(in contrast to the functional calculus to be developed for the algebra 
of operants). 
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Theorem 2. Let :7 be the eomplete symmetrie tensor algebra over the 
normed linear spaee "f/, let A be in "f/, and let 

00 

n=O 

be apower sen es whieh ~s absolutely convergent lor I z I ~ 11 All. Deline 
I(A) by 

00 

I (A) = L an An. 
n=O 

Then 
00 

II/(A)II= L lanlllAlln. (6) 
n=O 

Proof. By (4), IIAnll~IIAlln. Let <Po be in the unit ball of 1/* with 
<Po(A) =IIAII· (Such a <Po exists by the Hahn-Banach theorem.) Then, 
if <p is the corresponding element of the spectrum of y, 

<p (An) = <p (At = IIA Iin , 
and since 11 <p 11 ~ 1 this implies that IIAn 11 = 11 A Iin. The space :70 is a graded 
vector space, and by (4) it is easy to see that the norm of an element 
of 9'0 is the sum of the norms of its homogeneous components. Hence 
for each N, 

from which (6) follows. 

3. Definition of operants 

We denote the unit of any Banach algebra with unit by 1. 

Theorem 3. Let ce be a Banaeh algebra with unit, 1/ a linear subspaee 
01 C(? eontaining 1, :7 the eomplete symmetrie tensor algebra over i/. There 
is a unique eontinuous linear mapping 

Y::7-?c(? 

such that lor alt A in 1/ and polynomials p 01 one variable, 

YP(A) =P(A). 

Por all IX in y, IIYIXII~IIIXII. Por alt Al' ••. , An in "f/, 
~ ~ 1 

Y Al .•• An=~, '\' An(l) •.. An(n) n. L., 

" 
where the summation extends over alt permutations n 01 1, ... , n. 

(7) 

(8) 
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Proof. The right hand side of (8) is symmetrie and multilinear in 
Al' ... , An· Henee there is a unique linear mapping :T: 9"0-i>- <fi' sueh 
that (8) holds and :Ta=a for all a in C. By (4), II:Toell~lloell for all oe in 
SI'o, so that :T extends by eontinuity to 9". For this mapping .r, (7) 
c1early holds. This proves the existenee of .r. 

The uniqueness of :T follows from the well-known faet that every 
polynomial in n variables over a field of eharacteristie zero is a sum of 
polynomials in one variable eomposed with linear funetions. In fact, one 
has the easily verified identity 

in whieh the variables Zi need not be distinct. This eompletes the proof. 

Given "Y as in Theorem 3, we define VV=VV("Y) by 

vV = {oeE9": :Toeß = 0 for all ß in 9"}. 

It is immediate that vV is a c10sed ideal in 9" and that :T is 0 on vV. 
We define d=d("Y) by 

d=9"/vV 

Then d is a eommutative Banaeh algebra and :T induces a linear 
mapping (again denoted by :T) 

:T:A-i>-<fi' 

such that II:Toell ~lloell for all oe in d. Elements of d are called operants 
over r.. 

If A is in "Y then we shall use the symbol A to denote either the 
image of A in 9" or in d, it being made c1ear from the eontext which 
is meant. The mapping A Ho A of "Y into d is injective; in faet, it is 

isometrie sinee by (4), IIAII~IIAII and also IIAII=IITAII~IIAII. 
By assumption the unit 1 of <fi' is in ~ so 1 is in 9". The element 

1 -1 of <fi' is not 0 (sinee 1 is homogeneous of degree 0 in 9"0 and 1 is 
homogeneous of degree 1 in SI'o). However, it is c1ear from (8) that 
1 -1 is in .AI: Consequently, 1 = 1 in d. 

4. Time-ordered integration and the Feynman ca1culus 

FEYNMAN [2J diseovered a beautiful operator ea1culus in whieh the 
basic idea is that the order of operation of operators is indicated by a 
time parameter rather than by the position of the operators in an 
expression. This idea has been quite useful in formal developments 
related to quantum electrodynamics. For a diseussion of the ea1culus 
we refer to [2J; here we show how the notions involved ean be made 
rigorous. 
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Let ce be a Banach algebra with unit. By L~ (R) we mean the Banach 
space of all Bochner integrable functions from R to ce (modulo functions 
equal a.e. to 0) with the norm 

00 

IIAII = J IIA (t) II dt. 
-00 

Theorem 4. Let ce be a Banach algebra with unit, let "f'" be a linear 
subspace 01 L~(R), and let Y' be the complete symmetrie tensor algebra 
over "Y. There is a unique continuous linear mapping . 

.'T:Y'-+ce 

such that .'Ti = 1 and lor all Al' ... , An in "Y, 

.'TAl'" An = J ... J An(l) (tn (l)) ... A,.,(n) (tn(n}) dtl ... dtn (9) 

where lor each n-tuple 01 distinct real numbers tl , ... , tn , TC is the permuta
tion 01 1, ... , n such that 

tn(l} > ... > t,,(n}' 

For all r:J. in 9; 11.'Tr:J.11 :S11r:J.11· 

Proof. Almost every n-tuple consists of distinct t1 , ... , tn' so the 
integral in (9) is well-defined. It is symmetrie and multilinear in 
Al' ... , An, so there is a unique linear mapping .'T: Y'o-+ce such that (9) 
holds and.'T1 =1. By (4), 11.'Tr:J.II~IIr:J.11 for all r:J. in Y'o, so.'T extends by 
continuity to Y'. This concludes the proof. 

Again, we let 

%={r:J.EY':.'Tr:J.ß=O for all ß in Y'}. 

This is a closed ideal in Y' on which .r is 0, so that .'T induces a linear 
mapping of norm ~ 1 on the quotient Banach algebra d=Y'I%. Ele
ments of d are called operants over "f'" and .'T is called time-ordered 
integration. 

5. Spectral properties of operants 

Let "f'" be a linear subspace, containing 1, of the Banach algebra ce. 
The operant algebra d is by definition a quotient of 9; so the spectrum 
of d, which we denote by a(d), is the subset of the spectrum of Y' 
consisting of those elements which vanish on %. By Theorem 1 we may 
identifya (d) with a subset of the unit ball of "f'"*. Since 1 = 1: in d, 
any<p in a(d) satisifies <p (1) = 1. We call a linear functional <p of norm 
~ 1 on "f'" such that <p (1) = 1 astate of "Y. By the Hahn-Banach theorem 
astate of "f'" has an extension which is astate of ce (and in case ce is a 
ce* algebra astate is automatically real on self-adjoint elements and 
positive on positive elements). Thus a(d) is a subset of the space of 
states on "f'" in the weak* topology. 

12 Functional Analysis 
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If j/' =«f = LUl') is the algebra of an bounded operators on the 
Banach space !!C we refer to operants over j/' as operants over !!C. 

Theorem 5. Let .9i' be the algebra 01 operants over a Banach space !!C. 
For each u in!!C and u* in!!C* such that Ilu*II=llull=(u*,u)=1 there 
is a unique element cPu in a (.9i') such that 

cPu(Ä) = (u*, Au) (10) 
lor all A in L(!!C). 

Proof. For each such u and u* the functional cPu: A 1-+ (u*, Au) is a 
state on L(!!C), so we need only show that cPu is 0 on.At. 

Define E in L(!!C) by 
Ev = (u*, v) u. 

Then E is an idempotent of norm 1. We c1ain that for an oc in 9'; 

lim §" jj;ma 
m ...... oo 

(11) 

exists in L(!!C). The mapping ocl-+§"Em oc is norm decreasing, so we need 
only prove this for oc of the form 

(12) 

since these span a dense set in Y'. But as m-'?- 00, an but an arbitrarily 
sman proportion of the (m +n)! terms in the expansion by (8) of 
§'jj;mÄ1 ... Än have at least one factor of E before and after each Ai' 
Therefore 

lim §"jj;m Ä1 ... Än =§"(E Al E)~ ... (E An E)~ 
m ...... oo 

= (u*, Al U) ... (u*, An u)E. 

Thus for an oc of the form (12), and consequently for an oc in 9'; 

cPu(oc) = lim (u*, (§"jj;m oc) u). 
m ...... oo 

But if oc is in.At, §"jj;moc=O so that cPu is 0 on.At. This concludes the 
proof. 

If A is in L(!!C) we define its numerical range W (A) to be the set 
of aIl complex numbers of the form (u*,Au) where Ilu*II=llull= 
(u*, u) = 1. This agrees with the usual notion [5J in case !!C is a Hilbert 
space. (We choose the inner product in a Hilbert space to be linear in 
the second variable.) 

Theorem 6. Let .9i' be the algebra 01 operants over a Banach space !!C. 
For all A in L(!!C), 

II~II= sup lewl· ( 13) 
wEW(A) 
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Proof. By subtracting areal number from Awe may assume without 
10ss of generality that W (A) is contained in the 1eft half-plane, so that 
the right hand side of (13) is ~ 1. Semigroup theory implies then that 
11 etA 11 ~ 1 for t ~ o. (Since A is bounded a short direct proof of this fact 
mayaiso be given.) 

As in any Banach algebra with unit, 

- (Ä)n eA=lim 1+~ . 
n--+oo n 

Since 1 = 1: in d and the mapping A _ 1 is isometrie, 

But 1 + ~ =e~ +0 (:) and Ile~11 ~ 1. Therefore 111 + ~ 11 ~ 1 +0 (!) 
and so IleAII~1. This proves the inequality ~ in (13). 

On the other hand, if w is in W (A) then by Theorem 5 there is a <jJ 
in O'(d) such that <jJ(1) =w, and consequently 

lieA II~ I <jJ (eA) I = I eIP(A) I = I eWI· 

This concludes the proof. 

Notice that we have shown that for any element of.xl of the form eA 
for A in L(Ir) the norm and spectral radius coincide. 

By Theorem 2, in the Banach algebra Y' we would have IleA 11 =eIlAIl • 
Theorem 6 gives a much more useful result. For example, if H is any 

bounded self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space and t is real, Ileitfril = 1. 
This estimate does not depend in any way on the norm of H. By 
STONE'S theorem, any strongly continuous one-parameter group of 
unitary operators is of the form eitH for H a possibly unbounded self
adjoint operator, and this suggests the possibi1ity of defining operants 
eitii for such H. Also, the analogue of Theorem 6 holds for the time
dependent operants of § 4. These facts enable one to construct a theory 
of operants corresponding to unbounded operators in such a way as to 
make rigorous most of the manipulations of the Feynman calculus [2J. 
We shall not do this here, but proceed instead with the discussion of the 
spectral properties of operants in the bounded time-independent case. 

Theorem 7. Let d be the algebra 01 operants over a Banach space Ir. 
For all A in L(Ir), the spectrum 01 1 contains the closure W(A) 01 the 
numerical range 01 A and is contained in the convex hull 01 W(A). II Ir 
is a Hilbert space the spectrum 011 is W(A). 

12* 
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Proof. The spectrum 0'(,,1) of A is the set of all numbers of the form 
4>(A) where 4> is in O'(d). By Theorem 5, O'(A) contains W(A) and 
since it is c10sed it contains W(A). Now let A be outside the convex 
hull of W(A). Without loss of generality we may assurne that W(A) is 
contained in the left half-plane and A > Q. By Theorem 6, 

00 _ 

J etAe-1.t dt 
o 

converges, and so it converges to (A -A)-l. Thus O'(A) is contained in the 
convex hull of W(A). 

The last statement of the theorem follows from the theorem of 
STONE [5, p. 131J [6J that W(A) is convex if Ais an operator on Hilbert 
space. 

6. The Weyl ca1culus 

Let A = (Al' ... , An) be an n-tuple of bounded self-adjoint operators 
on the Hilbert space;/f', let "f/' be the linear subspace of L(;/f') spanned 
by them and 1, and let d("f/') be the operant algebra over "f/'. By 

Theorem 6, if A = (Al' ... , An) is in Rn then IleiÄ ' A 11 = 1, where A . A = 

AlAl + ... +AnAn. Consequently, if 1 is any function on Rn with inte
grable Fourier transform 1, the inverse Fourier integral 

I(A) = (2~)n fe iÄ ' A f(A) dA 

converges in d("f/'). The mapping defined for such 1 by 

Ir-+/(A) = .r/(A) = (2~)n feH'A f(A) dA= (R, I), 

where R is the inverse Fourier transform of eH .A , is called the Weyl 
calculus. It was introduced by HERMANN WEYL [8; § 45J in connection 
with the quantization problem of defining 1 (P, Q) where P and Q are the 
(unbounded) momentum and position operators. It has been studied in 
this context by IRVING SEGAL [4J and others, and in the general case of 
self-adjoint operators by MICHAEL TAYLOR [7J and ROBERT F. V. ANDER
SON [1]. The theory of operants is a convenient framework for studying 
the Weyl calculus. 

Theorem 8. With A as above, let R be the L(;/f')-valued distribution 
which is the inverse Fourier translorm 01 ei},.A on Rn. The spectrum 01 
Al' "', An in d("f/') is the support 01 R. 1/ W is any linear subspace 01 
L(;/f') containing "f/' then the spectrum 01 Al' ... , An in d("fI/') contains the 
support 01 R. 

Proof. We denote the support of R by supp Rand the spectrum 
of Al' ... , An in d("fI/'} by O',r (A). As we remarked at the beginning of 
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§ 5, the state cp in O'(d(~)) is real on self~adjoint operators, so that 
O'if"(A) is contained in Rn. 

Now suppose that X in Rn is in supp R but is not in O'if"(.A). Then 
there is an 1 in !?2 (the space of Coo functions on Rn with compact support) 
vanishing on O'if"(.A) such that I(A)=(R,/) is not 0, so that I(A)=l=O. 
We may then find ag in !?2 vanishing on O'if"(A) such that gis 1 on the 
support of I. Then gm 1 = 1 so that 

(14) 

Since the Fourier transform g of g is integrable, we have that for any cp 
in O'(d(~)), 

cp(g(A)) = (2~)n f cp(eiA .A) g(Ä) dÄ 

= (2~)n f e;;'·"4) g(Ä) dÄ=g(cp(A)) =0. 

Thus g(A) is in the radical of d(~), and by the spectral radius formula 
1 

Ilg(A)mllm --7>- 0. 

This implies that IIg(A)mll< 1 for some m, and by (14) this means that 
I(A) =0, a contradiction. Therefore supp R(O'if" (A). 

Since 1/" is the span of Al' ... , An and 1, it follows that Al' ... , An 
and 1 generate d(l/"). Suppose that X in Rn is in O'.y (A) but not in supp R. 
Then there is an 1 in [g such that I(x)=l=o but (R, IP) =0 for all poly
nomials p. Therefore .9""/(A)P(A)=o for all polynomials p; that is, 
.9""/(A) IX=O for a dense set of IX in d(l/") and hence for all IX in d(l/"). 
Consequently, I(A) =0. Eut X is in O'.y (A), so there is a cp in O'(d(l/")) 
such that cp (A) = x, and as we have already seen, cp (t (A)) = 1 (cp (A)) = 
1 (x) =l= 0, so that 1 (A) =l= 0, a contradiction. Therefore supp R = O'.y (A). 
This completes the proof. 

Consider the hyperbolic system 

8u (8 8 ) -=A·l7u=A-+···+A -u 8t 1 8%1 n 8Xn 
( 15) 

where A is an n-tuple of self-adjoint matrices. Ey performing a Fourier 
transformation in the space variables we see that the fundamental 
solution of (15) is the inverse Fourier transform of ei;'.At. Thus the 
support of the fundamental solution of (15) is the cone in Rn+l through 
the spectrum of d(l/"). This connection with symmetric hyperbolic 
systems was pointed out by L. HÖRMANDER (see [1]). 

For results on the Weyl ca1culus we refer to TAYLOR [7] and AN DER
SON [1]. We shall describe briefly one result of ANDERSON as it gives the 
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structure of the operant algebra for the simplest of all non-commutative 
Banach algebras: L(.?It') where.?lt' is a two-dimensional Hilbert space. 

Let u1 ' U 2 ' Ua be the Pauli matriees: 

Ua = (1 0). 
o -1 

Together with 1, these form a basis for L(.?It') (where.?lt' is a two-dimen
sional Hilbert space with a given orthonormal basis). Anderson shows 
that the L(.?It')-valued distribution R, the inverse Fourier transform of 
eihl, is given by 

(R, f) = (,u,(1 +r :r +u· V)f) 

where r 2 = xi + x~ + xi on Ra and ,u is normalized surface measure on 
the unit sphere E of Ra. If u is any unit vector in .?It', 

(u, GI u), (u, G2 u), (u, Ga u) 

are the eomponents of a point on E. Thus the speetrum of the operant 
algebra d over.?lt' is the set of all pure states of L(.?It') (those of the form 
A f-+ (u, Au)) and not their eonvex eombinations. This example also 
shows that the ideal .AI" is highly non-trivial: for any smooth f whieh 
vanishes together with its gradient on E, f(a) =0 in d. The ideal.Al" is 
generated by 1 -1 and by Cl2 where 

Cl = 1 - ai - a; - oi . 
N otice that Cl =F ° since :T oc = - 2, but for any polynomial ß in 01 , (j 2' (ja 

if we multiply oc2 by ß, write the result in symmetrie form, and sub
stitute the matrices for the variables we get the zero matrix. 

7. Operants over a finite-dimensional Hilbert space 

Let.?lt' be an n-dimensional Hilbert space, d the algebra of operants 
over.?lt'. We shall find the spectrum of d and the mapping:T explieitly, 
generalizing the result of ANDERSON for the case n = 2. 

We let L(.?It')* be the dual space to L(.?It'), Ein L(.?It')* the set of all 
linear functionals on L(.?It') of the form A f-+ (u, Au) where u is a unit 
vector in.?lt', ,u the unitarily invariant positive measure on E normalized 
so that ,u (E) = 1, "Yo the real vector space of all self-adjoint elements of 
L(.?It') and 'f/"; its real dual, so that 'f/"; is all elements of L(.?It')* whieh are 
real on "Yo. 

The symmetrie tensor algebra ~ (L(.?It')) may be identified with the 
algebra of polynomial functions on L(.?It')*, and elements of Y'=Y' (L(.?It')) 
are funetions on L(.?It')*. Let R be the inverse Fourier transform of the 
L(.?It')-valued function on "Yo given by A f-+ eiA • Then R is an L(.?It')-valued 
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distribution on 1"';, for all (1. in g we have .r (1. = (R, (1.), and the support 
of R is the spectrum of ,<$, by Theorem 8. We shall show that this 
support is E and shall exhibit R explicitly. The method we use is due 
to ANDERSON [1]. 

The gradient V on 1"'; takes complex-valued functions on 1"'; into 
L(.n")-valued functions on 1"';. If el , ... , en is a basis for .n", so that 
elements A of L(.n") are represented by matrices (ai i ) with respect tothis 
basis, then Xij defined by Xii(A) =aij are a basis for L(.n")*, and Vis 
the matrix with entries 8/8xi j' We let Vk be the k-th matrix power of V. 
It is the inverse Fourier transform of multiplication by (iA)k on ~. 

Theorem 9. Let R be the inverse Fourier trans/orm 0/ the /unction 
i A on ~. The support 0/ R, and the spectrum 0/ ,<$, is E. Explicitly, 

R n~l n~-l ~ (_1)n+i+m+l (i) 1 
=.6'0 jf(, ~o m (n-1-j+m)! (16) 

. V" 4Jn-"-i-J (17) (17. x)mft 

where 4Jo (17) = 1 and 4J i (17) is the sum 0/ the principal minors 0/ order i 
0/ V, tor i = 1, ... , n. 

Proof. The relations 

er~, = go + gl Al + ... + gn-l A~-l 
(17) 

e''<'''=go+glAn+ ... +gn_1A~-1 

determine unique functions go, ... , gn-l of r, Al' ... , An provided the 
A's are distinct. We may solve for the g" by Cramer's rule; in particular, 

e~Ä'A1 ... A~-1 A1Ai ... erÄ, 
go= =(_1)n-l (18) 

er.<", An'" 1.:-1 An A! ... e'Äk 

D D 

(19) 

D 

where D is the Vandermonde determinant 

1 Al'" A~-l 
D= II (A.-Ai) = 

.. 1 
'<1 
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If we differentiate the numerator on the right hand side of (18) we 
obtain a determinant whieh is the same as the numerator of (19) exeept 
that the i-th row is multiplied by Ai' Let <Pi by the j-th elementary 
symmetrie function of At, ... , An: 

<Pi = LAi, ... Air 
i 1< "'<i; 

Then we have by the above argument that 

ogo ( 1),,-1 '" ----ar = - 'l'n gn-l' 
Now let 

o 0 
X--+···+-- 0,1.1 0,1." . 

If we apply X to both sides of (17) we find that 

re'}.k =XgO+Xg1 · Ak+ ... +Xgn- 1 • A~-l 

+ gl + 2 g2 . Ak + ... + 0 

for k = 1, ... , n. Therefore 

so that 

rgo=X go +gl 

rg1=Xg1 +2g2 

rg"_2=Xg"_2+(n-1) gn-l 

rg"_l=Xg"_l' 

1 )k gk= kT (r-X go' 

Easy inductions show that <Pn-k = k! Xk <Pn and 

k (r-X)k 
(-1) k! <Pn gn-l = <Pn-k gn-k' 

By (21) for k=n-1, 

ogn-1 _ ~ __ 1 ~ (r _x)n-l 
or - or (n-1)! go 

1 ( X)n-2 + 1 ( x)n-l ogo 
= (n-2)! r- go (n-1)! r- fir' 

and by (21), (20), and (22) this is equal to 

(-1),,-1 ,,-1 
g"-2+ (n-1)! (r-X) <Pngn-l=gn-2+<Plgn-l' 

Therefore 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 
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If we apply 8j8r again we find in the same way that 

e2gn _ 1 A. egn - 1 A. 
gn-3= er2 -'1'1 ~ +'1'2 gn-1, 

and by induction on n - k, 

n-k-1 . 
_ '" n+k+i+1 ~ gk - .L.J (-1) 4Jn-k- ;-1 eri gn-l' 

1=0 
(23) 

where 4Jo = 1. 
Let 1.= (At, ... , An). By (17), the functions gk have the homogeneity 

property that 

Let 
Yk(A) =gk(1, iA) 

so that 
eill = Yo (I.) +Y1 (I.) (i Aj) + ... +Yn-l (I.) (i Ajt-1 

for j=1, ... ,n. Then gn_l(r,iA)=rn- 1Yn_1(rA), so that by (23), the 
Leibnitz formula for the derivative of a product, and the fact that 

we have 

_n~-l n+k+i+1 . ~(j) (n-1)! 
YdA)- ~ (-1) 4Jn-k-;-l(tA)!=o m (n-1-j+m)! (24) 

. (I. . 17) Yn-1 (I.) . 

If A is any matrix we let 4J j (A) be the sum of the principal minors 
of order j of A (so that 4Jl (A) = tr A and 4Jn (A) = det A) and 4Jo (A) = 1. 
We let Yk(A) be the functions such that 

eiA =Yo(A) +YdA) (iA) + ... +Yn-1(A) (iA)n-1. 

Then we may substitute A for I. in (24). Now we claim that 

(n~ 1)! .u(A) =Yn-1(A). (25) 

If we show this, and use the fact that the inverse Fourier transform of A . 17 
is - 17 . x, then (16) follows at once from (24) with A substituted for A. 

The Fourier transform of t-t is 

.u (A) = f e-ix .A dt-t (x). 

Let us find .u (A) under the assumption that A is i times the diagonal 
matrix with distinct entries Al' ... , An. By definition of t-t we then have 
that 

.u (A) = f e-i(u, Au) dv(u) = f eL'Ajlull' dv(u) 
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where V is normalized surface measure on the unit sphere 5 of Je. 
The mapping 

q: (u1 , ... , un) H- (I ul l2, ... , 1 un l 2) 

of Cn into Rn maps 5 onto the simplex T in Rn of all positive (wI , ... , wn) 

with sum 1. If we use polar coordinates 1 uk I, Bk for each complex variable 
Uk then Lebesgue measure on Cn is 

and so the measure on Rn induced by the mapping q is a constant times 

dlUl l2 ••• dlun l2 • 

Under the mapping q a shell of constant thickness about 5 goes onto 
a slab of constant thickness about T. Consequently the measure on the 
simplex T induced by the mapping q applied to v is normalized Lebesgue 
measure on T; that is, the measure 

(n-1)! dw1 ·•· dwn _ 1 • 

Therefore 

_1 __ A (A) - f EJ.jWi d d 
(n-1)!ft - e w1 ··· wn - 1 • (26) 

T 

Denote the right hand side of (26) by W n ()"I' ... , An). Explicit inte
gration of the last variable wn - 1 shows that 

Now A has entries -iA1 , ... , -iAn so Yn-l(A) =gn-l(1, A), which is 
given by (19) with r= 1. If we expand the numerator of (19) along the 
last column we find that gn-l (1, A) satisfies the same recursion relation 
(27) as Wn. Hence to prove that Wn(A) =gn-l(1, A) it suffices to prove 
this for n = 1, and it is immediate that WdAl) = go (1, ~) = eJ.,. Thus (25) 
holds for diagonal A with distinct entries. Since both sides of (25) are 
continuous and unitarily invariant, (25) holds for all A in ~. This 
proves (16). 

Obviously supp RCE. Ey Theorem 8, supp R=a(d) and by 
Theorem 5, 1:(a(d). Therefore supp R =a(d) =1:. This conc1udes 
the proof. 

As a corollary, the support of the fundamental solution of the 
hyperbolic system 

8u 
-=A·Vu 
8t 

(28) 

is the cone in Rn'+l through E. This result is due to GARDING [3J, who 
used Riesz integrals rather than Fourier transforms to solve (28). If A 
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is an n-tuple of self-adjoint matrices, define the numerical range W(A) 
to be the subset of Rn of all points with coordinates of the form 

(u, Al u), ... , (u, An u) 

where u is a unit vector. Then the support of the fundamental solution 
of (15) is contained in the cone in Rn+1 through the numerical range of A. 
The numerical range of A is the spectrum of Ä in the operant algebra 
over the underlying finite-dimensional Hilbert space but the spectrum 
of Ä in the operant algebra over the span "Y of A and 1 may be smaller. 
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Local Non-linear Functions of Quantum Fields 

By IRVING SEGAL * 
Brandeis University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

1. Introduction 
I think it is good that one of us is treating a topic that impinges 

explicitly on relations with theoretical physics, because the complemen
tarity between mathematics as a pure discipline and mathematics as a 
universal distillation from the experiential universe is one of the striking 
features in some of MARSHALL STONE'S line of work. In addition to this 
primary consideration, there is the general one that the Sovereign 
Nation of Mathematics - so to speak - is now surely sufficiently 
secure and vital that it befits it to explore relations with other Nations, 
such as Physics. The subject of quantum fields has seemed particularly 
appropriate in these connections. Purely mathematically, it provides a 
proving ground for the development and testing of methods for dealing 
with some of the most novel and exciting problems of contemporary 
analysis, - to name only some of these, the problems of highly singular 
perturbations, falling outside the scope of conventional theories of 
operators in Hilbert space and generalized functions, of which some of 
the work of FELDMAN [1J and NELSON [8J is representative; the devel
opment of real and complex analysis for functions on infinite-dimensional 
spaces, of which some of the work of GROSS [5J, SHALE [16J, and myself 
[10J is representative; and the problem, not only of analysis but of 
meaning, of the application of non-linear operations to weak functions 
(e.g., the raising of a Schwartzian distribution to a power) (cf. e.g. [5J, 
[11J and [14J). On the other hand, in relation to potential commerce 
with the Nation of Physics, one has in quantum fields probably the most 
sophisticated and far-reaching idea of contemporary theoretical physics. 

2. What is a quantum field? 
The term "quantum field" means many things, not all of them 

tangible, to many people; as a consequence it seems desirable, in the 
mathematical treatment, to use more neutral terminology. What we 

* Research conducted in part during the tenure of a Guggenheim Fellow
ship and in part with the support of the Office of Scientific Research 
(U.S.A.F.). 
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shall call a "quantum process" can -be regarded as a mathematical 
abstraction from a modal, often heuristic, usage of the term "quantum 
field" . 

Let M be a given set, and P a given real linear vector space con
sisting of functions, or linear equivalence dasses of functions, from M 
to a given real linear vector space L. (For brevity, andjor a suggestion 
of the role of these concepts in concrete instances, M may be called the 
underlying geometrical manitold; P, the probe space (after the discussion 
of the role of probes in field measurements in a well-known paper of 
BOHR and ROSENFELD ); and L, the spin space). An operational process 
in M with probe space P is defined as an equivalence dass of linear 
mappings ([J from P into the set of all dosed densely defined linear 
operators in a Hilbert space H, where the linearity is relative to the 
strong operations in the partial algebra of all dosed densely defined 
operators in H; the strong sum of two such operators is the dosure of 
the usual sum, and is defined to exist only when this dosure exists and 
is densely defined; and similarly for strong multiplication by real 
numbers. The equivalence relation in question is as follows: two such 
processes, ([J and ([J', with corresponding Hilbert spaces Hand H' are 
equivalent if and only if there exists a unitary transformation U of H 
onto H' such that for all XEP, U([J(X)U-l=([J'(X). The notion of 
weak operational process is defined in the same way, relative to a given 
dense linear domain D in H, except that the values ([J (x) are bilinear 
forms on D X D. Any member of the equivalence dass defining a process 
may be called a concrete process. 

A quantum process is an operation al process with an additional 
important element of structure called a "vacuum vector". More specifi
cally, aquanturn process in M with probe space P is an equivalence 
dass of structures (([J, H, v) such that (([J, H) is a concrete operational 
process, and v is a unit vector in H which is cydic for the ring of opera
tors determined by the ([J (x); two such structures are defined as equiv
alent in case there exists a unitary operator U which has the same 
property as earlier, and in addition the property that U v = v. It will 
suffice to define the foregoing ring of operators (where I use the term 
"ring" in the original sense of MURRAY and VON NEU MANN) for the 
more general case of a weak operational process. Specifically, the ring 
of operators generated by any given set of bilinear forms on domains 
D X D, where the D are given dense domains in H, is the set of all 
bounded linear operators on H which commute with all unitary operators 
which leave invariant the forms in question. 

The (direct product) combinations of essentially three distinct 
types of quantum processes provide mathematical representations of 
most of the quantum fields considered in heuristic practice; and these 
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three types are also distinguished in a mathematieally natural fashion. 
They are as follows. 

(1) The abelian proeess, eharacterized as that for whieh the operator 
ring R determined by the tP (x) is abelian. A (strict, i.e. non-weak) 
abelian proeess is mathematieally essentially the same as a generalized 
stoehastie proeess. 

(2) The next simplest assumption to that of the essential eommu
tativity of the tP(x) is that any eommutator of any two of the tP(x) 
is essentially a sealar operator, not neeessarily zero. Non-trivial operators 
of this type eannot be bounded, and in order to suppress irrelevant 
pathology eonnected with unbounded operators as well as for other 
purposes, it is advantageous to express the assumption in the form 
applieable to a self-adjoint proeess, i.e. one sueh that eaeh tP (x) is 
self-adjoint: 

W(x) W(y) = e(i/2)A(x, y) W(x + y), 

where W(x) =eilZl(x), and A(x, y) is a (neeessarily) antisymmetrie real 
bilinear form in the veetors x and y in P. This may be ealled a 
symmetrie proeess; when the form A (. , .) is non-singular (as in Theorem 2 
below) or effectively non-singular (as in Theorem 1 below) it is then 
totally distinct from the abelian proeess. It follows from Stone's theorem 
and the linearity of tP ( .) that 

[tP(x), tP(y)] c iA(x, y) I; 

the latter relation is an abstract mathematieal form of what are ealled 
the "eanonieal eommutation relations" in mueh of the physieal litera
ture, and the physieally associated quantum field is often referred to as 
"satisfying Bose-Einstein statisties", ete. 

(3) Another generalization of the abelian ease is that in whieh the 
anti-eommutator of any two of the tP (x) is a sealar operator: 

tP (x) tP (y) + tP (y) tP (x) = S(x, y), 

where S(x, y) is a (neeessarily) symmetrie real bilinear form in the 
vectors x and y in P. Sueh a proeess may be ealled anti-symmetrie. In the 
physicalliterature, the indieated relations are referred to as the " eanon
ieal anti-eommutation relations", and an assoeiated quantum field is 
said to satisfy "Fermi-Dirae statisties ", ete. 

The algebraie differenees between the anti-symmetrie and symmetrie 
proeesses are parallel to those between the orthogonal and symplectie 
groups, but are involved also with analytieal eomplieations, arising 
from the unboundedness of the operators tP (x) in the symmetrie 
case. In the most important ease in whieh the symmetrie form 5(. , .) 
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is positive definite, the proeess operators <1>(x) are bounded. There is 
nevertheless a remarkable analogy between the results, if not all of the 
methods, for the anti-symmetrie ease and the symmetrie ease. Sinee 
in the time at my disposal I ean at most give a suggestion of the essen
tial ideas, I shall eonfine the further treatment to the symmetrie 
ease, whieh is the most generally familiar one. 

3. What is a linear field? 

As an illustrative example, and for its intrinsie interest, let me 
describe the simplest nontrivial quantum field whieh arises in theoretieal 
physies, the so-called "neutral sealar free field". First, let me give an 
intrinsie eharaeterization based on mathematieal versions of eonven
tional :theoretieal physieal postulates.! Let M denote 4-dimensional 
spaee-time; let P denote the spaee of all infinitely differentiable real
valued functions on M of eompact support. Let T denote the linear 
differential operator O-m2, where O=-(8j8t)2+L1, and m is a 
real eonstant, acting on functions on spaee-time; and let D denote 
the (Sehwartz-) distribution solution of the equation TD = 0 having 
the Cauehy data at time t=O:D(x,O)=O; (8j8t)D(x,t)lt=o=c5(x\ 
where x denotes the spaee variable. (Alternatively, D is the differenee of 
the elementary solutions for the differential operator T whieh are 
supported respectively by the forward and backward eones.) This 
definition of D may seem slightly ad hoc, but D (x - y) may be eharae
terized as essentially the unique non-zero generalized function F of x 
and y whieh satisfies the differential equation TF = 0 as a function 
of x, is anti-symmetrie in x and y (and so satisfies the equation also as 
a function of y), is invariant under the Poineare group (as is the opera
tor T), and satisfies a very mild regularity eondition. Let Adenote the 
(degenerate) anti-symmetrie bilinear form on P given by the equation 

A (I, g) = J J D (x - y) f (x) g (y) d x d y. 

(A may be directly eharacterized as the unique anti-symmetrie form on 
P whieh is invariant under the Poineare group, satisfies the equation 
A(Tf, g) =0 for arbitrary fand g in P, and is a eontinuous function of 
fand g in a eertain weak topology.) 

Theorem 1. There exists a unique structure (<1>, H, v, r) such that 
(<1>, H, v) is a symmetrie quantum process over (m, P, A) and r is a 
continuous one-parameter unitary group on H, such that: 

(1) <1> satisfies the differential equation, in the sense that 

<1> (Tf) =0, f arbitrary in P; 
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(2) r(t) v = v lor alt t, the inlinitesimal generator 01 r given by Stone' s 
theorem is non-negative, and r intertwines appropriately with $ in the 
sense that 

r(t) $ (I) r(t)-l = $ (It), 

where It' (x, t) = I (x, t + t') (this means that r(t) acts as the temporal 
displacement operator, and that the energy is positive); 

(3) The mapping I _exp (i $ (f)) is continuous in a certain relatively 
weak sense, Irom P to the unitary operators on H. 

Iremark that the same is true if r is required to be a continuous 
unitary representation of the orthochronous Poincare group (or of the 
full Poincare group, if anti-unitary operators are admitted); the posi
tivity condition then applies only to all time-like displacements, i.e. 
displacements conjugate within the Poincare group to the indicated 
temporal displacement. But this Poincare invariance is simply a corollary 
to the theorem in the light of the invariance of the operator T; the 
theorem really applies equally well to an extensive c1ass of temporally
invariant operators which are not Poincare-invariant, or even act in 
totally different spaces from conventional euc1idean space. 

Adopting distribution notation, the theorem states mainly that, 
apart from regularity features of an anticipated type, there are unique 
operators </J(x) for xEM (actually, of course </J(x) is not a well-defined 
operator, but only its average J</J(x)/(x)dx=$(f)), and a cyc1ic 
vector v in the Hilbert space H on which these operators act, such that 

(0 -m2) </J (x) =0; 

[</J(x), </J(y)]=iD(x-y); 

v defines astate which is both temporally invariant and of positive 
energy. 

The last condition means that if F is any bounded function of a 
finite number of the $(1), and if pt denotes the corresponding function 
of the $(ft), then <Ftv, v) = <Fv, v); and if Gis any similar bounded 
function, then <Ft Gv, v) as a function of t has positive spectrum (i.e. 
its Fourier transform vanishes for negative values of the dual variable 
to t, the so-called "frequency"). The one-parameter unitary group 
r(t) described earlier can be constructed from such a system ($, H, v), 
and will have the earlier indicated properties. 

The structure ($, H, v, r) can be explicitly described in three 
essentially different known representations, all unitarily equivalent, 
but providing diagonalizations of differingsets of operators. The most 
natural representation in connection with the treatment of non-linear 
local interactions is that in which the (mutually commuting) operators 
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4> (x, to), the time to being fixed, are simultaneously diagonalized; 
because these operators determine a maximal abelian algebra of opera
tors on H, this representation is essentially unique. At various times I 
have called it the "real wave representation", because it makes explicit 
the wave properties of the free field, complementarily to its particle 
properties, clearly visible in the first representation given for free 
fields, developed in non-relativisitic form by COOK, following the heu
ristic work of FOCK; I have also called it the "renormalized Schrödinger 
representation", because it involves an infinite-dimensional analog to 
the familiar Schrödinger representation for operators satisfying the 
canonical commutation relations, in which the only formal change is a 
gross alteration of the euclidean volume element which can be described 
as a renormalization. Now it is not immediately obvious from Theorem 1 
that it is legitimate to consider the free field at a fixed time, even after 
smoothing in space, for it asserts the existence of a bona fide operator 
(]J (f) only when 1 is a quite regular function of both space and time, i.e. 
after smoothing in space-time. This is however the case, and the only 
reasons for stating the theorem in terms of space-time averages is that 
this is very frequently done in the literature, and makes properties of 
relativistic invariance more manifest; and that the relation between 
the space-time averages and the space averages at fixed times is in 
non-linear cases a very sticky point, which should benefit therefore by 
illustration in the comparatively simple case of a free field. 

Rather than merely restate the Theorem in terms of space averages 
of the quantum process cjJ (x) at fixed times, I shall take advantage of 
the opportunity to give a much more general theorem, which serves also 
to indicate how relatively little the geometrical structure of Minkowski 
space has to do with the general idea of quantization; the state of the 
underlying "classical" system at a fixed time need not be specified by 
functions on space (the "Cauchy data") for the equation T'ljJ = 0, 
where 'ljJ is an ordinary real-valued function, but by vectors in general 
Hilbert spaces. It is only with the consideration of non-linear inter
actions that multiplicative properties of these Hilbert spaces, arising 
from representations of them in terms of numerical function spaces, 
become really material. 

Theorem 2. Let B denote a non-negative sell-adjoint operator on a 
real Hilbert spaee G, having only ° in its null spaee. Let H denote the 
Hilbert spaee eompletion 01 Dc(J)Dc-1, where C = B~, and DT lor any 
operator T indieates the domain 01 T as a Hilbert spaee, relative to the 
inner product: <x, Y)T= <Tx, Ty), and <. , .) denotes the inner product 
in G. Let Adenote the (non-singular) anti-symmetrie lorm 

A(A (J)gl' 12(J)g2) = <C 11' C-1 g2) - <C 12' C-1 gl) 
13 Functional Analysis 
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on H. Let 0 ( .) denote the eontinuous one-parameter unitary group on H 
whose matrix relative to the indieated deeomposition is 

O(t)=( cos(tB) 
-B sin (tB) 

sin (tB)) 
B . 

eos (tB) 

Then there exists a unique symmetrie quantum proeess ('IjJ, K, v) 
and positive-generator one-parameter unitary group r(t) on K, with probe 
spaee Hand relative to the given lorm A, sueh that r(t) v = v, 

r(t) 'IjJ (z)r(t)-I ='IjJ (0 (t) z); 

and denoting 'IjJ(O(t) (OEB/)) as tJ>(/, t) and 'IjJ (0 (t) (gEBO)) as 4>(g, t), the 
lollowing relations hold: 

(ofot) tJ>(I, t) = 4> (I, t) weakly on a dense domain (/EDe /\ De-I); 
[tJ>(/, t), 4>(g, t)] =<1, g); [tJ>(I, t), tJ>(g, t)] =0= [4>(/, t), 4>(g, t)] (on 

dense domains; indeed the Weyl relations hold) ; 

the dillerential equation u" (t) + B2 u (t) = 0 is satislied by tJ> (/, t) 
as a distribution, i.e. the equation 

(Ofot)2 tJ> (I, t) + tJ> (B2 I, t) = 0 

holds weakly on a dense domain. 
This result would for example ennable one to give a conceptually 

simple and mathematically rigorous meaning to the so-called quanti
zation of MAXWELL'S equation; or of such general equations as those of 
the form 01>= V(x) tJ> +F(Ll) tJ>, where V(x) is an arbitrary bounded 
measurable function on space, and F(Ll) denotes an arbitrary non
negative self-adjoint function of the laplacian. In all these cases, the 
quantum process 1> (x, t), as an operator-valued distribution in space, 
at a fixed time t, or in space-time, exists in a highly regular sense, and 
satisfies the prescribed differential equations and commutation relations 
in strong senses. The actual operators tJ> (I, t) and 4> (g, t) may be ex
pressed quite explicitly as simple operators in the space L 2 (H') of all 
square-integrable functionals over the space H ' in H consisting of pairs 
IEBg such that I=:. 0, relative to a certain weak prob ability measure in 
H ' known as the isonormal distribution (cf. [4]). In this representation 
the tJ> (I, t) are diagonalized, i.e. consist of multiplication operators, 
while the 4> (g, t) are essentially generators of vector displacements, 
through vectors related to g, in H '. 

The difference in appearance between the A-forms involved in 
Theorems 1 and 2 is largely due to the degeneracy of the form A in 
Theorem 1 and its non-degeneracy in Theorem 2. If in Theorem 1, the 
probe space P is replaced by its quotient space P' modulo the null-space 
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Po of all vectors z such that A(x, z) =0 for aH XEP, little is lost, in as 
much as ([J(f) = ([J(f') if f-=f' modulo Po. The resulting space P' is, in 
the special case considered in Theorem 1, naturaHy isomorphie to a 
dense subspace of the probe space H of Theorem 2. 

4. What is a non-linear field? 
The theory of quantum processes associated with a given suitable 

linear partial differential equation is quite weH founded and fairly weH 
developed, but the situation is altogether different as soon as a local 
non-linearity is involved. The fundamental belief that the dynamics of 
physical fields are appropriately described by local partial differential 
equations has led to the study of such equations from a quantum point 
of view; and, as is weH known, in the case of an equation postulated to 
describe the interaction between photons and electrons, to significant 
empirical confirmation. The problem of giving adefinite mathematical 
meaning to such so-caHed "quantized" non-linear partial differential 
equations has however resisted solution until recently. 

The difficulty is that a non-linear operation on a weakly-defined 
process is involved. Consider for example the differential equation 
o cjJ = p (cjJ), where p (cjJ) is a polynomial in cjJ; as long as cjJ is a generalized 
function, the right-hand side has no apriori meaning. On the other 
hand, elose investigation shows that even in the simplest non-trivial 
cases, such as the neutral scalar field described earlier, the quantum 
process cjJ is not astriet process, in the sense that there is no bona fide 
function cjJ (x) such that ([J (f) = J cjJ (x) f(x) dx; although it becomes 
quite elose to a strict process as the number of space dimensions de
creases to one. For a strict process, of course, there is no difficulty in 
defining a local non-linear function, e.g. the square; but this definition 
cannot be made directly in terms of the process-average ([J, in a fashion 
which is applicable to weak processes. In the case of the hypothetical 
so-caHed "interacting" process satisfying the indicated non-linear 
equation there is every reason to believe that the regularity properties 
would be at best not improved. 

In the case of asymmetrie process there is however a method 
for introducing a notion of quasi-power which is not applicable to an 
ordinary distribution or general type of operational process. In order 
for this method to be applicable to the definition of the right-hand 
member of an evolutionary partial differential equation, it appears to 
be necessary that it deal with the quasi-power at a fixed time; that is 
to say, smoothing in space does not essentially change the meaning of 
the equation, but smoothing in time destroys, apparently, this meaning. 
There is no known way to transform a non-linear equation of evolution 
which is local in the time into one which is expressed in terms of tem-
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poral averages of the solution. Conversely, if the non-linear term ean 
be given mathematicaJ meaning as a generalized function in spaee at 
any fixed time, the differential equation in question aequires adefinite 
meaning and appears aeeessible to mathematieal analysis as a Cauehy 
problem, although a relatively sophistieated one. 

Before indieating the nature of this definition for powers of a 
symmetrie quantum proeess at a fixed time, let me remark parenthetica
lly that although the idea of quantum fields at fixed times has always 
been, and is eurrently, extensively used, the question of whether they 
are physically or mathematically meaningful has been somewhat 
controversial. In areaction against the purely formal treatment of non
linear functions of quantum fields, axiomatic sehools developed around 
15 years ago whieh insisted on space-time smoothing and the eonsequent 
abandonment of the eanonieal commutation relations for interaeting 
fields, as well as, of course, of loeal non-linear partial differential equa
tions as a means of describing the dynamies of quantum fields. My 
own mathematical work on quantum fields has emphasized the utilization 
of fields at fixed times, and in the past few years some of the axiomatie 
people having been moving in this direehon. Nevertheless, the subject 
remains a disputed one, and in the absence of asolid mathematical 
foundation (or for that matter, of experimental methods for measurement 
of interacting quantum fields at fixed times), it was not resoluble. As 
we shall see, the non-linear functions of the field at a fixed time are well
defined in a coneeptually simple mathematical sense, but are in general 
rather singular objects from a differential equation or generalized fune
tion standpoint. 

For simplicity, let us start with the case of squares of fields; the 
cases of higher powers will be similar. Recalling the canonical commuta
tion relations for a field 4J at a fixed time t: 

[ 4J (x, t), 4J (x', t)] = 0 = [~ (x, t), ~ (x', t)] = 0 ; 

[4J (x, t), ~ (x', t)] = i t5 (x - x') , 

we may note that 4J (y, t)2, although undefined, has simple explicit 
formal commutation relations with the 4J (x, t) : 

[4J(Y, t)2, 4J (x, t)] =0, [4J(y, t)2, ~(x, t)] =2i4J(y, t) t5(y-x). 

If we regard 4J (y, t)2, or more precisely, its space-averaged form, say 
cp(2) (I, t) = J 4J (y, t)2 t C;) dy, as an unknown quantity Z described by 
the space-smoothed forms of these equations, we obtain two mathe
matically rather unexceptionable equations: 

[Z, CP(l, t)] =0, [Z, <P (g, t)] = 2i cP (lg, t); 
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unbounded operators are involved here, so that these equations are to 
hold only on suitably dense domains. Now the <Jj (I, t) and 1J (g, t) form 
an essentially irreducible set of operators, so that these putative equa
tions, if they have a solution at all, should have a unique solution modulo 
additive scalar operators. In this way the heuristic question as to the 
existence of a mathematically meaningful square of the field may be 
reduced, in a fashion which is by the standards of theoretical physics 
quite conservative, to adefinite and conceptually simple mathematical 
problem. 

It is preferable for the usual reasons to replace the foregoing relations 
by one involving bounded operators, and this is indeed possible. Setting 
U(I) =ei<[J(f,t), V(g) =ei<P(g,t), and W(t) =eitZ, an argument of the formal 
type appropriate at this level shows that 

W(s) U(I) W(S)-l= U(t), 

W(s) V(g) W(S)-l = exp =[i--:>:1J-:-(g-, t-:-) -2-s <Jj-=-:-:-(lg, t)]. 

= U( - 2s f g) V(g) e2isflg'di. 

The putative transformation of the U(I) and V(g) by W(s) is known as a 
canonical transformation; evidently this transformation is well-defined, 
independently of whether W(s) exists or not; when a unitary operator 
playing the role of W(s) in the foregoing equation does exist, the trans
formation is said to be unitarily implementable. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for this to be the case were treated more than a decade ago, 
and the present case falls nicely under the general theory, which serves 
also to indicate the distinctive role played by Hilbert space, not only 
as a representation space for the process operators, but also in connection 
with the underlying probe space. 

To summarize briefly, if N is any complex Hilbert space, a "Weyl 
system" over Nis a continuous mapping z--J>-W(z) from Nto the unitary 
operators on aHilbert spaceK such that W(z) W(z') = e(i/2)Im(z, z') W(z+z'), 
for arbitrary z and z' in N. The "free Weyl system", closely related to 
the free processes described earlier but invariantly attached to the 
Hilbert space N, may be described briefly as the pair (W, v), where W 
is a Weyl system and v is a vector in N which is cyclic for the W(z) and 
such that <W(z) v, v) = exp [-llzI12/4]. If T is a symplectic transforma
tion on N, i.e. a continuous real-linear transformation which leaves 
invariant the anti-symmetrie form Im <z, z'), and W is any Weyl 
system over N, then it is easily seen that if W T is defined by the equation 
WT(z) = W(Tz), then WT is also a Weyl system. The unitary implement
ability question raised above is precisely a special case of the question 
of the unitary implementability of the canonical transformation 
W(z) --J>- WT (z); i.e. the question of when there exists a unitary operator S 
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such that SW(Z)S-l= W(Tz). Such questions have now been exten
sively studied in the case of the free processes, and according to a 
result in SHALE'S Chicago thesis, there exists such an operator 5 if and 
only if T* T = I + H, where H is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. In the 
present context, T is easily computable as an integral operator, and the 
usual square-integrability criterion for a Schmidt dass integral operator 
shows that: a unitary operator W(s) of the indicated type exists, for 
sufficiently smooth functions fand g (say of dass Coo and of compact 
support) if and only if the number of space dimensions is 1. Since 
essentially only formal algebra was involved in the foregoing reduction, 
this eliminates any reasonable possibility that the square of the free 
field might exist as a well-defined strong operational process in space, 
at a fixed time, except when the number of space dimensions is 1. 

In the case when the number of space dimensions n = 1, we could go 
on and establish that W(s) defined a projective one-parameter group 
and obtain the square of the field as its generator. But a different meth
od is better suited to the treatment of cubes and higher powers. 
I shall indicate this method and describe some implications for the case 
n = 1, following which I shall indicate the modifications needed to deal 
with the case n = 3 (or other higher values of n). 

5. Local polynomials in free quantum fields 

In order to construct explicitly cubes, higher powers, and other 
polynomials in quantum processes, one needs a systematic procedure 
for avoiding the infinite terms which arise if one proceeds too rashly 
towards this end. The algebraic basis for this procedure emerges from 
the considerations involved in the foregoing treatment of squares, and 
may be briefly indicated as follows. 

Let P be a real linear vector space on which is given a non-degenerate 
anti-symmetric bilinear form A; let E denote the essentially unique 
algebra generated by P and a unit e such that [x, yJ =A(x, y) e, for all 
x and y in P; let F denote a given linear functional on E. If ZI' ... , zr 
are any given elements of P, their "normal product" relative to F, 
denoted : ZI Z2' •.. , zr: , is defined recursively by the equations (assuming 
that F(e) =1=0) 

[:ZI ... Zr:' z'J = L.:: ZI· .. Zk ... Zr: [Zk' z'J, 
k 

F(:Zl . .. Zr:) =0, :e:=e. 

It can be shown that such normal products exist and are unique. The 
method of proof leads to the introduction of what may be called quanti
zed differential forms, similar somewhat to conventional differential 
forms except that operators rather than functions form the O-forms, 
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and useful for rationalizing some of the objects connected with quantum 
fields which relate to operators in a fashion analogous to the way in 
which differential forms relate to functions; but details will have to 
be omiUed. 

Now let us return to the problem of dealing with powers of the 
neutral scalar field, at a fixed time. The finite linear combinations of the 
(fJ (I, t) and fjJ (g, t), t being held fixed, form a real linear vector space 
P such that the commutator of any two elements is a scalar. The vector 
v previously indicated is in the domain of any polynomial T in the 
elements in P, and serves to define a linear functional F(T) = <Tv, v). 
The cited result then leads to a definition for the normal product 
: Zl .•. Zr:' where the Zt are in L. This ennables one to define the n'th 
power, say (fJ(n) (I) of the process (fJ ( • , t), by the equation 

(fJ(n) (I) = lim r·· f: <P (Xl' t) <p (X2 , t) ... <p (Xn , t):g (Xl - X 2) ••• g (Xn- 1 - X n) 
g_6 

·f(xn) dX1 dX2 •.• dxn ; 

the integrand may appear singular at first glance, but may be given a 
meaning in a straightforward way, and it may be shown, partly by 
general theory of the normal products, and partly by computation, 
that the limit indicated actually exists, in any of various appropriate 
senses. The simplest is that of the convergence in L 2 (H/) of the functio
nals, multiplication by which represent, in the real wave representation, 
the operators involved in the foregoing equation. The point of the 
normal product is that without it the limit either doesn't exist or is 
infinite almost everywhere (cf. [14J). 

The powers aUained can be characterized in a fashion similar to 
squares. More specifically, 

U(/) (fJ(r) (h) U(/)-l = (fJ(r) (h) 

is a reflection of the circumstance that all the ei <P(f, t) commute (t fixed), 
while thc equation 

V(I) (fJ(r)(h) V(I)-l=(closureof) (fJ(r)(h) +r(fJ(r-l)(lh) + ... 

+ C) (fJ(r-s) (I h S ) +- .. + er f hr dx)I 

is based formally simply on the binomial theorem, adapted to normal 
products, although the analytical justification requires some technical 
sophistication. In particular, the fact that the unbounded self-adjoint 
operators (fJ(r) (I) all commute, in the strong sense that their spectral 
projections do so, is involved here, and a by product of the analysis is 
the simultaneous spectral resolution of all these operators, in the real 
wave representation indicated earlier. The irreducibility of the U(I) 
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and V(g) for all fand g shows that Wer) (h) is uniquely characterized by 
the relations just indicated, in a reeursive sense; i.e., W(2) (.) is deter
mined direetly, then W(3) ( .) relative to the determination of W(2) ( .) and 
so forth. 

The foregoing construetion shows some properlies of the produets 
Wer) ( .) indieating that they are not a peeuliar ad hoc ereation, but have 
some foundational features befitting a local function of the free field. 
In the first plaee, they are indeed loeal, in the sense that Wer) (g) is for 
any g affiliated with the ring of operators (in the Murray-von Neumann 
sense) determined by the W(h), as the supports of h range over an open 
set eontaining the range of g. In the seeond plaee, they are invariant 
under the euclidean group. 

Remarkably, but in retrospect perhaps not surprisingly, the same 
pseudo-products have already appeared, in a mueh different and quite 
primitive form, in the theoretical physical literature. Around two 
deeades ago, G. C. WICK studied a proeedure for standardizing the 
removal of infinities from products of field operators, and derived a 
formula, known in the physieal literature as WICK'S Theorem, which 
greatly faeillitated field-theoretie computations when in terms of the 
"Wiek products". The mathematical nature of these objeets was some
what obseure (as ean be seen from the treatment given in the book of 
BOGOLIOUBOFF and SHIRKOV, whieh is actually one of the clearest in the 
theoretieal physiealliterature). A few years ago, GARDING and WIGHT
MAN [2J treated mathematieally aversion of Wiek products in four 
spaee-time dimensions, obtaining densely defined operators by averaging 
over spaee-time; but without obtaining self-adjointness properties, 
or dealing with the products at a fixed time, or quite making an explicit 
identifieation with the eonventional Wiek formalism. (The latter was 
at the time mathematically somewhat nebulous, and for the definition 
of the Wiek product they used an explicit formula ascribed to CAIE
NELLO.) More reeently, JAFFE [7J studied Wiek products at fixed times 
for the sealar field in two spaee-time dimensions. My own work pro
eeeded from an observation I made years ago, that the fractional deri
vative of the Wiener Brownian motion proeess or of similar processes, 
of order 1/2, although not conventional stoehastie processes but only 
stoehastie distributions, could be squared in non-trivial finite fashion 
by what may be described, ex post facto, as an adaptation of "eenter
ing" in prob ability theory; and that higher powers could be treated by 
generalization of the eentering proeess. These generalized Brownian 
motion processes are aetually the same, as shown by the real wave 
representation, as the sealar field at a fixed time. The stoehastic approach, 
although lacking transparenee from the particle representation view
point which is the most familiar one in the theory of free fields, leads 
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directly to the simultaneous spectral resolution of all the Wiek products, 
at a fixed time, as well as to proofs of their self-adjointness, locality, 
etc.; and is, in my opinion, indubitably beUer adapted to the treatment 
of non-linear local interactions than the more elementary approach 
through the particle representation. 

The identification of the stochastically-defined Wick product with 
the classical one is made by showing that it satisfies a known recursion 
relation formally characterizing the Wiek products; in particular, the 
"theorem of Wick" acquires mathematical status as a simple but 
essential algebraic formula. The interrelations between the characte
ristics of the Wiek products in the particle and real wave representations 
becomes crucial in the study of non-linear interactions, inasmuch as the 
"free" dynamies is more simply expressed in the particle than the 
real wave representation, while it is very much the other way around 
in the case of the non-linear local terms involved additionally in the 
"interacting" dynamics. 

These reassuring results have been for the case of two space-time 
dimensions. What then of the case of four space-time dimensions? -
this is the physically really interesting case, but we have seen that there 
is nO chance that even the square of the field exists as a (strict) opera
tional process at fixed times. Actually, the foregoing analysis for a 
two-dimensional space-time has a form which adapts quite cogently to 
the cases of higher-dimensional space-times. The analysis is largely in 
terms of the unitary transformation properties of the Wick products 
under specified unitary operators; and it makes just as good sense to 
treat the unitary transformation properties of bilinear forms as it does 
to treat the same properties for operators. 

As a natural and convenient domain in the Hilbert space for the 
process operators, let us take the infinitely differentiable vectors 
for the one-parameter group of unitary operators T(t) generated by 
the free energy operator. This domain is invariant under the U(f) 
and V(g) indicated earlier, and thereby the square of the free field at a 
fixed time may be characterized in essentially the same way as before, 
except that it is to be a continuous bilinear form on the indicated 
domain in the usual topology on such a domain. The uniqueness of the 
square then depends on an extension of SCHUR'S lemma to show that 
the U(f) and V(g) leave no such bilinear form invariant. Next, the 
locality of the Wiek powers can be treated in essentially the same way 
through the definition indicated earlier of the ring of operators deter
mined by a set of abilinear forms - adefinition which extends the 
conventional one for bona fide operators. Having defined and treated 
squares, the higher powers may be treated recursively in essentially 
the same fashion as in the case of a two-dimensional space-time. 
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The Wick powers are, of course, structures associated with a free 
field, and the question remains of the significance and treatment of 
non-linear quantized field equations, which involve presumptively 
processes which are not "free". 

6. The meaning of non-linear quantized field equations 
In attempting to give meaning to non-linear equations involving 

generalized functions, one should bear in mind the ultimate purpose 
of the equations, for it often turns out that definite mathematical 
meaning can be given only to those features of the formalism which 
have essential relevance to this ultimate purpose. In quantum theory, 
there are two main objects which are relatively directly correlative with 
experiment: the energy operator, i.e. the self-adjoint generator of the 
one-parameter group of temporal displacements which is given by 
STONE'S theorem; and the S-operator (or S-matrix), which can be 
described as a measure of the effect visible at time + 00 of the inter
action on a given non-interacting situation at time - 00, relative to 
the hypothetical motion which the non-interacting system would have 
undergone from time - 00 to time + 00, had not the interaction been 
present. The S-operator is the more important object in quantum field 
theory, and indeed suffices in one way or another for virtually all spe
cific purposes. But the energy is more familiar, so I shall consider that 
first. 

To make a long story short, the dynamics of quantum fields requires 
a more sophisticated phenomenology than the primitive one of forty 
years ago, in which an observable is an hermitian operator, astate is 
determined by a vector or density matrix in the underlying Hilbert 
space, and the dynamics is given by a one-parameter group of unitary 
operators. An apparently adequate, and currently widely investigated, 
phenomenology is that based on the notion that the conceptual ob
servables are elements of an abstract C*-algebra (by abstract I mean 
an algebraic isomorphism equivalence dass of concrete C*-algebras, 
acting on Hilbert spaces); that the states are suitably regular positive 
normalized linear functionals on the algebra on the algebra; and that 
the dynamics is given by a one-parameter group of automorphisms of 
the algebra. A physically crucial object is the "physical vacuum", 
which is definable succinctly as astate E which is invariant under the 
cited one parameter group A ..--+A t - as a result of which E(A t A *) 
is necessarily a positive definite function of t - having the distinctive 
property that the spectrum of this function is non-negative. One expects 
mathematical systems of the indicated type mostly to be unstable and 
not have vacuums, but if they correspond to reality they must in most 
cases have sufficient stability so that any appropriate mathematical 
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model must admit a vacuum. Having the vacuum, the energy is deter
mined as the self-adjoint generator of the one-parameter unitary group 
inducing the automorphism group in question in the representation 
canonically associated with the vacuum state. 

Now the equations of motion of a non-linear quantum field suffices 
formally to determine a canonical (= anti-symmetrie andjor symmetrie) 
quantum process at any time t', given the process at time t. Eut the 
manner in which the equations determine the vacuum is considerably 
more subtle. The situation can be illustrated quite well through the 
consideration of a hypothetieal relativistie equation such as 

O</J=P(</J), 
P being a given polynomial. At any fixed time t, the process whose 
kernel is formally (</J(., t), ~(., t)) (i.e., more exactly, the process at 
the time t, saY'!fJt, is defined on pairs of functions fand gwhich are, say, 
infinitely differentiable of compact support on space, and '!fJ ((I, g)) is 
the closure of J</J (x, t) t (x) dx + J ~ (x, t) g (x) dx) involves in its very 
definition the vacuum. On the other hand, the definition of the vacuum 
involves a given solution of the equation, or equivalently, given process 
(</J ( . , t), <b (x, t)). The relation between the (" interacting") quantum 
process </J and its vacuum is thus a highly implicit one, from a mathe
matical viewpoint, despite the simple heuristic description of the vacuum 
in theoretical physics as the "lowest eigenstate of the hamiltonian"; 
ab initio, the hamiltonian is not a bona fide operator in Hilbert space, 
but be comes one only ex post facto, after the vacuum has been deter
mined as an expectation-value form (i.e. the form T --+(Tv, v), where 
v is the "vacuum state vector") so that in quantum field theory the 
heuristic definition is merely suggestive. 

A certain novelty in the mathematical formulation of the quantized 
partial differential equations, relative to classical formulations regard
ing hyperbolic equations, is thus apparently inevitable, although there 
is a resemblence to a highly floating type of boundary value problem. 
This formulation, in its simplest form, in which the process </J is postula
ted to consist at fixed times of operators in Hilbert space, after suitable 
averaging over space, - a postulate which, as earlier indicated, probably 
restricts relativistic applications to the case of two-dimensional space
time, but which can be relaxed in a way which permits the extension of 
the formulation to higher dimensions, - is as follows. 

I begin with the most essential point of the characterization of the 
non-linear functions of a given canonical process. Let (tP ( . ), W ( . )) be 
a given anti-symmetrie process with (for specificity) probe space C, 
consisting of the infinitely differentiable functions of compact support 
in space; this means that each of tP and W is linear from C to the self-
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adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H, and that the usual Weyl rela
tions are satisfied. (At this point there is no dynamics in the situation, 
and the notation (/J is purely in anticipation of later applications.) 
There it is no essentialloss of generality, and will be assumed for simpli
city, that the ring of operators determined by the (fJ and (/J is a factor. 
(The conventional heuristic assumption corresponds to the stronger 
mathematical assumption that this ring includes all bounded operators.) 
It is also assumed that there is given a vacuum vector v, as earlier. Let 
(fJ(O) (I) be defined as f I, and suppose that (fJU) ( .) has been defined for 
j< 11, in such a fashion that: 

(1) (fJ(k) (I) is affiliated with the ring of operators R,p determined by 
the (fJ (g), for an k ~ j and an I in the domain of (fJ(k); 

(2) if k ~j and k > 0, then 

i,[,(h) (fJ(k) (I) e-icP(h) = closure of ± (fJ(k-r) (I hr) (k) 
r=O r 

for all hEC; and conversely, if there exists for any given IEC a self
adjoint operator T affiliated with Bq, such that VED T , (Tv, v)=O, and 

ei <P (h) Te-ii>(h) = closure of T + ± (fJ(k-r) (Ihr) (k) 
r=\ r 

for an gEC, then I is in the domain of (fJ(k) and the foregoing relation 
holds. (Note that the indieated closure automatically exists and is 
self -ad j oin t.) 

Then (fJ(n) is defined to have in its domain all I E C such that there 
exists an operator T having the indicated properties, with k replaced 
by 11" and (fJ(n) (I) is defined as this operator T; by the factorial assump
tion on the operator ring determined by (fJ and (/J, this operator is unique, 
if it exists at all. 

With this definition, the 11,-th power of asymmetrie process 
always exists as a well-defined process, whose domain is however not 
necessarily non-trivial; and I may proceed to the question of the mean
ing of a solution to a quantized equation such as 0 cp = p (cp), p being 
a given polynomial of degree r. A solution of the equation is definable 
as a system ((fJ ( • , t), (/J ( . , t), H, v, r( . )) such that 

(1) For each t (or, in view of later assumptions, for t=O), the system 
( (f) ( . , t), (/J ( . , t), H, v) forms asymmetrie process with probe space 
C, such that the operator ring determined by the (fJ (I, t) and (/J (g, t) 
as land g range over C is a factor; and such that the s-th power (fJ(s) ( . , t) 
includes C in its domain, for s ~ r; 
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(2) r(·) is a continuous one-parameter unitary group on H with 
non-negative generator, and such that 

r(s) ([) (j, t) r(s) -1 = ([) (j, t + s); r(s) rP (j, t) r(s)-l = rP (j, t + s); 
r(t)v=v(s, tER1; lEe); 

(3) There exists a dense domain D in H such that for w, w' ED, 

(BIBt) <([)(j, t) w, w,> = <rP(j, t) w, w') 

(B/Bt) <ifJ (j, t) w, w') = - < ([) (B2 I, t) w, w') - < ([)(P) (j, t) w, w'), 

B=(m2 1 -LI)!, 

where ([)(P) = Lai ([)(n if P (A) = Lai i. 
These are minimal conditions as regards regularity, etc., for a solu

tion which is an operational process in space at each fixed time; it would 
be analyticaHy inconvenient not to have somewhat more, and probably 
difficult in practice to establish the existence of a solution without 
establishing some additional regularity. The simplest and most natural 
assumption in this regard would be that of the invariance of Dunder 
the infinitesimal generator H of r(·), and under the operators (fJ (j, t) 
and rP (g, t), as weH as under the unitary groups generated by these 
operators. The dynamical equations given in (3) are presented as partial 
differential equations, but may equaHy weH be given in pure operator
theoretic form; with a slight but natural increase in the regularity 
required, this form is: 

(3') There exists a dense domain D in H, invariant under the gene
rator H of r(.), under the ([)(j,0) and rP(j,O), and under the one
parameter unitary groups they generate, such that 

closure of [(fJ(j, 0), HJ =irP(j, 0) 

closure of [rP(/, 0), HJ = closure of -i ([)(B2 1,0) -i(fJ(r)(j, 0). 

A similar formulation of the quantized equations eould be given for 
other types of relativistie differential equations and/or for symmetrie 
quantum processes. The existenee and uniqueness of solutions is of 
eourse another matter. For the free field equations, existence derives, 
as indieated earlier, from the adaptation of the Foek-Cook construction 
to the relativistic situation. Uniqueness is shown, in a slightly different 
formulation of the problem in [10J in the ease of symmetrie processes 
and in fortheoming work of WEINLESS [17J in the case of anti-symme
trie proeesses. In general, one antieipates a high degree of uniqueness, 
whieh is essentially a matter of the uniqueness of the vacuum as an 
expectation functional, but present results are limited to linear fields. 
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7. The S-operator and the interaction representation 
Both because of the difficulty of establishing existence of solutions 

of the foregoing equations for non-linear equations in two-dimensional 
space-time, and the analytical complications in higher space-time 
dimensions, it is advantageous to deal with the equations in a different 
representation, which is at the same time c10ser to the important physi
cal notion of S-operator (or S-matrix, as it is often referred to by physi
cists). The putative solution of the foregoing equations is called the 
"Heisenberg field"; formally equivalent to these equations, but in the 
absence of a comprehensive mathematical theory rigorously essentially 
distinct from them are equations whose putative solution is sometimes 
called the "interaction-representation field". These equations derive 
from the ones given by the method of variation of constants, which was 
initiated in the present connection by Schwinger and Tomonaga, 
independently, who noted that the resulting equations, although expli
citly time-dependent, had an advantage in that the commutation 
relations between process operators at different times can be given 
explicitly, unlike the commutators for the Heisenberg fields, being in 
fact the free-field commutation relations. 

The temporal propagation in this "interaction representation" is 
given formally by the solution of a differential equation of the form 

u' =iH(t) u, (1) 

where u (.) is a vector valued function on Rl, and each H(t) satisfies a 
formal self-adjointness condition, and indeed has the special heuristic 
form 

where Ho and H1 are, heuristically, given formally self-adjoint operators. 
From a mathematical viewpoint there are however two serious compli
cations, even in the relatively simple case of two space-time dimensions. 
First, H 1 is not really an operator in Hilbert space, but is rather what I 
have identified as a "quantized differential form". Just as a c10sed 
differential form of degree 1 is locally identifiable with a function 
modulo constants, but is not globally so identifiable when it is inexact, 
so H 1 is identifiable locally (in space) with a bona fide operator, modulo 
a constant operator which may be eliminated by normalizing so that the 
vacuum expectation value vanishes, but is not globally equivalent to 
any fixed operator. 

In more conventional terms, H 1 is given heuristically by an expres
sion of the form J q( <Po (x, 0)) d"x, where q is a polynomial such that 
q' =p; this definitely fails to exist as a self-adjoint operator, by a 
unitary implement ability argument for the putative one-parameter 
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group it generates of the type indicated earlier in connection with 
squares. The way around this difficulty is the use of the locality of the 
interactions and the hyperbolicity of the underlying equation in con
junction with the possibility of ascribing a natural mathematical 
meaning as operators H{ to the expressions J q (CPo (x, 0) lex) dx, when I 
is an adequately regular function of compact support (cf. [13J). The 
H{ for differing I define the same propagation within a given bounded 
region of space-time, provided all the I are 1 on a sufficiently large 
region in space, and the corresponding equations to (1) with H 1 replaced 
by H{ admit strong solutions at all. 

The second difficulty is that while the H{ are bona-fide self-adjoint 
operators in Hilbert space, their transforms H{ (t) = eitHo H1 e-itHo have 
such variable domains that the existing general theory for equations 
of the indicated type is quite inapplicable. I t can nevertheless be shown 
(as follows from [13J) that the Eq. (1) with H1 replaced by H{ always 
admits solutions. The uniqueness and regularity properties of these 
solutions may depend on special properties of the polynomial P de
scribing the interaction. In one of the simplest non-trivial cases, that in 
which P (l) = l3, some of the relevant questions have been studied by 
NELSON [9J and GLIMM and JAFFE [3J. 

Added in praal. In forthcoming work, I have treated the case of an 
arbitrary polynomial p of the form p = q', where q is bounded from below 
[abstracted in Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 75, 1390-1395 (1969)]. 

In four-dimensional space-time, the situation is further complicated 
by the circumstance that the H{ are generalized operators (or equiv
alently, densely-defined bilinear forms) , as earlier indicated. The 
resolution of this complication, at least to the point of leading to a 
rigorous and natural formulation of the fundamental dynamical equa
tions, depends on two related special features. First, the two-dimensional 
theory was largely developed in terms of considerations of unitary 
transformation properties; and, as already noted, these considerations 
apply virtually equally weIl to bilinear forms. Second, the bilinear 
forms in question are not at all arbitrary but have the important regu
larity property of being invariant under a set of unitary operators 
whose commutor is a finite operator ring (in the case of the "scalar" 
field being used for illustrative purposes here, a maximal abelian ring; 
"finite" refers to the concept introduced by MURRAY and VON NEU
MANN). This is a very strong property, which in the case of a densely 
defined symmetrie operator enforces its essential self-adjointness (cf. 
e.g. [12J). The forms in question are thus a natural extension of those 
corresponding to self-adjoint operators, and indeed can, in asense, 
be diagonalized, the corresponding operator being represented as multi
plication by a generalized function. This aspect of the situation is related 
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to a theory of generalized vectors in Hilbert space associated with any 
given ring of operators, which appears to be a natural framework for 
the treatment of singular perturbations of self-adjoint operators. For 
brevity, and since I have already spoken some time ago about these 
general matters, I shall here merely conclude with a presentation in 
essentially conventional mathematical terms of the resulting formula
tion of the quantized dynamical equations in any number of space 
dimensions. 

Consider the quantized equation OCP=P(cp), where pi (0) >0, for 
the tangential equation D cp = pi (0) cp has no vacuum when P' (0) < 0, 
as shown by WEINLESS [17J; and it is convenient to assurne also p (0) = 0. 
The primary objects, both from mathematical and physical standpoints, 
are not so much the process operators cp as the operators 5 (t', t), which 
I shall call propagators, which transform the system from one time t 
to another time t' . For the reasons indicated earlier, it is virtually 
essential, or at any rate quite convenient, to treat these operators 
(which do not exist as unitary operators even in simple cases, but 
only as automorphisms of the C*-algebra W described in [13J as the 
"space-finite Weyl algebra") in terms of the operators 5 (t', t, j) which 
are corresponding propagators for the equation D cp = pi (0) cp + 
j (p (cp) _pi (0) cp), where jE C. Following these parenthetical indications, 
I can make the 

Definition. A (quantized) propagator for the equation 0 cp = p (cp), 
where p is a given polynomial of the above-indicated type, is a strongly 
continuous function 5 (t', t, j) on Rl X Rl X C whose values are unitary 
operators on the free-field Hilbert space Hfor the free field (CPo, H, v,r(-)) 
determined by the equation D CPo =P' (0) CPo by the characterization 
given earlier, satisfying the conditions: 

(1) 5 (t", t' , j) 5 (t', t, f) = 5 (t", t, j) (t, t' , t" E Rl; jE C) ; 
(2) r(t) 5 (t', t", j) r(t)-l = 5 (t +t' , t +t", j); 
(3) If hEC is supported by the sphere 5, and if j, gEC and 

j(x) =g(x) = 1 for xE5 +Qa, where Qa denotes the open sphere of 
radius a around the origin in space, then 5 (t, 0, j) 5 (t, 0, g)-l commutes 
with both qJo(h,O) and rPo(h, 0), provided !t!<a. 

(4) oS (t, t' , jl = H{ (t) 5 (t, t' ); 5 (t, t) = I, weakly on a dense domain D ot 
invariant under the 5 (t, t' , j), where H{ (t) is the generalized operator 
corresponding to the bilinear form B representing J: q (cp (x, t)) : j (x) d x. 
(More specifically, (GI8t) < 5 (t, t') W, w' ) = B (5 (t, t' ) W, w' ) for arbi
trary wand w' in D.) 

Actually, the basic condition here is the differential Eq. (4). The 
other conditions are formal consequences of (4), and are to some extent 
unnecessarily strong in adefinition, but serve to indicate some impor-
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taut properties of the temporal propagation. Condition (3) is a generali
zation of a familiar region of influence result in the theory of hyperbolic 
equations, and reflects the locality of the Wiek product operators 
H{ (t). By virtue of (3) the transform by S (t, t', f) of any element X of the 
operator ring determined by the rp (f, 0) and <P (g, 0) as fand g range 
over the elements of C vanishing outside of a given region R, i.e. 
S (t, t', f) X S (t, t', f) -1, is independent of f, for f sufficiently dose to the 
unit function, and there results a well-defined automorphism 2: (t, t') 
of the spaee-finite Weyl algebra W earlier indieated, satisfying the basie 
desiderata: 

1: (t", t') 1: (t', t) = 1: (t", t) ; T(t") 1: (t', t) T(t")-l = 1: (t' + t", t + t") . 

These automorphisms are not in general, and probably never except in 
trivial eases, unitarily implementable, in spite of the irreducibility of 
the algebra W; and this is one reason why the use of the functions f 
appears foundationally essential, and not merely teehnieally advanta
geous. However, the putative limit 1: = lim 1: (t', t) will 

t'-++oo, t->--oo 
be unitarily implementable, for an extensive dass of quantum 
proeesses, aeeording to a line of thought whieh in its earliest form is 
represented by a well-known paper by Y ANG and FELDMAN on scattering 
theory, aeeording to whieh the S-operator may be defined essentially 
as the unitary operator in question. It may be noted that the partially 
parallel problem of the existenee of an analogous S-operator for a 
certain dass of similar dassical non-linear relativistie partial differen
tial equations has reeently attained an affirmative solution. 

8. Conc1usion 
The theory and applieation of normal products of eanonieal quantum 

proeesses thus provides a mathematical foundation for the formulation 
and treatment of the dynamies of non-linear loeal quantum fields. The 
basically simple eoneeptual eharacterization and properties of these 
products at fixed times remove them from the position of ad hoe deviees 
for removing infinite terms in order to obtain numerical results in 
agreement with experiment, to a position of natural and intrinsically 
interesting, if mathematically not yet familiar phenomena. They are 
similarly foundationally relevant to differential equations which are 
systems, or whose solutions are anti-symmetrie rather than symmetrie 
proeesses. I eontemplate also similar applieations to loeal interactions 
which are not defined by partial differential equations; these involve 
free fields whose dassical counterpart is not the solution manifold of a 
differential equation, but a direct integral of such manifolds. 

In any event, what are now established are formulations and methods 
of treatment for the fundamental dynamieal equations of typical non-

14 Functional Analysis 
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linear relativistic quantized fields, which seem conservative and relevant 
from both contemporary mathematical and physical positions. Indeed, 
I should judge that there are now sufficiently many results in a positive 
direction for valid optimism regarding the resolubility, within the next 
few years, of some of the basic existential questions concerning the 
mathematical framework for physical quantum field theory. 
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On the Analogue of the Modular Group 
in Characteristic p 

By ANDRE WEIL 

The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton 

1. It is well-known that the classical concept of modular forms may 
be introduced as follows. Write G for one of the two algebraic groups 
GL(2), SL(2); take for k the field Q of rational numbers, R being then 
the completion ker; of k at its infinite place; let r be the subgroup 
Gz of GR (i.e. the group of the matrices in M 2 (Z) with the determinant 
±1 if G=GL(2), and +1 if G=SL(2)). On GR , consider the complex
valued functions which are left-invariant under r (or at any rate under 
some congruence subgroup of r), behave in a prescribed manner under 
a translation belonging to the center of GR , and behave in a prescribed 
manner under the right translations belonging to the usual maximal 
compact subgroup of GR and under the Casimir operator for Ga; the 
two latter conditions ensure that this determines in the upper half-plane 
a modular form of prescribed degree which is an eigenfunction for the 
Beltrami operator (in particular, if the corresponding eigenvalue is 0, 
it is holomorphic, or at any rate the sum of a holomorphic and an 
antiholomorphic function). If we write A for the ring of adeles of k 
and GA for the adelized group G, one can then, from such a function, 
derive a function on GA, left-invariant under Gk , and behaving in a 
prescribed manner under the center, under right-translations belonging 
to the usual maximal compact subgroup of GA (or at any rate under 
a subgroup of finite index of that group), and under the Casimir operator 
for G Cf)' Such an interpretation is useful if one wishes to extend the 
classical theory to arbitrary number-fields or function-fields. 

0n the present occasion, we wish to take for k the field of rational 
functions in one indeterminate over a finite field. Then, just as in the 
case k = Q, it is unnecessary to use the adele language, and the relevant 
concepts can be described in a completely elementary manner. 

2. Accordingly, we put k=F(T), where F is a finite field and T 
an indeterminate over F; we call q the number of elements of F. As usual, 
we write 00 for the place of k for which I TI er; > 1; then the completion 
ker; of k at that place is the field of formal power-series x = L:~i y-i in 
T-l, where ~i EF for all i EZ and there is n such that lXi = ° for i< n; 

14* 
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if at the same time IXn =!= 0, we have then I x I"" = q-n. The elements x 
of k"" for which I x I"" :S 1, i.e. IX. = ° for all i< 0, make up the maximal 
compact subring r"" of k",,; its maximal ideal is T-I. r"", and k"", as 
an additive group, is the direct sum of that ideal and of the ring F [TJ 
of the polynomials in T with coefficients in F. If P EF [TJ and P=!= 0, 
then I PI"" =qug(P). 

We will confine ourselves to the group GL(2); to simplify notations, 
we write G (instead of G",,) for the group GL(2, k",,), i.e. for the group 

of invertible matrices (: ~) in the ring M 2 (k",,) of the matrices of 

size 2 over k"". The matrices of that form for which z = ° (the "tri
angular" matrices) make up a subgroup B of G; those for which z = 0, 
t=1 and x= r with nEZ make up a subgroup of B which we denote 
by BI. We write ~ for the group of the invertible matrices in M 2 (r",,) 
(i.e. the matrices in M 2 (r "") whose determinant is in r';;'), and .8 for the 
center of G; ~ is a maximal compact subgroup of G, and we have 
G = B . ~ = BI . ~.8. We write r for the "modular group consisting 

of the invertible matrices in M 2 (F [TJ), i.e. of the matrices (~ ~), 
with P, Q, R, S in F [TJ and PS -Q R in F X ; this is a discrete subgroup 
of G. In obvious analogy with the classical theory, one can define 
congruence subgroups of r. In particular, take any unitary polynomial 
A in F [TJ (i.e. one whose highest coefficient is 1); then we write ~ 

for the subgroup of r consisting of the matrices (~ ~) in r for which 

R == ° (mod. A), i.e. RE A . F [TJ; these are the most interesting 
congruence subgroups of r for us, because of their connection (dis
covered by HECKE in the classical case) with the theory of Mellin 
transforms. 

3. Just as in the classical theory, r operates in a "properly dis
continuous manner" on the space G/~.8 (which takes here the place 

of the upper half-plane). For every nEZ, write (1n= (r 0). We begin 
by proving the following: ° 1 

Every element g 0/ G can be written as g=Y(1ngo with yEr, n~O, 
goE~.8; moreover, when g is given, the integer n in this /ormula is 
uniquely determined. 

In substance, this is equivalent to the well-known classification of 
the projective line-bundles over a projective line (i.e. of the rational 
non-singular ruied surfaces) over the groundfield F; that aspect of our 
problem will not be further considered here. On the other hand, the 
above result corresponds to the determination of the usual fundamental 
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domain for the action of the classical modular group in the upper 
half-plane, and, as will be shown now, it can be proved similarly. For 
each non-zero vector (x, y), with x and y in koo ' put h (x, y) = 
sup (I xl 00' I y 100)' Then h is invariant under sr, i.e. we have h ((x, y) . f) = 
h(x, y) for all fEsr. If g is any element of G, there is C>O such that 

h ((x, y) . g-l) ~ C . h (x, y), 

or, what amounts to the same, 

h(x, y) ~ C . h ((x, y) . g) 

for all vectors (x, y). At the same time, for each C' > 0, there are only 
finitely many vectors (R,5) with Rand 5 in F' [T], such that 
h (R, 5) ~ C'. From these facts, it follows at once that, for a given 

gE G, one can choose an elementy ofF such that,ifwe put y-1g =(: ~), 
h (z, t) has its smallest value ho. Assume that y has been so chosen, and 

put y-lg=bol with bo=(~O ~:)EB and f(E~' ;)0 that we have 

ho=ltol"", Take any y'EF, and put y'y-lg=:' ~ ; in view of our 

choice of y, we have h(z', t') ~ho' Writing y'bo= " ~, ,we have ( x" ") 

(z', t') = (z", t") . f. Therefore: z t 

h (z", t") = h (z', t') ~ ho = I to I 00 . 

Nowtakey'=(~ ;), with 5EF'[T]; then (z",t")=(xo,yo+5to), so 

that we must have, for all 5: 

As k oo is the direct sum of F' [TJ and T-l. r 00' we can write yotöl in 
the form 50 +v, with 50EF'[TJ and Ivloo<1. Taking now 5= -50 in 
the above inequality, we have 

I Yo + 5 to I 00 = I v to I 00 < I to I ro 

and therefore I Xo I 00 ~ I to 100' so that 
n ~ ° and I u I ro = 1. Then: 

(1 50) (u 
g=y. ° 1 ·an · ° 

we may write xotö1 = Pu with 

T-nV) . f . (to 0) . 
1 ° to 

In the right-hand side, the first two factors belong to F, the fourth 
and fifth ones to sr, and the last one to 3. This proves the first part 
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of our theorem, which we can also express by saying that the matrices 
an for n:S ° contain a full set of representatives for the double cosets 
r\Gj'!if:8 in G. Now we must show that, if two such matrices an' am are 
in the same double coset, then n = m. In fact, our assumption means 

that we have am=yantil with yEr, IE'!if:, ilE8. Write y= (~ ~) and 
1\ = Y-'u . 1:; with i EZ, I ul oo = 1. Then the matrix 

y-i. (T-m 0). (P Q). (Tn 0) = (Tn-m~ip ° 1 R 5 ° 1 T n-, R 

l11ust be in '!if:, so that its determinant must be in r~; as the determinant 
P 5 -Q R of y is in p x , this gives n -m = 2i. As yn-i Rand T- i 5 
must be in r 00' and the polynomials Rand 5 are not both 0, we must 
have i - n :s deg (R) if R =1= 0, and otherwise i;;:::: deg (5), hence in both 
cases i:S ° and n:S m. Interchanging n and m, we get n = m, as was 
to be proved. 

4. It is also useful to find out when an element g of G can be written 
in the above form in two different ways (this amounts to determining 
when an element y of r, acting on Gj'!if:8, can have a fixed point; here 
the analogy with the classical case would be misleading). Clearly it 
amounts to the same to find out when the matrix a;/yan , with 
n:S 0, y Er, can be in '!if:8. By considering its determinant, we see that, 
if it is in '!if:8, it is in '!if:, and that it is in '!if: if and only if it is in M 2 (r (0)' 

Writing y = (~ ~), we see that this is so if and only if P and 5 are 

in F, Q is at most of degree n (hence also in F if n = 0), and R is ° if 
n>O and is in F if n=O. For n=O, this gives yEGL(2, F); for n>O, 

it gives y = (~ ~) with (J. and ß in F X and deg(Q) ~n. 
5. One may now consider those complex-valued functions on G 

which are right-invariant under '!if:8 and left-invariant under r or some 
congruence subgroup of r; an important example is given by the 
"Eisenstein series" 

f(g) =ldet(g)I~2.:a(R, 5)h((R, 5). g)-S; 
R,S 

here the summation is taken over all pairs of mutually prime polynomials 
R, 5 in P [T]; the coefficients a (R, 5) depend only upon the congruence 
classes of Rand 5 modulo some fixed polynomial A; and s is any 
complex number such that Re (s) > 2, so that the series is absolutely 
convergent (if this were not so, one could still attach a value to it by 
analytic continuation in the s-plane). These series will not be further 
considered here. 
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We restrict our attention to the "Hecke groups" ~ defined in no. 2; 
a complex-valued function on G, left-invariant under ~ and right
invariant under ~2, will be called an automorphic lunction 01 level 
A on G. A complete set of representatives of ~ \r, i.e. of the left cosets 
~y in r, can be obtained as follows. In the set of all pairs (R,5) of 
mutually prime polynomials in F [T], consider the equivalence relation 
(R, 5) ,-..,(R', 5') given by R5'= 5 R' (mod. A); write 5jR mod. A for 
the equivalence class of the pair (R,5) for this relation, and DA for 
the set of all such classes; for obvious reasons, the finite set DA may 
be called the projective line modulo A (or, more accurately, the pro
jective line over the ring F [T]jA • F [T]). For each 12 EDA , choose a 
representative (Re' Se)' and two polynomials ~,Qe such that 

(~ Qe) ~5e -QeRe = 1; put Ye = Re Se ; then the elements Ye of r, for 

12 E DA' make up a complete set of representatives of ~ \r. Consequently, 
in view of the theorem in no. 3, the elements yean, for eEDA,n:;:;;O, 
contain a complete set of representatives of the double cosets 
~\Gj~2 in G. Therefore, if I is an automorphic function of level A on G, 
and if we put In(e) = I (yean) for every eEDA and every nEZ, I is 
completely determined by the functions In on DA for n :;:;;0. 

In view of our results in no. 4, we have, for every n:;:;; 0, I (y' an) = 

I(yan) whenever y-1y' is of the form (~ ~) with deg(Q) ~n; if we 

define e+Q, for e=5jR mod.A, by e+Q=(5+QR)jR mod.A, 
this gives In (12) = I n(e +Q) for deg(Q) ~n. Similarly, for 12 =5jR mod. A 
and ct.EF x , define ct.e = (ct.5)jR mod. A and 12-1 = Rj5 mod. A. As the 

matrix (1 0) is in rand in ~ and commutes with an for an nEZ, we 

Oct. (P Q) have In (ct.e) = In (12) for all n EZ and an ct.EF x • Finally, fory = R 5 Er, 

put y' = (~ ~} we have 

(0 T-n) 
ya_ n =y' an' T-n ° . 

As the last matrix in the right-hand side is in ~2, this gives I(ya- n) = 
I (y' an) , hence, for y=Ye,l-n(e)=ln(e-1) for all nEZ and all eEDA' 

6. As in the classical case, one can attach "Hecke operators" to 
the places of the field k; we begin with the places other than 00, since 
for these the analogy is more obvious. Let II be a unitary prime 
polynomial in F [T], not a divisor of A; call n its degree. Consider an 

the matrices (~ ~) with coefficients P, Q, R, 5 inF [T], R= ° (mod. A), 
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whose determinant is of the form (f..II with (f..EF x . It is easily seen 
that these matrices make up a union of finitely many left cosets of I:t 
in GL(2, k), and that a complete set of representatives for these cosets 

consists of (~ ~) and of the matrices (~ ~) when one takes for M 

any complete set of representatives of the congruence c1asses modulo II 
in F [T], for instance all the polynomials of degree < n. Now, for any 
function I on G, consider the function lu on G given by 

the sum in the right-hand side being taken over all the polynomials 
of degree < n in F [TJ. If I is right-invariant under ~ 3, so is lu; and 
one sees at on ce that, if I is left-invariant under I:t, lu has the same 
property. Therefore the mapping I--+Iu induces, on the space of auto
morphic functions of level A on G, an operator which we denote by Hu . 
As in the c1assical case, it is easily seen that any two of these operators 
commute with each other. 

From abirational point of view, there is no difference between the 
place 00 of k and those attached to the prime polynomials II; therefore 
we may expect to find a Hecke operator attached to 00. Had we used 
the adele language, we would not need a special definition for this; 
here, as we have given a special role to play to the place 00, we shall 
proceed as follows. For each function I on G, right-invariant under ~3, 
consider the function 100 given by 

where df is a suitably normalized Haar measure on the compact group 
~. Clearly 100 is right-invariant under ~ 3; if I is left-invariant under 
I:t, so is 100" We write HOC) for the operator induced by the mapping 
I --+ 100 on the space of automorphic functions of level A on G; obviously 
it commutes with the operators H u. 

In the integral defining 100' the integrand is constant on the right 
cosets modulo ~na_l~al in ~; it is easily seen that a complete set of 

representatives for these cosets is given by G ~) and (~ ~) for ;EF. 

If we normalize df so that the measure of each such coset is 1, and if 
we observe that 

1). T-l o I 
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we get (since I was assumed to be right-invariant under st' 2) : 

Assurne now that I is automorphic of level A; as in no. 5, put 
In(e) =/(YQ(ln) for eEDA' nEZ, and write (H,,:J)n for the function 
similarly derived from H<Xl I. Observe that we have 

. (T-I ~) = (1 ~ Tn
) . (ln 0 1 0 1 (ln-I· 

Taking now g =YQ(ln with n;;;; 0 in the above formula for 100 (g), we get: 

(H oo/)n (e) = In+1 (e) + L:ln-1 (e +~ P). 
; 

In particular, assurne that I is an eigenfunction of H 00; this corresponds, 
in the classical case, to prescribing that the function I on GL(2, R) be 
an eigenfunction of the Casimir operator (or that the modular form 
determined by I be an eigenfunction of the Beltrami operator in the 
upper half-plane). Let A be the eigenvalue of H<Xl to which I belongs. 
Then H 00 I = At, and we have, for an n ;;;; 1 : 

In+1 (e) = Mn (e) - L:ln-1 (12 +~ P). 
; 

This shows that In is uniquely determined for an n> 2 when 10 and /1 
are given on DA. As DA is a finite set, and as we have seen that I is 
uniquely determined by the values of In for an n ;;;;0, this shows that 
the automorphic functions of given level, belonging to a given eigen
value of H 00' make up a vector-space of finite dimension over C. 

7. As we have observed before, we have G = BI· st'2, where BI is 
as defined in no. 2; therefore a function I on G, right-invariant under st'2, 
is uniquely determined by the function Cf induced by it on BI' i.e. by 
the function 

Cf(n,Y)=/((~n ~)) 
for all nEZ and YEkoo • 

Conversely, let Cf be given; we wish to investigate whether there 
is an automorphic function of level A on G, inducing Cf on BI. For this 
to be so, it is obviously necessary that Cf should be right-invariant 

under the group B1 nst'2; as this consists of the matrices (~ ~) with 

v Er 00' we must have Cf (n, Y + Pv) = Cf (n, y) for an vEr 00. When that 
is so, Cf can be extended in one and only one way to a function I on G, 
right-invariant under st'2; we have now to investigate whether I is 
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left-invariant under ~. Express first that it is left-invariant under 

(~ ~) for rxEF x ; as this is also in S'f', and as we have 

(~ ~). (:n ~). (~ ~rl = (~n rx:), 

we get cp(n,y)=cp(n,rxy) for an n,y and rxEF x • Express now that / 

is left-invariant under (~ ~) for an Q EF [T]; this gives cp (n, y) = 

cp(n, y + Q); in other words, for each n, the function y--+cp(n, y) can 
be expanded in a Fourier series on the compact group koo/l? [T]. Take 
a fixed non-trivial character 1fJo of the additive group of F; for every 
element x = LrxJ'-i of koo ' put 1fJ (x) =1fJo (rx1). Then the characters 
of koo' trivial on F[T], are those of the form y--+1fJ(Qy) withQEF[T]. 
This gives: 

cp(n, y) =Lc(n, Q)1fJ(Qy) , 
Q 

where the sum is taken over an Q EF [T]. Writing that cp is invariant 
under y--+rxy for an rxEF x , and under y--+y+Tnv for an vEr oo ' we 
get c(n, rxQ) =c(n, Q) for an n, Q and rxEF x , and c(n, Q) =0 unless 
Q = ° or n + deg (Q) ~ - 2. In particular, for a given value of n, only 
finitely many terms in the Fourier series for cp can be other than 0, 
viz., the term with Q = ° if n ~ -1, and otherwise that term and those 
for which deg(Q)~-n-2. We will say that cp and / are B-cuspidal 
when c(n, 0) =0 for an nEZ. 

8. Let notations be as in no. 7, and let /00 be as defined in no. 6; as 
observed there, /00 is right-invariant under S'f',ß since / is so, and therefore 
we have /00 = 1../ if and only if /00 coincides with 1../ on BI; in view of 
the formula given for /00 in no. 6, this can be written as follows: 

In particular, if / is automorphic of level A, this expresses that it is an 
eigenfunction of H 00 belonging to the eigenvalue I... Replacing cp by its 
Fourier series, we get the equivalent condition 

I..c(n, Q) =c(n+1, Q) +c(n-1, Q)L1fJ(;PQ). 
~ 

The sum in the last term in the right-hand side has the value 0 or q 
according as the polynomial Q contains a non-zero term in T-n-l or not. 
For Q = 0, this gives 

I..c(n, 0) =c(n+1, 0) +qc(n-1, 0) 
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for an 11,. For Q=!= 0, put d = deg(Q), so that c (11" Q) =0 for 11, ~ -d-1. 
Then the above condition is trivially fulfilled for 11, ~ - d -1; for 
11, ~ - d - 2, it gives a recurrence relation which is easily solved by 
writing the formal power-series expansion 

(1-~U+ ~ U2r = l: ai Ui . 
q q ;=0 

Then c(11" Q) =a_n _ d _ 2C(-d-2, Q) for 11, ~ -d -2 (and for an 11, 
if we put ai=O for i<O). When the coefficients c(11" Q), for Q=!=O, have 
that property, for some value of A, we will say (for reasons which will 
become clearer presently) that they are eulerian at 00. 

On the other hand, take II, and define In, as in no. 6; write rpn for 
the function induced by In on BI. We have 

((II T" II Y)) ((T" Y + M)) rpn (n, y) = I 0 1 + 1i I 0 II ' 

where the sum is taken over an the polynomials M of degree < n = 

deg(II). As I is right-invariant under ~2, this can also be written as 

11, = ((Tn+n IIY)) ((Tn-" II-I(Y+M))) rpn (,y) I 0 1 + 1i I 0 1 

= rp(n+n, IIy) + Lrp(11,-n, II-I(y+M)). 
M 

Replacing rp by its Fourier series, we get 

rpII(n, y) = L.C (n+n, Q)'IfJ(QII y) + L.C (n-n,Q)'IfJ (QII-Iy) L. 'IfJ (QII-I M). 
Q Q M 

Here the sum with respect to M has the value q" or 0 according as 
'IfJ (QII-I M) is 1 for all M or not, i.e. according as Q = 0 (mod. II) or not. 
Consequently the Fourier coefficients of rpn are 

cn(n, Q) = c (n+n, II-IQ) +q"c (n-n, IIQ) 

provided we agree that the first term in the right-hand side is 0 unless 
Q=O (mod.II). 

We can now express, in terms of the coefficients c(n, Q), the con
ditions for I to be an eigenfunction of the operator 1-+1 n; if w is the 
corresponding eigenvalue, we get, for Q = 0: 

wc(n, 0) =c(n+n, 0) +q"c(n-n, 0) 

for all 11,; on the other hand, taking for Q a polynomial prime to II, 
and substituting IIiQ for Q in the above formula, with i > 0, we get 

wc (11" IIiQ) =C (n+n, IIi-1Q) +q"c(11,-n, IIi+1Q). 
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As before, this can be solved by writing the formal expansion 

(1-~ U + ~1 U2)-1 = i: A.Ui • 
qn qn i=o 1 

Then we have c(n,I]iQ)=Aic(n+in,Q) for all i~O. When that is 
so, we shall say that the coefficients c (n, Q) are eulerian at the place 11. 

9. The "eulerian" property can be expressed conveniently by 
introducing the formal power-series 

00 

P(U) = L.: (L.:' c (-n -2, Q)) un 
n=O Q 

where L.:' denotes the summation over an unitary polynomials in F [TJ. 
For each n, the sum L.:' may be restricted to the polynomials of degree 
~ n, since all the other terms in it are 0; therefore P is well-defined 
as a formal power-series. If j is B-cuspidal, we have c (n, 0) = 0 for 
an n; as c(n, IXQ) =c(n, Q) for all IXEFX, this gives 

j ((:n ~)) = cp(n, 0) = ~ c(n, Q) = (q-1) ~'c(n, Q), 

so that, in that case, the power-series P may be written 

00 ((T-n-2 
P(U)=(q-1)-l~/ 0 

As can be seen at once, the c (n, Q) are eulerian at 00 if P can be 
rewritten as 

P(U) = (1- ~ U + ~ U2)-1 L' c (-deg(Q) -2, Q) udeg(Q). 
q q Q 

Here the series in the right-hand side may be regarded as corresponding, 
in the c1assical theory, to the Dirichlet series whose Mellin transform 
is the modular form defined by j, while the first factor corresponds to 
the gamma factor in the functional equation for that series. 

On the other hand, notations being as in no. 8, the c (n, Q) are 
eulerian at II if and only if 

P(U) = (1 -w (i'_)" + (~r)-l i: (L:" c(-n -2, Q) Un 
q q n=O Q 

where L.:" denotes the summation over an unitary polynomials Q 
prime to II in F [TJ. 

10. We co me back to the question, raised in no. 7, whether the 
function j (derived from cp as explained there) is automorphic of level A. 
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If so, the function I' on G defined by 

is also automorphic of level A; one sees at once that, if j is an eigen
function of one of the Hecke operators H ro' H [[, I' is an eigenfunction 
of the same operator, belonging to the same eigenvalue. 

We assurne now that j, and consequently 1', are automorphic of 
level A; moreover, to simplify matters, we will assurne that they are 
both B-cuspidal. Call T' the function induced by I' on BI' c' (n, Q) its 
Fourier coefficients, and P' the formal power-series derived from these 
just as P was derived from c (n, Q) in no. 9. As I' is assumed to be 
B-cuspidal, this gives 

Now we have, for u=l= 0: 

(A;_n-2 ~)=(A-l:+2U-l ~)-(~ ~)-AT-n_2. 

If we put a = deg (A) and u = Ta A -1, this gives, since u is then in r,;" 
and since j is right-invariant under ~ 3: 

Comparing now the power-series for P and for pI, we get the "functional 
equation" 

P(U) = Ua- 4 P ' (U-l) , 

which implies that both P and P' are polynomials of degree a - 4. 
This corresponds to the fact, discovered by HECKE, that the Mellin 
transforms of modular forms of suitable type satisfy functional 
equations. Of course, here, we must have P = P' = 0 if a< 4. 

11. As in the classical case, the above result can be significantly 
extended. Let M be a unitary polynomial in Ji' [TJ; call fh its degree. 
Let X be a character of the multiplicative group of polynomials prime 
to M modulo M (i.e. of the group (Ji' [TJIM . Ji' [TJ)X), which we extend 
to all polynomials by writing X (Q) = 0 when Q is not prime to M. 
Assurne that X is primitive, i.e. that there is no divisor M' of M, other 
than M, such that X (Q) = 1 whenever Q is = 1 (mod. M') and prime 
to M. We will also assurne that X is trivial on Ji'x (from a birationally 
invariant point of view, this guarantees that X corresponds to a character 
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of k:tIP, trivial on k'{;;,). Together with the power-series P introduced 
in no. 9, we also consider, for all such characters X whose conductor M 
is prime to the level A of j, the series . 

00 

P(X, U)= n~J~'c(-n-2,Q)X(Q))un 

and the series P' (X, U) similarly derived from f'. In order to establish 
the functional equations for these series, we observe that the characters 
of the additive group of F[T] modulo Mare Q_>1p(M-INQ), where N 
runs through a complete set of representatives of the congruence 
classes modulo M in F [T], for instance the polynomials of degree <f,l 
in F [TJ. Therefore, on that group, the character X may be written as a 
linear combination of such characters. Just as in the classical theory, 
this is 

where g (X) is the "Gaussian sum" 

g(x)= L X(Q)1p(-M-IQ). 
QmodM 

Consequently, we have 

P(x, U) = (q-1)-lq-"g(X) L LX(N)f((T-n- 2 
n N 0 

and similarly 

P'(X, U) = (q -1)-lq-"g(X) ~ ~ x(N')f ((A T~n'-2 1 )) n' -AM-IN' U. 

As A is prime to M, the congruence AN N' = 1 (mod. M) determines 
a one-to-one correspondence between representatives N, N' of the 
congruence classes prime to M modulo M. For such a pair N, N', 

:vr~teANN' =1-MX,withXEF[T]. ThenthematriXY=(_~N' ~) 
1S m ~, and we have: 

with U=M-lyn+2, v=AMT-n'-2. The last factor in the right-hand 
side is in sr,8 if u-Iv is in r'{;;" i.e. if n +n' = a +2f,l-4; therefore, when 
that is so, we have 

((T-n-2 - M -1 N)) (( 0 1)) 
f 0 1 =f A T-n'-2 -AM-IN . 
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From this, it follows at once that P(X, U) and P'(X, U) are polynomials 
of degree a + 2p, - 4 and satisfy the functional equation 

P(X, U) = ;i~? X(A) Ua+2p-4 P'(X, U-I). 

12. The analogy with the classical case [cf. my note in Math. Ann. 
168, 149-156 (1967)J suggests the following problem. Let the coeffi
cients c(n,Q) be given; assurne that c(n, aQ) =c(n, Q) for all n,Q and 
aEF x , c (n, 0) = Ofor all n, and c (n, Q) = 0 forQ=I= 0 andn + deg(Q) ;;?; - 2. 
Define P(U) as in no. 9, and P(X, U) as in no. 11. Define q; on BI by 

q;(n, y) =L;c(n, Q)'!fJ(Qy); 
Q 

then, as we have seen in no. 7, q; is right-invariant under BI n st',ß, 
and we can extend it to a function t on G, right-invariant under st',ß. 
Similarly, let coefficients c'(n, Q) be given, satisfying the same condi
tions as above; from these, derive power-series P'(U), P'(X, U) and 
functions T', f' in the same manner. Now we ask: if P, pr and (for 
all primitive characters X whose conductor M is prime to a fixed 
multiple B of A) the series P(X, U), pr Ci, U) satisfy the functional 
equations obtained in nos. 10-11, does it follow that t, f' are left-

invariant under ~ and that f' (g) = t ( (~ ~). g) ? 

The answer is affirmative, at any rate, if one adds the assumption 
that the coefficients c (n, Q) are eulerian at almost all places of k; this 
is a special case of a more general result, valid for any number-field or 
function-field k. Perhaps, as the analogy with the classical case seems 
to suggest (cf. loc. cit.), it might be more appropriate to assurne the 
eulerian property merely at 00; perhaps even this could be dropped. 
As to these questions, I shall refrain from the temptation of offering 
" conjectures", which, in the absence of any evidence, would be mere 
guesswork; a more thorough investigation is clearly needed. 



A Theorem on the Formal Multiplication 
of Trigonometrie Series 

By ANTONI ZVGMUND 

The University of Chicago 

1. The classical theorem of Riemann asserts that if the two-way 
infinite sequence of numbers Cn tends to 0 as n-+± 00, then the series 

(S) 

integrated termwise twice has sum 

-00 

which is smooth at each x, that is 

F(X+h)+F(~-h)-2F(X) -+O(h-+O). (1.1) 

As a matter of fact, the last relation holds uniformly in x. 
If the sequence Cn is merely bounded the result is no longer true 

and we can only assert that the ratio in (1.1) remains bounded, 
uniformly in x, as h-+O. 

Since the property of smoothness is important in certain applications 
we may ask when (1.1) holds, for some points x at least, if we no longer 
assurne that the cn --+0. The theorem which follows may be useful here. 

Theorem 1. Suppose that the coelliciens cn 01 the series S = Lcneinx 
are unilormly bounded and consider the lormal product 01 S with an 
absolutely convergent trigonometric series 

(T) 

11 Lc~einx is this product, then clearly c~=O(1). However the lunction 

obtained by integrating the series Lc~inx twice is smooth at each point 
Xo where the sum A (x) 01 LYneinx is zero. 
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We need the following lemma which is a slight generalisation of the 
Riemann theorem stated above. 

Lemma. 5uppose that the sequence {Sn}n=l, 2, ... is bounded and summable 
(C, 1) to limit s. Then 

1. 2 ~ sin2 nh 
lffi- L..."S 

h ..... O ]1;n=1 n n2 h 
S. (1.2) 

This lemma is known but we indicate briefly the proof. In view 
of the formula 

~ h ~ sin2 nh 1 
2 + L..." n 2 h ="271: n=1 

we may assume that S = 0, the only case that interests USo Let h -J>- + 0, 
N = [1/hJ, and let k be a large but fixed integer. We write the sum 
in (1.2) in the form 

kN 00 

L= L + L =L'+L"· 
n=1 n=kN+1 

Clearly, if \ sn\ :2,M for all n, 
00 

1.2:"1 :2, Mh-l .2: -; 
kN+l n 

and so is small if k is large. On the other hand, if SI + S2 + ... + Sn = nan 

summation by parts shows that 

IL'I:2,lhk~1nanL1 S~22,~h 1+ 0 (1) 
n~1 

~ I sin2 nh 1 :2,hMaxn\an\L..." L1 2/ 2 +0(1) n<kN n=1 n ~ 

:2,h· o(N) V +0(1) =0(1), 

where V denotes the total variation of the function (sin X)2/ X2 over 
the interval (0, + (0). This completes the proof of the lemma. 

Passing to the proof of the theorem we may assurne that Xo = O. 
The formal product 5' = Lc:einx of the series 5 = Lcneinx and 
T = LYneinx has coefficients 

Since cn=0(1), L\Yn\ < 00, we have c:=0(1). We have to show that 
1;;, (h) +1;;, (-h) - 21;;, (0) = 0 (h). Now, 

F. ( ) F. '\' , sin2 nh 
1 2h + 1(-2h)-21;;,(0)=0(h) +4 L..." Cn 2h 

n'i'0 n 
(1.3) 

and if we show that under our hypotheses, 
+N 
L c~=o(N), 

k=-N 
15 a FUDctional Analysis 
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an application of the lemma will show that the expression (1.3) 1S 

actually 0 (h) and the theorem will be established. 
Write 

+00 
I;= L YP 

P=q 
Then 

and 

I~ c~1 ~Mp%ool r_N_p -rN-P+II 

Let us split the last sum into two, extended over the ranges I p I ~ 2N 
and Ipl >2N. Denoting these sums respectively by L' and L" and 
observing that in view of the hypo thesis A(O) =0 we have I":=0(1) 
for s tending both to + 00 and - 00 we clearly have 

L'=o(N). 
On the other hand, 

N-P 

L"< L L IYql~(2N+1) L IYql=o(N). 
IPI>2N -N-P Iql>N 

Thus L' + L" = 0 (N) and the theorem is established. 

2. Let F(x) be the sum of the series obtained by integrating formally 
twice the series 5 = L (-i sign n) cneinx conjugate to S. Thus 

~ '" cn · F(x) =i L/ (sign n)--.;;i2ewx . 

Theorem 2. Under the hypotheses 01 Theorem 1, the lunction F 1S 

likewise smooth at the points where A (x) is zero. 
The proof paralleis that of Theorem 1. Assuming that Xo = 0 it is 

enough to show that 

We omit the details. 
It is clear that both in Theorems 1 and 2 the smothness is uniform 

over the set of the zeros of A. 
Also, if at some Xo the value of A is not zero, writing A (x) in the 

form {A(X) -A(Xo)} +A(Xo) we easily find that 

F1 (xo +h)+Fd~o - h) - 21\ (xo) -A (Xo) F(xo +h)+F(~o - h) - 2F(xo) -+0 

and likewise for F. 
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Theorems 1 and 2 have eonnection with the theorems of Rajehman 
about the formal multiplieation of trigonometrie series. In Rajehman's 
theorems (see A. ZYGMUND, "Trigonometrie series", Chapter IX) we 
assume that the "bad" series 5 has eoeffieients tending to 0 and we 
show that if the "good" series T has eoeffieients satisfying the 
eondition LI n Ynl < 00, then the formal product 5 T eonverges to 0 
at eaeh point where T vanishes. In our ease we assume less about 
both 5 and T, and of course get less in the eonclusion. 

15 b Functional Analysis 



The Influence of M. H. Stone on the Origins 
of Category Theory 

By SAUNDERS MAcLANE 
The University of Chicago 

This talk is a smaH piece of historical investigation, intended to 
be an example of history in the retrospective sense: Starting with some 
currently active ideas in category theory, it will examine their origins 
in particular in certain work of MARSHALL STONE. Hence this talk will 
not even mention many of STONE'S contributions (his theorem on 
one-parameter unitary groups, the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, or his 
results on spectra, on integration, or on convexity); instead we will 
examine the connection of just a few of his ideas with the subsequent 
development of category theory. 

Our historical study focuses on the mathematical developments 
of the decade 1929-1939. This decade runs from the onset of the great 
depression to the beginning of the second World War, so its initial and 
terminal dates have some general historical significance. This decade 
also has special mathematical significance; it saw the rapid development 
of the methods of general analysis, modern algebra, and topology and 
witnessed an increasingly active interaction between these disciplines. 
The mathematical c1imate of the decade may be summarized by noting 
the most influential books published in this period. Such a list would 
surely inc1ude HERMANN WEYL'S Group Theory and Quantum Mechanics 
(1928), VAN DER WAERDEN'S Moderne Algebra (1930 and 1931), STONE'S 
Linear Transformations in Hilbert Space and Their Applications to 
Analysis (1932), BANACH'S Theorie des Operation lineaires (1932), 
ALExANDRoFF-HoPF's Topology (1935), WEIL'S Spaces with Uniform 
Structure and General Topology (1938) and the first section (Summary 
of the theory of sets) of BOURBAKI'S Fundamental Structures of 
Analysis (1939). 

The dominant tone of these investigations is very different from 
that of previous decades. The general attitude is weH reflected by 
STONE'S statement, in his summary artic1e [16J on the representation 
of Boolean algebras: "A cardinal principle of modern mathematical 
research may be stated as a maxim: 'One must always topologize.' " 
In the same article, STONE goes on to observe that this process of 
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employing a suitable topology has given, for ex am pie, a deeper insight 
into the structure of Boolean rings. This emphasis on the use of all 
relevant mathematical methods to get at the deeper structure of the 
mathematical entities at hand is typical of STONE'S influence on the 
development of Mathematics. The decade 1929-1939 emphasized the 
study of a variety of mathematical structures, and so set the stage for 
many future developments; in particular, for the ideas of category 
theory. 

Category theory asks of each type of mathematical structure "What 
are the morphisms?" All the morphisms from A to B constitute the 
set horn (A, B), in the category of all objects A, B, C ... of the given 
structure, and the axioms for a category (see [10J or [7J) specify the 
properties of composition of morphisms. This emphasis on morphisms 
as such came in the 1940's and not in the decade 1929-1939, when 
attention was focused rather on subobjects (monomorphisms) and 
quotients (epimorphisms). For example, VAN DER WAERDEN'S Moderne 
Algebra, following the lead of EMMY NOETHER, studies homomorphisms 
G-+H of groups, and of rings, but only such as map G onto H. The 
utility of considering the more general homomorphisms G-+H of one 
group into another first became dear from the example of algebraic 
topology, where one was forced to study continuous maps X -+ Y of 
one topological space into another, and the corresponding homo
morphisms on the homology groups. Indeed the notion of a functor 
as a morphism of categories is suggested by the decisive example of 
the homology functor H n on the category of topological spaces to the 
category of abelian groups; it sends each space X to the corresponding 
n th (singular or Cech) homology group H n (X) and each morphism 
j:X-+Y of spaces to the induced morphism Hn(f):Hn(X)-+Hn(Y) 
of homology groups. 

The general idea of a functor as a morphism of categories was fore
shadowed by many other examples. One example much emphasized in 
the work of MARS HALL STONE is the ring C(X) of all continuous real
valued functions j:X -+R on the topological space X. We may regard C 
as a functor on the category of such spaces to the category of rings. 
Just as in the case of homology, the use of such functors emphasizes 
and formalizes the passage between topology and algebra, a passage 
fundamental to many of STONE'S investigations. 

STONE'S work emphasized certain cases where such a passage 
provides an equivalence between topological and algebraic notions - a 
relation we now formulate as an equivalence of categories. For example, 
in Theorem 4, p. 383 of [15J he writes "The algebraic theory of Boolean 
rings is mathematically equivalent to the topological theory of Boolean 
spaces by virtue of the following relations ... " The relations which 
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then follow involve the functor E which assigns to each Boolean ring A 
its prime ideal spectrum E(A), which is a Boolean space (a locally 
compact totally disconnected Hausdorff space) and the functor B 
which reciprocally sends each such space 5 to the Boolean ring B (5) 
oi all compact open subsets of 5. The cited theorem of Stone goes on 
to specify the functorial character of these two constructions E and B. 
To be sure, this is specified not in terms 01 the general action of E and B 
on morphisms, but in terms of their effect, more specifically, upon 
automorphisms, monomorphisms (subrings), and epimorphisms (via 
ideals). A previous theorem of STONE'S had produced a homeomorphism 
5""" E B (5) for any Boolean space 5 and an isomorphism A ,..... B E(A) 
for any Boolean algebra A. Both these isomorphisms are natural ones 
in the technical sense of category theory. The presence of two such 
natural isomorphisms I""" E Band 1''''''' BE, with land l' identity 
functors, is exactly the assertion that the functors E and B provide 
an equivalence 01 categories; more exactly an equivalence of the category 
of Boolean algebras to the category of Boolean spaces. STONE'S prescient 
emphasis on the careful formulation of this particular equivalence 
amounts to a clear recognition of the importance of the general notion, 
an importance which can now be illustrated by many different examples 
of equivalences of categories - simplicial sets and C W-complexes, or 
the useful equivalence between the category of alt finite sets and the 
"skeletal" category of finite sets, in which there is just one finite set n 
for each natural number n = 0, 1, 2, .... (With this example, one can 
clearly note that mathematics really doesn't use all those different 
finite sets.) 

The categorical notions mentioned so far - morphism, functor, 
natural isomorphism, and equivalence of categories - belong to des
criptive category theory. The cited instances of their use document 
the claim that category theory provides a handy language for the 
formulation of a large class of those general observations about 
mathematical structure which were first recognized by STONE and 
others in the decade of the 30's, and were then formulated by EILENBERG
MAcLANE in the 40's (see [5,6J). More recent developments indicate 
that the deeper aspects of category theory are those involved in the 
concept of adjointness, due in its complementary aspects to SAMUEL 
(1948, [11J) and KAN (1958, [8J). We now indicate how KAN'S notion 
of adjoint functor may have been adumbrated in the analytical study 
of adjoint transformations. It will appear that STONE'S work provides 
both a formalism which inspired that for adjoint functors and an 
exhibition of several decisive examples of such adjointness. 

The notion of an adjoint operator is an old one, appearing for 
differential equations in the work of Legendre and elsewhere, notably 
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later in the work of BÜCHER. In algebra, adjoints appear as conjugate 
transpose operators. For a Hilbert space H, the adjoint T* of the linear 
operator T on H is defined by the familiar condition on the mner 
product 

(T* I, g) = (I, Tg), (1 ) 

required for all relevant vectors I, g in H. This definitive formulation 
is due to STONE in 1929 (see [12J, p. 198); it was almost immediately 
put to extensive use by von NEUMANN ([19J, 1932). 

The definition of adjoint functor, as first stated by KAN ([8J, 1958) 
is formally parallel, for functors U:A--o>-X and F:X--o>-A in the opposite 
directions between categories A and X. Indeed, F is a Zelt adjoint of U 
if there is an isomorphism 

homA(F X, A) --'homx(X, U A) (2) 

of horn-sets, defined for all objects X of X and A of A, and natural 
in these objects. The formal analogy to the definition (1) of adjoint 
transformation is striking - and be comes even more so if we use the 
abbreviated notation (F X, A) for the set homA(F X, A) of all morphisms 
in A from F X to A. On the factual side, we may illustrate by several 
examples of adjoint pairs of functors: If A is the category of all (real) 
vector spaces, X that of sets, and U the functor which assigns to each 
vector space A its underlying set of vectors (the "forgetful" functor, 
which forgets the vector space structure), then the corresponding left 
adjoint is the functor F which assigns to each set X the real vector 
space F X with basis X. The isomorphism (2) is then the familiar one, 
which states that a linear transformation t:F X --o>-A on the vector 
space F X with basis X is completely determined once its values 
t' : X --0>- U A on the basis X are known. 

In this example, we may regard F X as the "free" real vector space 
over the set X of "generators"; other constructions of "free" algebraic 
systems of various types lead in the same way to pairs of adjoint 
functors. For instance, the forgetful functor from groups to sets has as 
left adjoint the functor which assigns to each set X the free group F X 
with generators X, and the forgetful functor from algebras (over the 
reals) to real vector spaces has as left adjoint the functor T which 
sends each vector space V to the tensor algebra T V. For topological 
spaces with a base point, the suspension EX is left adjoint to the loop 
space Q Y, and this fact is used repeatedly in homotopy theory. The 
tensor product of vector spaces is characterized by the equation 

horn (V0C, W) --'horn (V, horn (C, W)), 

natural for all vector spaces V, C, and W (over the same field); this 
equation states simply that the functor - 0 C is left adjoint to the 
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functor hom(C, -). Many other examples of the ubiquity of adjoint 
functors may be found in any one of the standard sources ; for example [7J 
or [10J. 

The basic formal properties of adjoint functors are strikingly parallel 
to those of adjoint linear operators. First, when the adjoint (or the 
adjoint functor) exists, it is unique; for functors, this of course means 
unique up to a natural isomorphism. Second, the composition rule 
(5 T)* = T* 5* for adjoint operators has an exact analog governing 
the composition of adjoint functors. Third, the adjoint of a linear 
operator is linear, and correspondingly the adjoint of an additive functor 
is additive ([10J, Theorem 13.1); more generally any left adjoint 
commutes with direct limits. Only in the existence assertions is there 
a notable difference; FREYD's adjoint functor theorem ([7J, p.84) 
appears to have no analog for adjoint operators. In all the other cited 
properties the parallel is so strong as to raise the evident question 
"Why? ". However, I do not know any formal explanation, for example, 
any more general concept which would subsurne both adjoint functors 
and adjoint operators with the just noted corresponding formal properties. 

Even the properties of norms of operators have a parallel. In the 
definition (1) of an adjoint operator we may set g=T*f to ca1culate 
the norm 11 T* f 11 as 

11 T* f 112 = (I, T T* f) • 

Similarly one may set A =F X in the definition (2) of an adjoint functor. 
Under this adjunction isomorphism the identity map 1:F X ---+F X then 
corresponds to a special morphism m: X ---+ U F X. This morphism m is 
universal from the object X to the functor U, in the sense that every 
morphism g: X ---+ U A from X to a value of U factors uniquely through 
m, via a morphism g': F X ---+ A. Such uni versal constructions were 
first described by SAMUEL, and indeed the notion of adjointness may 
be characterized completely in terms of the universality of m (see [10J, 
Theorems 7.1 and 8.3). 

MARS HALL STONE'S work not only set the stage for the general 
definition of adjoint functors by providing the clearly parallel definition 
of adjoint operator; his studies also gave some decisive examples of the 
construction of explicit adjoint functors. One such example arose 
directly in his pioneering and systematic study [14J of the relation 
between the "abstract" notion of a Boolean ring and the more "con
crete" notion of an algebra of classes. It is weIl known that he raised 
(and solved) the question whether any Boolean ring could be realized 
as an algebra of classes, but one can note in addition that his solution 
amounted exactly to the construction of a pair of adjoint functors. 
Each algebra of classes may be regarded as a Boolean ring, and this 
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by the evident forgetful functor (forget that the elements of the algebra 
are in fact classes). Stone explicitly constructed a left adjoint, which 
assigns to each Boolean ring A the algebra E(A) of all subclasses of the 
class of all prime ideals of A. He also constructed the morphism 
E: A ~ E (A) of Boolean rings which sends each element a of the Boolean 
ring A to the class E(a) of all those prime ideals p in A with a not in p. 
This morphism E is in fact the universal morphism of the Boolean 
ring A to (a value of) the forgetful functor from algebras of classes, 
and E is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor precisely because of 
this universality of E. Currently this universality is stated in terms 
of morphisms, but classically it can be stated in terms of the construction 
of suitable quotients (replacing epimorphisms). This universality of E 
is exactly so stated in the concluding Theorems 68 and 69 of STONE'S 
paper [14J on the representation of a Boolean ring by an algebra of 
classes. As he remarks "We now complete the theory of representation 
by means of the following result" (the universality of E). 

A more famous example of adjoint functors is the Stone-Cech 
compactification ß. It is a functor. 

Completely regular spaces ~ Compact Hausdoff spaces, 

and is the left adjoint to the forgetful functor (opposite direction). The 
usual description of the compactification ßX of the completely regular 
space X states that ßX is compact, that the embedding m:X ~ßX 
is dense, and that every continuous function from X to the re als R 
extends in a unique way to a continuous functor ßX ~R. This property 
of ß was stated both by STONE and (ECH [4]. STONE went further, and 
observed (in [15J, Theorem 88) that any continuous mapping of X into 
a compact Hausdorff space can be factored (uniquely) through ß X. This 
observation amounts exactly to the assertion that the embedding 
m:X ~ßX is universal. In other words, STONE not only constructed ß 
but established in full the properties which assert that ß is a left adjoint. 

For X completely regular, this universal map X ~ßX is a mono
morphism (an embedding). One mayaiso search for a compactification 
of any To space, except that in this case the universal mapping will 
no longer be a monomorphism. This compactification is provided by 
composing ß with the functor y 

To-spaces ~ completely regular spaces, 

adjoint to the forgetful functor. Stone explicitly constructed this 
functor ([15J, Theorem 77) and showed it, via universality, to be the 
desired ad j oin t ([1 5 J, Theorem 89). 

We have now summarized some aspects of MARSHALL STONE'S work 
on adjoint linear operators and on the representation of Boolean rings. 
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It has long been realized that STONE'S investigations on the latter type 
have had a decisive influence on the subsequent study of rings of function 
What we have noted now is that these investigations also provided a 
sharp and completely formulated example of the construction of adjoint 
functors. This idea, central to the present usage of categories, was there 
in embryo in STONE'S papers of 1936 and 1937. 

It is of course not surprising that the abstraction presented in 
category theory should arise from a variety of concrete instances; this 
is a common aspect in the historical development of mathematics. 
What is surprising is that the clear recognition of the notion of adjoint 
functor waited for over twenty years, till KAN'S paper in 1958. The 
notions of category and functor themselves were developed quite so on 
after STONE'S work, in 1942 and 1945 ([5J and [6J). The related notion 
of universal construction also appeared explicitly in the work of 
SAMUEL [11 J in 1948 and was extensively used by BOURBAKI, though not 
in the efficient language of categories. (Indeed, it was some time after the 
general recognition of the importance of KAN'S work that the relation 
between adjoint functors and universality was clearly realized.) 

This situation is a striking instance of a historical question which 
can be raised ab out the time of appearance of many mathematical 
concepts: Given the available formalism of adjoint operators and the 
numerous examples of adjoint functors, why was the general notion so 
late in arising? 

We have little expertise in answering such questions in the history 
of mathematics and any attempt at an answer can only be speculation 
(and is not to be regarded as part of my analysis of STONE'S work). 
It is my own view that the climate of mathematical opinion in the 
decade 1946-1956 was not favorable to further conceptual develop
ment. Investigation of concepts as general as those of category theory 
were heartily discouraged, perhaps because it was feIt that the scheme 
provided by BOURBAKI'S structures produced enough generality. It is 
to be noted that KAN, when developing adjoint functors, came at the 
time from a solitary position more or less outside active mathematical 
circles. It may even be that we should be on our guard lest the current 
very active mathematical life inhibit the development of ideas which 
fall outside the established directions of research. 

There are other questions, not historical but mathematical, which 
bear on future possibilities and new directions. STONE'S investigations 
emphasized the utility of some axiomatic methods in analysis. The 
current development of category theory raises the possibility of a different 
style ofaxiomatics : One axiomatizes (say) not a single Hilbert space, 
but the category of all Hilbert spaces. The model of such axioms on a 
whole category has been indicated by LAWVERE, in his axioms [9J on 
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the category of sets. The method has as yet been little exploited, but 
there are many possible cases at hand. 

Category theory has had lively use in Topology, Homological 
Algebra, and Algebraic Geometry, but there have not as yet been 
decisive applications to General Topology or to Functional Analysis. 
We have observed that these fields, in the hands of MARSHALL STONE, 

did provide some starting points for categorists. There is a clear prospect 
that there may be future developments there, either using categories 
or some yet-to-be-discoreved parallel notions. 
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Remarks of Professor Stone 

In his lecture, Professor MAcLANE asked some intriguing historical 
questions about the concept of adjoint functors or operators. I may 
perhaps be permitted to make a few comments by way of response to 
these questions. If one seeks to explain why the notion of an adjoint 
functor appeared in category theory as much as fifteen years after its 
inception, it seems to me that two reasons have to be suggested. In the 
first place, the concept had its origins and early development in analysis, 
in the theory of differential equations. It was not a vital part of the 
mathematical experience of the algebraically-oriented pioneers in 
category theory. The other historical factor that has to be cited is the 
interruption of mathematical research imposed by World War II and 
the many professional readjustments that followed it. 

Without an opportunity to do some historical research on the 
point, I cannot now trace the concept of adjoint back to its origins. In 
the theory differential equations it is rather old. BaCHER in his "Le~ons 
sur les methodes de Sturm" was already able to give a classic exposition 
of the concept and its applications to ordinary differential equations. In 
the late twenties the concept assumed a more abstract, algebraic form 
as a result of its relevance to the theory of operators in Hilbert space. 
The history of this development is interesting and instructive. I should 
like to sketch it briefly. 

Stimulated by an interest in quantum mechanics, J. VON NEUMANN 
began the work in operator theory which he was to continue as long as 
he lived. Most of the ideas essential for an abstract theory had already 
been developed by F. RIEsz, who had established the spectral theory 
for bounded symmetrie operators in a form very much like that now 
regarded as standard. VON NEUMANN saw the need for extending RIEsz's 
treatment to nonbounded operators and found a clue to doing this in 
CARLEMAN'S highly original book on integral operators with singular 
kerneIs. The result was a paper VON NEUMANN submitted for publication 
to the Mathematische Zeitschrift but later withdrew. The reason for 
the withdrawal was that in 1928 ERHARD SCHMIDT and I independently 
saw the role which could be played in the theory by the concept of the 
adjoint operator and the importance which should be attached to self
adjoint operators. When VON NEUMANN learned from Professor SCHMIDT 
of this observation, he was at once enabled to rewrite his paper in much 
more satisfactory and complete form, giving a fun spectral theory for 
an closed symmetrie operators as wen as for the self-adjoint operators. 
This he did by abandoning CARLEMAN'S methods, which he had been 
able to apply only by use of a transfinite induction, and introducing 
the Cayley transform, which served to reduce the theory of non-bounded 
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symmetrie operators to that of bounded isometrie operators. Incidentally, 
for permission to withdraw the paper without penalties when it was 
already in page proof the publisher exacted from Professor VON NEUMANN 
a promise to write for him a book on quantum mechanics. The book 
soon appeared and has become one of the eIassics of modern physics, 
particularly valued for its analysis of quantum statistics. My own 
interest in Hilbert space problems was aroused by reading the page 
proofs of VON NEUMANN'S paper when they were given to me by Pro
fessor CARATHEODORY, an editor at that time of the Mathematische 
Zeitschrift, just as he was finishing a visiting lectureship at Harvard in 
the spring of 1928. I saw almost at once that VON NEUMANN needed 
the concept of adjoint as a key to his problem and that a successful 
approach to the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators could be 
made by the use of methods already familiar in the theory of differen
tial equations. Looking back, I draw from this bit of mathematical 
history the lesson that a broad background is sometimes useful in 
quickly finding important eIues to particular problems. Certainly VON 
NEUMANN would have seen for himself the relevance of the notions 
of adjoint and self-adjointness had his experience with differential 
integral operators then been as extensive as Professor SCHMIDT'S or my 
and own. 

By analogy, I am equally certain that EILENBERG, MAcLANE, and 
the other early pioneers in category theory would have hit quite early 
upon the idea of adjoint functor if they had been more fully aware of 
contemporary work in Hilbert space theory and its background in the 
theories of differential equations and topological groups. As it was, they 
drew mainly upon algebra and algebraic topology-especially the theory 
of abelian groups - for sources of the new theory. Of course, it will 
never take very long for such a central and essentially simple concept 
as that of adjoint functor to emerge from research carried on strictly 
inside a growing branch of mathematics. While I do not know the 
private history of KAN'S introduction of the adjoint functor, I suspect 
that it may have come about in just this manner. Even if such be the 
case, one could still ask with Professor MAcLANE why, as a matter of 
the purely internal development of category theory, adjoint functors 
did not appear considerably earlier upon the cene. After all, the well
known dualities for abelian groups and for vector spaces could have 
provided eIues without any need of venturing very far away from the 
initial concerns of category theory. If an answer is to be found here I think 
we have to look at another factor, the impact of the Second World War 
upon ll1athematicians and mathell1atics. 

Before doing this, let ll1e indulge in a few comments on the relation 
between category theory and other branches of mathematics, with an 
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eye upon the future rather than upon the past. Category theory has 
scored real triumphs in algebra, algebraic topology, and algebraic 
geometry, and in so doing has established itself as a respectable branch 
of mathematics, worthy of intensive cultivation both for its own sake 
and for the sake of its applications. However, the relevance and the 
importance of category theory for some other branches of mathematics, 
such as analysis and set-theoretical or general topology is still to be 
demonstrated. In spite of a considerable amount of research intended 
to connect category theory with these branches of mathematics, we still 
have few if any indications that categories will serve as powerful tools 
in their further development. Professor MAcLANE has been very kind 
in pointing out the presence in my paper on "Applications of the Theory 
of Boolean rings to General Topology" of a number of mathematical 
phenomena which have since been recognized and studied in category 
theory. More recent work by others has shown that there are indeed 
many elose links between general topology and category theory. Funda
mentally, however, this still amounts to saying that many topological 
situations appear as special cases of general results in category theory. 
We do not yet have many new results in general topology made possible 
by essential applications of category theory. Possibly this is due to the 
observation, made in arecent paper of STEENROD, that the kinds of 
topological space that can be treated smoothly in terms of categories 
are not coextensive with the kinds that topologists have chosen as the 
subject of their investigations. The connections between measure 
theory and category theory have likewise been investigated, especially 
by LINTON, with somewhat similar results. Some measure-theoretical 
phenomena can be neatly expressed in terms of category theory, but 
others seem to remain elusive. Indeed, some problems in measure theory 
suggested by the connections with category theory and essential to a full 
understanding of those connections can apparently be attacked only 
within measure theory and remain unsolved. It is possible that some 
of LAURE NT SCHWARTZ'S recent work on measure theory could be 
interpreted as effecting a rapprochement with category theory through 
arevision of the fundamental concepts of measure theory. If so, there 
is an obvious analogy with STEENROD'S proposal in the case of topology. 
These two illustrations may serve to remind us that in those parts of 
mathematics where limit processes play an essential part, as in general 
topology, measure theory, and analysis taken as a whole, we often have 
to contend with situations bordering on the pathological and sometimes 
need to avoid entanglement in irresoluble pathologies by judicious 
limitation of the problems we try to attack. This elearly presents a 
certain contrast with the situation in algebra. Furthermore it suggests 
that however weIl category theory may be adapted to algebraic 
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situations, it may still not fit the requirements of analysis and general 
topology in an entirely satisfactory manner. Whether the answer lies 
in changing our attitude towards analysis or in modifying category 
theory or in working out some sort of mutual adjustment between 
them, only future researches can tell. 

Returning now to the influence of World War II upon mathematics 
in general and upon the development of category theory in particular, 
we need only recall the almost universal disruption of mathematical 
activity to realize how many potential advances must have been held 
up or even made forever impossible. It is unnecessary to recall in detail 
the breakdown of international communications, the diversion of mature 
mathematicians to war-time tasks, the suspension of normal teaching 
functions in the universities, the absorption of youth by the military 
services, or the tragic loss of life on the battle field and in concentration 
camps. All these evils had a heavy impact upon our science. Yet it 
seems to me equally important to dweIl upn a less obvious influence 
of the war, but one that should not be underestimated. In the war's 
aftermath we had to deal with many problems of readjustment and 
reconstruction which undoubtedly took their toll of research. At the 
same time many of us returned to our normal pursuits as mathematicians 
with a certain restlessness of spirit and a new vision of a more intense 
and highly organized mathematical activity than we had previously 
known. Those of us who shared this sense of restlessness and of the 
opening up of new possibilities were not content to pick things up just 
as we had left them. Instead we looked for new beginnings and devoted 
much time and energy over a number of years to organizing a significantly 
higher level of mathematical activity than we had known before the 
war. In retrospect it seems to me plain that this upsurge for which we 
worked in the years just after the war was partly the result of the 
intellectual revolution in mathematics that had begun at the turn of 
the century and was in full swing by 1939, partly the result of new 
organizational trends in science which received a great impetus from 
experience gained in the prosecution of the war. If research suffered 
a little because of such new preoccupations - I think there is no 
doubt that it did - it was only for a short time. We all know that 
since then mathematical research has attained impressive new levels 
of quantity and quality. 

The effects which we have tried to describe here can be traced in 
more specific terms with reference to developments in the field of which 
category theory is a major part. In the period just before the war a 
number of mathematicians began to look for general principles of the 
kind with which category theory is concerned. Some of them found 
leads in my paper on "Applications of the Theory of Boolean Rings 
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to General Topology". One problem posed in this paper was that of 
characterizing the rings of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff 
space. A manuscript of the paper was made available to mathematicians 
in Moscow by early 1936 and quickly stimulated some notes by KOLMO
GOROV and GELFAND. A little later and at about the same time, GELFAND 
and I gave solutions of the characterization problem, he in the case of 
complex functions with his famous paper on Banach algebras and I in 
the case of real functions. Similar results were obtained for lattices or 
vector lattices of various types by a number of mathematicians, induding 
KAKUTANI, the KREINS, VON NEUMANN, and myself. Indeed, after 
reading a paper of FREUDENTHAL, I had obtained an unpublished 
result along these lines as early as the summer of 1938. These different 
theorems had as a common feature the fact that they all furnished 
representations of certain algebraic structures by sets of functions 
subject to appropriate operations. The general principle on which they 
were all based was formulated in explicit terms in not es written at 
roughly the same time by GARRETT BIRKHOFF, KAKUTANI, and McCoy. 
The greater part of these results was published in 1939-1940. I have 
no doubt that, if it had not been for the war, research along these lines 
and along certain other lines suggested by my Boolean algebra paper 
would have continued at the same level of activity during the period 
1940-1945. Speaking for myself, I can say that I did indeed carry 
on my investigations of some of the general principles which appeared 
to lie at the foundation of functional analysis and topology. I lectured 
on this subject at the University of Buenos Aires in 1943 with ALBERTO 
CALDER6N as one of my auditors; returned to the subject again in my 
unpublished retiring address as President of the American Mathematical 
Society; and finally lectured on it again at the University of Chicago, 
in a dass which induded RICHARD KADISON as one of its members. 
I never succeeded in bringing my results to a point which satisfied me, 
and I was eventually drawn away from further work upon them by 
problems doser to my major interests in analysis. One thing that 
displeased me was that I did not succeed in showing the relevance to 
Galois theory of what I hoped were general principles with at least 
that much scope. It is quite dear to me that if the war and its aftermath 
had not interrupted my systematic work in this field I would have been 
in a far better position to make substantial progress in it. I think that 
under other circumstances I would inevitably have been led to explore 
the significance of category theory as it then was for my own work. No 
doubt what I have said about my own experience must be true of the 
experiences of many other mathematicians. And it must always be 
remembered that a great many young people were prevented by the 
war from starting their mathematical careers when they were ready 
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to begin and that they were therefore delayed in exercising their talents 
on the problems we have been discussing. 

In conclusion I would like to insist again on the value of a broad 
mathematical background in the conduct of research into the fundamental 
structure of our subject and even into somewhat specialized aspects or 
branches of it. A sign of the essential unity of mathematics is given us 
by the sort of experience which has been recounted here. It points to 
the need for offering our future research methematicians a broad 
preparation that will enable them to cope successfully with the 
increasingly complex interconnections that bind mathematics into a 
single whole. 

16 Functional Analysis 
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